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CATCHING UP WITH ISSA (August 14, 2011)
Kobayashi Issa (1763-1827), a Japanese poet of renown and a lay
Buddhist priest, is best known for his poems, but he has also left
numerous journals. There are more than twenty-thousand haiku to his
pen name, which means “cup of tea.” His real name was Nabuyuki.
Anyhow, I am catching up with him. At present, there are close to
twelve-thousand pieces of writing to my Residua, a journal of sorts,
and about a thousand of them are my own haiku. Since eight years ago,
an ever-larger proportion of my writings are one-hundred and sixty
character poems, which were spawned on my mobile phone. It was
originally constrained to this number of characters, and the constraint
has stuck with me. By and by, most of my writings may well end up in
this neat format. I cannot tell whether I will ever catch up with good
old Issa, but the goal is well worth keeping in mind. If silence is
beyond me, my haiku comes close enough to it.
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IN THE MAKING (June 16, 2004)
I am often out and about with little on me: a key, money, and mobile
phone. Thus I use the mobile as my notebook. A hundred-sixtycharacter haiku in the making.
WAY TOO STILL (June 16, 2004)
Again and again, a lizard scuttles along to check me out as I lounge on
my terrace. Its head raised high, it stares at me. For a human, I must
be way too still.
IN MY PALM (June 17, 2004)
Desperate about my indestructible garden, I took a stick to it. I beat
into pulp every shoot in sight. Now I am nursing my blisters, the rose
garden in my palm.
AN ADVERSARY SO SPLENDID (June 17, 2004)
The afternoon sun is so hot I had to close all the shutters facing west.
Yes, the summer is nigh. But what a thrill it is to be facing an
adversary so splendid!
PUT TOGETHER (June 19, 2004)
Around midnight, the Big Dipper hogs the hazy sky. Or is it the Big
Bear? Or the Big Chariot? Anyhow, big it is. Bigger than Vižinada
and Grožnjan put together.
INSIDE AND OUT (June 19, 2004)
Two hours and a half to Butoniga, an artificial lake managed by
Croatian Waters. Enthralling. But out of bounds. The company
knows its customers inside and out.
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A QUIET PIPE (June 20, 2004)
Howling wind and whirling drizzle. The hills around Motovun appear
pale in the failing afternoon light. The place is shutting down. Prime
time for a quiet pipe.
MY OWN PET (June 21, 2004)
So many have suggested I get a pet that I have become almost
persuaded. Dog? Cat? A question of time, or so I used to say. But no
longer. Hey, I am my own pet!
PANIC STATIONS (June 22, 2004)
The cleverest man in town, a fellow told me in jest. I brushed it away.
The town’s future depends on me, another fellow told me quite
seriously. Panic stations.
DETOURS, DETOURS (June 24, 2004)
What have I noticed this time in Venice? Detours, detours. This time
around, Venice appears flush with money. Save-Venice money. Or is
it just detours, detours?
GETTING SLIPPERY (June 26, 2004)
For a while now I have been fumbling with dates. With whole years,
to be more precise. Is it 2008? Or maybe 2006? Hey, it is but 2004!
Time is getting slippery.
THE WIND’S HOWLING (June 27, 2004)
Swept by strong wind, the Mirna valley stretches green under the paleblue sky. Clouds are nowhere to be seen. A faultless summer day,
minus the wind’s howling.
DAMN HARD TO FORETELL (June 28, 2004)
The nicer the weather, the fewer tourists in Motovun. That is the first
law of tourism in town. And the second law is that the weather is
damn hard to foretell.
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AND NO-ONE ELSE (June 28, 2004)
It is a liberating moment when you realize you are writing for your
own self. And no-one else. It is a moment of liberation from your
own self. And no-one else.
WHY PIGEONS THRIVE IN MOTOVUN (June 28, 2004)
High above, swifts buzz a lone hawk. Now and then, it flutters
sideways to lose its attackers. In the end, it sails away. Is this why
pigeons thrive in Motovun?
SHEER ALTRUISM (June 29, 2004)
Why do the unfuckables rattle me so, especially when they are female
and young? Why do I care, now that I am not in the game any more?
Altruism, sheer altruism.
MY TERRACE (June 30, 2004)
Ants, it is said, contribute more to the earth’s biomass than any other
species. Excluding the plethora of bacteria, that is. For the proof,
come to my terrace.
STONE DEAD (June 30, 2004)
At a nearby table, a group of women shout at the news that a colleague
of theirs just gave birth. The news came by mobile phone. My mobile
now feels stone dead.
I CAN HARDLY WAIT (July 1, 2004)
Almost full, the moon was thrilling last night. It will be full just past
midnight tonight. Tomorrow, that is. Like a child, I am so excited, I
can hardly wait.
WISHED BACK (July 2, 2004)
After a tremendous storm, there is not an insect in sight. Many are
wasted. Some are cowering still. After a tremendous storm, the wee
bastards are wished back.
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OR ELSE (July 2, 2004)
Take a deep breath. Hold it. Breathe out slowly. Take another deep
breath. And another. Nothing to it. Keep breathing. Forget about all
else. All else. Or else.
COMEDY PERHAPS (July 3, 2004)
A porky woman well past her prime gyrating by herself to cool Latin
American rhythms in a Motovun bar. She is good at it, too. But what
is this? Comedy perhaps?
A GOOD NOSE (July 3, 2004)
A cat is watching me eat. I stopped eating in mid-meal, but the cat
stayed by my table. It cannot see my plate, but it knows it is not
empty. A good nose, that.
AM I SURPRISED (July 4, 2004)
God knows why this Italian couple chose Motovun for their wedding,
but the square in front of St. Stephen’s fits the crowd like a glove. Am
I surprised, though?
SCATTERED AROUND THE WORLD (July 4, 2004)
Tomato and pepper salad with olive oil and lemon, boiled eggs, dark
bread with crunchy crust… But my thoughts wander to my friends
scattered around the world.
WHOOSH (July 4, 2004)
Some swifts fly alone or in pairs, but most of them fly in a tight pack.
Whoosh, they swoop over my terrace. But that is the sound of their
whole lives: whoosh.
SWEETHEART (July 5, 2004)
“This is getting higher and higher and higher,” moans a hefty
American woman as she stumbles to the main square in Motovun.
Indeed. Go back to Iowa, sweetheart.
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ALL AROUND (July 5, 2004)
Chased by a dog, a black cat scrambles up a tree leaning over a
restaurant. The dog long gone, the cat jumps down onto an empty
table. Some surprise all around.
ARCHIVE (July 6, 2004)
My wee mobile delights me not only because I can write into it, but
because I can read from it, too. The file with my writings bears a name
of promise: Archive.
I RECKON (July 7, 2004)
If you are of two minds about wishing to return to this world, of how
many minds would you be about wishing to put another soul upon it?
At least six, I reckon.
THE SAME BREED STILL (July 8, 2004)
Skirting ice, some went left, some right. When those who went right
bounced around eons later, they seemed a breed apart. Sadly, they
were the same breed still.
IN A MORTUARY (July 8, 2004)
Sitting crosslegged, I contemplate the sole of my left foot. I would
never recognize it as my own. But how much of my very self would I
recognize in a mortuary?
SEVENTY-SEVEN (July 11, 2004)
“And how do you feel on your birthday?” I hugged Ljubica Handjal.
“Well,” she said earnestly, “I feel kind of mature now.” We laughed.
Now she is seventy-seven.
A GREAT SHAME (July 14, 2004)
A German family of four taking off their hats before entering St.
Stephen’s. Such a rare sight, I spotted it. Few people wear hats
nowadays. A great shame, too.
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ONLY WOMEN (July 15, 2004)
Tourists often poke their big noses into our homes. They are dying to
know who we are, what we have, and how we live. Any wonder?
These tourists are only women!
THE PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP (July 16, 2004)
Prodded by friends, I am protecting my shutters with linseed oil. A
yearly chore, it appears. Having barely started, I am overwhelmed by
the pride of ownership.
ALMOST CROWDED (July 18, 2004)
On a hot summer day, the hotel terrace is my favorite place in town.
Yesterday I was alone here. A shame, I thought. But not today. The
place is almost crowded.
YUP (July 18, 2004)
“Lucky you,” people often nod my way when they see me lolling about
town. Sharing their feelings but lost for words, I only wave at them.
That is to say: “Yup.”
TASTE OF PANIC (July 19, 2004)
My first-anniversary party is shaping up. God knows how many
people I have invited already. And how many more I am yet to invite.
Ah, the gentle taste of panic.
AS MANY CHANCES AS YOU COULD GET (July 20, 2004)
If you had hundred and sixty characters to say it all, what would it be?
Most likely you would ask for a few chances. In fact, as many chances
as you could get.
THE FADING SUN (July 20, 2004)
Long shadows of a few fluffy clouds projected onto the hazy sky by
the setting sun. Some shadows stretch over much of the sky. They all
point at the fading sun.
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LESS LIGHT (July 21, 2004)
More light? How wrong was poor, dying Goethe! But he still pointed
at one source of this civilization’s plight. And his dictum’s felicitous
obverse: less light.
NOT STUPID (July 25, 2004)
I am kissing her face, neck, shoulders: “But why do you love me? I
am old, ugly, selfish, stupid…” I am prepared to go on. She looks up:
“You are not stupid.”
WHICH FINGER (July 26, 2004)
I am watching the festival crowds and wondering. Would I move a
finger for these people? A single finger. Yup, I sure would. And you
know which finger, as well.
ANCHORS OF REALITY (July 27, 2004)
The town is so crammed that it is a special joy to spot a familiar face:
there is Miro, here Ljubica, over yonder Nives. For the time being,
anchors of reality.
THE DAY AFTER (July 31, 2004)
At the risk of sounding like an old curmudgeon, I must say that the
Motovun film festival offers few joys greater than that of the day after.
Ah, the day after!
SEE?! (August 2, 2004)
We had a bit of a tiff. So, we went out for a fancy lunch. “Tell me
you love me,” she said as we munched away. “I love you,” I nodded.
She beamed at me: “See?!”
DRIPPING WITH SWEAT (August 3, 2004)
What better birthday gift for the beloved than a complete and total
fuck-out? Complete and total it was, too. Having showered, we are
still dripping with sweat.
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HOW MANY LETTERS (August 6, 2004)
After two weeks together, her departure is confusing. Having written
two business letters, I feel lost. She will be back in two weeks. How
many letters is that?
GRANTED (August 10, 2004)
The sunset is so enchanting, I wish I could talk to my mother about it.
It would make her so happy. Then I realize my wish has been granted,
for my mother is I.
MY FAIR LOT (August 11, 2004)
The show at the Motovun Gallery is yet to open, but I am getting
praises already. I feel more and more uneasy, though. Indifference
has long become my fair lot.
GOOD OLD SUMMER (August 12, 2004)
It is so hot and damp, there is nowhere to hide. Another shower is the
best one can do, but the relief is only brief. Good old summer has a
way with its lovers.
GOOD AT IT (August 17, 2004)
A young man with multiple tics: face, head, shoulders, arms…
Whenever I spot him, I try to predict where it will strike next. Sadly, I
am becoming good at it.
SLEEPING AS SUCH (August 19, 2004)
Curled up on the floor, a puppy sleeping belly up in a car full of
children at play. Now, that is sleeping. As philosophers would say,
that is sleeping as such.
IN REAL TROUBLE (August 21, 2004)
We are sunbathing on the terrace. Sitting next to her, I am caressing
her thighs, belly, groin. “Don’t,” she whispers. “If it wakes up, we are
in real trouble.”
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A FRENCH PLOT (August 22, 2004)
A French family of four at lunch: food and wine tasting, animated
conversation, subdued laughter. A delight. And an annoyance, too.
Could this be a French plot?
STEPPING STONES (August 24, 2004)
Do not court disaster, but milk it for all it is worth when it strikes. And
disasters are worth a great deal. They are but stepping stones across
the old river.
A NASTY BITCH (August 25, 2004)
If you blossomed for such a short while, bore such unbearable fruit,
and wilted for the rest of such a long life, would not you, too, end up
such a nasty bitch?
IN ALARM-CLOCK TERMS (August 28, 2004)
What kind of man am I? Fancy alarm clocks have two settings: “stop”
and “snooze.” I never use the latter, always the former. And that is I
in alarm-clock terms.
THOSE DATES (August 29, 2004)
When I read my writings, I often marvel at my good fortune: how
different they would read without the dates attached to the titles! The
devil is in those dates.
THERE WILL BE OTHERS (August 30, 2004)
“All is fiction,” says a French friend in response to my disgust of it.
She may be right, too. She may be a character in my story. There will
be others, though.
THE MISERY (September 1, 2004)
Love, the only miracle. The only mystery. No words can be worth it.
No words can come close to it. Which is to say, no damn words will
be spared it. The misery.
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HELICOPTER (September 2, 2004)
I am reading when a helicopter rattles my windows. It must be near.
“Just a helicopter,” I think at first. Then I dash to the terrace:
“Helicopter, helicopter!”
THE REST OF ISTRIA (September 4, 2004)
True, I stick to Motovun mainly because of its charm. Even an hour
away can be painful for me. But I also stick to it because of the ruin of
the rest of Istria.
ON TOP OF THE NEIGHBORING HILL (September 5, 2004)
How is she in bed? What a question! How is she on the bedroom
floor, on the kitchen counter, on the terrace wall, in the street, on top of
the neighboring hill?
EVERY WORD YOU WILL EVER WRITE (September 6, 2004)
Keep writing. I know the one who will read every word you will
write. Every single one. Why, I know the one who will first weigh
every word you will ever write.
LESS WITTINGLY (September 6, 2004)
The setting sun bouncing off the sleek belly of a passing swift. A flash
of reddish light. Can a moment of joy be briefer? And can it be
granted less wittingly?
DIVINE PROGRESS (September 8, 2004)
‘Orco dio was the standard swear I heard at home as a child. Dio can’
is the standard swear in Motovun now. From pig to dog in two
generations: divine progress.
A STRAY FART (September 11, 2004)
When you are peeing in some bar and swaying a bit from too many
drinks, you are liable to chuckle to yourself when your pee is cut for a
second by a stray fart.
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SEPTEMBER TWELVE (September 12, 2004)
My Sufi leanings notwithstanding, listening to Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan
on September Eleven is a wee bit awkward. But it is not awkward at
all on September Twelve.
FAST FORWARD (September 13, 2004)
She left only yesterday, but I feel it was days ago. I am not forgetting
her quickly, though, but wishing her back as quickly as possible. I am
on fast forward.
THAT SHIT (September 17, 2004)
I am sunbathing on my terrace and marveling at the traffic along the
Mirna: how pointless. And then I spot a Coca Cola truck. Wait, I
sometimes drink that shit.
THE MARTYR’S (September 17, 2004)
Half white wine, not necessarily good, half soda, and some ice: the
best drink for a sunny day. And I taught all the waiters in Motovun to
call it the martyr’s.
HIS OWN TENDERFOOT (September 22, 2004)
Behold, it is footwear that has changed the most in a century or so.
Casting about him now, Nietzsche would spot it at once: the hallmark
of his own tenderfoot.
HALF A KILOGRAM A YEAR (September 23, 2004)
The fall is nigh, and dead bugs litter the house. A cricket here, a moth
there, sundry wings and legs everywhere. Back to dust. I reckon half
a kilogram a year.
IN A WORD (September 24, 2004)
After more than a year, a bottle of Shiraz. Deakin Estate, Australia,
2002. Good stuff. Rich, aromatic, fruity, sturdy. Beats Teran, and
how. In a word, shucks.
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AHEAD OF SCHEDULE (September 26, 2004)
Call it madness. Or just shake your head. But I am lost whenever she
leaves. Utterly lost, as though my soul has flown away. Only a few
years ahead of schedule.
HOT ENOUGH (September 28, 2004)
If you find a wasp in my sauce, do not cringe. Relax. The recipe is
liberal enough. And forgiving, as well. The only question is whether
the wasp is hot enough.
FOR SHORT (September 29, 2004)
It is almost October, and it is getting cold, but all I wear while I still
can is a pair of swimming trunks, a T-shirt, and a pair of sandals. Or
TTS for short.
SO MANY (October 3, 2004)
I am blessed with many friends. How many? When they come to
visit, they use up every single glass, cup, plate, bowl, spoon, knife, pot,
and pan I have. So many.
VENUS (October 6, 2004)
The haze is so thick, one can barely pick the edges of the steamy
landscape. The low sun glows reddish in the gloom. A passing
Martian would bet this was Venus.
NO JUSTICE (October 7, 2004)
I can almost hear the two women, mother and daughter, who are
cleaning my house for as much per hour as the cigar I am puffing at
now: “There ain’t no justice!”
FIRST SENTENCE (October 8, 2004)
“You should’ve seen my tongue!” If I were to write a novel, this
would be its first sentence. The most captivating, enthralling, and
tantalizing first sentence.
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WANKER (October 9, 2004)
Loath of being untrue to your beloved, you first stop wanking, even
with her in mind. And then she starts doing it to you for her own
pleasure. Your own wanker.
QUITE FORMLESS (October 11, 2004)
If poetry needs form, it is good to remember that any old form would
do. Which is not to say that form is irrelevant. Rather, the form itself
is quite formless.
POETIC FORM (October 11, 2004)
As I just learned from a friend, another letter to The Economist of mine
has appeared in print. And I just wrote a … poem on the arbitrariness
of poetic form!
DESERTED IN THE FALL (October 12, 2004)
Chestnuts drop with such a bang on cars parked along Barbacan, one
would bet they are thrown by kids from Mure above. But the town
wall is deserted in the fall.
HERE (October 12, 2004)
The breathtaking beauty of the Mirna valley strikes me most when I
am doing something absurd, like affixing stamps or folding clean
towels: “Gosh, I live here!”
THE LOUD SPECIES (October 17, 2004)
I can hear the men shouting and shooting in the thicket far below my
terrace, but I cannot see them. The game I can neither see nor hear.
The loud species, man.
THE REMEDY OF BEARS (October 19, 2004)
The day is so dark and dank, drab and dreary, as well as droopy and
drowsy, that I can think of no better remedy than a long, sweet snooze.
The remedy of bears.
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CLOSED (October 20, 2004)
Once again, and once too often, the day is so ugly, so yucky, that I am
forced to retaliate. To avenge myself. And so I am about to slam all
my shutters closed.
A FEMALE VERSION (October 21, 2004)
She is my wife. No, my sister. No, my daughter. No, this is still too
far. Still too remote. She is me, I get it at last. Yes, she is me, only a
female version.
“TRAFFIC” (October 22, 2004)
A car trundles down Borgo. “Traffic,” I announce. Laughter. An
hour or so later, another car rumbles past my house. Much more
laughter as I announce: “Traffic.”
HABIBI (October 23, 2004)
Smoking a Habibi water-pipe with a mixed-fruit tobacco, both by Mac
Baren, and listening to Oum Koulsoum singing “Alf Layla” in a slow,
husky voice: “Habibi…”
CONSEQUENCES (October 25, 2004)
It is discovered that erogenous zones swathe the entire human body,
and that pressing, rubbing, or caressing any of its parts can engender
orgasm. Consequences.
STARK NAKED (October 27, 2004)
It is unseasonably balmy. Tricked by the quaint weather, some plants
are flowering again. But who would be complaining while sunbathing
in mid-fall stark naked?
SCRIBBLING (October 31, 2004)
What can you do while your beloved is washing her hair? You can
pester her. You can roam around the empty house. Or you can return
to your ceaseless scribbling.
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SINGER (November 1, 2004)
And now I can boast of a crisp nickname, which I got from my
beloved, who knows exactly what she is talking about: Singer Sewing
Machine. Or, for short, Singer.
A SHAM (November 2, 2004)
If one man could make such a difference, as is expected in today’s
presidential elections in the United States, democracy would be a
sham. Which it may well be.
PASSIVE RESISTANCE (November 3, 2004)
But why do I insist on sunbathing naked out of season, when
sunbathing has never been my thing? Is this a manner of resistance?
Passive resistance, to be exact.
ACTOR (November 3, 2004)
My prick should have been an actor: it is enough for me to think of
taking its picture for it to swell and rise. And it would have been a
damn quick actor, too.
MUSTAFA (November 7, 2004)
A bright peal of laughter when I enter the bathroom, where she is
washing her hair, and exclaim upon seeing her with a towel wrapped
around her head: “Mustafa!”
THE FOUR CORNERS (November 8, 2004)
Once upon a time, late last night, these four candles lit our bed. The
four corners of our world. Their butts now light my desk. The four
corners of loneliness.
IN ITS SHADOW (November 12, 2004)
My prick loves sunshine. When I give it a chance, it grows and grows,
so as to catch as much sun as it can. It could not care less about me,
lost in its shadow.
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THE HARSH SILHOUETTE OF THE ALPS (November 14, 2004)
The wind howled all night and day, but I ventured out at sundown.
The western sky was crimson, framed by low, shaggy clouds and the
harsh silhouette of the Alps.
THE MISSING KRISHNA (November 16, 2004)
Just after sundown, a frothy cloud with a flat bottom looked like the
earth lifted up from the waters by Krishna. The beauty was spoiled by
the missing Krishna.
MOST SUCCULENT (November 21, 2004)
The next day, the fireplace reeks of soot.
Of ambers long
extinguished. But it also reeks of life abundant. Of life luxuriant.
And of its fruits most succulent.
OUR GOLDEN SILENCE (November 21, 2004)
The setting sun behind me and to my right, my shadow in front of me
and to my left. We keep company. I bet the shadow, too, finds
comfort in our golden silence.
OR YOU (November 24, 2004)
Two days short of full, the moon is resplendent tonight. Everything
blazes in its cobalt light. But you can only guess about the moon in
two short days. Or you.
JUST WHAT I LIKE (November 25, 2004)
I like it when she yells and shouts. I like it even more when she
screams. But I like it best when she screeches like a banshee. And she
knows just what I like.
MY DREAM (December 4, 2004)
“Where did you come from?” I often ask her. “How did I find you?” I
occasionally persist. She just smiles at me. “I know,” I told her today,
“you are my dream.”
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MUNCHY, MUNCHY (December 7, 2004)
On a narrow ledge in my kitchen, I spot many a tiny, dead fly. I look
up and see a hefty spider by the ceiling. I wag my finger at the rascal:
“Munchy, munchy!”
BROTHERS TO COME (December 7, 2004)
Brothers to come, I do not envy you, but pity you instead. There is one
thing we must share, though. You, too, will pity rather than envy your
brothers to come.
YOGA FOR TWO (December 12, 2004)
Alone and naked, doing yoga under the sunny sky a few days before
the onset of the winter. Could anything beat this? Yes, it could. Let
us call it yoga for two.
AS TALL AS THE ALPS (December 13, 2004)
How tall would you have to be to roll naked in the Mirna valley and
feel the smooth softness of the gentle landscape on your skin? As tall
as the Alps, I guess.
ON THE BACK OF YOUR HAND (December 18, 2004)
The cold tip of her nose on the back of your hand. She kissing you,
kissing. You crying your eyes out, crying. The red tip of her nose on
the back of your hand.
WHEN I NEED CONSOLING (December 26, 2004)
For a while now, the sun leaves Motovun whenever my beloved
returns, and returns when she leaves. But it is far from cruel. It knows
just when I need consoling.
A SHUDDER (December 27, 2004)
What would become of me were I stripped of love? That question
pops into my mind quite often, but I always draw a blank. Not exactly
a blank; rather, a shudder.
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THESE GODFORSAKEN DATES (December 27, 2004)
Dates, dates. Time moves on. Another year approaches. Another
birthday creeps closer. But all I will ever be able to snatch of time are
these godforsaken dates.
JUST AN EAGLE (December 29, 2004)
It is thrilling to watch an eagle slowly wheel. But it is bracing to
watch an eagle wheel from above. From the heady Motovun heights,
an eagle is just an eagle.
MY SHE-WOLF (December 30, 2004)
The chair under us creaking, the muscles of her powerful thighs
flexing on top of my own, her toes gripping the floor, her head hoisted
for a howl: my she-wolf.
HER LITTLE TOES (December 31, 2004)
Our eighth year together about to begin, I am rubbing her cold feet,
and thinking about the first pangs of my love for her: the pink bruises
on her little toes.
VERMIN! (January 1, 2005)
My beloved and I are real experts in life’s little pleasures. When Miro
Kopčalić catches us, he shakes his head in mock dismay with a dash of
longing: “Vermin!”
DISTANCE GROOMING (January 11, 2005)
When people in Motovun spot me writing a text message on my
mobile phone, they know just whom I am writing to. And so they
tease me about it. Distance grooming?
THE MISTY WORLD’S SOLID KERNEL (January 13, 2005)
Below, clouds. Above, more clouds. On the hazy horizon, the smooth
humps of hills that run along the Mirna. Here, under my feet, the
misty world’s solid kernel.
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TWITTERING, FLUTTERING (January 17, 2005)
As I am sunbathing on my terrace, the finches are twittering and
fluttering about me. I feel naked at every sound. But less so at
twittering than at fluttering.
ASK CONFUCIUS (January 21, 2005)
Confucius says a good man is one good people in the village like, and
bad people do not like. But how can you tell good from bad people?
Must you ask Confucius?
ANY LONGER (January 23, 2005)
When she departs from Motovun, where she comes every fortnight, the
house becomes so desperately empty that it feels as though not even I
am at home any longer.
SO VERY COLD (January 25, 2005)
Full moon. And very cold. The moon is afloat, easy to check, but how
cold is it, really? So cold there is not a single cat to be found in
Motovun. So very cold.
FROM BELGRADE (January 29, 2005)
The music kids go for at Klaudio’s is not to my liking. Luckily, the
singer they like most, known as Bajaga, I dislike least. Luckily, too,
he is from Belgrade.
HER OLD WOLF (February 5, 2005)
My muscles and bones are aching. There is no kidding with my shewolf. But her muscles and bones are aching, too. There is no kidding
with her old wolf, either.
THE GRAND DESIGN (February 10, 2005)
Bright noon. It is a joy to sit in the sun, minus the desperate meows of
neighborhood cats. My heart goes to them, though. Innocent victims
of the grand design.
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WHEN SHE LEFT (February 13, 2005)
Having at last persuaded her there was nothing more she could do to
help me with my flu, and that she must not catch it, too, I cried like a
baby when she left.
SHE ONLY SMILED (February 14, 2005)
I dreamt that my beloved was cooking something in a big pot. An old
wooden spoon was stuck in it upside down. When I teased her a bit
about it, she only smiled.
FOUR FULL DAYS (February 14, 2005)
How bad is my flu? Well, it is so bad I have not even thought of a sip
of wine for four full days. For those who know me well, that says it
all. Four full days.
HOW DID I MISS THAT? (February 15, 2005)
I wrote to my beloved that I had been writing all day to folks all
around the world. This was euphoria of returning health, she wrote
back. How did I miss that?
LOVE ALMIGHTY (February 20, 2005)
She hurts all over, she says. Small bites, mighty squeezes, assorted
twists. All my muscles ache. My shoulder is out of joint. I am
limping, too. Love almighty.
MULTIPLYING (February 24, 2005)
Like Walt Whitman, I contradict myself. Ever more often, too. For I
am not only large, but growing. And I not only contain multitudes, but
they are multiplying.
THE QUIET (February 26, 2005)
Weekend. Now tourists are dribbling in. But there will be few crowds
before Easter, when the season begins for true. It is time to start
wallowing in the quiet.
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OUR OWN MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE (February 27, 2005)
By the authority given to each of us by love, we marry each other for
good. Our signatures. Motovun, February 27, 2004. Last year, our
own marriage certificate.
LOVE MAKES LOVE (March 6, 2005)
Love fills, both body and mind. Love heals. Love makes bold. Love
gives strength supreme. Love saves from calamity. Love glows with
beauty. And love makes love.
MATING CALL (March 10, 2005)
The spring is here, and the news comes my way from someone in the
know: as soon as I opened my bedroom window this morning, I heard
the blackbird’s mating call.
MASS PHENOMENA (March 10, 2005)
Sometime soon I will be branded as an elitist. How ignorant will my
detractors be! And how misguided! By my Jovian standards, all elites
are but mass phenomena.
EACH TOE ON ITS OWN (March 17, 2005)
The second day in sandals. The best indicator of wellbeing, this.
Although the air is still nippy, it is a joy to let the old toes wriggle,
each toe on its own.
A HOUSEHOLD PET (March 19, 2005)
She is touching it, caressing it, drying it between her warm palms,
smoothing it, tossing it about, pressing it with her nimble fingers:
“Like a household pet.”
NO MORE QUESTIONS (March 24, 2005)
Ljubica Handjal is seventy-seven. Someone asks her: “Do you ever
think about sex?” She does not miss a beat: “I think about it all the
time!” No more questions.
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GOODBYE, GOODBYE (March 24, 2005)
When my beloved arrives, she nods toward my parents’ portraits:
“Good day, good day.” And when she departs, she nods toward them
once again: “Goodbye, goodbye.”
THEIR VERY FIRST DAY BACK (March 26, 2005)
The swallows are back. And what a joy it is to spot them their first day
back. Nay, what a joy it is to be sure you have spotted them their very
first day back.
THE LAST WOMAN (March 27, 2005)
Another dunk into the big, black, bottomless ocean. Another brush
with oblivion. Vacuum absolute. Another nibble of the proverbial
dust. The last woman, though.
SMITH-ER-EENS (March 28, 2005)
First I slammed my mobile phone on the floor. Next I stomped on it
and kicked it about. Then I took a hammer to it. In the end, I smashed
it into smith-er-eens.
EASY-PEASY (March 29, 2005)
How do you stitch together your broken ticker? Or sew together your
torn pecker? Or cobble together your cracked cooker? Do nothing,
nothing at all. Easy-peasy.
ALL THE CRAZY PEOPLE OF THIS WORLD (April 3, 2005)
What am I thankful for? Well, I am thankful for many wonderful
things. Love. Health. Even wealth. But I am most thankful for all the
crazy people of this world.
ITS OWN REWARD (April 6, 2005)
When you get a mighty erection while sunbathing naked, do not
complain. Do not feel abandoned. And do not pine for the one you
love. Erection is its own reward.
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AN EXAMPLE (April 9, 2005)
Today I got gripped by an urge to pen something solemn and wise, but
all I managed to put down ended up ponderous and pompous. A curse.
Take this as an example.
HELPING HER SLEEP (April 17, 2005)
Her head on my chest, she jerks every now and then in her slumber. “I
love you, I love you…,” I keep repeating in my mind. In my mind, I
am helping her sleep.
AFTER HIS DEPARTURE (April 18, 2005)
How was my son’s visit? It was fabulous. Absolutely fabulous, in
fact. My son’s visit was so fucking fabulous that I slept for twelve
hours after his departure.
A DIET SO HUMBLE (April 24, 2005)
Love unconditional, another word for faith, is the only food of gods,
but just behold how powerful, mindful, and beautiful they have
become on a diet so humble.
BY WAY OF THANKS (April 26, 2005)
I fish a curious fly with my finger out of my wine glass. It shakes
itself, preens itself for a while, hops about a few times, and flies away.
By way of thanks.
FOR US FOUR (April 26, 2005)
I have not only caught the spirit of Mondrian, Kandinsky, and
Malevich, but have also become their incarnation. When I relish my
paintings, I do it for us four.
SNIFFS AND SNEEZES (May 3, 2005)
Two sounds competing under the blooming chestnuts on the hotel
terrace: rustling of leaves and humming of bees. No, four sounds,
counting my sniffs and sneezes.
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THE LAST NEXT TIME (May 24, 2005)
This time around, I wonder when I will return to Belgrade again. Will
there be a next time, though? Is this not the next time already? The
last next time, too.
THE CIRCLE (June 2, 2005)
Zagreb, Belgrade, Cambridge, Ljubljana, Cambridge, Reading,
London, Reading, Motovun, Zagreb? Nah, the circle closes with
Motovun. And it is a much bigger circle, too.
COITAL ENLIGHTENMENT (June 25, 2005)
No matter when and where it strikes, and no matter what form it takes,
enlightenment is difficult to put into words. How much more true of
coital enlightenment!
TO WRITE AND HUMID (June 29, 2005)
Too think to hot, let alone write. And humid, too. Way too write to
hot and humid. My parting hot. Nay, thought and humid. Too think
and hot to write and humid.
LUSCIOUS JUICES (July 2, 2005)
As if in a dream, I came up with a scrumptious recipe for a prawn
sauce, but I am a bit uneasy about divulging it, for it involves my
beloved’s luscious juices.
MY NAME (July 6, 2005)
She calls my name only when she is coming. Well, almost only. But
why my surprise, if surprise it is? Is there any more propitious time for
her to call my name?
A POLITE ANSWER (July 16, 2005)
An English friend asked my beloved and me, quite innocently, how we
spend our time together. This was a few days ago, but we are still
short of a polite answer.
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LIKE A TIPSY SUSPENSION BRIDGE (July 28, 2005)
A parabola of thick, clear liquid stretching and shrinking between the
tip of my nose and her clitoris. Stretching and shrinking like a tipsy
suspension bridge.
THE VERY LAST NIGHT (July 29, 2005)
At the risk of sounding like an old curmudgeon once again, I must say
that the Motovun film festival offers few dreads greater than that of the
very last night.
LIKE AN OGRE (July 31, 2005)
I drink like an ogre in this amazing heat, but I pee like a baby. Almost
nothing at all. No trick here, though. In this amazing heat, I sweat like
an ogre, too.
NOTEWORTHY, THIS (August 5, 2005)
Walked to Šubijent, a lush hill less than an hour from Motovun.
Nothing worthy of note happened on my way there. Nothing again on
my way back. Noteworthy, this.
THE DOMINANT APE (August 11, 2005)
Sometimes I boss her around, and she obeys. I tell her to turn around,
and she turns around. I tell her to come, and she comes. Sometimes I
am the dominant ape.
LIKE A KINDERGARTEN (August 26, 2005)
My beloved likes to fool around with my balls. Sometimes I spread
my legs wide, and she plays with them for hours. Our bedroom is then
very like a kindergarten.
NO LESS (September 8, 2005)
When you write something beautiful, you are sometimes overwhelmed
by a desire to copy it. But you cannot, for it has been written already.
By yourself, no less.
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BREEDERS (September 10, 2005)
A family of six: one kid already walks, one is on his father’s back, one
in a carriage, and one in his mother’s belly. In a flash, a gay term pops
up: breeders.
CLOUDS CANNOT SPOIL IT (September 18, 2005)
Full moon tonight. No moon, though. Just clouds. Disappointing, and
how, but the moon is nevertheless full tonight. No matter how thick,
clouds cannot spoil it.
MUCH WORSE (September 23, 2005)
About twenty German tourists in their seventies sitting at a long table
on the sunlit hotel terrace and chewing grimly. Hunger? Nay,
something much, much worse.
WHO NOD THE MOST (September 25, 2005)
Sitting in a big company of young and old, I am lambasting nature.
God gets it, too. Actually, I am lambasting it all. Behold, it is the
young who nod the most.
WITH MY OWN FEET (September 26, 2005)
What would I do if I had five minutes to do it all? Thus my beloved,
and quite earnestly. God’s teeth come to me first. I would punch them
out with my own feet.
WITH A SMILE (October 3, 2005)
The first autumn day. Irrefutably autumnal, too. Relentless drizzle,
dismal darkness, gripping cold. Feeling remarkably magnanimous, I
take it all with a smile.
THE DREAD OF WINTER (October 4, 2005)
Walking past my bedroom, I was aghast when I saw snow in the hills
above the Mirna through the window. But they were only clouds laced
with the dread of winter.
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BEYOND ANY REASONABLE DOUBT (October 4, 2005)
Today I went back to The Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night
for the first time since spring. This is how I know it is autumn beyond
any reasonable doubt.
MAYHEM, MAYHEM (October 8, 2005)
Imagine six Italians sitting around a table. Hands waving all over the
place, right? Now imagine six deaf-and-dumb Italians using sign
language. Mayhem, mayhem!
THERE ALREADY (October 13, 2005)
Out of the blue, it crossed my mind that I had not even thought of
nirvana for quite some while. It has been months, I think. Does this
mean I am there already?
CALL MYSELF LUCKY (October 20, 2005)
My mind is blank. Perfectly blank. No thought. No emotion, either.
All I can do is stare in front of myself. For hours, too. Perhaps I
should call myself lucky?
SQUANDERED WAKING (October 23, 2005)
In my youth I wondered about the inordinate share of life squandered
sleeping. Foolish youth! Now I wonder about the inordinate share of
life squandered waking.
BY THE LIGHT BEHIND ME (October 29, 2005)
When I open a window to close the shutters for the night, I am startled
by my sharp shadow projected onto the impenetrable fog out there by
the light behind me.
GIOVINEZZA, GIOVINEZZA! (November 2, 2005)
Running up the stairs makes me feel young and strong. While I am at
it today, the fascist parade step comes to me with a mocking grin:
“Giovinezza, giovinezza!”
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COMFORT SOUP (November 23, 2005)
It is so cold tonight, I am making a soup for myself. I am neither
hungry nor cold, and yet I look forward to my midnight snack. I
suppose it is a comfort soup.
HOT AIR RISING (November 26, 2005)
Sparks rising up the fireplace chimney. So eager. So nimble. So
clever. Harbingers of change. Of things new and improved. Or
innocent victims of hot air rising.
AGAINST THE SHEETS (November 27, 2005)
I was mad at her, hopping mad, but my prick was not. Not a bit. And
thus she almost raped me. Until I got on top and rubbed her spine
bloody against the sheets.
CONSUMED BY LOVE (December 9, 2005)
Piled high in a fireplace, logs burn from outside in. Slowly, the blaze
reveals youthful shapes: splits, twists, long lost limbs. Like old men
consumed by love.
HER SNOUT (December 11, 2005)
I miss this and that. Her smell. Her voice. Her tits. I miss her eyes.
Her juicy cunt. Her toes. I miss her hair. Her belly. Her ass. But I
miss most her snout.
A PREMATURE ICE AGE (December 15, 2005)
Nothing but disaster and remorse can bring humans together. What
disaster and what remorse could bring all humans together? For good,
also. A premature ice age?
SQUEALING (December 18, 2005)
I am walking home from Tomica’s and farting. Pffft. Brooom. I am
stumbling down Borgo and laughing. Pheeew. Barooompf. I am
fiddling with my door and squealing.
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CHRISTMAS FOR TWO (December 25, 2005)
Escaping the freezing church, we undertake the midnight mass of our
own. We drop down to our knees. We take the flesh. And we take the
blood. Christmas for two.
A LONG HOLIDAY (December 29, 2005)
Much chewing. Much slurping. Much lovemaking. Much snoozing.
A week into my beloved’s long visit, my brain is barely kicking. It,
too, is having a long holiday.
LIKE THAT DOG (January 1, 2006)
We heard about a dog that hid all its toys in its basket and sat on them
when another dog would visit. “When it comes to you,” she mumbled,
“I’m like that dog.”
MY WINDING JOURNEY TO ISTRIA (January 7, 2006)
I am sitting on my terrace, sipping Teran, and reading a book in the
middle of winter. To add insult to injury, I am reading about my
winding journey to Istria.
IN SPITE OF MYSELF (January 11, 2006)
If I have many compunctions about fiction when I am fully awake, I
certainly have none when I am fast asleep. But does this make me a
writer in spite of myself?
WITHOUT SWEARING (January 11, 2006)
I am rather fond of our parish priest, Josip Zovic. We can talk about
almost everything. The only glitch is that I cannot express myself fully
without swearing.
SURELY ME (January 11, 2006)
My beloved dreamt of me wearing a short fur jacket but otherwise
naked. I had a dog’s head, also. “What’s up?” she asked, a bit
worried. Ah, that was surely me!
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SIGN OF TRUE LOVE (January 13, 2006)
I hide when out of sorts, like a beast. It is different when my beloved
is around. I could die in peace by her side, too. Is there any better sign
of true love?
HURRYING HER RETURN (January 15, 2006)
As soon as my beloved leaves Motovun, I wash our sheets and towels.
And then I prepare the fireplace for her next visit. Like a child, I am
hurrying her return.
MY PERSONAL AFFAIR (January 18, 2006)
Early on, I thought nothing would be gained without a revolution. So
many years later, I still think the same. Except that the revolution is
my personal affair.
BONKING (January 27, 2006)
How long does it take a broken rib to heal? Maybe a month at most.
Except if your beloved visits you every fortnight. And except if you
two cannot stop bonking.
ESPECIALLY THE SANDALS (February 1, 2006)
Sandals in mid-winter? The day is so gorgeous, friends are guessing,
quite correctly, that I will not be able to skirt writing about it.
Especially the sandals.
OVERCOME WITH BLISS (February 2, 2006)
The day is so balmy, I am overcome with joy. I am smiling at my dear
old sandals. I am grinning at my naked toes. The day is so balmy, I
am overcome with bliss.
LIKE A MUMMY (February 6, 2006)
I have been told twice in three days, and both times by men my junior,
that I am quite well preserved. This was a compliment, too. Well
preserved, like a mummy.
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WITHOUT RELIEF (February 7, 2006)
The best I can do to assuage my conscience after countless hours at
Klaudio’s, and after countless drinks, is to laud my hapless prostate.
Hours without relief.
HER IDENTITY CARD AND PASSPORT (February 12, 2006)
This is our ninth year together, but I am like a baby when she is
departing. As I sobbed today, I asked her to send me copies of her
identity card and passport.
PACE MONDRIAN, KANDINSKY, AND MALEVICH
(February 19, 2006)
Above the hot tip of my cigar, my squares, lines, and dots shimmer.
The only dynamism that will ever befit my paintings. Pace Mondrian,
Kandinsky, and Malevich.
ABOUT AND AROUND (February 22, 2006)
A finch, or maybe it is a tit, lands on my windowsill, peers through the
glass, sees me, and flutters off in a hurry. Which is why it is still about
and around.
DATES MISSING (February 26, 2006)
How can I tell when time is rushing headlong? I can always tell by
looking into my book, my life’s perfect gauge. When time is rushing,
there are dates missing.
TO CHEER ME UP (March 13, 2006)
As I am waving her goodbye from Barbacan, and as she is waving me
back from the road far below, I spot cherries in bloom down the hill.
All this to cheer me up.
AN ILL SPRING (March 24, 2006)
When I am ill, I go to bed. There are few ailments that sleep cannot
cure. But now the bed pulls me even when I am well, as though sleep
can cure an ill spring.
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LIKE HONEYMOONERS (April 3, 2006)
We are making love for the umpteenth time this weekend. I am on top
this time around. “Gosh,” she whispers tenderly between breaths, “we
are like honeymooners!”
VERY BAREFOOT (April 7, 2006)
After a couple of hours of sunshine on the terrace at Klaudio’s, I am
picking my way home down Borgo over the cold cobblestones. A tad
tipsy, and very barefoot.
REST IN PEACE (April 8, 2006)
Every time my computer comes to my mind, I wave the irksome
thought away. The weather is too good for anything but lolling about.
Let my computer rest in peace.
ONLY A JOKE (April 28, 2006)
We are listening to music from the island of Krk. After some while, I
realize she is wearing earplugs. Seeing my drooping face, she tells me
it was only a joke.
A COUPLE OF MILLENNIA (April 30, 2006)
When I write the current year, I often make a mistake. But I just
realized that I never err backwards. Only forwards, often by as much
as a couple of millennia.
THE FICTION OF YOUR NAME (May 8, 2006)
What binds you together as you grow older? What binds you together
at, say, twenty, forty, sixty, eighty? Admittedly, little more than the
fiction of your name.
PHEW! (May 15, 1006)
It took me quite a while to realize why London Review of Books bores
me so. To begin with, I am not a writer. Besides, I do not desire to
ever become one. Phew!
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GUFFAW (May 19, 2006)
The wind pushes an empty beer can around the tepid terrace floor
while we make love on it. When it bounces down the stairs to the
terrace below, we both guffaw.
ON CROATIAN POLITICS (May 27, 2006)
To my dismay, my beloved burst into tears when she heard I had
joined one of the few green parties in Croatia. Does this reflect on me,
or on Croatian politics?
OTHER OPPORTUNITIES (May 28, 2006)
A young male cat wanders down the street. An old male cat chases
him away. The old female cats wander up the street, sniffing for food.
And other opportunities.
A BIT GRUMPY (June 2, 2006)
You should have seen her laugh! She was positively gleeful, too. And
all I said was quite innocent, as well as completely reckless: “Today I
feel a bit grumpy.”
WHY MEN LIKE ROSES (June 4, 2006)
“It reminds me of you,” I gave her a pink rose in full blossom and a
tender kiss. Seeing that she was at a loss, I laughed: “Don’t you know
why men like roses.”
REDUNDANT (June 12, 2006)
It is a joy calling my beloved my wife, as it is but a wee exaggeration,
but it is an even greater joy that all who know us take this exaggeration
as redundant.
GREAT! (June 14, 2006)
“Isn’t it great,” I caught myself asking as I was preparing for bed, “that
there’s nothing I crave for?” “Yes,” I caught myself answering at
once, “it’s great!”
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THE SCREAMING SWIFTS (June 15, 2006)
Benjamin Pahović extended his restaurant to the loggia on the lower
square. Except for the screaming swifts, everything is the same.
Gosh, the screaming swifts!
HER EYES (June 19, 2006)
A little girl pursued by her elder sister. When she runs into a corner,
from which there is no escape, she stops and turns around. And then
she covers her eyes.
NOT SPANISH (June 21, 2006)
A group of about forty tourists led by a fellow carrying a Swedish flag
starts singing in front of the Motovun church. Nice. But a pity the flag
is not Spanish.
FIVE MINUTES (June 27, 2006)
A thin man with a thick wife and an even thicker daughter wanders
around sweltering Motovun. How long till icecream for the thick
twain? Precisely five minutes.
COME ON, NAP! (June 28, 2006)
The best remedy against the worst heat is a nap. An afternoon nap,
that is. The remedy of lions. And now for that nap, for the heat is bad
enough. Come on, nap!
HOMAGE TO FELLINI (June 29, 2006)
When I observe the humans, I do my utmost to see the funny side. Or
at least the silly side. But I often fail, and rather badly. My miserable
homage to Fellini.
OF ALL THINGS (July 1, 2006)
Alerted by thunder, I rush out to collect your sheets from the
clothesline. But what a delightful way to be reminded of you, beloved.
By thunder, of all things.
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FIVE DAYS OF DEATH (July 10, 2006)
Five days of silence. Five days of dimness. Five days of stillness.
Five days of irrelevance. Five days of emptiness. Five days of
darkness. Five days of death.
THE AGE TO COME (July 10, 2006)
A withered woman dressed in pure white pouring bottled water over
her cutlery in a Motovun restaurant. A lunatic of our age. And a
harbinger of the age to come.
MY VERY LAST STAND (July 10, 2006)
I have always been a foreigner. Always from elsewhere. Now I am
among the Bons and Flegos, but I have just been told I am a foreigner
still. My very last stand.
HIS HULKING BACK (July 11, 2006)
A German tourist so huge that his loose cotton shirt the size of a family
tent is getting caught in the many sweaty folds of the wobbly fat on his
hulking back.
A SWEET SMILE (July 12, 2006)
My mother’s smile came to me as I was looking at an elderly woman
with a straw hat not unlike one that my mother used to wear in the
summer. What a sweet smile!
SMOTHERED WITH BEES (July 15, 2006)
You can hear the domestic ivy on my terrace blooming. Actually, you
cannot but hear it even from inside of the house. Its teeny flowers are
smothered with bees.
FIGHTING AS SUCH (July 19, 2006)
People love telling me that no fighting, no matter how just, is really
worth one’s peace of mind. But I love telling them there is much joy
in fighting as such.
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BUT AN ANTICLIMAX (July 21, 2006)
The festival fever is upon us again. It is thrilling all by itself. The
fever, that is. And so it builds. The movies to be shown soon will be
but an anticlimax.
YUP, WOMEN (July 26, 2006)
“You’ve done your bit for humanity,” she spills it out. “Your time’s
over.” “Bullshit,” I squint at her. “What I’ll do for humanity is still
ahead.” Yup, women.
COULD NOT WAIT (July 29, 2006)
Once again I am moved to praise the film festival for the day after, its
best day every year. Alas, I have done it already two years ago. I just
could not wait!
STICKY CROWD (July 30, 2006)
It is very hot in Motovun still, but it feels a bit less hot than it was
during the festival. Psychology, I guess. One cannot but feel hotter in
a sticky crowd.
THE SHORTEST OF FORESIGHTS (August 1, 2006)
A male husky strutting across the hotel terrace, its tail raised high. As
though everything is just right. Or even better. God bless the shortest
of foresights.
WOMEN I HAVE LOVED (August 3, 2006)
Staring out of my head. Shapes and sounds. Out there, a mock world.
In here, nothing. Nothing at all. In here, a world I associate only with
women I have loved.
THE HAIR IN OUR NOSES (August 5, 2006)
I am watching dust swirling in a broad beam of light coming through
the shutters. There are loads of it. And most people are disgusted by
the hair in our noses.
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A PREVIEW OF THE THINGS TO COME (August 14, 2006)
The weather is all over the place, now wonderful, and now horrible.
One always wonders what will come next. Perhaps this is but a
preview of the things to come.
A KITSCHY CHINESE PAINTING (August 15, 2006)
Curls under a mighty cloud’s belly. One after another, and all very
alike. Were they not in front of my eyes, I would surely suspect a
kitschy Chinese painting.
THE EMOTION LINGERS (August 20, 2006)
When you first hear a motorcycle buzz in the distance, you cast around
you for that foul insect to swat. Even after you identify the sound, the
emotion lingers.
THE BLESSING (August 22, 2006)
Below my terrace, internal combustion engines fart. Above it, swifts
screech. The two worlds shall never meet. More, the two share
nothing at all. The blessing.
AN ESTHETIC PRINCIPLE (August 23, 2006)
Humans are so ugly, the only way to bear, and perhaps even enjoy, so
much ugliness from day to day is to raise caricature to the level of an
esthetic principle.
AND SOMETIMES IT… (August 25, 2006)
Watching a big storm crawl up the Mirna valley is always a load of
fun. And a bit of a guessing game, as well. Sometimes it bypasses
Motovun, and sometimes it…
THE END OF THE SEASON IS NIGH (August 27, 2006)
A flock of lively birds unknown to me suddenly appeared from the
north. After a few minutes above Motovun, they headed south. But
the end of the season is nigh.
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READERS GALORE (August 29, 2006)
The Forum of Green Istria surprises me ever anew. The number of
forum members is rather stable, but the number of hits per theme
grows like mad. Readers galore.
THE BEST OF SWIFTS (September 1, 2006)
Swifts are good flyers, no doubt. But it is easy to forget the old
insects, which swifts are about. Most of them are even better flyers
than the best of swifts.
HUMAN FAILINGS (September 3, 2006)
As I love to admit, I am theory-happy. I come up with one on the
slightest of provocations. Come to think of it, this may be the first
among all human failings.
A STEALTHY HUNTER (September 5, 2006)
A lizard pops its head over the edge of a wall on my terrace and
freezes. One of its scales catches a ray of sunlight. What a bummer
for such a stealthy hunter.
AT LONG LAST (September 9, 2006)
Imagine Martians landing at long last. Imagine moreover a giant trial
of all humanity. I would apply as a witness. Something worth
bragging about, at long last.
IN ITS SHADOW (September 11, 2006)
Year by year, today’s date has become so odious to me, an unwitting
victim, that it is becoming ever more arduous for me to write anything
at all in its shadow.
AN EARLY HINT OF PARANOIA (September 12, 2006)
I am surprised when I count seven chestnut trees on the hotel terrace.
Somehow I was sure there were eight. What is going on? Is this an
early hint of paranoia?
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TRUE LOVE (September 12, 2006)
Large or small, insects are poor companions. They do buzz, hop, or
scuttle about, but that is all. Insects seem incapable of any affection,
let alone true love.
ABSOLUTELY ZERO! (September 19, 2006)
An older American woman relishing over dinner at Benjamin’s her
rendering of a nephew of hers who works with computers: “No
personality. None. Absolutely zero!”
LIKE ONE DEMENTED (September 22, 2006)
I closed all the shutters and windows as soon as the sun set down. An
unlucky fly remained trapped behind. It is now buzzing around the
house like one demented.
YOU-AIN’T-GOING-NOWHERE HUG (September 30, 2006)
Having woken up, we are lolling in bed. At some point she hugs me
with all her strength. I am surprised, but then I realize it is a you-ain’tgoing-nowhere hug.
ON THE DRY (October 1, 2006)
Over lunch at Ronald’s, I snatch her by the hair and give her a sloppy
kiss. “Hey,” she pulls back, “you know I hate it when you’re rough, at
least on the dry.”
THIS ELECTIVE STATUS (October 3, 2006)
The weather is still balmy, but the hotel terrace is empty already.
Well, I am only an observer here. Only? Actually, I am rather proud
of this elective status.
SMACKING (October 13, 2006)
I regale two cats on the hotel terrace with leftovers of my beloved’s
lunch. Pasta with game goulash. In return, the two regale me with
unusually loud smacking.
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FUCKING PLANE (October 21, 2006)
My beloved travels a lot as of late. And I suffer a lot, too. If only she
could imagine that sweet body of hers walking into a car, a train, or a
fucking plane!
YOU, DEAR READER (October 25, 2006)
Pray, is there anything that is not natural? Anything that is not of this
world? Or anything that is really supernatural? Shit, I forgot about
you, dear reader!
WAY TOO EASY (October 30, 2006)
Sunbathing naked this late in the season is a joy, of course. Day after
day, the weather is delightful. What spoils it a bit is that it is getting
way too easy.
AND? (November 4, 2006)
I am sitting with Miro Kopčalić at Klaudio’s. Ivan Hrvatin joins us at
some point. “Have you read the Bible?” asks Miro suddenly. “I
have,” answers Ivan. “And?”
PAST COMPARE (November 5, 2006)
Am I religious? “God,” I often call, “come and face me if you dare!”
So far, not a word. Not a peep from the old fucker. Or am I merely
rebellious past compare?
THICKENING FAST (November 5, 2006)
Climate change? That is old hat nowadays! Abrupt climate change is
in already. And so are rapid, sudden, and swift varieties of it. The plot
is thickening fast.
VERY SHORT STORIES (November 7, 2006)
I am sitting and thinking. “In fact,” I venture at some point, “I am
dying to tell stories.” And then I correct myself: “I am dying to tell
very short stories.”
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PERFECT SUBJECTS (November 8, 2006)
What happens to a people subjected by many other peoples over a few
millennia? Adaptation by minute adaptation, in due course they evolve
into perfect subjects.
TWO FULL DAYS (November 11, 2006)
Ivan Hrvatin tells us about tremendous fireworks next to his village.
“How tremendous?” I ask. “So tremendous that our chickens laid no
eggs for two full days!”
NOBODY (November 24, 2006)
I am lounging alone at Klaudio’s when Nero shoves the door open.
Having sniffed the café for the Soldatić family, he backs out. I can
almost hear him: “Nobody.”
A BIG RUSE ALL OUR OWN (November 25, 2006)
God’s little ruse is not for us. After a little bit of pleasure, years of
misery. Risible. The ruse, that is. We have stretched it into a big ruse
all our own.
“NO, NO, NO!” (December 15, 2006)
Ever since I got up this morning, I am haunted by the three ascending
tones of my beloved’s sweet but stern warning whenever I fondle her
in vain: “No, no, no!”
SIMPLY DELICIOUS (January 1, 2007)
When I returned from the bathroom, I found her lying on her back, her
legs high in the air. “Are you in training?” I chuckled. Her laughter
was simply delicious.
THE JOKE (January 9, 2007)
A tourist couple asked me where they could eat in town. “Nowhere,” I
puffed my chest up in mock pride, “this is Motovun!” Being from
Croatia, they got the joke.
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FOUR WAYS (January 10, 2007)
After so many days of fog so dense that I cannot see beyond the trees
at the bottom of my garden, I am not only lost in space, but also in
time. Lost four ways.
CONTACT WITH NATURE (January 13, 2007)
As we are taking in turn a tiny axe to a handsome pine tree that
threatens to mess up our view from the terrace, she chuckles to herself:
“Contact with nature.”
COSMOS (January 14, 2007)
Lit by four candles, her slender back arching, her plump bottom
soaring, she is screaming ever more loudly as I thrust myself into her
ever more slowly: cosmos.
BY MYSELF (January 27, 2007)
My writing has stalled. After a few fallow days, I start feeling odd.
What is going on? Only then I realize that I have been spending too
little time by myself.
HOW SHE GIGGLED! (February 2, 2007)
I found her naked in front of the bathroom mirror. “I’ve got pimples!”
she groaned. “Darling,” I inspected her breasts, “these aren’t
pimples.” How she giggled!
ONLY CANDLES (February 4, 2007)
When she departs, my first job is to remove the candles around our
bed. Once she is gone, our world is no longer consecrated. The four
candles are only candles.
JUST ANOTHER GOD (February 4, 2007)
In tiny Motovun, an Olympus in its own right, I am just another guy.
In my deluded mind, I am nothing if not a god. Worst comes to worst,
I am just another god.
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THE LUCKY BASTARDS (February 27, 2007)
Most people live from one day to the next. They are born, they
procreate, and then they die. They leave behind nothing but people
like them. The lucky bastards.
LOSS OF LIFE (March 12, 2007)
Whenever I get involved with things, well, political, for I cannot come
up with a better term, I feel some kind of loss. Loss of time? Much
worse: loss of life.
THE NEWSPAPERS (March 17, 2007)
As I walk around town, I am surprised ever anew by the warmth with
which people salute me. Is this because they do, or because they do
not, read the newspapers?
ON INANE CHORES (March 22, 2007)
I have noticed that I have been peeing a lot today. It has taken me a
while to realize that this is so because I have squandered much of my
day on inane chores.
SAYING DEATH (March 22, 2007)
What am I writing about? Everything? Is this not another way of
saying nothing, though? Or am I writing about life? But is this not
another way of saying death?
YOUR CLEANING SMUDGES (March 26, 2007)
The cleaner you keep your house, the more ridiculous it looks in the
sharp light of the setting sun. Besides the dust and dirt, there are your
cleaning smudges.
ADRENALINE RUSH (March 30, 2007)
Until recently, I tackled mighty mountains in search of tricky spots and
cliffhangers. As of late, I tackle mighty people instead. The same old
adrenaline rush!
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A CONTRADICTION (April 1, 2007)
In my own assessment, the future of mankind is worth shit. And
worse. Yet, I am full of enthusiasm about tomorrow. And the day
after. Call this a contradiction.
THE PAINFULLY OBVIOUS (April 2, 2007)
A day missing from my book is a day forever missing from my life.
To soothe my conscience on one such gloomy day, I am reduced to
stating the painfully obvious.
SEARCH IN VAIN (April 7, 2007)
The first swifts of the season. But no hint of their first sighting in my
Residua the last couple of years. Just to make sure I will never again
search in vain.
LOST FOR WORDS (April 12, 2007)
How do we spend our time? Whenever anyone comes up with such a
question, and it comes up often enough, we look at each other in
surprise. We are lost for words.
ON YOUR WAY TO BATTLE (April 13, 2007)
A blazing stretch of sea under the setting sun. Trite. Or worse. But
imagine seeing all that blood for the first time, in a foreign land, on
your way to battle.
FOR ALL TIME (April 29, 2007)
While my beloved is washing her hair, I have a little time to come up
with something in writing. Something absolutely breathtaking. Nay,
something for all time.
TOO HARD (April 30, 2007)
“Am I too wet?” she asked me last night, twice in a row. “That’s
impossible,” I answered both times. She giggled when I asked her this
morning: “Am I too hard?”
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MANY AN ENGLISH SUMMER (June 7, 2007)
It is warm and sticky. The sky is evenly gray. Now and then, the
clammy air condenses into a light drizzle. As well as soggy memories
of many an English summer.
OVERWHELMED BY TEARS (June 13, 2007)
Walking around town, I pass by the church on the bottom of Gradiziol.
Hearing a choir, I walk in. Seeing that I know all the singers, I am
overwhelmed by tears.
A PERFECD MAN (June 30, 2007)
My beloved and I have an in-joke that gives us a great deal of pleasure:
whenever I excel in anything, especially if trivial, I am at once called a
perfecd man.
THEIR DILIGENCE (July 8, 2007)
After a couple of hours away from my house, I am surprised by the
spiderweb spun across the front door. Pleasantly, too. Spiders be
praised for their diligence.
WHO WOULD ASSIST THEM? (July 8, 2007)
The best I could offer most of the tourist who scramble up the
Motovun hill is assisted suicide. They certainly deserve no worse.
Who would assist them, though?
ANOTHER FRANKENSTEIN (July 15, 2007)
We have been breaking all records as of late. Over and over again.
“Bit by bit,” she sighed dreamily after our last record, “you produced
another Frankenstein.”
ALL TALK? (July 27, 2007)
“Shall we?” I asked a few times after we woke up. “You are all talk,”
she giggled at last. You should have seen me then! “All talk?” I kept
asking. “All talk?”
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THE OPPOSITE (July 29, 2007)
Imagine a friend who would suggest to my beloved that she was but a
sexual toy of mine without even considering the possibility that it was
rather the opposite.
ALL MINE (August 6, 2007)
If I could only sum up in a sentence the lesson I have learned tonight.
If I could sum it up in a few sentences even. Nonetheless, the lesson is
mine. All mine.
A THOUGHT-CATCHER (August 8, 2007)
Whenever a thought crosses my mind, I catch it. And I jot it down.
Brilliant or thick, lovely or plain, all thoughts are the same to me. I am
a thought-catcher.
CORRECT? (August 16, 2007)
If your beloved buys a house on your street, and if she does it against
your will and counsel, it clearly means that she is very much in love
with you. Correct?
SHAMEFULLY WET (August 27, 2007)
She kept breaking into silent giggles every once in a short while ever
after I spoke softly into her ear by way of a mock complaint that she
was shamefully wet.
QUITE AN APPLAUSE (August 30, 2007)
It is almost two in the morning when I open our bedroom window.
“Imagine there was a crowd down below,” I chuckle. She smiles: “We
would get quite an applause.”
TO REPAIR THE DAMAGE (September 21, 2007)
Intelligence of the human species can be defined with good precision:
it is high enough to fatally damage its natural habitat, but too low to
repair the damage.
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EVER SINCE WAKING (September 23, 2007)
I have been uneasy for so long about today’s trip to Zagreb, where I
am to spend ten full days again, that I cannot wait to get going at last
ever since waking.
BRUSH WITH BLISS (October 28, 2007)
Now and then I am overwhelmed by a hunch that I am about to pen
something wonderful. The hunch often peters out, though. Still, this is
my own brush with bliss.
AGAINST WRITING (October 31, 2007)
The day is breathtaking. So? Why even mention it? It is good to
remember that something as simple as a breathtaking day is yet another
argument against writing.
MY POOR MOTHER (November 4, 2007)
The pain of parting from my beloved grows with her every visit.
Worse, it is becoming ever less familiar. Except that it reminds me
ever more of my poor mother.
LET THERE BE NIGHT! (November 9, 2007)
There are days so night-like that you cannot but call their bluff with
palpable relish. “So,” you shout at last and slam all the shutters, “let
there be night!”
OUR COUSINS THE BEARS (November 9, 2007)
I am going to sleep ever earlier as the winter draws closer, and I am
waking up ever later. Who says the apes are our cousins? What about
our cousins the bears?
KAFKA TO THEIR RESCUE (November 12, 2007)
The bulldozers are still idling in their yards, but the hills about
Motovun will not escape them, never mind how many of us are already
running to their rescue.
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THE ONE YOU ADORE (November 26, 2007)
Is there suffering worse than the suffering of your beloved far away? I
now wonder. Is there suffering worse than not suffering right next to
the one you adore?
I POUNCE (December 4. 2007)
As I am listening to music, I find myself staring at my left hand resting
on my right knee. Out of the blue, I see a lizard waiting for prey. And
then I pounce.
DOMESTIC DISCOURSE (December 26, 2007)
While she is occupied with the dinner, I am occupied with the
fireplace. At some point I deliver a fart. “What?” she yells from the
kitchen. Domestic discourse.
SYMPATHETIC SHITTING (December 30, 2007)
Until today, when I found myself in a toilet just after my beloved went
to another one, I had no idea that there was such a nifty thing as
sympathetic shitting.
THE NEW YEAR’S REAL PURPOSE (January 1, 2008)
After last night’s song and dance, this morning’s peace and quiet is
soothing more than ever. On a moment’s reflection, this may be the
New Year’s real purpose.
WHAT TO WRITE ABOUT (January 11, 2008)
Whenever my beloved feels that I am breathing down her neck, she
points toward my study: “Go write!” The trouble is that she never tells
me what to write about.
AFTER HER DEPARTURE (January 20, 2008)
My beloved never really leaves my home. Wherever I look, I find her
blond hair: here one, there a few, over yonder a tangle. And especially
after her departure.
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HER MOTHER (January 22, 2008)
As it happens, I am exactly the same age as the mother of my beloved.
When we happen to be of two minds, I like to remind her that I could
have been her mother.
SOME SORT OF SENSE (January 22, 2008)
It is kind of funny when the world markets go berserk on a full moon.
Kind of, I stress. Scary as the coming recession is, it at least makes
some sort of sense.
AS A VICTORY (February 9, 2008)
Yesterday I wrote not a word. It is barely past midnight, but today this
strikes me as a defeat. When will the day arrive when this will strike
me as a victory?
MY OWN SLAVE (February 9, 2008)
I like to boast that I am neither a master nor a slave. Sadly, I recognize
only today while toiling away on my book, I am both my own master
and my own slave.
HOW LONG I HAVE LIVED (February 11, 2008)
Going through my Residua—that is, thousands upon thousands of its
constitutional parts—I am not impressed by how much I have written,
but how long I have lived.
FUNNY DATE (February 29, 2008)
The only reason why I feel quite compelled to write something,
anything at all, is no less than completely and totally moronic: the
magic of today’s funny date.
CONGRATULATE WOMEN (March 8, 2008)
When I was a kid, men congratulated women on the International
Women’s Day. Half a century later, the holiday is rather different:
now women congratulate women.
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ON THE SURFACE (March 11, 2008)
Puffing at a cigar and staring at everything around me: colors, cracks,
reflections, textures, dents, corners, smudges, shadows. How much
wonder on the surface!
JUST TO MY SNIFFY TASTE (March 12, 2008)
As I age, I am getting ever more sensitive to the weather. Except when
my beloved is with me. For those few days, the weather is always just
to my sniffy taste.
THE FIRST DAY OF SPRING (March 21, 2008)
The wind is howling in the chimney, the wood crackling in the
fireplace. The shutters closed in the early afternoon, we are
celebrating the first day of spring.
OUR OWN HOLIDAY (March 24, 2008)
The weather is so rotten today, my beloved is now trapped in
Motovun. There is a lot of snow on her way home. By and by, Easter
is turning into our own holiday.
THIS PALTRY STORY (March 27, 2008)
I went to Benjamin’s this afternoon in the vague hope that I would hear
something I could write about. In the end, all I have brought home is
this paltry story.
EVEN AS SUCH (April 3, 2008)
I like to boast of my sovereign standing. I will be no-one’s subject but
my very own. And yet I often—all too often, as a matter of fact—
misbehave even as such.
TO INSULT ME (April 6, 2008)
As we are shooting the crap at Klaudio’s, the subject of insult suddenly
comes up, and I am startled by the realization that it is nigh impossible
to insult me.
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NOTHING WORTH WRITING ABOUT (April 13, 2008)
Before signing off, I am sitting and watching my thoughts. Here and
there, there is a glimmer of cerebral activity. Luckily for me, nothing
worth writing about.
BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS (April 14, 2008)
Nothing worth writing about yesterday. Nothing worth writing about
today, either. Judging by these two days at least, I am hurtling forward
by leaps and bounds.
SOMEONE ELSE’S AGE (April 17, 2008)
How does it feel waking up no less than sixty-two? Weird, truly
weird. The older you get, the weirder it gets, as well. It is like waking
up someone else’s age.
INTO HER (April 19, 2008)
The stiffening sweetness as I am driving in. The growing prowess as I
am penetrating ever deeper on the dry. The billowing enchantment as I
am sinking into her.
PROFUMO DI OLEANDRO (April 20, 2008)
The wisteria in my garden is in full bloom. Its fragrance is spreading
all the way to Borgo. “Che bello,” exclaims a woman walking by, “il
profumo di oleandro.”
IRREGULAR YOGA PRACTICE (April 24, 2008)
Late this afternoon, instead of my regular yoga practice, my beloved
entertained me with, for lack of a more felicitous turn of phrase,
irregular yoga practice.
WAKING UP (May 2, 2008)
My father would have been ninety-six today. For some reason this
strikes me as most important. Even crucial. I have been thinking
about it ever since waking up.
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LIVING ME (May 4, 2008)
Generally, I live my life at a pace I consider entirely manageable. But
it is quite different today. To my dismay, it is as though my life is
actually living me.
THE OTHER’S SKIN (May 5, 2005)
After eighteen days together, my beloved and I are a bit lost without
each other. Like addicts, we are groping for the warmth and fragrance
of the other’s skin.
MY OWN (May 7, 2008)
There is an idiotic question that pops up often in popular magazines:
which book would you take to a desert island? And my idiotic answer
is long ready: my own.
EMPTY SPACES (May 8, 2008)
For years now, my poetry in prose is made up of hundred and sixty
characters exactly. On the average, this luckily includes a bit more
than thirty empty spaces.
TO EXORCISE THEM AWAY (May 11, 2008)
Followed by a bunch of Croatian oxen, a bunch of Croatian cows
barges into Klaudio’s close to midnight. It takes an hour of African
music to exorcise them away.
HONING MY SURVIVAL SKILLS (May 15, 2008)
Yesterday I had no electricity. Today I have no water. Am I
complaining, though? God forbid. Complaining is for the sissies. I
am but honing my survival skills.
WHAT WE MUST ACCOMPLISH (May 17, 2008)
Having been acquainted with the town for years, my beloved now
declares: “The view from Motovun beats the view of Motovun!” Now
we know what we must accomplish.
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PERFUME OF WILD ASPARAGUS (May 19, 2008)
By the time I went to pee this evening, I entirely forgot what I had for
dinner. But my memory was jolted in a flash by the matchless
perfume of wild asparagus.
ITS HEALING POWER (May 22, 2008)
The weather has been so appalling for so many days that I had to resort
to a few hours of loud African music. Science will eventually unearth
its healing power.
FUN, TOO (May 26, 2008)
Thinking about the future of mankind, I am ever more convinced that
World War III is the best way ahead. It would cull the population.
And it would be fun, too.
REAL CAPITALISM (May 27, 2008)
Forty years ago we imagined real socialism was nigh. Step by bloody
step, we concocted instead something we could not even imagine at the
time: real capitalism.
AMERICANS (May 29, 2008)
To their credit, the only tourists visiting Motovun who would ever nod,
smile, wave, or in any other way acknowledge you as they trundle past
you are Americans.
CONSTRUCTION IN YOUR OWN HOUSE (June 5, 2008)
Loud African music is an excellent remedy for many a strange ailing.
Including construction near your house.
Actually, including
construction in your own house.
ALL THE WAY TO ISTRIA (June 8, 2008)
I used to hate the English weather so passionately, so extravagantly, so
very blindly, that I am hardly surprised that it has followed me all the
way to Istria.
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WITH ALL OF THEIR FINGERS (June 8, 2008)
A husband and wife in their late sixties or early seventies sitting
solemnly and silently at the hotel terrace and drumming the table with
their twenty fingers.
ENLIGHTENMENT (June 10, 2008)
I wonder how many people I happen to know would understand a
single word if I were to tell them about the one and only remaining
goal in my life: enlightenment.
SPIRITO DI CONTRADDIZIONE (June 13, 2008)
My beloved is irked with me: why do I always have to annoy all
around me?! I defend myself by saying there is an Italian term for it:
spirito di contraddizione.
THIEVING (June 14, 2008)
Toward a theory of everything: inherited from the primates, theft is
fundamental to hominids. Underneath all our acts, there always lurks a
residue of thieving.
OCTOBER IN JUNE (June 15, 2008)
Judging by my calendar, it is June. Judging by the clothing I am
actually wearing, it is October. If I now put two and two together, it
must be October in June.
ZEN OF OLD (June 17, 2008)
Zen and this, Zen and that. Zen and so many wonderful things. But
the Zen that survives these untold ventures all over the place is the one
and only Zen of old.
TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT (June 25, 2008)
Due to today’s holiday, my beloved and I will be together one day
longer than usual. Over the moon, I find myself calculating the
windfall: twenty-five percent.
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ALL BETS ARE OFF (June 29, 2008)
The weather is really weird. After October there came August in June.
What next? November in July? March in August? No matter what
comes next, all bets are off.
APPETITE FOR WRITING (July 6, 2008)
The tourists who mill about Motovun in ever-larger numbers give me
all sorts of neat ideas, but the trouble is that they also take away my
appetite for writing.
THE MOST COMFORT (July 8, 2008)
When I find myself at the crowded hotel terrace, and when there is a
dog around, I regularly find myself staring at that dog, for it offers me
the most comfort.
APPALLINGLY ABUNDANT (July 12, 2008)
Still on her elbows and knees, she is laughing her head off as she is
squirting the juice of life over her calves, heels, and soles. I was
appallingly abundant.
CRUSHING JOY (July 13, 2008)
When my beloved departs, mine are not tears of mere sadness. Our
love is a miracle too great for such petty sentiments. Instead, mine are
tears of crushing joy.
WAY TOO MANY (July 14, 2008)
One-hundred and sixty characters are often too few. Now and then the
number is just fine. But so many characters strike me today as nothing
if not way too many.
NOWHERE BUT DOWN (July 17, 2008)
How do I feel about tourism in mid-season, when it is at its peak?
Quite happy, to tell the truth. From here on, the number of tourists can
go nowhere but down.
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MENSTRUATION (July 26, 2008)
As we are washing ourselves and giggling, the bathroom reeks of
blood like some slaughterhouse. Nothing could stop us, let alone the
second day of menstruation.
BY ITS SCARY NAME (July 30, 2008)
When I rave about the enlightenment, people do listen to me. At least
some of them. But I have learnt never ever to mention the
enlightenment by its scary name.
ALWAYS THE WORST (August 1, 2008)
The last day of the film festival is the toughest. On the one hand, the
end is nigh; on the other, it is hours away still. And those hours are
always the worst.
LOVE ITSELF (August 3, 2008)
How does it feel to listen to your beloved moan with pain? The same
as when you used to listen to your mother moan with pain. Powerless,
you become love itself.
WOMEN’S HAIR (August 4, 2008)
Only a bit ahead of cobwebs, my beloved’s hair is the main pollutant
in my house. It is everywhere. But what could be the link between
cobwebs and women’s hair?
ALL SUCH EVENTS (August 7, 2008)
When there is a big family event, such as a wedding, everything else is
cast aside. Time stops. Come to think of it, this may be the purpose of
all such events.
SPLIT SECOND (August 11, 2008)
As I just agreed with my beloved, nothing can be achieved overnight.
That is nigh impossible. The time required for all major changes in
life is a split second.
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A VILE RING (August 11, 2008)
I remember Aleksey Maksimovich Peshkov, alias Maxim Gorky, every
now and then. Whenever our species’ misdeeds come to mind, I
exclaim: “Man—it has a vile ring!”
LICKING HIS CHOPS (August 12, 2008)
As I am lounging on the terrace of Klaudio’s café and eating a big
icecream, a boy of about four is walking past my table, staring at me,
and licking his chops.
PERFECT BLISS (August 13, 2008)
I am so clever about my beloved’s mystifying illness: I put on
boisterous African music, and then I wail and wail to my heart’s
content, as if in perfect bliss.
MY BELOVED’S PAIN (August 16, 2008)
I am tough as nails. Deep down, nothing fazes me. I can take
anything that life throws my way. Anything at all. But can I take
another day of my beloved’s pain?
THE EYES OF DEATH (August 17, 2008)
As of late, I am afraid of seeing myself in the bathroom mirror. I am
especially scared of seeing my eyes. For some reason I fear
confronting the eyes of death.
HOPPING (August 29, 2008)
Sisters of about five and four are running between tables on the hotel
terrace. Seeing that she cannot catch up with her sister, the younger
one starts hopping.
A VERY LONG LIFE (August 29, 2008)
As I am casting around my mocking eye, a terrifying thought suddenly
takes shape in my mind: God is liable to reward my venomous loathing
with a very long life.
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FUCK THERAPY (September 6, 2008)
“There is a medical term for this,” I sighed. It took me a while to
finish my thought, though. After many more caresses and kisses, I
whispered: “Fuck therapy.”
OR WHAT? (September 20, 2008)
Not rarely, I envy all kinds of animals, many of them rather simple.
But I have never caught myself envying humans, no matter how
simple. Some paradox, or what?
THE SUN’S SORRY RETREAT (September 21, 2008)
As for me, the autumn equinox entices no strong emotions, but there is
a solace of sorts in it still, as it signals the slowing down in the sun’s
sorry retreat.
SUCH AN EXTRAVAGANT TITLE (September 21, 2008)
I call Motovun the center of the world. My friends mock me that this
is because I live in the town. But why else would I ever give it such an
extravagant title?
FIVE-HUNDRED TIMES (September 23, 2008)
Elated by our wild passion, we put our heads together and quickly
worked out that we must have consummated it in the last ten years at
least five-hundred times.
PRAYING MANTISES ARE BACK (September 25, 2008)
I tell my beloved that it bugs me that I have written not a word today.
“Write that praying mantises are back,” she giggles. In fact, praying
mantises are back.
DO YOU REALLY EXIST? (October 4, 2008)
My faith is a bit wobbly today, I must admit. I find myself fumbling in
the dark. Feeling forsaken, I am yearning for answers. Dear reader, do
you really exist?
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THESE HAPLESS CREATURES (October 10, 2008)
Watching praying mantises hunt is a harrowing diversion. Nothing
ever seems to happen. Regularly enough, one ends up catching flies
for these hapless creatures.
FLY IN THE OINTMENT (October 11, 2008)
Another fabulous day. Although the wind has a bit of a bite, it feels
very like early summer. The premonition of climate change is the only
fly in the ointment.
QUESTION FORM (October 12, 2008)
Quis custodiet ipsos custodies? No-one, stupid. Not for nothing has
this Latin proverb about the inscrutability of watchmen remained in the
humble question form.
THE CAPITAL (October 17, 2008)
About to depart from Zagreb, I feel jubilant. I will have to return soon,
however. The only hope to save Motovun from rapacious capital is …
from the capital.
LOCAL ELECTIONS (October 18, 2008)
Wherever I go around Motovun, I greet people with gusto. They are
happy to see me, too. The only glitch that crosses my mind is the
approach of local elections.
ANYONE (October 24, 2008)
If one were indeed one, life would be so much simpler. Often enough,
one is but a crowd. And the crowd is so thick and tangled, one can
hardly recognize anyone.
BRONTOLON (October 31, 2008)
There is a colorful word in the Venetian dialect that appears to capture
my grumpy character to the satisfaction of about everyone who knows
me well: brontolon.
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FLICKERING EXPECTANTLY (November 1, 2008)
If Martians were to land in Istria tonight, they would feel welcome.
Brightly lit rectangles would be beckoning everywhere, their lights
flickering expectantly.
A DIFFERENT BREED (November 19, 2008)
Would you ever play a Medvedev to a Putin? I never could, but today
I heard a politician chuckle that he certainly would. Politicians must
be a different breed.
ITS WELL-DESERVED PENSION (November 29, 2008)
Socialist Yugoslavia was born on this day sixty-five years ago. And it
passed away some seventeen years ago, long before it could get its
well-deserved pension.
WHETHER TO REJOICE OR NOT (December 3, 2008)
My mother’s birthday, which I cannot cast off my mind so many years
after hear death, confounds me ever anew because I cannot be sure
whether to rejoice or not.
COMPANY (December 3, 2008)
As I am sipping wine and smoking a cigar, the heating system kicks in.
Having listened to its hum for a while, I kick in, as well: “Thank you
for your company.”
SLOBODAN VUGRINEC (December 7, 2008)
For the very first time, I am thankful to be leaving Motovun. Helping
me along, there are two words that keep pulsating through my mind:
“Slobodan Vugrinec…”
AN ECOLOGICAL ONE (December 25, 2008)
It is so bright and balmy today that I cannot but recognize at last that
the oft-praised “white” Christmas is not a cultural ideal but rather an
ecological one.
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THE GLOW OF OUR FLESH (December 29, 2008)
Exhausted by gabbing, guffawing, and feasting, we are slumbering by
the fireplace. Exhausted by lovemaking, as well, we are delighting in
the glow of our flesh.
HER FIRST FART (January 2, 2009)
A few days into our twelfth year together, quite out of the blue but still
very much on purpose and ladylike as ever, to my wonder she
delivered her first fart.
MY POOR PARENTS (January 9, 2009)
I am sitting in my Motovun home and crying. Thinking of the
emotional pain for which the mayor of this town is suing me, I can feel
the pain of my poor parents.
SNOW’S BEAUTY (January 18, 2009)
Most of the way from Motovun to Zagreb the land is covered by thick
snow. Everything looks more coherent than usual. Is this why the idle
talk of snow’s beauty?
TOO LITTLE (January 22, 2009)
Reading Rilke, but in vain. Orchards? Cathedrals? Panthers? Still, I
am quite sure that it is not too much time that keeps us mercilessly
apart, but too little.
“LEADER” (January 22, 2009)
A pale and skinny man in his late twenties walking fast in an expensive
suit and tie and carrying a book or magazine with a bold title for all to
see: “Leader.”
TO DIE FOR (January 23, 2009)
In the middle of Zagreb, a posse of low teens armed with mobile
phones taking snapshots of each other leaning against an illegallyparked sports car to die for.
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CURSING MY PARENTS (January 24, 2009)
Shocked by the best the city of my birth can offer on a Saturday, and
Saturdays are meant for the very best this city can offer, I end up by
cursing my parents.
WIDE OFF THE MARK (January 25, 2009)
The better I get to know the Croatian capital, the more convinced I
become that my brave guess that it must be hiding at least ten friends is
wide off the mark.
EVERYTHING SHE COMES UP WITH (January 25, 2009)
As we are sipping our drinks at Charlie’s, I spot my father in the mirror
right behind her. He seems to be especially attentive to everything she
comes up with.
FUCK TEXTING (January 25, 2009)
When I started writing my hundred-and-sixty-character prose poems,
this was the limit set by mobile-phone texting. It has grown over time,
though. Fuck texting.
BETWEEN MY EARS (January 27, 2009)
I do not live in Motovun any longer. I do not live in Zagreb, or
between the twain, either. But where, then, do I live? In the best place
ever: between my ears.
CULTURE TRANSFER (January 30, 2009)
Technology transfer is a notion well established in scientific literature.
No complaints here. What about the forever-absent notion of culture
transfer, though?
PLAYING WITH FIRE (January 31, 2009)
A funny thing, old fire. Most often tame, on occasion it goes wild.
And completely out of control. Whence the oldest of admonishments
against playing with fire.
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FUCK FRANCE (February 1, 2009)
‘Tis time to admit a moment of weakness. This afternoon I will watch
the final match between France and Croatia in the world handball
championship. Fuck France.
THAT MONSTER (February 4, 2009)
I am changing so fast, I am sometimes frightened to look at myself in
the bathroom mirror late at night, when I am about to brush my teeth.
Who is that monster?
PUFFING AT A FAT CIGAR (February 5, 2009)
Motovun is abuzz with political speculation. Who will join whom and
why? Who will win and how? And I am sitting alone, sipping wine,
and puffing at a fat cigar.
THE OLD ADMIRAL ONISHI (February 6, 2009)
When the going gets tough, and when I can hardly think of anything
but the ghastly toil ahead, I often remember the limpid death poem of
the old admiral Onishi.
FROM IVAN JAKOVČIĆ HIMSELF (February 6, 2009)
“Ouch,” I chuckled in a radio interview this evening, “do not even
mention golf! I could only get yet another libel suit, this time from
Ivan Jakovčić himself.”
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER (February 10, 2009)
When everything is sold, only nationalism will remain in Croatia. But,
if history is any guide, even that last national asset may be sold to the
highest bidder.
A GRUMPY OLD MAN’S REVENGE (February 11, 2009)
It is Wednesday already, but The Economist has not yet arrived.
Therefore, there will be no letters to the editor this week, either. A
grumpy old man’s revenge.
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HOW I APOLOGIZED (February 11, 2009)
Noticing that an insect was crawling up my sleeve, I swept it off
without a moment’s thought. Only then I realized it was a wee
ladybug. Gosh, how I apologized!
AN APPRENTICE GHOST (February 14, 2009)
Tomorrow, Zagreb. Weird. So many years ahead of my call, I feel
like a ghost. Now here, now there. Everywhere, including Motovun.
Yes, like an apprentice ghost.
COME, COME, COME… (February 15, 2009)
Even a tenth of our bravura last night would make all our friends green
with envy. Indeed, I heard them chanting in vain under our window:
“Come, come, come…”
PASSIONATE ENCOUNTERS (February 18, 2009)
Whenever we grab hold of each other, which we do as often as
circumstances permit, we feel deeply grateful for being so well
equipped for passionate encounters.
A WRITER OF NOTE (February 20, 2009)
One day I will be recognized as a writer of note. Do I feel unhappy
because I may not live to see that day? Why, I already recognize
myself as a writer of note!
WITHOUT A TRACE OF ANIMOSITY (February 21, 2009)
Sometimes I envy my enemies. They will be brought down cleanly,
justly, swiftly, painlessly, solemnly, adroitly, respectfully. And
without a trace of animosity.
GOOD OLD LUCK (February 22, 2009)
My beloved has been winning at dominoes so often and by such a
mind-blowing margin that I am left with no other option than to start
believing in good old luck.
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THE LOUDEST OF CACKLES (February 25, 2009)
Annoyed at first by the loud cackle of a man my age in a full café, I
end up by looking forward to the next outburst. God be praised for the
loudest of cackles!
THE FLU (February 27, 2009)
The flu is a funny illness. No matter how hard it hits you, how much
pain you suffer, and how long it keeps you in its clutches, it remains
nothing but the flu.
DISTRACTIONS (February 28, 2009)
Considering the full range of altered states of consciousness, the ones
brought by the flu are far from insignificant. The aches and pains are
but distractions.
HIDDEN DELIGHTS (March 1, 2009)
My beloved caught my flu, and so she could not leave today as she had
planned. Now we are coughing and sneezing in each other’s arms.
The flu’s hidden delights.
THE BRAIN (March 12, 2009)
As she always does on her way to Motovun, my beloved lets me know
when she reaches Buzet. Suddenly I remember that my mother’s
father was born there. The brain.
MUCH MORE WEARISOME (March 14, 2009)
Gardening in the morning, politics in the evening. Pray, what is more
to your discerning taste? God only knows, but gardening is definitely
much more wearisome.
START REJOICING (March 15, 2009)
My flu is long gone, but I still cannot taste or smell my food, wine, or
cigars. Ah, the cigars! Should I keep complaining, though, or should I
start rejoicing?
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THE EPITOME OF FREEDOM (March 18, 2009)
Raised high above the main square in Zagreb by a blustering wind, a
plastic shopping bag billows hither and thither. On a brilliant day, the
epitome of freedom.
SURFACE (March 20, 2009)
When the bottom falls out, when all meaning seeps out of life, when no
joy is left out there, you discover colors, textures, patterns: the world’s
very surface.
THE NEXT ONE (March 22, 2009)
If your love, let alone your lovemaking, is no less than divine just after
a terrifying storm, is this not a reason good enough to look forward to
the next one?
CREATURES OF SUNLIGHT (March 26, 2009)
Gray and drizzly, the day started ominously. But then the sky opened
up quite suddenly, and the sun flooded the scene. Yes, we humans are
creatures of sunlight.
“RABBIT” (March 27, 2009)
In the hills midway between Zagreb and Rijeka there are several bear
silhouettes to warn drivers on the highway. Someone has scribbled on
one of them: “Rabbit.”
EITHER (March 29, 2009)
When I do not write, I do not live, either. Wait a moment, though.
What if I got this the other way around? That is, when I do not live, I
do not write, either.
POLITICS IN ALL ITS GUISES (March 31, 2009)
“The trouble with Socialism is that it takes too many evenings,” as
Oscar Wilde is often quoted. How myopic. In fact, this holds for
politics in all its guises.
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THE ONLY TRUE HEIR OF MOTOVUN (April 1, 2009)
As I am digging in my garden, I unearth a long, fat earthworm. “Hurry
back,” I whisper as I help it on its way, “you are perhaps the only true
heir of Motovun.”
SO VARIED (April 1, 2009)
Today I made two attempts at reading from my magnum opus on the
World Wide Web. Both times I was promptly repelled. I just could
not stomach a writer so varied.
MONTHLY ISSA (April 4, 2009)
A friend put me on “Daily Issa,” an electronic-mail list that gets a
poem by Issa every single day. Too much haiku, I would guess. But
how about “Monthly Issa”?
TOO NICE TO YOURSELF (April 5, 2009)
A funny thing, politics. In a while, you become nicer to people than
you really are. But the funniest bit is that you end up by being too nice
to yourself, too.
WHAT MEANING OF LIFE? (April 8, 2009)
I am sitting on my terrace and staring toward the horizon. The
meaning of life comes to me out of the blue. And I get angry at once.
Pray, what meaning of life?
SICUT DEI (April 9, 2009)
Gods are dead, right? At any rate, many an authority, including
Nietzsche, has claimed their death. Whence perhaps the biblical
pronouncement: eritis sicut dei.
EVEN THUS (April 10, 2009)
On a table in the livingroom there sprawl on top of each other overalls
my beloved and I use in the garden. Miro Kopcalic mumbles: “They
are fucking even thus!”
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THIS GUY (April 12, 2009)
Easter. Easter. But no matter how much I try, and I swear that I have
been trying ever since this morning, I cannot feel anything but really
sorry for this guy.
NINE FUCKING TIMES SEVEN (April 17, 2009)
Reckoning in dog-years, I am nine today. Respectable age, this. And
ever so astonishing. Nay, incredible! Or at least hard to believe. Nine
fucking times seven.
NO LESS THAN SUSPECT (April 22, 2009)
Today, summer. Pure, unadulterated summer. And tomorrow? Who
cares about tomorrow! The way the weather has been lately, the very
notion is no less than suspect.
IN BLOOM (April 22, 2009)
Where I see breathtaking beauty in my garden, all kinds of insects see
nothing but lunch. They are swarming along the pergola heaving
under a wisteria in bloom.
THY ENEMY (April 25, 2009)
Slobodan Vugrinec is running for mayor of Motovun for the third time
in a row. Bad news? Quite the reverse. As Sun Tzu says in The Art of
War: “Know thy enemy.”
BEANS AND BEER (May 1, 2009)
May Day is still celebrated around the world. In most places it has to
do with the working class. In Motovun, though, it has to do strictly
with beans and beer.
RATHER PREMATURE (May 2, 2009)
My father would have been ninety-seven today. Only ninety-seven,
actually! For some reason, his death nearly eight years ago now strikes
me as rather premature.
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BUT A RESPITE (May 3, 2009)
My beloved gone, my house feels like a tomb. She will be back in a
fortnight, though. The old tomb thus feels almost soothing, as though
death is but a respite.
THESE PIGEONS (May 8, 2009)
Time and again I see a pair of pigeons kissing on the roof of the loggia
on the lower square. What a pair! No prize for guessing why I rejoice
in these pigeons.
EVEN FOR CONFUCIUS (May 13, 2009)
Confucius says a good man is one good people in the village like, and
bad people do not like. Is this true of Motovun, as well? A tough one,
even for Confucius.
FERTILITY RATE (May 16, 2009)
By Croatian law, one day before elections total silence reigns. Not a
peep about politics! This seems to be an ideal day to bolster the
nation’s fertility rate.
CONDITIONAL SUICIDE (May 22, 2009)
Motorcyclists do not seem to be deterred by the growing number of
fatal accidents on the road. Are these accidents, though? Or a species
of conditional suicide.
A WHOLE NATION (May 25, 2009)
Motovun is a great place to watch humans. After years of near silence,
Americans are getting louder again. It is amazing what one man can
do for a whole nation.
HER AMAZING BUTTOCKS (May 28, 2009)
An obese lady with a giant hat, enormous but fashionable sunglasses, a
long and tight yellow dress, and a deep, wet crease running between
her amazing buttocks.
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WITHIN A FEW EASY YEARS (May 29, 2009)
The most amazing sort of knowledge, of which I am well aware always
and everywhere, is that the absolution is within reach, or at least within
a few easy years.
THE WORLD EMPTY (June 3, 2009)
Sitting and staring. Now here, now there. And the world whirls
around me. The world upbeat, full of zip, bubbling with pep,
brimming with hope. The world empty.
MY OWN HANDS (June 5, 2009)
It is so painful not to be able to find a single book of damned poetry I
can buy, read, hold, and cherish, I am at last forced to take things into
my own hands.
FEELING HARASSED (June 7, 2009)
Feeling hassled, troubled, hounded, disturbed, aggravated, besieged,
persecuted for all my silly dreams. For all my political dreams, that is,
feeling harassed.
UP TO ME (June 10, 2009)
Bugs are few and far between in central Zagreb. That is a relief of
sorts, but a world without the creepy-crawlies is a bit dull, too. If only
it were up to me.
OUR ELEVENTH ANNIVERSARY (June 11, 2009)
It is just before midnight. As I am uncorking the champagne in the
kitchen, she is squeezing blackheads on my back. We are celebrating
our eleventh anniversary.
RESERVED FOR THE HUMANS (June 12, 2009)
Looking at the serene landscape around Motovun, I realize that it has
never struck me as something from the movies. That distinction is
reserved for the humans.
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ABHORRED BY ALL (June 14, 2009)
The wise have always argued that enlightenment is within reach.
Knock, and the door of heaven will open. Which is why the wise have
always been abhorred by all.
WITHOUT FEAR (June 16, 2009)
Forget about the sounds. The sights. The smells. The world around
me is the one. The one I know. Nirvana. If only I could let myself
use this word without fear.
THE VICTORIOUS TENDERFOOT (June 17, 2009)
One thing that stands out with tourists today is that they are ever better
shod. Sporty, so sporty. As if we needed more evidence of the
victorious tenderfooot.
SWAYING CHESTNUTS (June 18, 2009)
Everywhere I look around the hotel terrace, there awaits me the delight
of dancing patterns of sunlight that penetrates through the crowns of
swaying chestnuts.
THE OLD AUM (June 25, 2009)
When we make love, we sing along. Punctuated by orgasms, our
singing swings high and low. No yoga is needed to gather that this is
our rendering of the old Aum.
HERE TO STAY (June 27, 2009)
The Congress passed the landmark climate-change bill and the selfstyled king of pop passed away. Guess what dominates the news?
Climate change is here to stay.
AMID TRIVIALITIES OF LIFE (July 4, 2009)
A moment of enlightenment before lunch in a crowded restaurant. The
light brightens. The sounds recede. Tears come. A moment of truth
amid trivialities of life.
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BARE SURVIVAL (July 8, 2009)
“Focus on the crucial,” I keep reminding myself. “What’s crucial,
though?” “Eating when hungry, sleeping when tired…” “Yes,” I keep
agreeing, “bare survival!”
AN EXHAUSTIVE, LEISURELY,
READING (July 11, 2009)

AND

UNPREJUDICED

God only knows what has kept me for all these years from fulfilling
the pestering dream of giving my Residua an exhaustive, leisurely, and
unprejudiced reading.
TO OLD NIETZSCHE (July 14, 2009)
Measuring up the tourists limping about Motovun in the heat, I cannot
but take solace from the thought that climate change would be a
blessing to old Nietzsche.
SWEATING (July 16, 2009)
It is so hot today that there is practically nothing I can do. Gardening
is out. And so are reading or writing. The only thing that comes with
ease is sweating.
THIS FOSTER WORLD (July 17, 2009)
A few tables away on the hotel terrace, a Chinese girl of about thirteen
is having lunch with her German parents of around fifty. A bummer in
this foster world.
MY BLISSFUL END (July 23, 2009)
Madly in love? The hackneyed expression notwithstanding, I surely
am. And ever more so. The expression also squares with the old
premonition of my blissful end.
BUT AN OXYMORON (August 6, 2009)
As the old adage goes, consumer is king. Or queen. Obviously, this
implies too many sovereigns, as well as no subjects. The consumer
society is but an oxymoron.
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AS GOOD AS DEAD (August 10, 2009)
Whenever I return home from an event involving any music in or
around Motovun, I have to cleanse myself with some African music.
Otherwise I am as good as dead.
FROM THE BEGINNING (August 11, 2009)
Last night’s storm was a joy to watch as it was approaching from the
west. And then it turned pretty terrifying. Just as it should have been
from the beginning.
SALES SLUMP (August 14, 2009)
Few things make me happy nowadays. Most stories in the newspapers,
off and on line, are wearisome. But I just found a happy story:
“Swatch suffers sales slump.”
ALL THOUGHT (August 16, 2009)
Sitting on the hotel terrace, I often stare at the swaying crowns of
chestnut trees above me. Just like fire, the glorious sight empties my
mind of all thought.
FOR THE HEART (August 17, 2009)
As my next day in court is drawing closer, I am getting angrier by the
day. Shall I parry or shall I thrust? The way I feel today, I shall thrust
for the heart.
MERE HEAT (August 21, 2009)
It has been so hot for so long that I am losing it bit by bit. My mind is
limp, my body is wispy. Can it be that I can lose my own self on
account of mere heat?
MINE BY RIGHT (August 22, 2009)
Having been blessed by a bunch of dreams as of late, I am beginning to
experience disappointment on waking up in the morning. As if my
dreams are mine by right.
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A SINGLE CANDLE (August 27, 2009)
Well past midnight, it is quiet. Not a sound anywhere around me. I
am smoking a cigar and watching a candle burn. Gosh, how much
gibberish from a single candle!
FROM THE START (August 27, 2009)
If there is my job, it is to capture the end. The culmination of this
futile project. And the demise of an entire species—useless as it has
been from the start.
IF THEY EVER MAKE IT (August 28, 2009)
And now, onto holier prey. Onto heftier bounty. For the vermin
knows nothing but war and plunder. I will give them something to gab
about, if they ever make it.
JUST COMPELLED (August 29, 2009)
Whenever I look up the crown of an aged tree animated by a light
breeze, I take a deep breath. Often I take this as a gift, but sometimes I
feel just compelled.
THROUGH MY OWN THROAT (August 30, 2009)
Tonight’s storm brings something special. As it thunders, I raise my
arms, like a bear. My eyes shut, I growl. The universe speaks freely
through my own throat.
MY OWN DAMNED COUNTRY (August 30, 2009)
As I am listening to freedom songs from the American South, I
suddenly feel the music as my own. Tears well up. I, too, am a
foreigner in my own damned country.
NEVER TURN BACK (September 2, 2009)
Mavis Staples is singing her freedom songs right in the middle of my
house. Out of the blue, I start singing along as brashly as I can: “We’ll
never turn back!”
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RIGHT ON THE MONEY (September 3, 2009)
Après moi, le deluge. But this time it is in earnest. And no kidding.
Poor King Louis was off by an odd century or two, but he was
otherwise right on the money.
ON THE ROAD (September 11, 2009)
Tomorrow going to Zagreb for a week or so. Not particularly happy to
go there, but happy enough to leave Motovun. The best place for me
seems to be on the road.
DIRE CONSEQUENCES (September 11, 2009)
It is discovered that men who wear their penis to the left of their pants
tend to lean to the left in political affairs, too. And vice versa. Dire
consequences.
OSTRICH (September 13, 2009)
My beloved has come up with a new and peculiar nickname for me.
And in English. As I am neither too fast nor too blind, I cannot figure
it out, though. Ostrich?
AN ACT OF GOOD WILL (September 15, 2009)
I hope that the fact that I have not written a single bad thing about the
Croatian capital so far on this visit will eventually be taken as an act of
good will.
YOUR WEE HEAD (September 24, 2009)
Forty-odd Italians are having lunch on the hotel terrace. God bless
them all. While they are at it, not a thought has a chance of taking
shape in your wee head.
SUCH A GOLDFISH (September 25, 2009)
If I were to catch a goldfish that would plead for its life on the promise
to fulfill a wish of mine, what would I wish? I would wish to become
such a goldfish.
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NEXT? (September 27, 2009)
Shaken off by a breeze, ripe chestnuts are bombarding the hotel
terrace. Although there have been no casualties so far, the lunch
crowd is getting worried. Next?
THE CONCRETE PAVEMENT (October 1, 2009)
There are few things more heartbreaking then lounging on the hotel
terrace on a windy autumn day and watching ripe chestnuts bouncing
off the concrete pavement.
MONTEVIDEO (October 14, 2009)
As I am contemplating my return to Motovun after another long visit
to the Croatian capital, it suddenly crosses my mind that I have not yet
been to Montevideo.
THE REST (October 16, 2009)
Their tails short in the clear sky, the planes flying over Istria this
afternoon look a bit like spermatozoids. Get there in a jiffy, and forget
about the rest.
TO LOVE (October 23, 2009)
My emotions are all over the damn place in expectation of my next day
in court: from rage to apathy to pity to hatred to wrath again, but not
even once to love.
SORT OF BLAH (October 27, 2009)
But what if the judge set me free this morning? What a blow that
would be for me! My claim that Croatia is rotten to the core would
suddenly sound sort of blah.
ONCE AGAIN (October 28, 2009)
If we only could—as our civilization falls to pieces all around us, and
we start scrambling for mere survival—use this opportunity to become
animals once again.
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WHAT IS IN IT FOR ME (October 29, 2009)
Most people I talk to about my struggle for sustainable development of
Motovun are truly puzzled by my obsession. They cannot figure out
what is in it for me.
DO EXIST (October 30, 2009)
Fellow Martians, let me open my testimony about life on earth by
saying that I am delighted by your visit. Even more, I am delighted
that you actually do exist!
BE DAMNED (October 31, 2009)
Surprisingly, not a single pumpkin in Motovun this evening. A sure
sign that the world is receding from Istria. Foreigners and their
laughable habits be damned.
ALMOST EVERY DAY (November 1, 2009)
People are remembering their dead today. Graveyards are teeming
with people bearing flowers. My parents have no graves, and so I
remember them almost every day.
CRAP LIKE THIS (November 5, 2009)
Given my state today, I can gauge precisely how death will feel.
Sweet. Minus the likely choking and shaking. Even death tends to get
spoiled by crap like this.
FOREVER SUSPECT (November 7, 2009)
Learning only today that someone close to you was once a communist
party member is an experience bordering on the indecent. For the
motives are forever suspect.
WHATEVER IT MAY BE (November 9, 2009)
“Oh,” laughs an Englishman sitting next to me in a Zagreb café, “I
don’t know about that!” A funny way of saying that he knows about
“that,” whatever it may be.
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THE FIREMAKING SKILL (November 14, 2009)
It is unseasonably warm, but today we are still enjoying the first fire of
the season. What a joy! The only surprise is how fast one loses the
firemaking skill.
FOR YOURSELF (November 15, 2009)
The weather is getting so unbecoming that I feel like retaliating again.
“God,” I growl as I close all shutters in plain daylight, “keep this one
for yourself!”
CUTE, TOO (November 19, 2009)
Herman van Rompuy, Belgium’s prime minister and maybe the first
president of the European Council, writes haiku in his spare time.
Politicians can be cute, too.
FOR A WHILE (November 20, 2009)
Now that Herman van Rompuy is safely at the helm of the European
Union, I realize that I, too, have potential. Why, I have been dabbling
into haiku for a while!
ON MY HANDS (November 21, 2009)
Why am I reading about the end of the Roman Empire so doggedly?
The answer is so obvious, it deserves almost no thought. Well, I have
too much time on my hands!
A RUN-OF-THE-MILL HUMAN (November 27, 2009)
Now love, now rage. Now anxiety, now bliss. Now agitation, now
slumber. To my humiliation, I must admit to myself that I am nothing
but a run-of-the-mill human.
READ: DISMAL (November 28, 2009)
The sun is back! The sun is back! Or so I rejoiced just after I woke up
this morning, before the weather promptly turned back to perfectly
normal. Read: dismal.
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ONLY DISCONCERTING (November 29, 2009)
Once upon a time, today’s date was celebrated in Tito’s Yugoslavia. It
was its birthday, I guess. So many years after its death, the date is only
disconcerting.
THROUGH MY MOTHER’S EYES (December 1, 2009)
She is sitting in the bathtub and washing her hair. I am sitting on a
stool next to the tub and watching her. Memories of my childhood
through my mother’s eyes.
EBB AWAY (December 3, 2009)
Ever since her death eight years ago, my mother’s birthdays are easiest
on me on that very day. December the third. Starting the next day,
they slowly ebb away.
PERILS OF EVOLUTION (December 15, 2009)
A few days ago I spotted chicken claws piled high in a gory butcher’s
window. Now I see them whenever I spot a woman’s hand. The
unexpected perils of evolution.
TO BE SUED FOR LIBEL (December 16, 2009)
Today I have another chance to speak in public in the Croatian capital.
If I am a bit nervous, the reason is plain. This is another chance to be
sued for libel.
AS OBVIOUS (December 18, 2009)
Motovun is so dead, its silence is so complete, that one accepts the
Buddhist injunction against saying anything that does not make the
world better as obvious.
ALWAYS SURPRISED (December 19, 2009)
When I opened the shutters yesterday morning, I was surprised there
was no snow. It was the other way around this morning. Come what
may, I am always surprised.
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THE DAMNED DAY AFTER (December 20, 2009)
Tomorrow’s court hearing weighs upon me like a stone. And a
growing one. Left without a glimmer of legal hope, once again I am
longing for the damned day after.
RECONCILIATION WITH DESTINY (December 22, 2009)
Capturing the end is far from a trivial pursuit. The final gasp is of
little, if any, importance. What clinches it is the moment of
reconciliation with destiny.
IN DEAD SILENCE (December 24, 2009)
Once again, Motovun is turning quiet on Christmas Eve: Christians all
over the world are starting to celebrate the birth of their greatest hero
in dead silence.
FOR GRANTED (December 27, 2009)
Today I partook in the Croatian presidential elections for the second
time in a row. How do I feel about it? Just like any fool who takes
democracy for granted.
HARBINGER OF NEARLY EVERYTHING (December 30, 2009)
After a full week spent around the fireplace in Motovun, we are getting
a bit concerned that in Zagreb we have no access to this harbinger of
nearly everything.
MY YEARBOOKS (December 31, 2009)
I like to argue that years have arbitrary ends and beginnings. The dates
thus differ from culture to culture. Sadly, my argument does not apply
to my yearbooks.
THE CHEERY FIREPLACE (January 1, 2010)
To mark the end of the holiday season, we built the biggest fire ever.
No log was spared. For months to come, we will relish the memory of
the cheery fireplace.
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MY BIRTHRIGHT (January 2, 2010)
Even if I never leave Motovun, I left it already. For about a year now,
it is a foreign town for me. Having been a foreigner all my life, this is
my birthright.
ALMOST SYMBOLIC (January 3, 2010)
A perfect day in Zagreb. Cloudless and sparkling. After several
weeks of rain, mist, and overcast skies in Motovun, this turn in the
weather is almost symbolic.
PRESENT TO MYSELF (January 13, 2010)
I started publishing my Residua on the World Wide Web in December
2000. Reading about it this evening fills me with stunning joy. What
better present to myself?
SOMETHING TO WRITE HOME ABOUT (January 21, 2010)
Clever friends tell me that my best bet in the libel-and-insult case is to
go to jail. The idea is ever more attractive. Something to write home
about, as well.
WELL… (January 21, 2010)
Today we went all the way to New Zagreb to visit the Museum of
Contemporary Art that opened with much fanfare and fireworks only a
couple of months ago. Well…
TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE (January 22, 2010)
Little by little, I have learned to reckon time in terms of my court
hearings in Pazin. What time is it now? Exactly a week before the
next travesty of justice.
DEATH IN MOTOVUN (January 30, 2010)
Early this morning I find myself hastening to Zagreb as though I am
running away from something. As though I am running away from no
less than death in Motovun.
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THE FULLNESS OF TIME (February 3, 2010)
I am so eager to see my enemies in jail, I would speed up time to
hasten their end. I am rushing my own death, too. Let them go to jail
in the fullness of time.
AND YET I LOVE HER (February 6, 2010)
All by herself, my beloved challenges everything I know. As well as
everything I believe in. To the best of my knowledge, she is only
human. And yet I love her.
POOR OLD WOMEN (February 10, 2010)
Whenever I spot a woman who carries herself in ways that exaggerate
her femininity, I invariably see a flaming gay in her. How awfully
unjust to poor old women.
THE WEATHER TOMORROW (February 21, 2010)
Remarkably brilliant and balmy, it is delightful today. How delightful
is it? It is so fucking delightful that I am worried shitless about the
weather tomorrow.
LIKE CLOCKWORK (February 23, 2010)
And what time is it now? Once again, it is exactly a week before the
next travesty of justice. When it comes to the mighty court in Pazin, it
is like clockwork.
THE ABSENCE OF HUMAN BEINGS (February 23, 2010)
Caricatures of human beings are dandy for a while, but not for long.
Soon enough, Zagreb tires. And Motovun beckons, but mainly for the
absence of human beings.
ON MY FACE (February 24, 2010)
Peace and quiet around me. A dash of humming, and everything snaps
in its place. The way things are going, I will soon be exposed by the
silly smile on my face.
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RATHER KIND TO ME (February 25, 2010)
My head and beard are gray for decades. My balls are gray for years,
too, but the rest of my pubic hair is as dark as ever. Uneven, ageing is
rather kind to me.
LIKE JAMES DEAN (February 25, 2010)
My beloved lights a cigarette. “Chicks smoke like this,” she says and
bends her arm curiously. “But,” she drops her voice and frowns, “I
smoke like James Dean.”
HOW I ACTUALLY LOOK (February 26, 2010)
I go to the bathroom to wash my hands. Nearly done, I have an urge to
look into the mirror. Wrongly, I have a hunch that I will finally see
how I actually look.
RIGHT! (February 26, 2010)
A Croatian poet of note, Tin Ujević got a tall statue in the center of
Zagreb. Wearing a hat and a long raincoat, the statue looks best on a
rainy night. Right!
THE COURT IN PAZIN (February 27, 2010)
As of late, my treks to Motovun start at the central bus station in
Zagreb. What an awful place! Soon enough it will be tied in my mind
with the court in Pazin.
OUT OF CHORES (February 28, 2010)
As is my habit, I revert to mindless chores whenever my mind is not at
its best. Which is what I have been doing all day today. I am long out
of chores, though.
LITTLE TO DO WITH ZAGREB (March 3, 2010)
I am leaving Motovun this morning, but my knapsack has been ready
since yesterday afternoon. Whence my eagerness? Not to worry, it
has little to do with Zagreb.
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AHEAD OF SCHEDULE (March 3, 2010)
How eager am I to grab hold of my beloved? To kiss her snout and
pinch her bum? I am so eager that I have come to the bus station a full
hour ahead of schedule.
APEX OF CULTURE (March 6, 2010)
“Maybe there is culture to this barbarism?” Or so I quipped in 1978.
Indeed, the then barbarism already boggles my poor mind as an
inaccessible apex of culture.
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING (March 8, 2010)
As I am reading, my beloved plops herself down next to me: “What
will you do with that marvelous mind of yours?” “Don’t worry,” I hug
her, “absolutely nothing!”
TO BE GRATEFUL FOR (March 11, 2010)
Writing is a gift, but not in the sense of something to be proud of. Or
something to brag about. Writing is a gift in the sense of something to
be grateful for.
THE HUMAN SPECIES (March 12, 2010)
Just saw Lars von Trier’s “Antichrist.” First impressions? Not yet
sure about the detail, but more than sure about the rough conclusion:
fuck the human species.
WATCHING THEM (March 12, 2010)
The best you can do with humans is watch them from afar. They can
be revolting, and they can be amusing, too. But make sure they do not
catch you watching them.
REASON TO DIE (March 18, 2010)
Life? Staying alive cannot be a good-enough reason to live. Death?
Neither can yearning for a welcome respite from staying alive be a
good-enough reason to die.
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EVER MORE (March 25, 2010)
Wherever one looks, everything is turning green. No matter how many
times one has witnessed the miracle of rebirth, it still stuns. Nay, it
stuns one ever more.
ALREADY MINE (March 25, 2010)
Turning the soil in my garden for the fun of believing I could feed a
couple of people one day. Could I? It might take me a decade, but the
fun is already mine.
MY GLOVE (March 26, 2010)
My work done, I approach the Madonna in my garden to see how she
is doing. She has a smudge on her left cheek. I quickly remove it with
a clean bit of my glove.
FEELING GUILTY (March 27, 2010)
There is a whole bunch of reasons to write, but one of the least good
ones, if not the worst one by quite a wide margin, is writing only to
stop feeling guilty.
INEXCUSABLY FAKE (April 4, 2010)
Television news. Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant priests are talking
Easter. Black, white, and purple. One of these colors is obviously and
inexcusably fake.
THE FEAR OF DEATH (April 5, 2010)
Head over heels in love, which grew beyond recognition over Easter
holidays, I am so eager to share it with my beloved that I am revisited
by the fear of death.
OF DIVINE ORIGIN (April 15, 2010)
There are times when writers get stuck. For one reason or another,
they cannot keep making things up. This is when they hope writer’s
block is of divine origin.
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TILL DEATH US PART (April 15, 2010)
Whenever I bump into one of Motovun’s sour faces, I wonder whether
to run away from them as far as I possibly can, or to relish their misery
till death us part.
SNACK (April 16, 2010)
From time to time I marvel at some wee insect that twists and turns
under the lamp above the dining table. So utterly useless. Except as
another insect’s snack.
SNIGGERING WITH ME (April 17, 2010)
Exactly a year until retirement, this is a day for celebration to
remember. Snigger, snigger. I only wonder how many babyboomers
are already sniggering with me.
GONE NATIVE (April 17, 2010)
What neither my friends nor my enemies can grasp is that I am a
Venetian. Deep down. What is even more puzzling to them all is that
I am a Venetian gone native.
ONE OF HER LONGEST ABSENCES (April 21, 2010)
As soon as I awoke this morning, I checked on my right to see how my
beloved was doing. She will join me in two days, though, after one of
her longest absences.
OUR VERY THIRD (April 24, 2010)
We planted carrots three weeks ago. Today we planted potatoes. We
will plant tomatoes in three or four weeks. And that will be that this
season, our very third.
FLOWERS LEFT (April 25, 2010)
As I am preparing to leave Motovun for more than a week, I am
wondering about the blooming wisteria in my garden. When I return,
will there be any flowers left?
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THE UBIQUITY OF SPARROWS (April 29, 2010)
Cannot but recall Renata Vrtarić when I come to Zagreb. Is there
anything “positive” about the Croatian capital? Anything at all? Yes,
the ubiquity of sparrows.
SUCH PROBLEMS (April 30, 2010)
If I am convinced that the human species is incapable of solving any of
the crucial problems it faces, why am I still concerned with solutions to
such problems?
A BOON FOR OLD HAIKU (May 2, 2010)
My beloved is washing her hair. Once again, I have a few minutes to
come up with something in writing. On some reflection, hair-washing
is a boon for old haiku.
PORCUPINE (May 8, 2010)
Near midnight, I spot a porcupine waddling up the Motovun hill ahead
of me. It hides behind a garbage bin. As I walk by, I touch its quills:
“Hello, porcupine!”
FUCKING RAIN! (May 15, 2010)
Green Istria is always green, as its name suggests, but this spring it is
greener than ever. At least since I got to know it some eight years ago.
Fucking rain!
POINT INWARD (May 15, 2010)
The dreaded information overload is a blessing in disguise. Overload
with information as much and as often as you fancy. In the end, it
cannot but point inward.
HUMBLE ANIMALS (May 16, 2010)
Humans imagine themselves well above the animal kingdom. Luckily,
they are wrong. If humans have any chance at surviving on this earth,
it is as humble animals.
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STRICTLY CEREMONIAL (May 16, 2010)
A few humans take the load off all the others’ shoulders. And then the
others share that painful load in turn. But only if it, the load, is strictly
ceremonial.
INTUITION (May 22, 2010)
Googling for “intuition,” I am getting confused fast. “Acquiring
knowledge without the use of reason,” I read. Even this definition
calls for intuition, though.
GO IT ALONE (June 2, 2010)
“Okay,” I would say to myself when my bitches nagged, and nag they
often did, “I’ll find another bitch.” Things have changed. “Okay,” I
say, “I’ll go it alone.”
AH, WISDOM! (June 5, 2010)
The day is so wonderful that one cannot avoid wishing it to last and
last. But one soon reminds oneself, wisely, that such days are bound to
be few. Ah, wisdom!
MY DOUBLE CONSOLATION (June 6, 2010)
Lately, we smoke only when we are together. I discover our last cigar
after her departure. It would get dry before her return, or so goes my
double consolation.
HAIL DIFFRACTION! (June 8, 2010)
No matter how large a Mediterranean house, the shutters on only one
sunlit window need to be left open ajar to light it entire on a sunny day.
Hail diffraction!
A BOON TO US ALL (June 10, 2010)
Having been scolded one time too many for being negative, I would
like to propose something very positive: people like me should be
wiped out. A boon to us all.
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AFTER ME (June 11, 2010)
Wherever I go around my house, I can feel spider works on my bare
skin. There are not too many insects about, though. Perhaps the
cunning spiders are after me!?
EARLY FLIERS (June 12, 2010)
An adolescent sparrow fluttering about helplessly and opening its beak
hungrily while its parents fly about and chirp anxiously. The sorry fate
of early fliers.
I BET (June 13, 2010)
It is August in June, at least in Motovun. Last month it was November
in May. But when will it be April in December or September in
February? Quite soon, I bet.
A COUPLE OF DAYS’ WALK (June 13, 2010)
Sky is the limit? How very immodest! But it is right on the money
when it comes to the species’ abilities and limitations. At most, just a
couple of days’ walk.
THE COMMUNIST (June 15, 2010)
My beloved and I share many a mobile-phone text-message each day.
Ever since a typo of hers, we refer to the mighty newspaper by a daft
nickname: The Communist.
NOT A WRITER (June 17, 2010)
Writer’s block comes to mind after many a botched attempt at writing
today. But this excuse is wide off the mark. It is good to remember
that I am not a writer!
PERILOUSLY CLOSE (June 19, 2010)
The rain has scrubbed the air. The top of the Brkac hill is still cloaked
in clouds. All of a sudden, the vineyards sloping down the hill look
perilously close.
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ALREADY DESERTED (June 27, 2010)
The global economic crisis is not in evidence in Zagreb. The long
vacation season seems to have started. Streets and squares in the
center are already deserted.
A KNOWING WINK (June 29, 2010)
A beauty past her prime walks by me in the street. Before crossing, I
turn around to check the traffic. And a Catholic priest behind me gives
me a knowing wink.
MY COUNTRY (June 30, 2010)
I am listening about a man who has managed to grow after the loss of
his father. And I am wondering why I have not managed to grow after
the loss of my country.
THE ONLY LITERATE ONE (July 2, 2010)
“I Love DJ’s,” blares a young woman’s T-shirt. But who is illiterate
here: the wearer or the maker? In these parts, chances are that I am the
only literate one.
2079 (July 2, 2010)
As it happens, my hundredth birthday falls on a Tuesday. I just
checked the date on my mobile phone’s calendar.
To my
disappointment, it goes only through 2079.
THE BIAS OF PROXIMITY (July 6, 2010)
If I appear to despise Croatians more than any other people, this is due
mainly to my own choice of the country of residence. The bias of
proximity, as it were.
UP AND ABOUT (July 6, 2010)
It is so warm and damp that my mind is scarcely working. To my
surprise, the vegetative state annoys me no end. I dream of it only
when my mind is up and about.
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DEFINITION OF HOMELESSNESS (July 8, 2010)
I am neither particularly unhappy to be leaving Zagreb nor particularly
happy to be going to Motovun. Now, is there any more precise
definition of homelessness?
IDIOTS WILL INHERIT IT ALL (July 15, 2010)
“One heart, one life, one world.” Thus the wise words of a horrid
Croatian song that wafts my way by chance. Which goes to show that
idiots will inherit it all.
UNFAITHFUL (July 17, 2010)
I am scratching the back of a friend’s bitch. The beast comes ever
closer to me, its bum pointed in my direction. At long last I grasp that
I may be unfaithful.
LAST SOLACE (July 20, 2010)
Near her end, my mother liked to tell that Veljko Petrović, a Serbian
writer and my parents’ friend, liked to tell near his end that nature was
the last solace.
THE WHOLE WORLD (July 21, 2010)
I come home and wait for my eyes to adjust to the darkness at noon.
“This is simply gorgeous,” I stare at my paintings for a long while.
“Fuck the whole world!”
BUSINESS TOOL (July 21, 2010)
A Croatian businessman talking over lunch on the hotel terrace with an
Italian one. Every point is made by brandishing the knife. The most
useful business tool.
STRANDED IN MOTOVUN (July 24, 2010)
Distressed by the festival preparations, we are running away earlier
than we planned. A whole day earlier! Our hearts go toward our
friends stranded in Motovun.
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MY FUCKING AGE (August 1, 2010)
“For someone of eighty-four,” I say to a waiter, “I look grand!” He is
puzzled: “You can’t be eighty-four?” In his twenties, he has no notion
of my fucking age.
WASTING TIME (August 4, 2010)
What with my own abilities, which are rather striking, and with
abilities of my numerous friends and acquaintances, I am becoming a
real expert at wasting time.
A LONG TRAIL OF SMOKE (August 5, 2010)
Past midnight, we are lounging on the terrace of my house and
watching meteorites streak across the sky. Those that enchant us most
leave a long trail of smoke.
OLIVEN OIL (August 5, 2010)
Istria is covered with ridiculous signs in all languages, but here is a
splendid one in mangled German-English from Motovun: “Istrian extra
vergion oliven oil.”
DEEPER! (August 6, 2010)
“The answer is within,” I advise myself ever more urgently. “Go as
deep as you can,” I keep insisting day in and day out. “Deeper,” I
admonish myself, “deeper!”
STAY HOME! (August 6, 2010)
The weather is so lousy that Motovun is mobbed by tourists.
Confusion everywhere one turns. “Tourists,” I feel like yelling at the
top of my voice, “stay home!”
THE GREAT WASH (August 7, 2010)
A big shower in the wee hours is a bit disconcerting in the middle of
the summer, but it is still comforting a few days after the film festival:
the great wash.
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MORE DRINKING (August 8, 2010)
The motto printed on the chest of Vladan Jovanovich’s T-shirt this
morning sums up the stage of my own enlightenment quite well: “Less
thinking, more drinking.”
STORM TOURISM (August 13, 2010)
Two storms have hit Motovun since early morning, but the third one is
already rumbling from the south. Every storm brings a new wave of
tourists. Storm tourism!
THE SHAKING (August 14, 2010)
I caught a fly that was pestering me, shook it, and let it escape. This
was a warning of sorts, but it kept coming back. Perhaps the mistake
was in the shaking.
NONE THE WISER (August 16, 2010)
Talking with all sorts of people all day long, now at a leisurely pace
and now at a clip, now with zeal and now without any of it, I find
myself none the wiser.
MOTOVUN MINUS TOURISTS (August 16, 2010)
The weather is all over the place. Tourists stagger about like zombies.
It is sad to see the summer go, but it is a joy still to foresee Motovun
minus tourists.
CARRY-NOTS AND CARRY-ALLS (August 17, 2010)
The luggage tourists drag up the Motovun hill never ceases to amaze
me. The boring distinction between haves and have-nots turns into
carry-nots and carry-alls.
MY POSSESSIVE MIND (August 18, 2010)
Year after year, the chestnuts on the hotel terrace give me the greatest
joy in Motovun. What if they perish? But how could they perish from
my possessive mind?
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ALSO SILENT (August 19, 2010)
The green and flutter of leaves. The sway and crookedness of
branches. The blue and depth of sky. Is that all there is to tree magic?
Nay, they are also silent.
FIFTY-THREE TIMES (August 21, 2010)
We never count. For some odd reason, I started counting last night.
And so I counted, counted, counted. As it turned out, I ended up
counting fifty-three times.
FROM THE FRONT (August 21, 2010)
Farting is not among my beloved’s strengths. At best, she only
squeaks from the back. When supplied with some air, though, she
blasts like a pro from the front.
HOW STEEL IS TEMPERED (August 26, 2010)
Ever so gently, push all the way in. Hold. Push deeper still. Hold and
hold. Push all the way in and hold for as long as you can. That is how
steel is tempered.
THE BACKDROP (August 30, 2010)
First Motovun and now Zagreb have turned into a backdrop. Scenery.
First Istria and now Croatia have turned into a backdrop. A bit more
precisely, the backdrop.
TIN UJEVIĆ (August 31, 2010)
The rattle of jackhammers. The beep of bulldozers reversing.
Building site fences all around his statue in the heart of Zagreb. The
entertainment of Tin Ujević.
IN CAUDA VENENUM (August 31, 2010)
When it gets difficult to write, I revert to my hundred-sixty-character
haiku. Come to think of it, my Residua may end with a long haiku tail.
In cauda venenum.
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THE JUDGE (August 31, 2010)
As I am looking around, disparaging in my mind now this woman with
mangled toes, and now that man with thinning hair, I come up with my
loaded title: the judge.
ALMOST ENVIOUS (September 2, 2010)
About to meet someone I used to know many years ago, I googled his
name. And I swiftly unearthed quite a lot about him. For a moment, I
got almost envious, too.
A BORN PLANNER (September 2, 2010)
My beloved walks into the kitchen: “Planning anything for this
evening?” I get up, walk to the bathroom, and turn on the fan: “Yup!”
A born planner, to be sure.
YOUR EVILNESS (September 4, 2010)
Partly for reasons close to home, and partly for my comments about
our species, which are not often complimentary, my beloved now
addresses me as “Your Evilness.”
ENLIGHTENMENT TOGETHER (September 5, 2010)
There is many a wonderful story about people reaching enlightenment,
but I have not come across a single story about two people reaching
enlightenment together.
MUST BE A POET (September 6, 2010)
Tin Ujević’s statue draws me ever closer. But it is not my former
academic career that brings me to the din of the nearby building site. I,
too, must be a poet!
TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT
2010)

(September 9,

Zagreb or Motovun? Coming or going? Happy or sad? Here or there?
All I can report is that questions such as these have become totally and
completely irrelevant.
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BEAUTY TO CALAMITY (September 10, 2010)
Shadows of fluffy trails left by commercial airplanes projected by the
afternoon sun on a thin layer of clouds beneath. Who says there is no
beauty to calamity?
THE BLOODY DATE (September 11, 2010)
It is gorgeous today. Neither too hot nor too cold, the weather is just
right. And so is everything else. All in all, a perfect day. Except for
the bloody date.
ONLY A FEW (September 15, 2010)
People are not exactly stupid. Their brains are in tune with the way
things used to be, though. Sadly, what used to take many a generation,
now takes only a few.
A LONGING LOOK (September 16, 2010)
The evening is wet and chilly. The forecast for the next few days is
kind of iffy, as well. As I take off my sandals on return home, I give
them a longing look.
THE BEST OF INTENTIONS (September 22, 2010)
High above the hotel terrace, butterflies are mating. Their eggs will
hatch well past the season. At least they are having some fun with the
best of intentions.
DANCING, DANCING (September 23, 2010)
I am sunbathing my hot sauce on the terrace, cleaning the house for my
beloved’s arrival this afternoon, listening to South African music, and
dancing, dancing.
THE LAVENDER’S NAME (September 23, 2010)
As a wee white butterfly feeds on a few tardy lavender blooms on my
terrace, I feel sorry I do not know its name. As though I actually know
the lavender’s name.
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A DOUBLE STANDARD (September 24, 2010)
“Look,” she points toward a rising cloud out of the blue, “like a prick!”
“And I am complaining about you,” she starts giggling to herself. “A
double standard!”
A SMILE (September 27, 2010)
A jackhammer bursts into action a few paces from my table. I sprout a
smile. When I look up at Tin Ujević’s statue, it seems that it, too, has
sprouted a smile.
AT A RESPECTABLE DISTANCE (September 27, 2010)
As soon as I spotted an old man standing spellbound in front of a store
window crammed with underpants and bras, I stopped spellbound at a
respectable distance.
THE FUCKING STARS (September 29, 2010)
The sun peeks from behind a cloud, and everything turns just right. A
daily miracle. As well as a poignant criticism of the most fickle
among the fucking stars.
ABOUT BACH (September 29, 2010)
With few exceptions, I happily shit on much of the western
civilization. One exception is Johann Sebastian Bach. But, I wonder,
is this about me, or about Bach?
VANITY (October 1, 2010)
Good looking people stay fit longer than others. Vanity seems to help
a little, but good looks are only a sign of fitness. The poor fly in the
ointment, vanity.
LIKE THE PLAGUE (October 2, 2010)
Having been a teacher most of my life, I have a few words of wisdom
for the students. Actually, I have just five words for them: avoid
teachers like the plague.
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THEIR SKIN (October 3, 2010)
Croatians are fun to observe from day to day. Their customs, their
clothing, and their language are quite peculiar. All except the familiar
color of their skin.
PACE ISSA (October 4, 2010)
Receiving a haiku by Issa every day for years, I feel increasingly
grateful. Some of the stuff is just lovely, but much of it is
encouragingly awful. Pace Issa.
MOST OF THE TIME (October 5, 2010)
Most of the time, humans are simply ridiculous. But why not laugh at
them all a tad more often? The trouble is that humans are ridiculous
only most of the time.
MY MIND’S FODDER (October 6, 2010)
After a few years, I do enjoy Zagreb’s core. Luckily, I just reside
there. But I shudder at a stray thought of having anything else to do
with my mind’s fodder.
THE ONLY READER (October 9, 2010)
Writing always involves at least two parties, the writer and the reader,
but the writer’s job becomes so much easier if he or she happens to be
the only reader.
CHEKHOV IN RESERVE (October 11, 2010)
“If I praise Chekhov’s stories so often,” it suddenly crosses my mind,
“why don’t I read more of them?” Pause. “Ah,” I realize, “let’s keep
Chekhov in reserve!”
A PRETTY LANDSCAPE (October 12, 2010)
By and by, I am walking ever less around Motovun. The countryside I
can see from my terrace looks ever more unreal to me. It is turning
into a pretty landscape.
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STILL TICKING (October 13, 2010)
Motovun gets awfully quiet in the fall, especially at night. A car just
rumbled and squeaked down Borgo, and I felt almost thankful. The
world is still ticking!
SO SORRY! (October 14, 2010)
As I am sitting, nursing a cigar, and listening to music, a stinkbug
lands on my shoulder. I grab it, slam it against the floor, and step on it.
Gosh, so sorry!
A HUMAN BEING (October 16, 2010)
How can I sum it up? How can I put so many years of endless
scribbling into a few words? The horror of realizing that I, too, am
nothing else but a human being.
A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS (October 18, 2010)
Could it well be that the main, if not the only, reason why I have been
drawn to poetry in prose is that it is, and cannot but remain, a
contradiction in terms?
“BON!” (October 20, 2010)
When I am alone in Motovun, and when I take a crap in the bathroom,
where a mirror faces the toilet, I get up when I am done, scowl at
myself, and growl: “Bon!”
HER HAIR (October 21, 2010)
As is my habit, I am cleaning the house just ahead of my beloved’s
visit. One more time, I am taken aback by the rich concoction of dust,
cobwebs, and her hair.
FOR ITS FOLLY (October 22, 2010)
Shall I let a whole day go by without a sole word even though I know
that it is more likely to be better forgotten for its wisdom than
remembered for its folly?
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LADYBUGS (October 23, 2010)
Ladybugs are crawling all over my house once again. As far as I
know, they are hatching some five months ahead of schedule.
Welcome to climate change, ladybugs!
THE MAYOR OF MOTOVUN (October 24, 2010)
Whenever I leave my home for a week or so, as I am just doing, all
pangs of sentiment are most easily dispelled by remembering my
nemesis, the mayor of Motovun.
HIS HUMBLE REALM (October 25, 2010)
A Gipsy boy in his late teens reclining regally on an old mattress on
top of a pile of junk, which is being collected in central Zagreb today:
his humble realm.
TO BE OBSERVED (October 26, 2010)
I am learning how to observe unobserved. This is quite an art in
Zagreb, where observers are keenly observed. And where the
unobserved are dying to be observed.
WITH ME (October 27, 2010)
“The morning is perfect,” she smiles as we are parting on the street.
And then she turns around with a big grin on her face: “It’s a pity you
won’t be with me!”
A STRIPED OUTFIT (October 27, 2010)
An infant in a striped outfit like that of jailbirds in cartoons. Cute. As
a matter of fact, it is the infant’s mother who ought to be wearing a
striped outfit.
GYPSIES’ LAMENT (October 30, 2010)
The sky is so spotless and the sun so soothing one cannot but feel ill at
ease about tomorrow. Or forget that just such days proverbially beget
Gypsies’ lament.
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EVERY SINGLE DAY (October 31, 2010)
Wherever I turn, people are remembering their dead. There are nice
flowers everywhere. Something must be wrong with me, for I
remember my dead every single day.
CROATIAN AIRSPACE (November 1, 2010)
I catch myself daydreaming about lifting my house off the ground and
levitating it into the clouds. Damn, it dawns on me, I would still be in
Croatian airspace!
MYOPIA (November 2, 2010)
No-one I talk to is aware of today’s midterm elections in America.
Too far off. If there is any feature that captures the human species in a
word, it is myopia.
A HINT OF HUMAN INTELLIGENCE (November 4, 2010)
Afflictions such as infertility and depression were virtually unknown
when I was a kid. Are they connected? And is that connection a hint
of human intelligence?
PERILS OF LONGEVITY (November 5, 2010)
The longer I live, the greater the likelihood that I will be discovered.
And celebrated for my way with words. Which only adds to all other
perils of longevity.
IN MY EYES (November 6, 2010)
Rarely, but often enough, scenes from my childhood flash in front of
me. Like a bare foot and a spear butt of a mate as a lion roars close by.
Tears in my eyes.
TO END IT ALL (November 7, 2010)
When the chips are down, perfectly rational people hope for another
world war. Not out of venom, though. They only dream of the least
painful way to end it all.
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THE BUTT OF THE WORLD (November 8, 2010)
Why, the center of the world? Motovun, of all places? For crying out
loud, that was only an enticing, if totally outlandish, nickname for the
butt of the world.
TODAY, NOTHING YET (November 11, 2010)
Yesterday I wrote piles of things on all sorts of subjects with an
amazing relish that on occasion worried even me. How about today,
though? Today, nothing yet.
SHUT THE FUCK UP! (November 11, 2010)
A good teacher is a boon to mankind. But what would a teacher of
worth have to say at this time? The best I can come up with is quite
plain: “Shut the fuck up!”
A CINCH (November 12, 2010)
I keep complaining that Motovun is a dead town although I came here
only to find myself. I am not dead yet. And finding myself in a dead
town should be a cinch.
FIND YOURSELF (November 14, 2010)
Knock and the door will be opened for you. Where is that magical
door, though? Even if you find it in the end, on which side of the door
will you find yourself?
ALBEIT PIECEMEAL (November 15, 2010)
Another friend has left Motovun for good. Once again, a part of me
has gone with him. How long until I, too, will have left this forlorn
town, albeit piecemeal?
FAR FROM IMPOSSIBLE (November 15, 2010)
It is great to be alone every once in a while, for it is more difficult to
bamboozle yourself than others. Sadly, it is more difficult, but far
from impossible.
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THE DAMNED LESSON (November 16, 2010)
Yesterday I ate almost nothing, and I was hungry in the evening.
Today I ate quite a lot, but I am still hungry in the evening. Pray, what
is the damned lesson?
MORE THAN I WOULD DESIRE (November 17, 2010)
It has just crossed my mind that today is five months exactly to my
retirement age. Who the heck cares? To my shock, age matters to me
more than I would desire.
TURD (November 18, 2010)
I had been waiting for it ever since early this morning, but it was not
until late in the afternoon that I was graced at last with a long, thick,
and hard turd.
HER OWN CREATION (November 19, 2010)
I light the first fire of the winter season. My beloved rushes to me with
a hug and kiss. As though the first fire of the winter season is not her
own creation.
BEING RAVISHED (November 21, 2010)
“A nymphomaniac,” she giggles and snuggles up to me on the
cushions in front of the fireplace. Such a shortage of words for a
woman who relishes being ravished.
LIKE DOGS (November 21, 2010)
Both of us kneeling, our tails raised to heaven, and our bums rubbing
against each other, she helps me in. Wailing, snarling, yowling. Stuck
together like dogs.
THAT OF A RABBIT (November 22, 2010)
Try as she may, my beloved cannot produce a fart worth talking about.
Peeew. Judging by the sound she emits, her asshole cannot be larger
than that of a rabbit.
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NUOVE BRIGATE ROSSE (November 25, 2010)
I am so annoyed by all the creepy-crawlies of unbridled capitalism
who now strut their spoils with total impunity that I end up by
googling Nuove brigate rosse.
THE SPECIES’ CONTINUATION (November 25, 2010)
Children enchant us as grownups rarely do. What happens in those
few years of puberty that separate the twain? It is the revulsion at the
species’ continuation.
RIGHT BEHIND ME (November 26, 2010)
As I am walking down an empty street, I am surprised by the noise I
am making. I turn around. A woman in high heels is walking at the
same pace right behind me.
HAPPY SHITTING (November 29, 2010)
“Hmm,” she sighs, “it’s time!” She gets up, goes to the bathroom, and
shuts the door. “Hey,” she opens the door ajar, “is there anything like
‘happy shitting’?”
DAMNED THOUGHTS (November 30, 2010)
What draws me to crowded places? The same thing that draws me to
the fireplace. Senseless images, sounds, and smells that liberate my
mind from damned thoughts.
JUST FOR HER (December 3, 2010)
Had she not died a decade ago, my mother would have been exactly a
century old today. Not to worry, though. I will do my best to push to
a century just for her.
DINCH (December 3, 2010)
“Brunch is a meal between breakfast and lunch,” my beloved starts. I
nod. “How about a meal between lunch and dinner?” I blurt out
without any thought: “Dinch!”
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ON MY DEATHBED (December 9, 2010)
What if my Residua takes off? A dreadful thought. I am way too
young still for the onslaught. When will I be old enough for it,
though? On my deathbed, I guess.
THE SPECIES (December 14, 2010)
If capitalism is the best humans can achieve to organize themselves, so
be it. But praising it is silly still. At best, it is a damning critique of
the species.
ELEVEN SWEET MONTHS (December 16, 2010)
This year I am looking forward to Christmas with eagerness bordering
on zeal. Oh, when will it come at long last? And then be forgotten for
eleven sweet months!
LIKE AN OLD BEAR (December 19, 2010)
A hulking man in his fifties stops in the middle of the pavement, goes
backwards toward a corner, and starts rubbing his shoulders against it.
Like an old bear.
TOMORROW’S GODS (December 21, 2010)
Judging by many images of devils, they are representations of animals.
Or gods of yesteryear. The way things are shaping, these may well
become tomorrow’s gods.
A FROZEN SMILE (December 23, 2010)
A man sitting close to me in a Zagreb café is so loud I cannot even
think. Two men sitting with him sport frozen smiles. I, too, will soon
sport a frozen smile.
NO BIRTHDAYS (December 24, 2010)
People are wishing me a happy birthday of their god. One of many
gods supposedly born on the very same lucky day. For my sins,
though, I celebrate no birthdays.
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THE FEAST MOST ANNOYING (December 26, 2010)
Now that Christmas is petering away, hope is returning. New Year’s
Eve is the only obstacle remaining. A few days to go till the end of the
feast most annoying.
ALWAYS AN OPTIMIST (December 31, 2010)
And what do I wish for the upcoming year? That the many thieves and
whores of Motovun, Istria, and Croatia end up in jail. Once an
optimist, always an optimist.
DUMB DATES MATTER (January 1, 2011)
Cool as I am about the beginnings and endings of years, I am far from
cool about the beginnings and endings of my yearbooks. Cool as you
get, dumb dates matter.
GAIA’S FUR (January 1, 2011)
As we are driving from Motovun to Zagreb through Gorski Kotar,
which is smothered with snow, the woods that cover endless rolling
hills strike me as Gaia’s fur.
LET YOUR FEELINGS RIP (January 3, 2011)
Contrary to common sense, fury is good for you. And so is hatred.
Contrary to common sense, even Croatia is good for you, but only if
you let your feelings rip.
GOING SENILE (January 6, 2011)
And what is the meaning of life? There is no such thing, with the
exception of whatever you do yourself to endow your life with
meaning. Hey, am I going senile?
THE WEEKEND… (January 14, 2011)
So many years after retirement, I am looking forward to the weekend.
My beloved is far from it, though. Another two decades of looking
forward to the weekend…
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LAW OF NATURE (January 15, 2011)
Pushed up a cunt, a thermometer keeps sliding out as if by itself.
Laughter speeds it up, too. But do not ask me how I chanced upon this
fabulous law of nature.
MY LOST CHILDHOOD (January 19, 2011)
Feeling a bit lost in a crowded café, I find solace in the color of its
walls. Pale green. The color of school, office, and hospital walls of
my lost childhood.
MUST BE ME (January 21, 2011)
As I am walking down a busy street, I cast a glance into a store
window. Behold, an old man is staring at me from a mirror. “Hey,” I
realize, “that must be me!”
GREATER PASSION (January 23, 2011)
I despise all technology with a great passion, which is growing by the
day, but I despise my own inability to cast it off for good with an even
greater passion.
THAT LITTLE (January 24, 2011)
I need so little from the world in which I happen to live that I am often
stupefied when it transpires that even that little is not available. Even
that little!
A ROMAN GHOST (January 25, 2011)
Seneca is much closer to me these days than my neighbors next door.
Romans are closer to me than people who rush past me in the street.
Hey, am I a Roman ghost?
A LIVING CONTRADICTION IN TERMS (January 26, 2011)
I am so much in love with a fellow human being that all my arguments
against our species are thereby rendered meaningless. I am a living
contradiction in terms.
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MY SUTRAS (January 27, 2011)
As years march by, my haiku of one-hundred and sixty characters,
including spaces, might crowd out all other writings. Or should I call
them my sutras, instead?
WHILE MYSELF AWAY (January 28, 2011)
My beloved is away for a couple of days. Though it is early to go to
sleep, nothing appeals to me more this evening. As if sleep can while
myself away, as well.
THE MASTER INSIDE (January 29, 2011)
A large dog sitting by the door of a shop where its master is buying
something and wagging its bushy tail every time the door opens to
reveal the master inside.
VOILA! (January 30, 2011)
Here is a simple strategy to put Croatia on the map. Following
Canada’s example, open the borders to the Chinese with university
degrees and some wealth. Voila!
TIME TRAVEL (January 31, 2011)
Drinking warm sake in a Japanese restaurant in Zagreb, I am
transported to Cambridge, Massachusetts. And presto. Who says there
is no such thing as time travel?
BEYOND THEIR UNDERSTANDING (February 2, 2011)
When a human notices I am looking, he or she thinks I am interested in
them. In fact, I am interested in their species only. That is beyond
their understanding.
TO MY LIKING (February 3, 2011)
I tried to come up with a few words of praise for the likes of Attila and
Genghis, and their no-bullshit ways, but nothing I came up with was
ever to my liking.
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ANOTHER HUMAN BEING (February 5, 2011)
Would you ever be disappointed with a dog? Or with a monkey farther
up the evolutionary ladder? So, why would you ever be disappointed
with another human being?
A TECHNOLOGICALLY-CHALLENGED POET (February 8, 2011)
I have written much of my haiku on my mobile phone, where it all
started, too. But haiku has dried up with my new phone. Am I a
technologically-challenged poet?
RATHER LIKE PITY (February 9, 2011)
I am struggling with an appropriate attitude toward humans. Love is
too much to ask for. Hate is over the top, too. An appropriate attitude is
rather like pity.
ANOTHER ONE OF HIS (February 10, 2011)
I love one of Tin Ujević’s poems so much that I even translated it into
English. More, I love that poem so much that I do not even dare read
another one of his.
THE ULTIMATE ART MANIFESTO (February 11, 2011)
If artists would only cater to their own needs. As well as to the needs
for art of their friends. Then I would joyously come up with the
ultimate art manifesto.
IN CHURCH (February 13, 2011)
Zagreb is dead on Sundays. This Sunday is cold and gray, too. On our
walk through empty streets, my beloved chuckles when I sigh:
“Everybody must be in church!”
PANGS OF CONSCIENCE (February 13, 2011)
As soon as I open a closet to fetch something, I spot my old mobile
phone. I abandoned it only a while ago. All of a sudden, I am struck
by pangs of conscience.
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THE PIGEONS (February 14, 2011)
When morsels of bread are thrown to pigeons, they presently start
flying hither and thither. The morsels. The funny thing is that this is
not funny to the pigeons.
TEEMING WITH THEM (February 16, 2011)
When I sit in a crowded Zagreb café, I sometimes wonder whether I
could spot a war criminal. No success thus far. But Croatian
newspapers are teeming with them.
SO CAN MY NO. 1 SON (February 17, 2011)
Amazingly, I can recall at will a haiku by Matsuo Basho in Japanese:
“Yoku mireba nazuna hana saku kakine kana.” Even more amazingly,
so can my No. 1 son, also.
HOW I FEEL (February 18, 2011)
When I catch myself staring blankly into the computer screen, I should
feel happy about my spiritual accomplishment. For some reason, this
is hardly how I feel.
HITCHCOCK (February 20, 2011)
We are far from squeamish. Menstrual horrors cannot put us off.
Afterwards, as she is wiping me up with toilet paper, she mutters as if
to herself: “Hitchcock.”
TO DO WITH THEM (February 21, 2011)
If I am often disgusted by the humans in whose midst I have to live,
even more often I am delighted when I remember that I have next to
nothing to do with them.
YOUR WILL (February 22, 2011)
When you feel worn out, when your bed beckons ever more insistently,
it is best to succumb to the calls of nature. Except for the nagging
jealousy of your will.
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PEARL OF CONSCIOUSNESS (February 23, 2011)
Some associate my writing with a narrative style known as the stream
of consciousness. I beg to differ. If styles are needed, it is the pearl of
consciousness.
CROATIANS ONLY (February 24, 2011)
“God loves us because he is good,” or so blares a leading Croatian
newspaper. What the fuck is this? Only then I figure out that “us”
applies to Croatians only.
CAPITALISM WITH A HUMAN FACE (February 25, 2011)
Humans are in revolt all around the earth. What are they hoping for,
now that there are no alternatives left? Come what may, it is
capitalism with a human face.
HOORAY! (February 25, 2011)
What was the chance in Kobayashi Issa’s time that his haiku would
come to me every day? Nearly nil, just as that of my haiku coming to
you in your time. Hooray!
PRETTY CONFUSED (February 26, 2011)
From day to day, I keep reminding myself of life’s only true goal. As
well as all the steps leading up to it. To put it a bit differently, I am
pretty confused.
THE WAITERS (February 28, 2011)
I am sitting in a café and exercising compassion toward fellow
humans. God, how hard it is going! With the possible exception of
those I know best: the waiters.
A CHILDBIRTH (March 1, 2011)
I can live with quite a bit of pain, but not for very long. How long,
though? As soon as the question got phrased, the answer popped out,
as well: a childbirth.
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TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES (March 2, 2011)
I am growing annoyed by teenage girls, especially in gaggles. The
screeching! Is this why they were kept close to the hearth in so-called
traditional societies?
THE ENTIRE SPECIES (March 3, 2011)
I would like to thank most sincerely my fellow Croats for everything
they have done over the years to help me ditch the last ray of hope for
the entire species.
THE COMPANY OF INSECTS (March 4, 2011)
The winter is nearly over and I am starting to miss the insects. Zagreb
is not the best place for them, either. Motovun offers the company of
insects, at least.
A CHICKEN MONSTER (March 5, 2011)
For my many sins, I just ate eleven chicken hearts. My beloved made
a perfect poultry soup, but she does not eat the innards. Now I feel like
a chicken monster.
CONSTANTINE (March 6, 2011)
Compared with the emperors officiating over the decline and fall of the
Roman empire, where is Obama in the decline and fall of the American
empire? Constantine?
TO PRAISE YOU FOR (March 6, 2011)
“You know what?” she yells from the kitchen. “What?” I grumble.
Pause. “I forgot already,” she yells back, “but there was something I
wanted to praise you for.”
CONCRETE OR ASPHALT (March 7, 2011)
I am sitting in a café and watching through a window a pod full of
seeds twirling in the wind. It faces a marvelous choice on the
pavement: concrete or asphalt.
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A PINCH OF MASOCHISM (March 8, 2011)
Given my feelings about the world into which I got dumped against
my better judgment, why do I spend so much of my precious time in
cafés? A pinch of masochism?
BANANAS AND PAJAMAS (March 8, 2011)
The International Women’s Day is in shambles. At least in the
Croatian capital. The only sign of it I noted today were two girls
dressed in bananas and pajamas.
A FLATFOOT SPOTTER (March 9, 2011)
Heaven knows why, I now spot everybody with flat feet. Of all things,
this is what my brain has chosen as noteworthy. In my dotage, I
became a flatfoot spotter.
BITCHING ABOUT CROATIA (March 9, 2011)
It is Ash Wednesday, the first day of Lent. In the forty days till Easter,
one is invited to give up a luxury. In this spirit, I give up bitching
about Croatia.
BEGGARS IN THE STREET (March 10, 2011)
Today looks like the first day of spring, this time much more credible
than several times before. But what is it this time? The throng of
beggars in the street.
WORDLESSNESS (March 11, 2011)
If only I could let a day pass by without a damned word. A single day
would mean so much to me now. But that remains a distant dream. The
dream of wordlessness.
REAL POETRY (March 11, 2011)
I look forward to my first haiku book. With carefully selected fonts
and margins, each poem will take three lines. And the whole book will
smack of real poetry.
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DOSTOEVSKY’S SATAN (March 12, 2011)
It just crossed my mind that humans cannot surprise me any longer.
Not really. But then I recoiled when I realized that I sounded quite like
Dostoevsky’s Satan.
LIKE YOURSELF (March 13, 2011)
It is a pleasure to imagine an intelligent and knowledgeable reader
going through these tangled pages. Indeed, it is a pleasure imagining
someone like yourself.
MAKE THINGS BETTER (March 14, 2011)
First Libya and then Japan weigh on my mind day in and day out.
Now I am annoyed by giggles and happy faces. As though sobs and
frowns would make things better.
THE ONLY BLACK SWAN (March 15, 2011)
If I were to come up with an uncertainty worth pursuing till death, and
a clear answer to Nassim Nicholas Taleb, it would be enlightenment.
The only black swan.
THE DREADFUL DRABNESS (March 16, 2011)
After many a beautiful day, the rain is back. It seems silly to be
grouchy about it this time of year, but it is hard to resist it still. The
dreadful drabness.
JUST BEHIND THE CORNER (March 17, 2011)
I remain a teacher, but my classroom, now virtual, keeps growing. As
ever, there are a few worthy disciples, but the best among them are just
behind the corner.
BEHOLD, CIVILIZATION! (March 17, 2011)
Fukushima’s only surprise in the so-called west is the behavior of the
victims, not to mention the fifty samurai battling mighty reactors.
Behold, civilization!
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INCONCEIVABLE (March 19, 2011)
Demonstrations against the government are taking place across
Croatia. Splendid. Right now, mass support for an alternative
government is inconceivable, though.
MAC BOOK HAIR (March 20, 2011)
She has a hair-piece, which she uses when her hair is not to her liking.
Somehow it ended up on top of my laptop. I point at it with a chuckle:
“Mac Book Hair.”
SKYLESS (March 21, 2011)
Away from my perch in Motovun, whence I track the sun and the
moon like a hawk, I nearly missed the Spring Equinox. To my
chagrin, Zagreb is as good as skyless.
KEEP GROWING (March 22, 2011)
Am I contradicting myself when I envisage the state growing while it
is failing? Not at all. As it keeps failing, what can the damned state do
but keep growing?
MY CRANKY INVENTION (March 23, 2011)
When you cross Učka, you immediately come across the smog that
drifts to Istria from Italy. Istrians know nothing about it, though. This
is my cranky invention.
A LOCAL FOREIGNER (March 24, 2011)
I have been back in Motovun for twenty-four hours only, but I already
get a pretty good hunch on how I will be feeling here from now on.
Like a local foreigner.
THE BRUNT OF MY IRE (March 25, 2011)
Ignorance of the youth, haughtiness of the mighty, and subservience of
the rest. Most universal. I feel sorry for the Croats, who must bear the
brunt of my ire.
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THE OGRES (March 26, 2011)
The notion that our brains are hardly ours, and that our ancestors are
still alive in them, is accessible to most people through their eating
habits. The ogres.
CHATTERING PAST (March 27, 2011)
Silence. Wind howling. Silence. Heating kicking in. Silence.
Windows rattling. Silence. A car creaking down Borgo. Silence. A
bunch of tourists chattering past.
MY PROTECTIVE SHIELD (March 27, 2011)
My paintings wrapped around me, I sit in awe. A rambling iconostasis
in black, white, and red. Every icon to itself, they work in concert.
My protective shield.
FEELING HAPPY (March 30, 2011)
I feel sort of happy. When my beloved asks me why, I shrug my
shoulders. Come to think of it, there cannot possibly exist any credible
reason for feeling happy.
ANYTHING AT ALL (March 31, 2011)
The cursor on my computer screen keeps blinking at me patiently.
Write something, it appears to be suggesting. Write anything, it
nudges me on. Anything at all.
WELL AHEAD OF US (March 31, 2011)
We will walk to the Zagreb zoo this afternoon. I look forward to
visiting our closest kin. Their stinky prison notwithstanding, they are
still well ahead of us.
LIKE A LITTLE BOY (April 1, 2011)
Ten years exactly. First my mother, on this ludicrous day, and then my
father, almost four months after her. But I keep dreading their death,
like a little boy.
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MY BELOVED (April 1, 2011)
I have few secrets, but they attract most attention. Who cares about
my many and stunning revelations? One of the few attractions is the
identity of my beloved.
MILLIONTH (April 3, 201)
Enlightenment comes first. The dross comes second, third, fourth,
fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth...
Nay, millionth!
THE CHARACTER COUNT (April 5, 2011)
Much of my haiku is now composed on my Nokia mobile phone. This
is how it has started, but why now? My Mac Book Air laptop does not
give me the character count.
FOR A SUCCESSFUL DAY (April 6, 2011)
She has gotten into the curious habit of taking hold of my prick after
we get out of bed each morning and cranking me up ever so gently:
“For a successful day!”
BETTER SUBJECTS (April 7, 2011)
At long last I understand why women are in the ascendance. And why
the world will soon be in their hands. By comparison with men, they
are much better subjects.
LUCKY DUCKS (April 8, 2011)
This afternoon we walked to an artificial lake an hour from the center
of Zagreb. There we found wild ducks aplenty. Watching them fly, I
sighed: “Lucky ducks!”
UGLIER THAN USUAL (April 10, 2011)
I like crowds, and so we went to a café where the crowds are thickets.
I was appalled, though. For some funny reason, the humans struck me
as uglier than usual.
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DYING FOR MY ENEMIES (April 11, 2011)
As it is getting warmer, and as my Istrian bout is drawing closer, my
thoughts are fleeting toward my enemies. I miss them. Actually, I am
dying for my enemies.
COOING (April 11, 2011)
“All she does is coo like a pigeon,” says a Zagreb neighbor about his
wife. Alzheimer’s. The old Aum comes to mind. One of the greatest
inventions ever: cooing.
SCRIBO ERGO SUM (April 12, 2011)
Judging from my main preoccupations, my fears and desires, as well as
my quotidian routine, my implicit, as it were, motto has an ancient
ring: Scribo ergo sum.
IN BOTH MOVIES (April 14, 2011)
As the day unfolds, my mind is gradually switching from one movie to
another. A long fade out as well as fade in. To my relief, my beloved
stars in both movies.
SQUANDERED ON ME ALONE (April 15, 2011)
I found the wisteria in my garden and on the terrace in full bloom. But
it leaves me surprisingly cold. As though the stunning beauty is
squandered on me alone.
SPOIL THE DAY (April 17, 2011)
Yesterday started sunny but ended overcast. Today I went around the
town walls to check if clouds threatened from afar. As though they
could ever spoil the day.
ENCHANTIGLY ENTICING (April 17, 2011)
Viewed from my terrace in the middle of spring, the Mirna valley
looks like the Garden of Eden. How dreadfully deceptive. Regardless,
how enchantingly enticing.
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WHEN THE GRAVEYARD HUSH COMES BACK (April 18, 2011)
Tourists are back in Motovun. The town is bustling during the day.
Which is why evenings are almost frightening, for this is when the
graveyard hush comes back.
THE ABSURD (April 20, 2011)
I look at my paintings. I read my writings. Everything I see, hear,
smell, touch, and taste makes so much more sense than the world
outside my home. The absurd.
MY MOTH (April 21, 2011)
We notice that moths have munched away another handsome chunk of
an oriental carpet in our bedroom. “I’m so sorry,” she whispers. I
clasp her: “You’re my moth!”
IN THE SHADOW (April 22, 2011)
We are on a long walk along crooked country roads. The sun is strong.
She is a few paces behind me. “Look,” she calls, “my tits look much
bigger in the shadow!”
OUR GANGES (April 23, 2011)
On our walk around the Motovun hill, we stop by the Mirna. Holding
our hands, we step down to the water and dip our free hands in it. She
murmurs: “Our Ganges.”
NEVER EVER (April 24, 2011)
Walking through a thoroughly Christian town, such as little Motovun,
you would never be able to guess that today is the happiest day in
Christendom. Never ever.
THE TRAVESTY (April 25, 2011)
Easter Monday is a holiday in Croatia, devout as it is. The post office
is closed. The Economist is out of my reach, but I cannot even swear
about the travesty.
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GOOD OLD SCRIBBLING (April 26, 2011)
My beloved gone, I feel entirely stranded. It will take a while for both
of us to regain our foothold. In the meanwhile, the only remedy is
good old scribbling.
SORT OF DEJECTED (April 29, 2011)
A large fly makes a few circles around me on the hotel terrace and
dashes away. “Bah,” you can almost hear it. I pick up my coffee cup
feeling sort of dejected.
AN ANTIMATERIALIST (April 30, 2011)
With the exception of living things, the material world leaves me cold.
It often aggravates me, too. It just crossed my mind that I was born an
antimaterialist.
THERE WILL BE THE WORD (April 30, 2011)
In the beginning there was the word. Not the sight, the sound, the
touch, the smell, or the taste. None of these things. In the end there
will be the word, too.
A THORN (May 1, 2011)
When a person I just met asked me what I did in life, some of my
closest friends in Motovun readily jumped in: “He is an irritant!” I
agreed at once: “A thorn.”
FREE AT LAST (May 2, 2011)
Imagine the Romans celebrating Attila’s demise in 453. Now we are
free from his horrors! Now we are free from his Huns! Now our
almighty empire is free at last!
THE GREATEST TRICK OF ALL (May 3, 2011)
The advice to love the world entire has little or nothing to do with the
world. It has to do but with yourself. As tricks go, love is the greatest
trick of all.
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FAKE CAPITALISM (May 4, 2011)
Being a dissident today, more than twenty years since the demise of
communism, sounds like a contradiction in terms. But the joke is on
fake capitalism in turn.
THE FEAR OF WINTER (May 5, 2011)
The wind on the hotel terrace is so strong this sparkling afternoon that
the wilted chestnut flowers are coming down as thick as snow. Brrr.
The fear of winter.
MY RECOGNITION (May 6, 2011)
As a way to write, pearls of consciousness will be recognized sooner or
later. Where will I be at the time? No matter, for it has already gotten
my recognition.
NATURAL GIFTS (May 7, 2011)
The tight smoothness. The warm wetness. The sweet pungyness. And
these are nothing but a precious few of my beloved’s untold and most
enchanting natural gifts.
LIKE SKIING (May 9, 2011)
When my beloved feels a fart coming, she gets up, leans forward,
bends her knees, tucks in her arms, and waits for it. This evening she
chortled: “Like skiing!”
AS ONLY DEATH CAN BE (May 12, 2011)
What can I possibly offer to the likeminded by way of consolation?
Dying will be long and most painful. But death will be as
thoroughgoing as only death can be.
GUESSING NO LONGER (May 13, 2011)
There are so many beggars in Zagreb that people feel ill at ease
whenever anyone approaches them. Yet another one? Soon enough,
they will be guessing no longer.
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ITS POINTED END (May 14, 2011)
What a joy it is when the morning turd comes out of you in one
lengthy piece. Gently, smoothly, unhurriedly. And when the crown of
enjoyment is its pointed end.
AN ASPECT OF THE SURVIVAL INSTINCT (May 16, 2011)
No matter how pessimistic I get, I always turn out to be too optimistic
by half. Whence the residual optimism, though? Is it an aspect of the
survival instinct?
THE SCRAMBLE (May 16, 2011)
If I had a billion dollars, where would I put it? I would toss it from
helicopters on the Wall Street and the City. Many a film crew would
capture the scramble.
VENUS IS TOO CLOSE (May 18, 2011)
I am sitting next to six women in their late fifties who are going on and
on about clothing, food, and weddings. Which planet are they from?
Venus is too close.
JUST RIGHT (May 18, 2011)
A fan of tripe, I went to Purger, a Zagreb restaurant famous for it. It
was all right, but nothing to write home about. The place’s name was
just right, though.
“AND I’M GOIN’ TO DOGVILLE” (May 19, 2011)
As my beloved is driving over hills and valleys, through tunnels, and
across rivers, I find myself humming an old favorite of hers: “And I’m
goin’ to Dogville.”
PAST REPAIR (May 20, 2011)
The world? Let go of the world. Turn to your own self and those you
love dearly, who are few and far between. The rest of the world is well
past repair, anyhow.
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FILE OF MOTORCYCLES (May 21, 2011)
What could possibly spoil a pleasant afternoon on your terrace
overlooking the Mirna valley from the height of medieval Motovun?
An endless file of motorcycles.
MY READING AND WRITING HABITS (May 22, 2011)
As soon as I read about a new eruption in Iceland, I thought of The
Economist. Fucking volcanoes! Last year one of them disrupted my
reading and writing habits.
PEDOPHOBIA (May 23, 2011)
Before the main tourist season, Motovun suffers from many a school
excursion. The show is unbearable. In my dotage, I am succumbing to
a bad case of pedophobia.
VISIBLY RELIEVED (May 24, 2011)
It is not easy to broach the subject of our civilization’s bitter end, but
when you do, both you and the person you are talking with will feel
visibly relieved.
MY LOTTERY (May 24, 2011)
When I start losing heart, for my writings will perish together with this
world, I take solace from Tacitus, whose book is always at hand:
“Behold, my lottery!”
SIPPING MY DRINK (May 25, 2011)
As I was sipping my drink on the hotel terrace, a kid I had not seen for
several months walked past. Gosh! Now I feel that I am ageing as I
am sipping my drink.
THAT WORD (May 25, 2011)
Time stops as soon as I utter the word. The leaves and their shadows
keep fluttering in the breeze, but time stops still. One among many
mysteries of that word.
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SLOW AND SILENT KILLERS (May 26, 2011)
Plants are very much to my liking. From the vantage point of animals,
at least, they have a great deal to teach. For instance, they are slow
and silent killers.
THE SWEETNESS OF REVENGE (May 27, 2011)
After several days of unusual heat, the weather is swiftly changing.
One is elated by the brewing storm. Amazingly, one is overcome by
the sweetness of revenge.
NO MATTER HOW CAREFULLY CONSIDERED (May 29, 2011)
Every so often, I get so overcome by love for humans around me that I
become confused about my general feelings toward them, no matter
how carefully considered.
AT HOME IN HELL (May 30, 2011)
Day by day, I recognize hell ever better. One of its features is the
clamor, the hubbub, the uproar of schoolchildren on vacation. By now,
I am at home in hell.
A HUNDRED PERCENT (May 31, 2011)
I understand about ninety-five percent of my fellow humans, and they
understand about five percent of me. Great stuff, for it just adds up to
a hundred percent.
ON TOP OF THE RUBBLE (June 1, 2011)
Assuming the worst of climate change, Venice might become a
welcome refuge from future Attilas. The bridge gone, there would be
ample room on top of the rubble.
THE ABOMINABLE FROGMAN (June 2, 2011)
I am watching an old man with a huge mouth eat on the hotel terrace.
The smacking, the licking, the talking with a full mouth. My clown,
the abominable frogman.
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GOING TO WASTE (June 3, 2011)
I am watching the throngs milling about Motovun. So much meat,
bone, hair, and lard. And especially lard, of course. All this superb
animal food going to waste.
GOING TO ZAGREB (June 5, 2011)
Noticing that the Bignonia on the south wall of my terrace is about to
come into flower, I feel like complaining: “Why today, just when we
are going to Zagreb?”
RATKO (June 5, 2011)
As of late, Ratko Mladić is in the news. Ivan Ščulac, an old Motovun
soul fresh in the hilltown, calls my name across tables at Miško’s every
so often: “Ratko!”
COLLECTIVE CALAMITY (June 7, 2011)
Dumb as they are, humans are armed with a collective intelligence that
helps them limp along. Few think, many feel. Beware of humans
facing collective calamity.
THE TELLING TAIL (June 14, 2011)
I am watching a dog in a throng. Its tail springs up, it wags a while, it
droops, it goes limp. The first thing a human would do is get rid of the
telling tail.
WITH AFFECTION (June 15, 2011)
A big dog lying prostrate in front of a busy post office, gazing toward
the door, and paying no attention to many passers-by who keep teasing
it with affection.
“HEY, MUM” (June 16, 2011)
“Hey, mum,” chirps a young woman walking past me in the street into
her mobile phone. My dead mother pops up in my mind. My mobile
phone is at hand: “Hey, mum.”
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HIS FINAL WORDS (June 16, 2011)
An old man sitting next to me in a café keeps mumbling something or
other to his old dog dozing by his chair. Mmmm, mmmm. He must be
practicing his final words.
GREAT BLEMISH (June 18, 2011)
Insects are fluttering, crawling, jumping, hovering, darting wherever I
look in Motovun. By comparison, Zagreb is almost destitute. The
capital’s great blemish.
INSPIRING ONE ANOTHER (June 18, 2011)
My beloved feels like shitting, and she takes off toward one of the
toilets. I feel like shitting, and I take off toward the other. Inspiring
one another again.
MORE SUCCESSFUL (June 19, 2011)
Wild humans are after food and shelter. Domesticated humans are
after fame, fortune, and sexual favors. No prize for guessing which of
them are more successful.
THE MOST AWKWARD (June 19, 2011)
How does the domestication of humans work? The state punishes and
the church admonishes. It takes fewer than a hundred generations to
weed out the most awkward.
LOUSY LAMENT (June 21, 2011)
“I am dying,” wails a Croatian singer of renown. The loudspeakers on
the hotel terrace are a real nuisance. “Die already,” I feel like joining
the lousy lament.
THE MOTOVUN BUG (June 24, 2011)
Something has been bugging Motovun for years. Today I came up
with a sketch of it, and I will paint it soon. But the title delights me
already: The Motovun bug.
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HOW LITTLE I DO (June 25, 2011)
This morning I washed some laundry, and in the washing machine, but
I still felt kind of proud. Ridiculous, no doubt. And yet it is an index
of how little I do.
LOUSY LUCK (June 25, 2011)
I was sitting on the empty hotel terrace when three German families
with six children came along. They chose two tables right next to
mine. Lousy luck, or what?
AN ADEPT OF BON BUDDHISM (June 28, 2011)
Today’s haiku on “Daily Issa” is very to my taste: “Blooming lotuses
where sewer water pours.” No doubt whatsoever, Kobayashi Issa was
an adept of Bon Buddhism.
LIKE ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER (June 29, 2011)
As I am walking up Borgo, Dean and Luka Laganis are driving down
the street. They stop. “Gosh,” beams Dean jovially, “you look just
like Arnold Schwarzenegger!”
COOLING THE HOUSE (June 30, 2011)
After a long hot spell, it rained last night. The temperature has
dropped a few degrees, and all the windows and doors are wide open.
Forever cooling the house.
THE COURTESY TO BLESS IT (July 1, 2011)
My beloved’s house in Motovun has been utterly useless for years.
She has no idea what to do with it still. At long last, today we had the
courtesy to bless it.
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE (July 3, 2011)
A few days ago we decided to go to Zagreb sometime today. It is still
morning, but my beloved offers that we leave soon. I agree at once:
“As soon as possible!”
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VACATIONS FROM VACATIONS (July 3, 2011)
It is a balmy Sunday evening, but the Croatian capital seems to be
empty. To my delight, many people are on vacations already. For me,
vacations from vacations.
MY MENTAL HEALTH (July 5, 2011)
The more I love a woman, the more likely I am to have a brush with
depression. My love is growing all the time. What if women are not
good for my mental health?
IN FRONT OF MY EYES (July 6, 2011)
It took me so many years to realize that one of the reasons I would not
wish to be a woman is that I would hate my breasts forever bouncing
in front of my eyes.
A LOAD OF LAUGHS (July 7, 2011)
I know that killing all the bosses would not make any difference, for
they would be replaced by others of the same kind, but it would still be
a load of laughs.
CLOSER TO HEART (July 8, 2011)
Against my better judgment, I am spending too much of my time on
things Croatian. Fuck Croatia. It is high time to take my internal exile
a bit closer to heart.
THE SHAPE OF A HEART (July 9, 2011)
“Your heart’s on your ass,” my beloved teased me. It was dripping
hot. When I took my pants off on return home, the wet patch was the
shape of a heart, in fact.
CAN BE MADE (July 11, 2011)
The wise are useless. At best, they are irritants. For wisdom is forever
barking up the wrong tree. That is, the tree from which nothing
whatsoever can be made.
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A TEAR OF RECOGNITION (July 11, 2011)
The more a woman looks like my beloved, the more beautiful I find
her. The very moment this petty thought flashes through my mind, I
shed a tear of recognition.
I ALWAYS TURN AROUND (July 12, 2011)
“Bog,” say people in Zagreb when they part. “God be with you,” or
something like that must have been the full expression. Hearing my
name, I always turn around.
ALL OF THEIR CHARM (July 13, 2011)
My beloved will be flying all around the world much of this summer. I
already feel like an orphan. Without her, both Motovun and Zagreb
lose all of their charm.
FOR CRYING OUT LOUD (July 14, 2011)
So, people wonder, how do I feel to be back in Motovun after yet
another long break in Zagreb? Good, bad, or indifferent? All of the
above, for crying out loud!
SILLY CLOCKS (July 14, 2011)
I look at the clock. It is exactly 18:48. Delighted, I immediately go
back to the revolutionary year of my own era. Sadly, 19:68 never
comes up on silly clocks.
A BUNCH OF LEAVES (July 15, 2011)
A ray of light, traveling all the way from the sun at a straight line, gets
quite perplexed just before landing on earth by nothing more than a
bunch of leaves.
RIDICULOUS TO BOOT (July 16, 2011)
The last few steps are the hardest. Something is always in the way.
But the very last step is nigh impossible. And the remaining obstacle
is ridiculous to boot.
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TO RINSE OFF (July 17, 2011)
My No. 1 son flew in from New York to spend a few days with me. I
am picking up fresh American expressions from him. For example, “to
shower” is “to rinse off.”
TALKING WITH YOURSELF (July 17, 2011)
It is a real pleasure to talk with your own child. A grown-up child of
yours, to be a bit more precise. Most of the time, it is just like talking
with yourself.
PRETTY HARD (July 20, 2011)
Today’s date marks two important events in my life. It is the tenth
anniversary of my father’s death and the eighth of my move to
Motovun. Both are pretty hard.
AMERICAN, TOO (July 21, 2011)
My No. 1 son on his return to New York, I see that his toothpaste and
shampoo are left open. How American! And then I remember that my
beloved is American, too.
HOLDS FOR HILLTOWNS (July 21, 2011)
In my wisdom, I like to say that marriage is worth the trouble if for no
other reason than for that of the supreme joy of divorce. The same
holds for hilltowns.
TO MY EXACTING TASTE (July 21, 2011)
Since childhood, I like humans ugly. Luckily for me, they oblige.
Year by year, humans are getting uglier. One fine day, they will be
just to my exacting taste.
EVER-SO-SLIGHTLY SMUG (July 22, 2011)
Sitting crosslegged in the back of a half-empty bus, I am ever closer to
Zagreb. Skipping yet another Motovun film festival makes me feel
ever-so-slightly smug.
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I LOVE THEM ALL (July 23, 2011)
I love waiters. I also love cooks, maids, gardeners. Yes, I love all the
helpers. And Croatia is bursting with them now. Helpers all about.
Oh, I love them all!
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (July 23, 2011)
Kataskopos. An ex-god turned spy on a job botched up. And how.
The truth be told, I would spy with quite some delight for the
Intergalactic Intelligence Agency.
ALL THE TIME (July 24, 2011)
There is an old man who roams central Zagreb and talks to himself
with zest all the time. How do we differ? First, I write. Second, I do
not write all the time.
THEIR LIVES (July 24, 2011)
At this stage of my life, few still envy me. Most believe that my age is
working against me. They only wish to be just like me at the same
stage of their lives.
MY FIRST WARNING (July 24, 2011)
Large flies are rare in central Zagreb. I caught one after it bugged me
for a while, but I let it go a moment later. Clever, it vanished after my
first warning.
A GHOST’S PROBLEM (July 28, 2011)
How to minimize all intercourse with humans while remaining
sufficiently close to them to observe their behavior first hand? My
problem. Nay, a ghost’s problem.
THE SPIRIT OF REVENGE (July 29, 2011)
Since yesterday evening, my beloved is confused by my unusual
quietness. Indeed, I do not dare utter even a single word. I am
consumed by the spirit of revenge.
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MY MOBILE-PHONE HAIKU (July 29, 2011)
Whatever I touch, I quickly turn into a major project. More often than
not, it is a long-term one. A recent example is the eight years of my
mobile-phone haiku.
DEAD RIGHT (July 30, 2011)
No good deed will go unpunished, as my ex-grandfather-in-law used to
repeat with a grin and a wink. In spite of all my many qualms about
him, he was dead right.
BULLET HOLES (July 31, 2011)
Returning to my house in Motovun after the film festival is a bit like
returning after a bloody war. For the third year in a row, I am looking
for bullet holes.
TERRACE OWNERSHIP (August 1, 2011)
Sitting by the open terrace door, we are relishing a summer downpour.
The sparkle and tinkle of rain on ceramic tiles. Among the many joys
of terrace ownership.
HER OWN TRICK (August 2, 2011)
There are many splendid reasons to make love, most of which have
been visited innumerable times, but one of them is to trick Mother
Nature out of her own trick.
YEARS APART (August 3, 2011)
In dog-years, albeit in reverse. my beloved is six today. And I am
more than nine by the same precious count. Even in dog-years, we are
quite a few years apart.
THE COOL AIR IT BRINGS (August 4, 2011)
After so many years in waterlogged England, I thought I would enjoy
rain never again. But I was wrong. Now I relish every drop of it and
the cool air it brings.
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SILLY BUT SWEET (August 4, 2011)
When she left this afternoon, my beloved hid a pair of her underpants
under my mattress. I found them soon enough, but I left them there.
Twice silly but sweet.
INVOLUNTARY ENLIGHTENMENT (August 6, 2011)
The more senile my father got, the less he complained about life.
Sometimes he even boasted of his fortune. Maybe senility is sort of
involuntary enlightenment?
ALMOST ACCEPTABLE RING (August 9, 2011)
When I hear young humans laugh, I get annoyed in no time. It is
rather different with old humans, though. Their laughter has a
peculiar, almost acceptable ring.
THE LUCKIEST (August 10, 2011)
Talking about my life with a friend, I realized that I have been very
lucky so far. Nay, I am among the most lucky humans around, and
perhaps even the luckiest.
INDICES OF HUMAN STUPIDITY (August 11, 2011)
The last week or so, I check stockmarkets several times an hour. I
have nothing to win or lose. For me, stock prices are most useful
indices of human stupidity.
THE OLDEST RUSES (August 12, 2011)
It is all in vain, as ever, but the brain keeps churning. A bone here or
there cannot be denied it for the sake of one’s own peace. Among the
oldest ruses, too.
A LIFE WITHOUT A LINE (August 13, 2011)
Would you dare to pass a day without a line? What courage would it
take to stretch it to a week or month or year? Could you even dream of
a life without a line?
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“MYSELF” (August 14, 2011)
Sometimes I worry about repeating myself. Over many years, that
seems unavoidable. Until I remember that my worry has to do with a
very fickle notion: “myself.”
BEING POSITIVE (August 15, 2011)
“Fuck everything!” I burst out. “Hey,” my friends frown in concert,
“be positive!” “If fucking is a good thing,” I raise my eyebrows, “am I
not being positive?”
SILLY EUROPEAN! (August 16, 2011)
After a long flight, my beloved has landed on European soil. She is
still far from home, but I feel relieved at once. And then I scold
myself: “Silly European!”
OUR SILENT COMMUNION (August 17, 2011)
Two magpies fly right over my head. I sprout a smile as soon as I spot
them. But it takes me quite a long time to even begin understanding
our silent communion.
NOT JUST FOR THE BIRDS (August 18, 2011)
Fame is for the birds. And fortune is for the birds. Alas, fucks are for
the birds, too. Not to worry, though. Luckily, enlightenment is not
just for the birds.
MY HUMAN FEET (August 18, 2011)
It is so hot that I take my sandals off. I stare at my feet resting on a
cold, stone floor. And then I get stunned by a thought out of nowhere:
“My human feet.”
MY DEAR WAITERS (August 19, 2011)
Several years ago, I thought of establishing new friendships in Zagreb.
Now I cherish the Croatian capital as a human desert. Except my dear
waiters, of course.
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NOT LOOKING (August 21, 2011)
“The Mirna valley looks wonderful this morning,” I mumble from
behind her. Grasping onto the windowsill with both hands, she
mumbles back: “But I’m not looking.”
AFRICANS (August 21, 2011)
As mean people would say in Belgrade of my youth, it is so hot that
not even Albanians would want to fuck. By the same token, my
beloved and I must be Africans.
TOO (August 23, 2011)
“All you can do in this heat,” she laughs as I get up from our bed to
take a shower, “is write to The Communist and fuck!” “Well,” I smile,
“I can shower, too!”
THE COLORS OF GLOBAL WARMING (August 26, 2011)
Forests along the road from Motovun to Zagreb are taking autumnal
colors already. The sun has been harsh lately. Indeed, these are the
colors of global warming.
COOKED (August 26, 2011)
After so many days of stupefying heat, the Croatian capital looks
cooked. Everyone in sight looks cooked. Buildings, too, look cooked.
Even my eyes look cooked.
UPO (August 29, 2011)
Among the many hot subjects of my ruminations, an old friend
mentions one that exercises most of my readers, both old and new: The
Unnamed Precious One. Or UPO.
MY CALLING (August 29, 2011)
Whenever I pee into a beshitted toilet bowl, I find myself aiming for
the most obnoxious smudges. Come to think of it, this may be an apt
summary of my calling.
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EVER HAD (August 30, 2011)
“These songs of freedom,” croons Bob Marley in a Zagreb café, “is all
I’ve ever had.” “Are,” I growl. “These dumb corrections,” I croon, “is
all I’ve ever had.”
THE OLD ADVOCATUS DIABOLI (August 31, 2011)
I am sitting next to Čedo Prodanović in the Bulldog Pub. He
represents Ivo Sanader, the ex-boss of Croatia. I am too fucking close
to the old advocatus diaboli.
THE ULTIMATE REVOLUTION (August 31, 2011)
Would it not be a revolution to pull this tottering civilization back to
the stone age, or back to the blissful age beyond revolutions? The
ultimate revolution?
INCLUDING SPACES (September 1, 2011)
If brevity is to be so praised, and rightly so for many reasons beyond
any dispute, the best haiku ought to have no more than zero characters,
including spaces.
WHAT POSTERITY? (September 2, 2011)
Writing for posterity sustained many in the past no matter how dire the
times or personal circumstances. Things have changed, though.
Posterity, what posterity?
VERY MUCH ALIVE (September 2, 2011)
A pigeon alights on Tin Ujević’s bronze hat and starts preening itself.
Then it flies away. For a while, the poet looks kind of ridiculous, but
very much alive.
COINS (September 3, 2011)
As we are sitting in an outdoor café, an old lady with flowers comes to
our table. “Thanks,” I say, “we don’t like flowers.” “But,” she replies,
“I like coins!”
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ON ITS HIND LEGS (September 6, 2011)
One look at the trees on the hotel terrace tells you that the summer is
on its hind legs. Until you remember that the climate you know is on
its hind legs, too.
ENTHUSIASM FOREGONE (September 7, 2011)
Every so often I am overcome by a mysterious burst of enthusiasm. I
never try to understand it, though. Enthusiasm understood is as good
as enthusiasm foregone.
“THAT!” (September 8, 2011)
To their chagrin, the French are forced to read and speak English when
they order food or drinks in Motovun. The shame. They point at the
menu and bark: “That!”
A MOMENT LATER (September 9, 2011)
When a wasp shows too much interest in me, I open the palm of my
hand for it. Amazingly often it lands right in the middle of it. But it is
gone a moment later.
RESIDUAL YOGA (September 9, 2011)
I have been practicing all manner of yoga lately. Wine and beer yoga.
Reading and writing yoga. Cigar and pipe yoga. Sloth and slumber
yoga. Yes, residual yoga.
STOP SMOKING? (September 10, 2011)
It just crossed my mind that I bought my Peterson pipe in Trieste the
same year I started my Residua in Ljubljana. Excellent. How could I
possibly stop smoking?
MY HUMBLE READERS (September 10, 2011)
If smoking is a dangerous addiction, how much more dangerous is the
addiction to the World Wide Web? Not my own, I hasten to add, but
that of my humble readers.
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MISSED MOTOVUN (September 11, 2011)
When I woke up, I found the whole sky crisscrossed by long and puffy
trails of passenger airplanes. But then it crossed my mind that all of
them missed Motovun.
THE WRONG MOMENT (September 11, 2011)
Just when I started pushing, a motorcyclist started accelerating along
the Mirna. Bless the bathroom window. But he shifted to a lower gear
at the wrong moment.
CARPING ABOUT THE WEATHER (September 12, 2011)
It is hot and muggy. Big clouds are in sight, but they seem stuck in the
sky. Etc. When writing does not flow, what better trick than carping
about the weather?
REGULAR MEDICAL ESCORT (September 13, 2011)
The tourist season is beyond its zenith. And tourists are getting uglier
by the day. As well as more debilitated. Soon they will require
regular medical escort.
DREAD OF SENTIMENTALITY (September 13, 2011)
Yesterday I saw an adolescent pigeon alight in the middle of Borgo. It
is still there, pecking among cobblestones. I do not feed it for dread of
sentimentality.
ON CROATIAN SHOULDERS (September 14, 2011)
If I am more optimistic than most about today’s match between
Dinamo Zagreb and Real Madrid, it is because I count with a
Gargantuan chip on Croatian shoulders.
REGULAR PRACTICE (September 15, 2011)
If there is anything I am truly good at, it is shaving myself. Open
mouth, stretch skin, lift chin. But it took me no less than fifty years of
regular practice.
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QUITE STUPID (September 15, 2011)
When I see a beautiful woman with an ugly man, I assume he is quite
special. However, when I see an ugly woman with a handsome man, I
assume he is quite stupid.
COULD HURT MY BELOVED (September 16, 2011)
The last few months, if not longer, I have been inundated with penis
enlargement spam. Wrong address, folks. I would not do anything
that could hurt my beloved.
THE BANG OF CHESTNUTS (September 16, 2011)
The peace and quiet of the hotel terrace, the most charming spot in all
of Motovun, as well as the surrounding area, is now punctuated by the
bang of chestnuts.
TOMORROW’S CREATURES (September 17, 2011)
According to the forecast, tomorrow it will rain and the temperature
will drop appreciably. Even a day earlier, this brings ample comfort.
Tomorrow’s creatures.
THEIR OWN CREATIONS (September 17, 2011)
Imagine gods comparing their creations. Some would be bound to feel
inferior to others. Now imagine the rage with which they would
demolish their own creations.
NEVER TO RETURN (September 18, 2011)
Slowly, I push my finger toward a big fly until I touch it. It comes
back, and I push my finger toward it until I touch it again. It flies
away never to return.
YET ANOTHER ORGY (September 19, 2011)
After the storm, the hotel terrace is littered with chestnuts. I collected
a bunch of them, and they are a pleasure to fondle. Pure victims of yet
another orgy.
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NOT UTTERLY BRAINLESS (September 22, 2011)
To my joy, stockmarkets are crashing again.
This is not
schadenfreude, though. Given the economic mess, this indicates that
investors are not utterly brainless.
THE WEED OF LIFE (September 23, 2011)
No matter what, life calls for a cheer. Forget about the facts. Even
when there is no way out of a tight spot, this is but a slight glitch for
the weed of life.
IN MY DEFENSE (September 24, 2011)
Having written very little the last few days, I feel out of sorts. My
beloved teases me about my unease. What is worse, I have not a thing
to say in my defense.
IN CROATIAN (September 25, 2011)
I pick a book from my beloved’s library: Oscar Wilde, De Profundis.
Encouraging. But it is not in English, let alone Latin. Of all languages,
it is in Croatian.
THE MODEL EUROPEAN (September 26, 2011)
I often come across an aged man in Zagreb who can barely walk, but
who dyes pitch-black the few lingering strands of hair on his shiny
head: the model European.
NEXT BRUSH WITH ENLIGHTENMENT (September 27, 2011)
A café? A shopping center? A public toilet? A noisy street? A post
office? I only wonder what is the most propitious venue for my next
brush with enlightenment.
THE BEST-FRIEND MYTH (September 28, 2011)
Just a glimpse of a dog in central Zagreb is enough to give you a boost.
Nay, to make you look forward to the future. Is this the fount of the
best-friend myth?
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THE IMAGINED HEIGHTS (September 29, 2011)
A beautiful woman scanning the world from her imagined heights.
Not long ago she would be but a prize for a strong man. The future of
the imagined heights, too.
BRATISLAVA (September 29, 2011)
The only part of Zagreb I appreciate was built under the AustroHungarian empire close to the end of the Nineteenth Century. Period.
The rest I call Bratislava.
TO BE SAVORED IN FULL (October 1, 2011)
Zagreb delights me ever more. And Saturdays are the best days to
capture the Croatian capital. This is when all the caricatures crawl out
to be savored in full.
OUR OWN EATERY (October 2, 2011)
Yesterday we reserved table fifty-eight for today. We ordered twohundred eighty-two and one-hundred six for lunch. Getting chummy
with our own eatery, or what?
A VICTORY OF COMMON SENSE (October 3, 2011)
The weather is wonderful, but few are happy about it. Instead, most
complain that it is just weird. Where science has failed, we have a
victory of common sense.
TO TEST REALITY (October 4, 2011)
Surrounded by a crowd, I am convinced that everyone I can see is real.
Touchable. Indeed, I am so convinced that it does not even cross my
mind to test reality.
AGONIZING DAYS (October 5, 2011)
The streets and squares of central Zagreb are packed. The weather is
fabulous, but the forecasts are dire. The summer will be over in just a
few agonizing days.
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LIFE IS OVERRATED (October 5, 2011)
The newfangled adage that humanity is overrated is outdated already.
For what is humanity in the grand scheme of things? As a matter of
fact, life is overrated.
AS GOOD AS BOUNDLESS (October 6, 2011)
Today I walked a part of Zagreb I had walked never before. And I felt
good. Mainly because this meant that even the capital of Croatia was
as good as boundless.
FOREVER COMPLAINING (October 7, 2011)
Heavy rain is upon us, as forecast a while ago. People seem to be
relieved by it, but the hardships of cold months weigh upon them
already. Forever complaining.
MY OWN INDEPENDENCE DAY (October 8, 2011)
Today is the Croatian Independence Day. I cannot get The Economist
anywhere in the Croatian capital because of the holiday. My own
independence day, it appears.
IN ITS ENTIRETY (October 9, 2011)
Not one problem of the human species has to do with individuals or
groups large or small, no matter how wicked or devious, but with the
species in its entirety.
NOT FAMOUS AT ALL (October 10, 2011)
Slavoj Žižek, a famous philosopher, recently saluted the occupiers of
Wall Street. I would never do such an inane thing. Perhaps because I
am not famous at all.
YOUR COORDINATES (October 11, 2011)
Why keep an eye on the passing show? Outlandish as it often is, it
helps you gauge your whereabouts. If you are astute enough, it
provides your coordinates.
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MY OWN HAIKU (October 13, 2011)
The Economist has a competition for a tweet about the future. Onehundred and forty characters? I would never stoop to twenty
characters less than my own haiku.
WHAT FUTURE? (October 13, 2011)
Concerning The Economist’s competition for a piece about the future,
albeit in one-hundred and sixty characters, my contribution is loud and
clear: what future?
TAKE ME THERE (October 14, 2011)
Fuck the future. Fuck the past. Thus I keep reminding myself of the
everlasting present that keeps lingering somewhere in between. And
yoga shall take me there.
PROS AT SKIDDING (October 16, 2011)
The pigeons that inhabit the main bus station in Zagreb have no
problems with food and lodging. The slippery floor is a nuisance, but
they are pros at skidding.
MY ROTTEN GLOOM (October 17, 2011)
It is sunny. My terrace is the warmest place in the house. Add the
splendid view of the Mirna valley, and it is the place to be. Whence
my rotten gloom, though?
SORT OF MISS IT (October 18, 2011)
When I briefly opened a terrace door, a large fly barged in. It buzzed
about for a while until I opened the door again to let it out. And now I
sort of miss it.
THE BLISS OF EMPTINESS (October 19, 2011)
Mind empty. But churning, churning. Forever alert to any movement
within and without its tiny cage. Churning, as if utterly oblivious to
the bliss of emptiness.
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A WELCOME RAIN (October 20, 2011)
The first rain in a month, people in Motovun told me. I got quite wet
on my way home from my morning coffee. But I did not mind it, for
that was a welcome rain.
AS GOOD AS NEW (October 21, 2011)
After a heavy downpour, the bora has swept the Mirna valley clean.
The Adriatic sparkles at the valley’s end. From Motovun, one gazes at
a world as good as new.
LOVE IS BLIND (October 22, 2011)
Falling in love with Motovun is like falling in love with a demented
woman who can barely walk on account of her deep and sweet voice.
Of course, love is blind.
A RELATIVE OF MINE (October 23, 2011)
Why is the music from India and Pakistan so close to my heart? Why
do I spend so much time listening to it lately? Marco Polo must have
been a relative of mine.
CELEBRATING ALREADY (October 25, 2011)
My beloved is still in Zagreb. She has not even started packing yet. It
will take her two whole days to arrive in Motovun at last. But I am
celebrating already.
A HUMAN! (October 26, 2011)
I am sitting and reading. A tiny bird flies to the window next to me,
lands on the sill, spots me through the glass, and flutters away in fright.
Gosh, a human!
SHE IS COMING! (October 27, 2011)
Ever since I got up this morning, I have been experiencing bursts of
enthusiasm. Each one confuses me anew, and I am struggling to place
it. Hey, she is coming!
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HOW LONG (October 28, 2011)
How long did we go at it last night after close to a fortnight apart?
This morning she woke up as dry as a whistle. Well, that is pretty
much exactly how long.
BORN OUT OF SEASON (October 28, 2011)
Large numbers of ladybugs are huddling together in all the nooks and
crannies of door and window shutters. What to do with so many
creatures born out of season?
JUST LAZY (October 29, 2011)
We pulled off quite a bit in the garden this morning. The weeds are
almost gone. “Hey,” she said, “it’s not as hard as we usually claim!”
Yup, we are just lazy.
LESS REAL (October 30, 2011)
As the departure for Zagreb looms ever larger, Motovun becomes
smaller. Everything shrinks. Even the people I know for years
become flatter, thinner, less real.
THE MORE ABSURD (October 31, 2011)
The sounds of central Zagreb range from tock, tock, tock to tack, tack,
tack to tick, tick, tick. The higher the pitch, the better the view. Or the
more absurd.
WORDS OF PRAISE (November 1, 2011)
Humans are disgusting, but the petty bourgeois are even more
disgusting. Among the lot, the denizens of Zagreb are the most
disgusting. Behold, words of praise!
FIFTEEN MINUTES (November 2, 2011)
I just received a mobile-phone message from my beloved. She is
leaving her office. And she will be home, where I am waiting for her,
in at most fifteen minutes.
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“ELEGANCE” (November 3, 2011)
The main green market in Zagreb is closing for the day. An old man is
pushing a cart piled up with potatoes. His frayed jacket boasts a single
word: “Elegance.”
ONLY INTERFERING (November 4, 2011)
I surprise myself when I start feeding pigeons with scraps of my snack.
Whence the surprise? When it comes to the divine order of things, I
am only interfering.
UNTOWARD RUSH (November 4, 2011)
Most of my haiku are still written on the mobile phone. And they still
go to my beloved as text messages as soon as they are written.
Tradition’s untoward rush.
MOTOR VEHICLES (November 5, 2011)
The pedestrian area in the center of Zagreb delights me ever anew. On
a nice day, like today, the throng is delightful. And so is the absence
of motor vehicles.
DROP THE WORLD (November 6, 2011)
One fine day I will drop The Economist. This will have nothing
whatsoever to do with the mightiest among newspapers, though. The
same day I will drop the world.
WHAT I AM AT (November 6, 2011)
My beloved is washing her hair. This is what she regularly does twice
a week, and without fail. While she is at it, there is no price for
guessing what I am at.
TOOTHACHE (November 7, 2011)
Is there anything better to direct your attention, to show you who you
really are, and to make you grasp your own powers in adversity than a
good old toothache?
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LEVITATING (November 8, 2011)
Step by tiny step, I am becoming detached from this world. By now I
am almost as good as footloose. I only wonder at which point I will
catch myself levitating.
WITHOUT KNOWING (November 8, 2011)
A tiny fly keeps hovering above my drink. A wave it away, but it
returns anon. I do not care about it sharing my drink, but about
swallowing it without knowing.
LIKE OLD WOMEN (November 9, 2011)
Turning a corner in central Zagreb, I bumped into two young women
in very high heels. They could barely walk. Stooped, they held onto
each other like old women.
ROOTED IN CRIME (November 10, 2011)
Humans are such cheats, liars, thieves, robbers, rapists, poisoners, and
murderers that it is stunning that the very concept of humanity is not
rooted in crime.
ISTRIANS TODAY (November 11, 2011)
What if my mother was right about the good old Istrians? Together
with many, she left the peninsula years ago. But who are those who
claim to be Istrians today?
NOT TO MENTION WORLD WAR III (November 12, 2011)
There is much talk about the impossibility of the euro’s demise. The
breakup of the European Union is deemed even more impossible. Not
to mention World War III.
INTERPRETING IT (November 12, 2011)
Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the world in various ways.
The point is to change it. And the most apt way to change it is to cease
interpreting it.
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EVERGREENS (November 13, 2011)
Listening to American evergreens from the Fifties in the Bulldog Pub,
we marvel at the schmaltz. The march of epochs. And what safer
milestones than evergreens?
MY COMMENTATOR (November 14, 2011)
My beloved is in the kitchen and I am in the livingroom. Both of us
are busy. At some point I bestow a raucous fart. She laughs from far
away: “My commentator!”
YET ANOTHER ATTACHMENT (November 15, 2011)
Grasping. Clinging. Holding tight with all one’s might. Wise as it
surely is, the Buddhist counsel against attachment may well turn into
yet another attachment.
HEAVEN ALREADY (November 16, 2011)
If I could, how would I improve my life? Minus a few ludicrous
things, having to do with bureaucracies of this world, I am stumped.
This must be heaven already.
MY REMAINS (November 17, 2011)
I often refer to “my Residua” in my writings. All I have in mind is my
magnum opus. But it just crossed my mind that this may be
misinterpreted as “my remains.”
HORSEBACK (November 18, 2011)
This morning I find myself daydreaming about Montaigne’s good luck.
He understood the world he lived in down to the finest detail. Paper,
quill, ink, horseback.
OCCUPY WALL STREET (November 18, 2011)
Liberty, equality, and fraternity are incompatible since the hunting and
gathering times. Would that this were true only of capitalism. Pace
Occupy Wall Street.
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CONTRADICTING MYSELF (November 19, 2011)
While browsing my Residua website, Arnold Trampe found some
contradictions. I avoid them within writings, I explained. Otherwise, I
relish contradicting myself.
WHAT TO WISH (November 20, 2011)
A fortnight before the Croatian parliamentary elections, the contending
politicians have no idea what to offer. Luckily, the electorate has no
idea what to wish.
YOGA, STUPID! (November 21, 2011)
My beloved will be going away soon, and we will be apart for quite a
while. To my surprise, I am starting to panic. What will I do in her
absence? Yoga, stupid!
BEYOND HIS MEANS (November 22, 2011)
Croatians are quite accustomed to living beyond their means. And so
is everyone from former Yugoslavia. Tito was an unequaled expert at
living beyond his means.
MY EDITOR IN CHIEF (November 23, 2011)
Will Hughes visits my Residua website every now and then. And he
always spots a few boo-boos that somehow escape my scrutiny. Now I
call him my editor in chief.
THANKS FOR NOTHING (November 24, 2011)
Days of resting. Days of fasting. Days of practicing yoga.
Remembering that these days overlap with Thanksgiving, I sum up my
true feelings: Thanks for nothing.
AJAR (November 24, 2011)
Sitting alone in my beloved’s apartment, I am cheered by a candle. An
occasional flicker of the flame makes me glance at the door. She must
have opened it ajar.
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PERSONAL ONES (November 25, 2011)
I look forward to the new issue of The Economist, which reaches
Zagreb on Saturdays. Global problems are much more fun than local
ones. Let alone personal ones.
NO LUDDITES (November 26, 2011)
I often rant against modern technology, but what would I do without
the mobile phone? While she is away, my beloved and I live by textmessages. No Luddites us.
UNIVERSAL CONSCRIPTION (November 27, 2011)
The depression stalking the world offers a chance to rebuild it. And
rebuilding is needed due to climate change. Alas, this will require
universal conscription.
WHEN EVERYTHING IS FUNNY (November 27, 2011)
I find myself unsure of things funny and things serious. Indeed, I find
myself unsure of my humor. For what is serious when everything is
funny, and vice versa?
GOOD OLD EARTH (November 28, 2011)
Looking around, I have no qualms with the idea of paradise. Or with
that of purgatory. But I am puzzled by the idea of hell. Anything
wrong with good old earth?
WHY I LIKE CROWDS (November 29, 2011)
Again and again, I experience surges of happiness on the thought that I
have nothing whatsoever to do with humans around me. Which is
perhaps why I like crowds.
ONLY MONEY (November 29, 2011)
My dentist gave me a lovely compliment today. “You are one of my
best patients,” he said with a big grin. Nothing to do with my
behavior, of course. Only money.
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STARTING TO SCARE EVEN ME (November 30, 2011)
My mother’s birthday flashes through my mind ever more often. In a
few days, she would have been one-hundred and one. The age that is
starting to scare even me.
THE CATCHER IN THE RYE (December 1, 2011)
My 1970 triptych is sheer me. In one pocket of my military overcoat I
had a book on mathematical logic. But in the other I had a copy of The
Catcher in the Rye.
GLORIFIED PLUMBING (December 2, 2011)
As I was departing from my dentist, he escorted me to the door. While
opening it for me, he sighed. And then he grumbled as if to himself:
“Glorified plumbing.”
HIS WARMTH (December 2, 2011)
When I remember Montaigne, and this occurs much more often than I
could have guessed even a decade ago, I do not remember any of his
wise words, but his warmth.
DOWN HER FACE (December 2, 2011)
I love her so much that tears are streaming down my face. I do my
best to hide them as I hug her. And then I notice that tears are also
streaming down her face.
PEEKABOO (December 3, 2011)
Long after dark, central Zagreb is crawling with people. It is so warm
that all the outdoor cafés are full. I can hear Mother Nature laughing
aloud: “Peekaboo!”
BOGUS DEMOCRACY (December 4, 2011)
There are few joys at this stage of my life like not taking part in the
elections. Croatian elections, too. If there is anything I loath, it is
bogus democracy.
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TO CALM DOWN (December 4, 2011)
Out of the blue, my beloved decides to wash her hair. Where is the
damned laptop? What in the world am I going to write about? It takes
me a while to calm down.
A THOROUGH BATH (December 5, 2011)
Hesitantly at first, it started raining a while ago. It is a pleasure to get
wet after a long spell without a drop. As if the whole world needs a
thorough bath.
THE WINNERS (December 6, 2011)
Like in stockmarkets, there are bulls and bears in every walk of life.
As they age, bulls turn into bears and bears drop out. No prize for
guessing the winners.
HER KNOWLEDGE (December 6, 2011)
My beloved is far from fond of women. Being one of them, she knows
their flaws, of which there appear to be quite a few. And who am I to
question her knowledge?
THE AFRO (December 7, 2011)
I mention Angela Davis in connection with her hairstyle. The name
draws a blank, as does the hairstyle. Some fifty years later, there
remains not even the afro.
AND ON (December 7, 2011)
Two women come into the Bulldog Pub, where smoking is allowed
again. They both light up, but one of them from the filter side. The
cackle goes on and on and on.
OLD BUT HANDSOME (December 8, 2011)
“You’re sooo handsome!” exclaims Filip Vrtarić. We have not seen
each other for several weeks. And then he corrects himself with a wry
grin: “Old but handsome!”
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THE SEQUENCE (December 8, 2011)
Whence woman as the last incarnation of the devil? Held back for
years, woman has become the last incarnation of the animal. Animal,
woman, devil: the sequence!
ON MY KNEES (December 9, 2011)
The murmur of voices. The tinkle of cups and glasses collected by a
waiter. The grind of café doors. And then a dog comes along and puts
its muzzle on my knees.
DIFFERENT TRIBES (December 11, 2011)
Two humans meet in the woods. One greets the other with a few
words, but the other turns around and trots away. As it turns out, they
are from different tribes.
CUNT FART (December 11, 2011)
What is the most satisfactory way to bring to completion a long and
loud lovemaking session with the greatest love of your life? With a
long and loud cunt fart.
CEASELESS TRUMPETEERING (December 12, 2011)
The Kolding Caffe regulars are blessed with oodles of vintage music.
This morning it is Louis Armstrong. Oodles of brambly crooning and
ceaseless trumpeteering.
SCIENCE FICTION FANS (December 13, 2011)
Two humans meet on Mars. Seeing different flags on their space suits,
they start shooting at each other. As it turns out, both of them are
science fiction fans.
A PROPER CHRISTMAS SEASON (December 14, 2011)
Today’s temperatures remind of early spring. The weather people
promise real winter next week, though. They, too, must be praying for
a proper Christmas season.
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CULTURAL SCANDALS (December 15, 2011)
Reading Croatian newspapers over shoulders in cafés, I see scandals
galore. Politics, the economy, the church, sport. I am looking forward
to cultural scandals.
DISTANT COUSINS ONLY (December 16, 2011)
Two humans meet in public gardens. Tipping their hats and bowing,
they walk past each other in complete silence. As it turns out, they are
distant cousins only.
FOR THE BETTER (December 16, 2011)
A dreary afternoon. And then I spot a kid of about ten wearing a Santa
Claus hat with a pompom bouncing high on a tall spring. The weather
turns for the better.
THE FREEDOM TO SHOP (December 17, 2011)
One look at Christmas crowds in central Zagreb tells you that they are
not about the freedom of speech. Any old despot would do. As well
as the freedom to shop.
HURT LIKE HELL (December 18, 2011)
Fucking teeth. Another proof that evolution is far from the wonder it
is billed to be. Not only do the teeth perish way too early, but they
also hurt like hell.
COLD AND GRAY DESOLATION (December 19, 2011)
The closer Christmas comes, the more I panic. The most abominable
holiday I know. The shopping mayhem with all its horrors followed
by cold and gray desolation.
ARMS (December 19, 2011)
Investors are pulling out of equities. Too risky. Bonds are also risky,
and so are currencies. Real estate is passé. Gold is too expensive.
Hey, how about arms?
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JUST A HANDFUL (December 20, 2011)
If more than a handful of my followers suddenly sprung up, I would
know that something was amiss. I would renounce them all. Bon
Buddhism is for just a handful.
HITHER AND THITHER (December 21, 2011)
It is freezing. Their feathers puffed up, some sparrows are hopping
around in search of crumbs. Just to keep warm, all the others are
flying hither and thither.
THE BEST INSULT (December 22, 2011)
This morning I walked by Ivan Jakovčić, the governor of Istria, right in
the center of Zagreb. I kept mum. Hours later, I am still mulling over
the best insult.
TO OUR TASTE (December 23, 2011)
My beloved cooked some chestnuts for us to munch on around the
fireplace. They were not really enjoyable to eat, though. But they
burned very much to our taste.
POSITIVE TO BOOT (December 25, 2011)
Today is a special day reserved for positive thoughts. Thus I wish my
fellow humans that all their wishes come true as soon as possible.
Positive to boot, this.
THE CLEANSER (December 26, 2011)
And what is the best way to cleanse yourself from all the doleful and
sorrowful sights and sounds of Christmas? A dollop of Nusrat Fateh
Ali Khan. The cleanser.
ANOTHER BLOODY CHRISTMAS (December 26, 2011)
Her period has coincided with Christmas rather nicely. As we pay but
scant attention to the ancient taboo, signs of it are everywhere.
Another bloody Christmas.
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FINGERS CROSSED (December 27, 2011)
Ivo Vrtarić is in hospital. Stroke. The Motovun grapevine is abuzz.
The utmost his many friends can do under the circumstances is to keep
their fingers crossed.
TO THEIR END (December 27, 2011)
As the house is warming up, stinkbugs are coming out of their hiding
places. They are hurtling toward the fireplace. Forever obliging, I
help them to their end.
THE CORNER (December 28, 2011)
A faultless spring day. The Mirna valley looks as if it is about to burst
into life. Many plants are springing buds. What a shock awaits them
behind the corner!
HOWLING TOGETHER (December 29, 2011)
Two humans meet in the dark. Astounded, they grab hold of each
other. When they start talking, it turns out that they think alike. They
end up howling together.
STILL OPEN (December 30, 2011)
When it comes to music, two Pakistanis can always beat half-a-billion
Europeans. At least in my own mind. When it comes to other things,
the game is still open.
THEIR OWN PETARDS (December 31, 2011)
As we are huddling by the fireplace, our neighbors are raucously
celebrating the beginning of time. Boom, boom! We wish them to be
hoisted by their own petards.
AS GOOD AS HOMELESS (January 1, 2012)
As we walk into my beloved’s apartment in Zagreb, she sighs: “Home,
sweet home!” The irony is unmistakable. For all our real estate, we
are as good as homeless.
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THE OPPOSITE CORNERS (January 2, 2012)
Two humans enter a restaurant one after another. They are shown into
a spacious and empty room with many tables. And they choose tables
in the opposite corners.
ENOUGH SAID (January 2, 2012)
“Good holidays?” asks a waiter at the Kolding Caffe after my longish
absence. I dither with my answer long enough for both of us to start
laughing. Enough said.
MY THEORETICIAN (January 3, 2012)
She spreads her legs wide and I sprout an immediate erection.
“Fucking monkey,” I rumble in awe. In quick response, she bursts into
laughter: “My theoretician!”
THE MIRROR INCARNATE (January 3, 2012)
Nobody likes people like me. The impertinent observer. The nosy
interloper. The irreverent spy. The contemptuous chronicler. The wry
mole. The mirror incarnate.
EXCRUCIATING (January 4, 2012)
My main problem in Zagreb cafés is that I can rarely find a table far
enough from everyone else. Listening to all the twaddle can be
painful. Nay, excruciating.
NO MORE THAN ONE (January 5, 2012)
Slowly but surely, I am turning into a grump. Or grouch, bear,
sourpuss, crank. Or curmudgeon, maybe. Ah, too many damned
words when one needs no more than one!
JUMP (January 5, 2012)
If enlightenment is the only hope, how to reach it across the soaring
wall of hopelessness? Easy-peasy. Walk backward, stop, turn about,
dash forward, and jump.
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OMNI DIES SINE LINEA (January 6, 2012)
Youth! I used to be enchanted by the old Latin proverb about not a
day without a line. Things have changed. How about a new Latin
proverb: Omni dies sine linea?
REAL DATA (January 7, 2012)
So far, all promises of real winter have fallen flat on their face. The
weather people must be getting confused, as well. For what is science
without real data?
AT ONCE (January 8, 2012)
I am cleaning the windows in my beloved’s apartment. As I start
cleaning the street side of a window, I spy an old man inside. Alas, I
recognize myself at once.
NOT WINTER (January 9, 2012)
The city is bathing in sunshine. It is not cold, either. Once again,
outdoor cafés all around central Zagreb are jammed with people. If
only it were not winter!
THE OLD SUFI SONG (January 9, 2012)
I am crying my eyes out as I am listening to an Anatolian ashık sing an
old Sufi song. What is wrong with me? Much better, what is right
with the old Sufi song?
NOT EVEN THE BEGGARS (January 10, 2012)
I leave the smallest coins on sills along Zagreb streets. They surely are
visible enough, but on occasion I see them accumulate. They draw not
even the beggars.
MY VERY BEST FRIEND (January 10, 2012)
Fucking teeth. Now this and now that. One way or another, though,
there is always something. Sooner or later, my dentist is bound to
become my very best friend.
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WHILE I INHALE (January 11, 2012)
When completely alone, and especially when alone in a throng, I hum
to myself while I exhale. The vibration works miracles. And so does
the hush while I inhale.
FOREVER TILTING AT WINDMILLS (January 12, 2012)
The day is delicious. I am eager to equal it in brightness. But the
words bumbling my way keep disappointing. It is as though I am
forever tilting at windmills.
BORN ECONOMISTS (January 12, 2012)
When pigeons are regaled with slices of bread, they hollow them out as
quickly as they can. Only then they start pecking at the crust. Born
economists, pigeons.
ALSO STRUCK ME (January 14, 2012)
After a longish pause, today I browsed through The Economist out of
sheer curiosity. How flat it struck me! And how fickle my innermost
feelings also struck me.
TO CROAK OF HUNGER (January 15, 2012)
Floating on planks, two humans meet in the middle of the ocean.
Ravenous, they keep each other in sight. Both of them wait for the
other one to croak of hunger.
BEYOND STRIVING (January 16, 2012)
No fears or desires. No plans or goals. Except for the one goal that
can be reached only without fears, desires, or plans. The one goal that
is beyond striving.
DRINK DOWN (January 17, 2012)
As I am sipping my drink, a pack of bankers from a nearby office
building floods the café. Five men and five women, to be exact.
Revolted, I gulp my drink down.
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NOT REAL (January 18, 2012)
“The real winter is coming!” the word spreads rather often. The sun
keeps shining, though. The only question is why so many still think
this winter is not real.
MAD, ME? (January 19, 2012)
I am ever more convinced that the whole world is going mad. Stark
raving mad. For some reason, I do not conceive of myself as being
part of that world. Mad, me?
BACK SOONER (January 20, 2012)
A major overhaul completed, I wave at my dentist: “Till next cleaning
in March!” He chuckles: “The way things have been going, you’re
likely to be back sooner!”
OUR HEIRS (January 20, 2012)
“Don’t kill it!” I exclaim in mock distress as a waiter in one of my
favorite cafés steps on a cockroach close to my table. And then I add:
“They’re our heirs!”
THE ANSWER (January 21, 2012)
What if depression is a giant step toward enlightenment? What if
meaninglessness of it all is the message? What if wry acceptance of
hopelessness is the answer?
CROATIA! (January 22, 2012)
“I’ve got an irrefutable proof of my love for you,” I blurted out just
after our passionate lovemaking. “Tell me,” she was confounded by
my outburst. “Croatia!”
QUICKLY FADING (January 22, 2012)
Birds and plants that inhabit the Croatian capital must be convinced it
is spring already. Calendar, what calendar? Memories of winters past
are quickly fading.
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ALMOST LUCKY (January 23, 2012)
I am perfectly alone on the ground floor of the Bulldog Pub. There are
two loud gaggles of young women in the loft, though. It is a bit like
being almost lucky.
EACH OTHER (January 25, 2012)
Sitting in a crowded café, I am reminded of my last visit to the zoo.
The monkeys also kept scratching themselves. The humans do not
scratch each other, though.
AN ATTRACTIVE LOT (January 26, 2012)
Two humans meet in a cemetery at dawn. Startled at first, they end up
laughing their heads off. As it turns out, both of them are looking for
an attractive lot.
ITS EMPTY EYES (January 26, 2012)
Yesterday I spotted a pigeon standing by a building. It did not move
when I stopped to see it better. A day later, I cannot shake out of my
mind its empty eyes.
NO ADDRESS (January 27, 2012)
Remembering that my magnum opus is dedicated to my children, I
start writing to them eagerly. Well, I am writing to two of them. Of
the third I have no address.
ANOTHER FALLOW DAY (January 28, 2012)
Another day without a dream remembered. Not a scrap. Crestfallen, I
am going about my duties without any relish. Wondering aimlessly
through another fallow day.
THE PERPETUAL SHORTFALL (January 28, 2012)
Both gods and rulers forever promise much more than they can deliver.
Whence the priests, of course. Their job is to explain to the mob the
perpetual shortfall.
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QUITE COMMON (January 28, 2012)
“These are white lilies,” I comment the flowers we brought home, “but
some sort of pink was thrown at their roots.” My beloved is not
impressed: “Quite common!”
A HIT (January 29, 2012)
Having fallen out of an airplane, two humans meet in midair. Half
way to the ground, they agree to make a movie about their torment.
The movie turns into a hit.
BIRTH GIVING (January 30, 2012)
There is one thing of unquestionable importance at which women are
incontrovertibly superior to men that has hitherto wholly escaped my
attention: birth giving.
YES! (January 30, 2012)
The Google Analytics statistics suggest that my parting of ways with
The Economist has led to a large drop in the number of visitors to my
Residua website. Yes!
THE OLD ORDER (January 30, 2012)
Two sparrows switching between two pieces of bread within two paces
from each other. The pecking order at work. But neither sparrow ever
tires of the old order.
ALWAYS A BOURGEOIS (January 30, 2012)
I am walking across one of Zagreb squares and farting my heart out.
But then I catch myself checking my rear. “Once a bourgeois,” I
smile, “always a bourgeois.”
NOWADAYS (January 31, 2012)
On my way past a grocery, I see an attendant taking a fruit crate to the
garbage. There is a Constructivist composition on its side. Nothing is
sacred nowadays.
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WINE CELLAR (February 1, 2012)
When I reported to my beloved by mobile-phone text-message that I
had filled my knapsack with cheap but good wine, she replied at once:
“My mobile wine cellar!”
ATAVISMS (February 1, 2012)
Spotting some puffed-up pigeons, I figured that they, too, get
goosebumps when cold. But their feathers give more warmth when
they trap more air. Bah, atavisms!
TO BECOME HISTORY (February 2, 2012)
Facebook’s stockmarket debut has been in the limelight for a while.
And so I feel sorry for the Central Intelligence Agency. It is on its way
to become history.
A SINGLE WEEK (February 3, 2012)
Having lost faith in the winter, I am glad to see it back. And it is back
in earnest. I only wonder how long it will stay. All things considered,
a single week?
FOR THAT WEEK (February 4, 2012)
Saturday. While in Zagreb, this was the day when I would go to buy
The Economist. And the day when I would bang out my first letter to
the editor for that week.
RELENTLESS DOMESTICATION (February 4, 2012)
As I often wonder, why are humans the ugliest species on earth? And
now I think I have a plausible answer: domestication. Millennia of
relentless domestication.
HUMAN TRACKS (February 5, 2012)
Tracks left in the melting snow tell us a good deal about our world.
Heavy car tracks and splashes are everywhere. Here and there, there
are light human tracks.
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NEED WASHING (February 6, 2012)
I just fell on my bum in the middle of the street. A patch of ice
covered by snow. And under my left foot, too. Nothing hurts, but my
pants surely need washing.
REJOICE FIRST (February 6, 2012)
It is snowing and snowing. Shuffling through snowbound streets and
squares of central Zagreb, one is not sure whether to rejoice or despair.
Hey, rejoice first!
LIKE AN OLD LADY (February 7, 2012)
Smothered by snow, Tin Ujević’s statue in the center of Zagreb loses
much of its charm. His treasured hat is hardly recognizable. Now he
looks like an old lady.
THE WEATHERMAN’S BUGBEAR (February 8, 2012)
The sun is back at last. Although it remains cold, the snow is already
melting. But weather forecasts are dire. Winter has turned into the
weatherman’s bugbear.
HARDLY EVER (February 9, 2012)
As I am cutting my fingernails, which grow too fast for my touchy
taste, I remember my book. It grows as fast as my fingernails, but that
annoys me hardly ever.
AN APT TAKE ON LIFE (February 9, 2012)
I am watching vapor twirling past the café window next to which I am
sitting. It must come from the exhaust of a gas heater next door. An
apt take on life, too.
THE SHORTEST SHORTCUT (February 10, 2012)
Human intelligence comes at a cost: the need to understand. Unable to
understand how the world works, humans go for shortcuts. God is but
the shortest shortcut.
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WITHOUT A THOUGHT (February 10, 2012)
Some meditation practices oblige closed eyes. Others permit open but
focused eyes. Meditation at its simplest permits observing the world
but without a thought.
IN THIS LIFE (February 11, 2012)
“Maybe I was a dog in a past life,” my beloved moans and closes her
eyes as I am caressing her feet. “Who knows,” I grumble, “maybe you
are a dog in this life!”
FOR MY TASTE (February 11, 2012)
All my Residua pieces will boast one day of one-hundred and sixty
characters exactly. Am I looking forward to that day? Not really. Too
much order for my taste.
POSTHISTORIC HUMANS (February 11, 2012)
Astonished by human ugliness, which is only enhanced by fashion, or
what passes as fashion, I find myself fervently awaiting the arrival of
posthistoric humans.
A TEXT (February 12, 2012)
It is snowing, but I am proposing that we go to an open flee market.
My beloved is not enthusiastic. “What,” she squints at me at some
point, “you need a text?”
EVERY FUCKING DAY (February 12, 2012)
On some days my head is clearer than on others. I am not
complaining, though. I shudder at the very thought of my head being
equally clear on every fucking day.
AFRICANS STILL (February 13, 2012)
It is a joy to wake up to a sunny day. The cold is surely a nuisance, but
clouds are a different matter. After some fifty-thousand years, we are
Africans still.
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SHAMEFULLY LUCKY (February 13, 2012)
Sometimes I feel that I have been most unlucky with my writings. I
remain undiscovered, that is. But I just realized that I have actually
been shamefully lucky.
THE BEST WAY TO DIE (February 13, 2012)
Two humans sit next to each other in a bar. Both of them are nursing
their drinks on the quiet. As it turns out, they are both mulling over the
best way to die.
JOKE OF THE DAY (February 14, 2012)
Five old men in suits and ties huddle around a table at Kolding Caffe.
Around their table there float four red heart-shaped balloons. Is this a
joke of the day?
A FEARLESS HUNCH (February 14, 2012)
The sky is spotless. The snow is melting at a clip. Forecasts remain
grim, but I have a hunch the winter is over after only a fortnight. A
fearless hunch, this.
TRUE FREEDOM (February 14, 2012)
Another brush with depression. And another taste of freedom from all
daft things. If my reading of depression is right, it is but a pointer
toward true freedom.
ERASING (February 15, 2012)
Whatever I manage to write today, I speedily erase. So far, I have
erased as much as I have written. If I continue like this, I will become
a master at erasing.
OFFICIALLY OVER (February 16, 2012)
The day is absolutely fabulous. After a freezing fortnight, this
morning I left my windbreaker at home. By this solemn act I declare
the winter officially over.
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MY ADVANCING AGE (February 16, 2012)
I just bumped into a man I know from my days as a green activist. He
told me that I looked good and wished me all the best. A definite sign
of my advancing age.
THE GLOBAL-VILLAGE PARADOX (February 18, 2012)
With few exceptions, zillions of bloggers communicate only with
themselves. As they go along, they learn a lot, too. To coin a term, the
global-village paradox.
ANOTHER TEXT (February 19, 2012)
The weather is lovely, and so we went to the open flee market we
missed a week ago because of the snow. My beloved got a Persian
carpet. And I got another text.
BARE CUNT (February 19, 2012)
“Bare cunt,” I mumble as she comes out of her bath. Now she is
walking all around the apartment and singing at the top of her voice:
“Bare cunt, oh, bare cunt!”
PERFECTLY PLEASED (February 20, 2012)
If friends ask me how I am doing, I tell them that I am fine. If they ask
me what I am doing, I tell them that I read and write. And they are
perfectly pleased.
OPTIMISM PERSONIFIED (February 20, 2012)
When in doubt, I think of Jacques Attali, the man who imagines
Europe growing again. Nay, flourishing. In my mind, he is nothing
less than optimism personified.
MOTHERHOOD (February 20, 2012)
I rinse my nose in the bathroom sink. A bunch of bloody blobs bursts
out. Without prior notice, I remember my mother. As if blood goes
together with motherhood.
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PRETTY EXTENSIVE (February 21, 2012)
The weather is wonderful, but I am confined to a bed in a dark room
because of illness. Now and then I peep out to gauge the damage.
And it is pretty extensive.
DIARRHEA (February 22, 2012)
As I go around, I keep reminding myself not to fart. Even the most
innocent one can have quite disastrous consequences. For I am still in
the grips of diarrhea.
TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY BLANK (February 22, 2012)
While my beloved is washing her hair, and I have some fifteen minutes
to write a few words, it is almost painful when my mind goes totally
and completely blank.
OLD FOOL (February 23, 2012)
After so many years in Croatia, I find myself slipping into Croatian
even when perfectly alone. And I am getting annoyed with myself:
“Think English, old fool!”
THE HIGHEST OF HEELS (February 23, 2012)
Remembering the story about Master Ikkyu’s teaching of Zen, which
was about attention, I glance through the café window and spot a girl
in the highest of heels.
RIGHT OFF THE BAT (February 24, 2012)
To my shame, and shame it is without a doubt, there is one reason too
many for rejoicing in every dream remembered: I have a piece of
writing right off the bat.
SIBLINGS (February 24, 2012)
Two humans brush shoulders in a busy street. “Excuse me,” they
stammer to each other without looking and keep dashing forth. As it
turns out, they are siblings.
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THE OLD GOLDEN SECTION (February 25, 2012)
At the moment, I am close to two-thirds of a century old. And the age
of my beloved is two-thirds of my own. Is this yet another case of the
old golden section?
SURROUNDED BY UNFUCKABLES (February 25, 2012)
If I can sport a boner for an hour and more, so can many men my age.
The problem is with their partners, of course. The poor guys are
surrounded by unfuckables.
A BLOODY BATTLE (February 26, 2012)
The fainthearted should be reminded over and over again that Krishna
has taught Arjuna about secrets of life in The Bhagavad Gita just
ahead of a bloody battle.
CANNON FODDER (February 27, 2012)
As I am looking at humans around me, and there are many of them in
the wake of the cold spell, I cannot shake a horrid expression out of my
mind: cannon fodder.
LIKE A BLOODY EXECUTIONER (February 28, 2012)
The tulips we acquired last week are on their hind legs. Tomorrow
morning they will have to go. This afternoon I already feel like a
bloody executioner, though.
THE FUCKING TEETH (February 29, 2012)
And who am I? Like the rest of humanity, I am but a heap of
throbbing flesh, bones, nerves, hair, and lard. Hey, I forgot something!
I forgot the fucking teeth.
A HAPPY GRUMP (March 1, 2012)
“You know what?” says my beloved out of the blue. “This morning
you are irritatingly happy!” When I smile at her innocently, she
squints at me: “A happy grump!”
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AFRAID OF EACH OTHER (March 2, 2012)
“One is eleven,” says one taxi driver to another, “the other ten.” There
is pride in his voice as he speaks about his sons: “And they are afraid
of each other!”
THE WHOLE LOT (March 2, 2012)
My terrace in Motovun pops up in my mind. Ants are everywhere.
Flies and wasps are buzzing around. Butterflies are fluttering about.
Gosh, I miss the whole lot.
FIGURING OUT THE SEASON (March 2, 2012)
Today I spotted three young men in T-shirts and shorts in the center of
Zagreb. As well as three young women in fur coats. No prize for
figuring out the season.
THIEVES AND WHORES GALORE (March 3, 2012)
Speaking of tourism, the best time to witness Zagreb is Saturday at
noon. The pedestrian area in the center of the city is the place.
Thieves and whores galore.
FOUR PRESIDENTIAL MANDATES (March 4, 2012)
As Russians are queuing at the polling stations on another historic
election day, I would like to congratulate Vladimir Putin on his four
presidential mandates.
SELF-CONFIDENCE (March 4, 2012)
My beloved is teasing me about my self-confidence. But then she
reconsiders. “Actually,” she giggles, “maybe I am the only beneficiary
of your self-confidence.”
KIND OF LOST (March 5, 2012)
I feel kind of lost. Uneasy, I start looking for the reason for feeling
this way and the best way around it. Hey, I realize at last, enjoy
feeling kind of lost!
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WRITE LESS (March 6, 2012)
Read less. Think less. Quarrel less. Actually, all this translates into
an equally straightforward, but much more potent and pertinent,
proposition: write less.
DRESS CODE (March 7, 2012)
Many old women in Zagreb dress like my mother used to. Although
she left the city in her thirties, through her nineties she remained
faithful to its dress code.
NO BETTER PRESENT (March 8, 2012)
And what sort of present would I offer my mother on this special day?
It would be either a drawing or a painting of mine. She desired no
better present, anyhow.
THE COMING WARM SEASON (March 8, 2012)
I enjoy my beloved’s legs hairy. During the cold season, she lets me
have my fun. And they are hairy as hell by now. One reason to loath
the coming warm season.
HEROES OF POSTHISTORY (March 8, 2012)
There are many signs that women were heroes of prehistory. It was
history that ushered their demise. It may be that they will become
heroes of posthistory, too.
THE OLD STRAWBERRY (March 9, 2012)
I am annoyed with myself once again. Leave the damned past! Leave
the damned future, as well! Embrace the sweet present with all your
might! The old strawberry.
FAR FROM AMUSING (March 10, 2012)
I enjoy crowds. At a distance, humans can be rather amusing. The
trouble starts when the crowd swallows you, though. From close up,
humans are far from amusing.
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A BORN KSHATRIYA (March 11, 2012)
Increasingly often, I cast around for good soldiers. Men who could
fight their way through any dread with valor and without dissent. A
born Kshatriya, no doubt.
DELIGHTED ALL THE TIME (March 12, 2012)
Ugliness delights me. Things poorly designed, made, and kept up are
everywhere I turn. With so much on offer from my fellow humans, I
am delighted all the time.
THE NEED TO WRITE (March 13, 2012)
I have nothing to say, but I am still dying to put it in writing. And to
embellish it to the best of my ability. This can be nothing else but the
need to write.
STILL A NATIONALIST (March 13, 2012)
Of all the nations on this planet, I hate Croatians the most. I ought to
know about them, for I am a Croatian myself. Parenthetically, am I
still a nationalist?
EVEN A COCKROACH (March 14, 2012)
Missing animals in the city, I am going gaga over pigeons and
sparrows. Missing insects, I am going gaga over teeny flies. Now I
would welcome even a cockroach.
THE FICKLE SUN (March 14, 2012)
If the sun were shining all the time, I would not crave it so much.
Blessed are the clouds. Perhaps humans have left their cradle so as to
crave the fickle sun.
CHIMPANZEE (March 15, 2012)
I often think of Dostoevsky’s Satan with envy. As he boasted, nothing
human was alien to him. For such a grand achievement, I am way too
naïve. Nay, chimpanzee.
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SHUT MY EARS (March 15, 2012)
When I shut my eyes, the main Zagreb square vanishes as if by magic.
Only the chatter of people and the clonking of trams remain. But why
cannot I shut my ears?
THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING (March 16, 2012)
The atmosphere in the Croatian capital is festive. The winter, brief as
it was, is a forgotten nightmare already. It is time to celebrate the
arrival of spring.
NOT LISTED IN THE BIBLE (March 16, 2012)
The sins listed in the bible are nothing to worry about. Lying, stealing,
and killing are perfectly normal. The real worry are the sins not listed
in the bible.
IN HER WAKE (March 17, 2012)
A plump woman in her twenties is munching a huge sandwich and
shaking her butt down the street while a tiny sparrow is busily
collecting the crumbs in her wake.
THE YOUNGER COMPETITORS (March 17, 2012)
On a nice day, one is astonished by the number of superannuated
queens strutting around Zagreb. They all dress to kill. Nay, annihilate
the younger competitors.
TRY AGAIN! (March 18, 2012)
All things considered, from the performance to date to the expectations
concerning the future, the best I can do as a teacher is to fail the
creator. Try again!
NO STYLE NEVER DIES (March 19, 2012)
“True style never dies,” I read in the window of a fashionable clothing
store. I look at myself. “Even better,” I mumble under my breath, “no
style never dies.”
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ACQUIRED IN ENGLAND (March 19, 2012)
It is enough for me to see that it is sunny outside to feel a burst of
happiness. Pitiful. When will I liberate myself from the sun craving
acquired in England?
EXCUSE ME! (March 19, 2012)
As I am sitting in a café, a man about my age barges through the door,
rushes toward me, and stops in front of my table. I smile at him. He
frowns: “Excuse me!”
DAY AFTER DAY (March 20, 2012)
“Time after time,” croons some singer in one of my favorite cafés
every single day. I am getting annoyed with that line. Actually, it
should be “day after day.”
TOO SOON (March 20, 2012)
It is a joy to see two youngsters very much in love. The hugs, the
kisses, the smiles. If only one could suspend the knowledge of things
to come soon. Too soon.
JUST MOANING (March 20, 2012)
Moaning is one of the greatest inventions of the human kind. It
occasionally gets fancy names, such as the old Aum. In the end,
though, moaning is just moaning.
DROUGHT BECKONS (March 21, 2012)
The weather has been gorgeous. It is sunny day after day. Indeed, the
weather is a bit too gorgeous for this time of the year. Put differently,
drought beckons.
IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE (March 21, 2012)
A man in a wheelchair with an electric motor towing a woman in a
wheelchair without one. An amazing sight. Modern technology in the
service of love, to be sure.
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HOW LITTLE IT TAKES! (March 22, 2012)
I go to take a leak, and end up by taking a crap on top. For some
reason, I feel kind of fortunate to have killed two birds with one stone.
How little it takes!
WRITING AND READING (March 23, 2012)
The more primitive a human, the better he or she is at telling stories
and listening to them. Civilization destroys these olden skills with
writing and reading.
JUST PECKING (March 23, 2012)
I am tossing crumbs to pigeons in the yard behind my beloved’s
apartment building. They are not looking up, let alone begging for
crumbs. They are just pecking.
OPEN SESAME (March 23, 2012)
There is something charming about automatic doors. Although you
know everything there is to know about them, you can still hear your
faint voice: “Open Sesame.”
IN UTTER DESPERATION (March 24, 2012)
Saturday just before noon. Central Zagreb is teeming with people.
And access streets are jammed with cars. Those who are late are
honking in utter desperation.
THE FEAST OF UGLINESS (March 24, 2012)
Having been sated by human ugliness, which was on display all around
me on this special day, I can patiently wait till the next Saturday, the
feast of ugliness.
TAKE A CRAP (March 25, 2012)
We return home after our morning coffee. “I’ve got to take a crap,”
says my beloved. Then she points toward my computer and laughs:
“You can take a crap, too!”
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TALLER (March 25, 2012)
We are lounging in an outdoor café when an old man with short hair
and a potbelly passes by. “Just like me,” I laugh. “No,” she says
seriously, “you’re taller.”
THE GHOSTS OF THE PAST (March 26, 2012)
As the spring blooms, Motovun looms ever larger in my mind. And so
does the dread of being far from my beloved. As well as surrounded
by the ghosts of the past.
A TRIMMING AROUND LIFE (March 26, 2012)
If woman is a trimming around the cunt, as a Balkan adage alleges,
what is cunt? There is no adage about it even in the Balkans. Cunt is a
trimming around life.
APRÈS NOUS LE DÉLUGE (March 27, 2012)
The babyboomers are the luckiest generation ever. And they kind of
surmise it. When it comes to the future, they go along with Louis XV:
“Après nous le déluge.”
MOVING ABROAD (March 28, 2012)
I feel so miserable in Croatia that I am thinking about renouncing my
citizenship. I cannot renounce a few of my genes, though. Alas, not
even by moving abroad!
MY AFFECTION (March 28, 2012)
My affection for pigeons grows by the day. I crack a smile whenever I
spot them. I even talk to them when they come by. If only I were
innocent in my affection.
COMING REUNION (March 29, 2012)
Tomorrow’s separation rattles us both. My beloved feels lost, and so
do I. Utterly lost. The best we can do at the moment is look forward
to our coming reunion.
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PRAISING MYSELF ANEW (March 29, 2012)
Truly, Daniel Odier is a sublime teacher of yoga. Whenever I search
through my writings on the subject, he delights me again. Or am I
only praising myself anew?
FITTING COMPANIONS (March 31, 2012)
Chestnuts on the hotel terrace are in full leaf already. I look up their
billowing crowns with pleasure. Aged but healthy, they strike me as
fitting companions.
FUNNY DAYS (April 1, 2012)
My mother does not have a tomb, but I visit it often in my mind. And
particularly on the days of her birth, marriage to my father, and death.
Funny days, these.
SWITCH TO GAMBLING (April 2, 2012)
Pity the meteorologists. With so many records in the weather
statistics, they are clutching at straws. To avoid the short straw, they
should switch to gambling.
FOR MY BELOVED (April 3, 2012)
Today I got busy. I put a bunch of sheets into the washing machine,
defrosted the icebox, and added pressure to the heating system. And
all this for my beloved.
THE FIRST DAY FOR SANDALS (April 4, 2012)
Today is a momentous day in my life. And momentous is the word. I
am even prepared to call it an annual if moving holiday. Why, it is the
first day for sandals.
ESPECIALLY INSECTS (April 4, 2012)
Butterflies copulating aloft. A good portent, this. When it comes to
the future, I have no qualms about the procreation of most species.
And especially insects.
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A REAL BLOG (April 4, 2012)
My blog is the rage in Motovun at the moment. Whatever happens,
people around me wink and bark: “Be sure to put this on your blog!”
If only it were a real blog!
MY WORLD (April 5, 2012)
Every day I browse through the online editions of top newspapers in
the English language. Having done this today, I heard an inner voice:
“This ain’t my world!”
AS A HUMAN (April 5, 2012)
I am ill at ease as I am looking at myself in a mirror. I have no
problem recognizing myself. The only problem is that I cannot but
recognize myself as a human.
WROOM, WROOM, WROOM (April 6, 2012)
My beloved has just left Zagreb. She will be in Motovun in around
three hours. “Wroom, wroom,” I am driving by her side all the way
here, “wroom, wroom, wroom.”
AGAINST ARTHRITIS (April 7, 2012)
I am talking to my beloved about a letter I am preparing for a
commissioner of the European Union. “Write, write,” she quips, “it’s
excellent against arthritis!”
TWO TEXTS (April 7, 2012)
“No luck with shit today,” I tell my beloved as the sun is about to set.
She looks puzzled. “C’mon,” she spouts after a long pause, “today you
wrote two texts!”
HOW COLD IT IS (April 9, 2012)
It is surprisingly cold for this time of the year. How cold is it? After
hardy lovemaking in the morning our bedroom window gets foggy.
That is how cold it is.
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THE NO-COMPLEX COMPLEX (April 9, 2012)
There is one complex that is tougher than all other complexes put
together. It has not been identified heretofore. To coin a term, it is the
no-complex complex.
SHEER STUPIDITY (April 10, 2012)
The weather is so horrible that I wonder what keeps me in Motovun.
The people? Nah. The architecture? Nah. The land? Nah. What
keeps me here is sheer stupidity.
THE METROPOLIS (April 12, 2012)
Many people in Motovun are thrilled to see me after a long stay in
Zagreb. Is this because I am back? Or because they think I am forever
lost to the metropolis?
SOLACE WE GOT (April 13, 2012)
It is so cold and miserable in Motovun that we sought solace from the
fireplace. This is unprecedented in mid-spring. One way or another,
though, solace we got.
BRONTOSAURUS (April 13, 2012)
Remembering the Venetian brontolon, or “grump,” I check its origin.
It is “thunder” in Greek. But then I come across a dainty nickname for
myself: brontosaurus.
PURE CHANCE (April 14, 2012)
Watching two identical candles burning side by side, one can figure
out rather quickly that the winner is not due to a host of natural laws,
but to pure chance.
A SINGLE FORTNIGHT (April 15, 2012)
It takes a single fortnight in medieval Motovun to be shocked anew by
the ugliness of the modern world that stretches all the way to Zagreb.
A single fortnight!
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A VAST COUNTRY (April 16, 2012)
When I come to the Croatian capital, I immediately start seeing faces
from Dalmatia and Slavonia. Other faces follow. Small as it is,
Croatia is a vast country.
YET ANOTHER SIX (April 17, 2012)
Sixty fucking six today. And counting. My beloved put it splendidly
as she wished me all the very best a few minutes ago: “All you need
now is yet another six!”
STILL MOBILE (April 17, 2012)
I am not about birthdays. My beloved is doing the best she can to
cheer me up. “You look sooo good,” she peers into my eyes lovingly,
“and you’re still mobile!”
“IN MODERATION” (April 20, 2012)
In moderation, wine is good for you. No wonder it has been praised by
so many over the ages. It is tough to figure out what to make of “in
moderation,” though.
I LOVE KABUL (April 20, 2012)
“I love London” and “I love Paris” T-shirts are rather common in
central Zagreb. I am dying for a love that is a dash more daring. “I
love Kabul,” for instance.
LIKE A FIEND (April 22, 2012)
Once upon a time, people used exclamation points only sparingly. But
I use them all too often now. Feeling bereft of suitable exclamation, I
swear like a fiend.
BEYOND MY KEN (April 22, 2012)
As happens often lately, I am staring at the computer screen in the
hope that I will manage to come up with a few cunning words. Silence
is still beyond my ken.
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NIRVANKO (April 23, 2012)
My beloved teases me all the time for my many faults, but she rarely
gives me odd nicknames. In connection with my frazzled nerves, she
just called me Nirvanko.
LOVE OF CHRISTIANITY (April 23, 2012)
What do Marine Le Pen, Geert Wilders, Pia Kjaersgaard, and Anders
Behring Breivik have in common? Absolutely nothing, except the
fanatical love of Christianity.
WRITING TO MYSELF (April 24, 2012)
I see a fellow talking to himself in the middle of the street. At first I
feel sorry for him. And then I realize that we are alike. Only I am
writing to myself.
FRESH WATERING HOLES (April 25, 2012)
By and by, I am exchanging greetings with a growing number of
people in my favorite watering holes across central Zagreb. Time to
look for fresh watering holes.
ANOTHER DIP (April 25, 2012)
Britain’s economy is taking another dip. The pound is plummeting.
Glad about my old forecast, at long last I realize that my pension is
taking another dip, too.
WELCOME! (April 26, 2012)
Like Yogani’s books about yoga, my Residua can be thought of as an
experiment. Can a blog help anyone thread the path to enlightenment?
Guinea pigs are welcome!
DEFINITION OF WARMTH (April 27, 2012)
It is getting warm again. In fact, it is getting so warm that I am
thinking about sandals anew. As far as I am concerned, this is the very
definition of warmth.
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BUT A SPARROW (April 27, 2012)
A sparrow hopping on top of a wide shade stretched at an angle over
an outdoor café. From below, the shadow looks large and crooked.
Still, it is but a sparrow.
A BRUSH WITH DEATH (April 28, 2012)
Whenever I get a chance, I do my best to promote early retirement. I
am wasting my time, though. Alas, there can be hardly any wisdom
before a brush with death.
“YOGA” (April 29, 2012)
Recently I met a Croatian yoga teacher. I am still reeling from the
experience. Try as I may, I cannot figure out what we have in
common except the word “yoga.”
ABOUT THE SPECIES (April 29, 2012)
I am watching humans like a hawk. And I am revolted. But I am not
sure any longer whether I am looking for the proof or disproof of my
theory about the species.
PARALLEL WORLDS (April 30, 2012)
The world around me is shrinking. My beloved and I are at its center.
The cafés I visit are at its periphery. And my dreams are windows to
many parallel worlds.
THUS APPRECIATED (April 30, 2012)
Conspiracy theories proliferate. All they actually demonstrate is the
collective impotence of the entire species. Would that they were at last
thus appreciated.
ITS DIET (April 30, 2012)
I am watching a sparrow peck at a piece of an icecream cone. But then
I spot it pecking at leaves of a nearby plant. Inside and out, the
sparrow knows its diet.
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THEIR OWN POWER (May 1, 2012)
In my youth, workers’ power was celebrated on this day. Thus the
regular display of all sorts of arms. Incredibly, workers mistook the
arms for their own power.
JEALOUS OF HER HAIR (May 1, 2012)
While we are making love, I like holding my beloved’s head with both
hands. This is the only time she lets me do that. By and large, she is
jealous of her hair.
A BLISSFUL CHILDHOOD (May 2, 2012)
Today is my father’s hundredth birthday. Back then, there was neither
electricity nor running water on the island of Krk. He must have had a
blissful childhood.
CAN ALSO BE SMELLED (May 2, 2012)
I often remind myself that humans around me can be touched. This
ain’t a movie. But it is so hot now that I remind myself that humans I
see can also be smelled.
WHERE I WRITE (May 3, 2012)
“Go write!” she says as we are parting after our morning coffee. She is
off to her office. And I am off to my round of cafés. As of late, this is
where I write.
MY HOMETOWN (May 3, 2012)
I bumped into a friend’s girlfriend. They just returned from Belgrade,
where they had a whale of a time. And I savored every word, as
though it was my hometown.
COMPLETELY STUCK (May 4, 2012)
Unusually, my beloved went to her office at dawn. Even more
unusually, she will be back home at dusk. I have the whole day to
myself, but I am completely stuck.
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CHIEFLY BY SIGHT (May 4, 2012)
I am watching a dog meticulously sniffing at a sodden wall in central
Zagreb. The dog and I share many an interest, no doubt. Except that I
go chiefly by sight.
A CIRCUS AND A GRAVEYARD (May 5, 2012)
Especially on a balmy Saturday, Zagreb is getting to be a bit too
crowded for my taste. Motovun beckons, I understand. Forever
between a circus and a graveyard.
THE CUNT (May 6, 2012)
I often refer to my beloved simply as “cunt.” This epithet annoys her a
bit, but not too much. Deep in her heart, she understands that it stands
for “the cunt.”
WINTER CLOTHING (May 7, 2012)
It has been raining cats and dogs for several days. Overnight, the
temperature has plummeted, as well. To my consternation, I find
myself in my winter clothing.
ACTIVE INDIFFERENCE (May 8, 2012)
It is not indifference that I feel as I watch people walking by. That
term is too passive. What I actually feel is much better described as
active indifference.
THE FUCKING MIRROR (May 9, 2012)
Getting a haircut has never been great fun for me, but now it is turning
into real torture. For twenty minutes at least, I have to look into the
fucking mirror.
UP TO THE CHALLENGE (May 9, 2012)
As they say, not my day. Nothing to write. But who is to stop me
from writing anyway? When it comes to such tremendous feats, not
even I am up to the challenge.
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MIXED FEELINGS GALORE (May 9, 2012)
As I am rubbing her aching shoulders, my beloved asks: “Are you
happy we are going to Motovun?” Before answering, I shrug my
shoulders: “Mixed feelings galore.”
CALL IT WHAT YOU WILL (May 10, 2012)
Whenever I lose the thread, I revert to the same device: mmmmm,
mmmmm. And I am back on course in an instant. Chanting,
humming, moaning, call it what you will.
SUNBATHING NAKED (May 12, 2012)
Paragliding is a swell sport. And it is wonderful that it has become
quite popular in Motovun. Except that my terrace is no longer a haven
for sunbathing naked.
POSITIONS FOR THE NOSE (May 13, 2012)
As we are making love, my nose starts to run. I strain to hold my head
as upright as possible. Afterwards, my beloved giggles: “Various
positions for the nose.”
ABOUT THE WEATHER (May 13, 2012)
I was stunned to be wearing winter clothing a week ago. I am stunned
for the same reason once again. But is it not time to stop being
stunned about the weather?
AT TOP VOLUME (May 15, 2012)
One advantage of a nearly deserted town is that one can freely listen to
music from very far away. And especially if one likes to listen to
music at top volume.
JUST HUG THEM (May 16, 2012)
Out of the blue, a question shapes in my mind: “What would I tell my
parents if I were to meet them again?” The answer follows swiftly: “I
would just hug them.”
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THEIR TOWNS (May 17, 2012)
I feel kind of sorry for the tourists milling about Motovun. What is
wrong with where they live, anyhow? I am sure there are tourists
milling about their towns.
FALLING FROM THE SKY (May 18, 2012)
I often chuck stale bread into my garden. Birds gobble it up in no
time. But they must be wondering when I am not around: why is bread
not falling from the sky?
THE FUCKING FUTURE (May 18, 2012)
Motovun attracts pensioners and school excursions this time of year.
The pits. Comparing the two, school excursions are worse. One can
smell the fucking future.
FELLOW HUMANS (May 20, 2012)
One does not feel ever closer to nature as one grows longer in the
tooth. This is but a common fallacy. Rather, one feels ever farther
from one’s fellow humans.
TO PROMOTE POSTHISTORY (May 21, 2012)
The secret of Jean Auel’s Earth’s Children series has little to do with
prehistory. Unbeknownst even to herself, she is doing her utmost to
promote posthistory.
STEP FORWARD (May 21, 2012)
The path to enlightenment? This evening, not sure at all. The path to
bed? Oh, I know it by heart, as it were. Well, this strikes me as an
amazing step forward.
THE CHANGING CHANGE (May 22, 2012)
Climate change is becoming a growing nuisance. If only it were just a
little bit less unpredictable! Lately, the greatest nuisance has been the
changing change.
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OUR PAINTINGS (May 24, 2012)
Once again, I catch myself admiring my paintings. They are divine.
But, I hasten to add, I know they have little to do with myself. Yes,
they are our paintings!
THE HOT-SAUCE WEATHER (May 25, 2012)
As I write, I am sunbathing my hot sauce on the terrace. The weather
is just right for it, too. Lacking a better label, I would call this the hotsauce weather.
TITO’S FAKE BIRTHDAY (May 25, 2012)
My No. 2 son has contacted me today. And I have replied without
delay. One way I will recall this particular day is that it coincides with
Tito’s fake birthday.
EMPTYING THE MIND (May 26, 2012)
My mind is completely empty, but I feel pretty miserable about it.
Why do I not rejoice in it? Could there be right and wrong ways of
emptying the mind, though?
THE HEART OF THE SEA (May 26, 2012)
I bought a can of mackerel today. It is a Croatian product of some
vintage. But I just noticed a fearless claim printed on the can: “From
the heart of the sea.”
BLAME EVOLUTION (May 27, 2012)
In groups larger than one-hundred and fifty or so, humans perform
poorly. Add change, and their performance becomes abysmal. As for
the causes, blame evolution.
POUR MIEUX SAUTER (May 27, 2012)
Why have I given up my worldly pursuits, like my letters to the editors
of several worthy newspapers? The French have put it so well: reculer
pour mieux sauter.
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FEAR OF SPANKING (May 29, 2012)
When children fall today, their parents are mortified. But they took
care of their falls themselves. And their parents kept mum about them
for fear of spanking.
USELESS PHOTOS (May 30, 2012)
I have been so enraptured by the yucca flowering on my terrace that I
photographed it. My lame excuse is that the world is already littered
with useless photos.
THE ISTRIAN DEMOCRATIC ASSEMBLY (May 30, 2012)
Go ahead, call me a purger. I was born in Zagreb, too. My parents
fled there from the fascists in Istria. And I am fleeing from the Istrian
Democratic Assembly.
ALL THIS WALKING (May 30, 2012)
I spot a fat American walking to the hotel terrace with an enormous
icecream in hand. “A big icecream!” I chuckle. “Yeah,” he chuckles
back, “all this walking!”
A LOVELY QUESTION (May 30, 2012)
I am listening to Pakistani music and smoking an Arabian water pipe
with fruit-flavored tobacco. But what am I doing in Croatia? Now,
that is a lovely question.
INFESTED WITH COCKROACHES (May 31, 2012)
The first thing I gather upon arrival from Motovun, where there are no
cockroaches, is that my beloved’s apartment in Zagreb has been
infested with cockroaches.
PACE GORKY (June 1, 2012)
I wonder how many a human would take you to court for calling them
human. Which they should definitely be entitled to do, when all is said
and done. Pace Gorky.
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WRITE FOR YOURSELF (June 1, 2012)
Yet another of your botched attempts to buy a book. And you rifled
the entire bookstore. The way things are shaping, you are best advised
to write for yourself.
PENSIONERS (June 2, 2012)
There is a joke printed on a flyer promoting drinks in the Kolding
Caffe: “What sort of people multiplies without sex?” The punch line is
poignant: “Pensioners!”
MY VERY LAST MOVIE (June 2, 2012)
On my suggestion, my beloved and I just saw “The Dictator” by Sacha
Baron Cohen. And? As far as suggestions are concerned, this is
certainly my very last movie.
REJECT THEM ALL (June 4, 2012)
I accept my human origins with the same sentiment with which I
accept my European, Venetian, or Croatian origins. Begrudgingly. If
only I could reject them all.
A SUBTLE HINT (June 4, 2012)
By and by, my dreams are getting to be more appealing than the socalled reality. They make sleeping hardly a chore. Come to think of it,
is this a subtle hint?
TO MAKE SENSE (June 5, 2012)
Feeling good today. Little makes sense, but that hardly matters. Little
has ever made sense, anyway. The trouble is in the very need for
anything to make sense.
A SIGN OF MATURITY (June 6, 2012)
Central Zagreb is packed this evening. Tomorrow is a national
holiday, but few people know which. Most could not care less,
anyway. A sign of maturity, or what?
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A PROPER HOLIDAY (June 7, 2012)
A lazy, balmy, and cozy day. My beloved is with me. We are taking
walks, sitting in cafés and restaurants, talking, and even cooking
together. A proper holiday.
LIKE A GIRL (June 8, 2012)
When we were both wide awake, I kissed her breasts, belly, crotch.
She complained at some point: “And me?!” When I teased her about
it, she giggled like a girl.
EVOLUTIONARY PUZZLE (June 9, 2012)
No doubt whatsoever, humans are the most ugly species on the whole
planet. What could be the explanation, though? This must be the
greatest evolutionary puzzle.
OUR FOURTEENTH ANNIVERSARY (June 11, 2012)
It is just before midnight. As I am uncorking the champagne in the
kitchen, she is toying with my dangling balls. We are celebrating our
fourteenth anniversary.
AS MY MOTHER USED TO SAY (June 13, 2012)
Whenever I have a haircut, which is every month or so, I feel buoyed
by the experience. I feel kind of happy, too. It takes so little, as my
mother used to say.
STRUGGLE (June 13, 2012)
When people ask me how things are going, and especially if they catch
me with a tall glass of beer and a hefty cigar, I like to reply with one
word: “Struggle!”
THE BLISS EVAPORATES (June 14, 2012)
Out of the blue, I am on Canal Grande. I am looking down from an
ample balcony. All manner of boats are slithering underneath it. And
then the bliss evaporates.
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THE DREGS OF TOURISM (June 15, 2012)
It is early in the season, but Motovun is overrun by tourists. The
hockey players, or pensioners wielding crutches, and school
excursions: the dregs of tourism.
SINGING IN THE AIR (June 16, 2012)
As we were sunbathing on the terrace, a pair of paragliders showed up.
At first, they did not bother us all that much. But then they started
singing in the air.
STONES FOR MY SLING (June 17, 2012)
I must be bonkers. My beloved is not yet home, but I am already
thinking of the horrid things to come. To my own amazement, I am
collecting stones for my sling.
ABOUT SPARROWS (June 19, 2012)
As I am lounging on the hotel terrace, I am wondering about my
sentiments. I feel closer to sparrows than to humans. But is this about
humans or about sparrows?
ENTERTAINING MYSELF (June 20, 2012)
As I am sitting on the hotel terrace, I spot my reflection on the glass
door of an icebox deep in the hotel lobby. Hello! Presently I start
entertaining myself.
OBSESSED WITH HEAT (June 22, 2012)
I am getting obsessed with heat. In actual fact, the predicament I am
now facing is much worse than that. I am getting obsessed with
getting obsessed with heat.
FAN FROM THE ATTIC (June 22, 2012)
Incredibly, it took me no less than three days of nearly constant
suffering to remember, go collect, bring down, and start using the
Chinese fan from the attic.
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FORCED VACATIONS (June 23, 2012)
It is so hot, tourists are dragging themselves around Motovun. For the
privilege, they have forfeited a day on the beach. They appear as if on
forced vacations.
FUCKING ARITHMETIC (June 24, 2012)
My beloved is far away. Once again, I am figuring out the time
difference all the while. She travels a great deal, but I am forever
lousy at fucking arithmetic.
AS IMMODEST CAN BE (June 26, 2012)
I am as modest as modest can be. All I want, and I solemnly swear by
my boast, is enlightenment. Wait a minute, though. Am I not as
immodest as immodest can be?
THE ESSENCE OF TANTRA (June 27, 2012)
Relating to things sexual, one is more than two. In addition, none is
more than one. In one-hundred and sixty characters exactly, this is the
essence of tantra.
SO BANAL (June 29, 2012)
As I sit on the lower square, I see the mayor of Motovun every day
now. And I pity myself every time I see him. Gee, how have I
stooped to an opponent so banal?
IN MEMORY OF MY PARENTS (June 29, 2012)
It is time for an afternoon nap. Or call it siesta, an old Mediterranean
invention that has spread far and wide. In my case, it is in memory of
my parents, too.
JUST WRITE (June 30, 2012)
Writing is about myriad things, and some of these are far from
straightforward, but the best advice to any writer at any time remains
rather simple: just write.
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WHOM TO BLAME (June 30, 2012)
God is such a wonderful invention of the human species. One knows
whom to beg and cajole. As well as to suspect. Best of all, one knows
precisely whom to blame.
THE ONLY RATIONAL OPTION (July 1, 2012)
I am a jumble of emotions. But I shudder when I think of a life
unencumbered by love, anger, grief, trust, or hatred. Suicide would be
the only rational option.
THE SHADOWS AHEAD (July 2, 2012)
It is so hot in Zagreb that one quickly learns to navigate the city out of
the sun’s piercing glare. All one needs is an occasional glance at the
shadows ahead.
SPIRITUAL GROWTH (July 3, 2012)
“This heat does wonders for you,” said my beloved this morning. “It
slows you down so much that it seems you have reached a new stage in
your spiritual growth.”
GIN AND TONIC (July 5, 2012)
Stuck in Croatia in tropical weather, I think of the poor Brits cooped
up in India a century ago. When ordering drinks in outdoor cafés, I go
for gin and tonic.
FUCKING HEAT (July 6, 2012)
“Girls, girls,” I feel like admonishing multitudes of nearly naked
young women in the center of Zagreb, “who do you think you are
kidding in this fucking heat?”
AN ASTUTE PRAGMATIC (July 7, 2012)
It is so hot in Zagreb that we spend most of our time at home. Close to
air-conditioning, that is. When it comes to modern technology, I am
an astute pragmatic.
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DEAR LIFE (July 8, 2012)
As I am hurtling away from Zagreb, I am holding onto my beloved’s
bum. It is melting in my eager hands. But I keep holding onto that
plump bum as for dear life.
THIS SILLY HAIKU (July 9, 2012)
A friend of mine is dying. Inoperable brain tumor. The best I can do
under the circumstances is fuss about it night and day. Whence this
silly haiku, of course.
WAY TOO YOUNG (July 11, 2012)
“You know what’s your main problem?” asked Zvonko Milanović. He
came along just as Marko’s was about to close. “Your main problem
is that you’re way too young!”
NO COMMENT (July 13, 2012)
A certain Jackie Wullschlager from The Financial Times enjoyed a
tête-à-tête with Tate’s mighty director, Nicholas Serota. I read it all.
And I have no comment.
DEATH OFFICIAL (July 15, 2012)
In Croatia, funerals of dear ones are heralded on posters hung in public
places. It is strange to see a friend’s face on one of those. They make
death official.
TODAY AT FIVE! (July 16, 2012)
“Today at five,” I keep reminding myself of the funeral all day, “today
at five.” Still, I almost panic when it ricochets around my mind again:
“Today at five!”
IN THE FACE (July 20, 2012)
The first rebellion against civilization came with Jainism and
Buddhism some three-thousand years ago. This is the path forward.
The past stares us in the face.
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YOU BETCHA! (July 21, 2012)
I am harvesting the lavender on my terrace already. It might blossom
twice this summer, as well. Could this have anything to do with
climate change? You betcha!
JOHN B. CALHOUN (July 22, 2012)
Regarding aberrant behavior among humans, such as massacres, it is
always good to remember aberrant behavior among crowded rats long
studied by John B. Calhoun.
TALKING TOO MUCH (July 24, 2012)
“It is a joy to fuck you,” I keep repeating each time I ravish her. She
remains mum but keeps coming. After a while, I get a feeling that I
am talking too much.
TOO MUCH CULTURE! (July 26, 2012)
Like some Nazi of yesteryear, I reach for my gun when I hear the word
“culture.” Thus my escape from the film festival in Motovun. Put
simply, too much culture!
IN RAGE (July 28, 2012)
I come across a fellow screaming at the whole world in rage. He
strikes me as rather familiar. And then I remember that I am writing at
the whole world in rage.
BOOKKEEPING (August 4, 2012)
Every day I spend a few minutes updating the directory of my book,
calculating sundry statistics, and so on. For lack of a better word, I call
it “bookkeeping.”
HOUSE AND HOME (August 5, 2012)
“Where are you?” asked Renata Vrtarić by way of a mobile-phone
text-message. “On the highway,” I replied. For my beloved and me,
though, this is house and home.
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LET ALONE HAPPY (August 7, 2012)
It has been so hot and damp for so long that my brain is cooked
already. Or is it baked, roasted, fried? Whatever it is, I am far from
content, let alone happy.
LIKE WILD BEASTS (August 9, 2012)
When both of you are driven nuts by the heat, what better response
than to crawl into a dark place, get naked, and fuck each other
unconscious like wild beasts?
MEDALS GALORE (August 10, 2012)
Any country that wishes to punch above its weight in the Olympic
games should organize them on its own turf. The fervent Olympic
crowds are worth medals galore.
THE OLD EROGENOUS ZONES (August 11, 2012)
After our morning bath, we are applying lotion to our bodies. She is
going for her arms and legs, and I am going for my prick. The old
erogenous zones, or what?
FLAG WAVING (August 12, 2012)
It is good to know that this is the last day of the Olympic games.
Enough is enough. After an entire fortnight, one gets pretty tired of
relentless flag waving.
ANY CONNECTION? (August 13, 2012)
My beloved claims that I was a joy to be with during the heat wave,
which is over by now. “Nirvana,” she giggles. I was only brain-dead,
though. Any connection?
NOTHING TO DO WITH ZAGREB (August 16, 2012)
I am leaving Motovun tomorrow morning, but I am elated about it an
entire day in advance. The bliss. This has nothing to do with Zagreb,
it goes without saying.
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A PIPE DREAM (August 17, 2012)
Unusually for the peak of the tourist season, central Zagreb is teeming
with people. Tourists? Hardly. For many Croats, vacations are
turning into a pipe dream.
TOO PLASTERED (August 23, 2012)
I have noticed that I write little or nothing in the afternoon or evening
lately. Is it because I am too busy, for my beloved is with me? Or just
too plastered?
A LETTER OF COMPLAINT (August 26, 2012)
Rain is forecast for today, but there is no sign of it yet. And it is early
afternoon already. It crosses my mind to send the forecasters a letter
of complaint.
THE OLDEST REMEDY OF ALL (August 27, 2012)
I am walking through the pedestrian area in Zagreb. Humans all
around. “Mmmmm,” I start humming now and then. When it comes
to humans, the oldest remedy of all.
SUCKLING PIGS (August 28, 2012)
A fat American woman has put her naked feet all the way on top of the
bus seat in front of her. From where I am sitting, they look like a pair
of suckling pigs.
THE DELUSION OF TIME (September 1, 2012)
The past is an illusion. The future is also an illusion. They are mixed
up in your mind in the lasting present. But these illusions create the
delusion of time.
CRAZY HUMANS (September 1, 2012)
Wherever they live, humans depend on the weather. It affects them in
myriad ways. So, what will crazy weather do to humans? There will
be crazy humans, as well.
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TEEMING WITH OMISSIONS (September 3, 2012)
I have few secrets of my own, but I keep mum about secrets of many
others. In the end, the account of my life is greatly affected. It is
teeming with omissions.
ONE’S FIRST VICTIM (September 8, 2012)
Is it harder to bullshit oneself or others? A tough question. It all
depends on oneself. If one is good at bullshitting, one may well
become one’s first victim.
WAY TOO MANY HUMANS (September 9, 2012)
As I am lounging on the hotel terrace, I see a middle-aged man
walking toward my table. Do I know him? I panic for a second. I
already know way too many humans.
THEIR FERVENT COOPERATION (September 9, 2012)
It is amazing how much time humans spend quarreling about the past
when the future looms ever more uncertain and the present requires
their fervent cooperation.
AMONG PRIMITIVES (September 10, 2012)
The more civilized, the uglier humans become. Which is why they do
not even notice their quandary. To them, the ugliest are the most
beautiful among primitives.
PARALYMPICS (September 11, 2012)
I am surrounded by bunches of lavender stalks propped up in tall
champagne glasses. Something the matter with me? Out of the blue, I
am reminded of Paralympics.
SPLIT DOWN THE MIDDLE (September 12, 2012)
When I try to see myself at ninety, when both of my parents passed
away, I can see only the two of them. Forever joined. It is as if I am
split down the middle.
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THE FRENCH REVOLUTION (September 13, 2012)
If I were asked what I was about, I would have a ready reply: liberté,
égalité, fraternité ou la mort. To my shame, I am still stuck with the
French Revolution.
LIKE A BROTHER (September 15, 2012)
As I am mulling over the last addendum I will ever write, Jules Renard
comes to mind. Will it be about trickling? As time goes by, he has
become like a brother.
DUTCH (September 16, 2012)
I am surprised to see two tall men kissing and caressing each other in
public. And then I realize that one of the two is a woman. As it
happens, they are Dutch.
SUMMER STILL (September 16, 2012)
As I write, I am wearing a pair of woolen socks. It is evening, and it is
rather cold. I may wear them in bed, as well. For crying out loud, it is
summer still!
NOTHING BUT APES (September 17, 2012)
When thinking about humans, never think forward, like they desire.
Think backward, like they dread: vultures, reptiles, scorpions. You got
it, nothing but apes.
TRIPLE CHIN (September 18, 2012)
I am sporting a double chin to be proud of in my mid-sixties. Not to
worry, though. In a few short years, if not much earlier, I will be
sporting a triple chin.
WRIGGLING AGAIN (September 19, 2012)
A dying fly wriggles on its back. It stands up and flies away as soon as
you touch it. It lands a few paces away, flops on its back, and starts
wriggling again.
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NOTHING TO IT (September 20, 2012)
After a few days of hesitation, I just cleaned up my dining table, which
was cluttered beyond belief. And now I feel positively virtuous.
Nothing to it, though.
NEITHER (September 23, 2012)
After nearly a month apart, is her period an impediment or an
enticement? An awkward question, to be sure. Upon some reflection,
I would say that it is neither.
PATIENCE (September 24, 2012)
No luck getting my haircut today. A man enters the barber’s just
ahead of me each time I return. And so I decided to sit and wait. It is
time to train patience.
THE PROVERBIAL X-RAY (September 24, 2012)
Having resolved that my beloved is my last woman, I see women in a
fresh light. They are as good as powerless. Now I see through them
like the proverbial X-ray.
THANKS TO ZAGREB (September 26, 2012)
Ever since I returned to Zagreb, I am eating lots of fish and shitting
like a bird. My most sincere thanks to fish. And my somewhat
begrudging thanks to Zagreb.
MY CREATION (September 27, 2012)
If I were a god, let alone the god, I would not interfere in the world I
made. I would keep a sharp eye on it, though. For I would be keen to
judge my creation.
BUT KEEP SMILING (September 28, 2012)
The world is falling to pieces, but keep smiling. Billions are facing
horrid death, but keep smiling. Smiling all day long is immoral to
boot, but keep smiling.
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OF ALL PLACES (October 1, 2012)
As I am strolling around central Zagreb, I realize that I am destined to
become one with the city sooner or later. My hair stands up. Not
Zagreb, of all places!
IN FRONT OF THE MIRROR (October 3, 2012)
Although I have taken some liberties with my fellow humans today, I
am still looking forward to tomorrow. Poor old me. Making daft faces
in front of the mirror.
LOVEMONGER (October 4, 2012)
When I spot people kissing, I cannot contain a smile. Given
everything I know, I marvel at my reaction ever anew. Deep down, I
must be an inveterate lovemonger.
FALSE ADVERTISING (October 5, 2012)
Most women in central Zagreb, and especially those between late
puberty and early menopause, should be driven to court and even
locked up for false advertising.
THE FIRST SUSPECT (October 7, 2012)
“If anyone ever kills you,” my beloved says, “it will surely be me.”
Pause. “As far as the police is concerned,” I say, “you would surely be
the first suspect.”
NO CUNT FART (October 8, 2012)
“How about a cunt fart?” I asked. “No,” she replied, “because you’ll
write about it.” “So,” I laughed, “it’s alright to write about it if there’s
no cunt fart!”
EXCLUDING ACTING (October 9, 2012)
I wish women many more years of social dominance. As many years
as needed to prove their inferior performance in arts and sciences.
Excluding acting, of course.
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ANNOYED BY HUMANS (October 12, 2012)
The larger the number of humans around me, the more annoyed I get.
But why do I keep searching after crowds? Is it not because I relish
being annoyed by humans?
A MINOR GLITCH (October 15, 2012)
I have a single goal and I am on my way there. I will not be stopped
and I will not be sidetracked by anything on my way. Even death will
be but a minor glitch.
MY OWN BUBBLE (October 17, 2012)
I find myself practicing smiles the whole morning. As well as quick
exchanges to everyone’s taste. I am doing my utmost to construct and
maintain my own bubble.
A BOON FOR HAIKU (October 22, 2012)
My No. 1 son is washing his hair. A quick haiku is thus in order. But
it is stunning how important hair washing has become to me lately. It
is a boon for haiku.
NO ADMITTANCE (October 24, 2012)
There is an aged fishing boat in the port of Umag with an attractive
name: Nirvana. When you come closer, you spot a sign posted inside
the boat: No Admittance.
ONE OF HIS CHILDREN (October 27, 2012)
“Perhaps my children will live in stone houses and walled towns,”
Genghis Khan is quoted as saying, “but not I.” To my disrepute, I
must be one of his children.
SACRILEGE (October 29, 2012)
As I am plucking fragrant pods off lavender stalks collected in
champagne glasses on my dining table, I am making certain I do not
miss a single one. Sacrilege!
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MY OPTIMISM (October 30, 2012)
Seeing images of devastation along America’s east coast, I thought of
jobs the hurricane would bring to the unemployed. Even I get
exasperated with my optimism.
LAST JUICE (October 30, 2012)
After my many restless messages, my No. 1 son responded at last from
weatherworn New York City: “I am fine, but without power.” And
then he added: “Last juice.”
SO FUCKING UGLY (October 31, 2012)
The day is so ugly that I closed all shutters soon after I opened them.
“God,” I almost hissed, “try again!” I am not going to put up with
days so fucking ugly.
MOST HUMBLY (October 31, 2012)
Listening to the chanting of Tibetan monks while drinking wine and
smoking a cigar suddenly strikes me as strange. But all I do about it is
confess most humbly.
A REAL RIVER (November 1, 2012)
The Mirna looked like a dying creek a good part of this year. But it
burst its banks this morning. From the top of the Motovun hill, it looks
like a real river.
THE BANALITY OF ALL THOUGHT (November 2, 2012)
Why so much interest in my own thoughts? Because I can trust them
much more than anyone else’s. But all I want is to bring to light the
banality of all thought.
ALMOST LIKE MY MOTHER (November 2, 2012)
I was regaled with a bowl of tripe at Benjamin’s. I gobbled it up, but
yet another bowl is awaiting me tomorrow. And Benjamin prepares it
almost like my mother.
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DONALD DUCK FOR PRESIDENT (November 4, 2012)
I am looking forward to the coming Tuesday. Barack Obama and Mitt
Romney are getting on my nerves already. Today I would support
even Donald Duck for president.
THE LAST HUMANS ON EARTH (November 4, 2012)
Two humans meet in spring. Both young, one male another female,
they run away as fast as they can. Neither of them knows that they are
the last humans on earth.
ONLY I (November 5, 2012)
Ca’ Bon Gallery has a regular visitor who comes around twice or
thrice a week and examines every single painting with painstaking
care. Of course, it is only I.
MUSIC BY THE SEASON (November 6, 2012)
I seem to be listening to Indian and Pakistani music in the summer and
African music in the winter. Could I be so pitifully simple? Behold,
music by the season.
LIFE’S LENGTH (November 6, 2012)
Imagine listening to someone’s life story. To be trusted, perfect recall
would be required. Much more to the point, the story would have to be
of life’s length.
IN MID-AUTUMN (November 7, 2012)
Butterflies mating among chestnuts on the hotel terrace. The only
remaining lavender on my terrace blooming once again. And all this
exhilaration in mid-autumn.
THE FRIENDLY DOG (November 8, 2012)
I spent the evening with three people and a dog. The people I knew
rather well, but the dog I met for the first time. Funny, I felt closest to
the friendly dog.
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DHARANA (November 10, 2012)
I find myself staring a lot this morning. Anything would do, such as a
candle or a glass. I console myself that this is an exercise in
concentration or dharana.
BLESSED BY THE BORA (November 13, 2012)
The wind is turning from southerly to northerly. It is getting cooler,
but the sky is opening up. After many years in Motovun, I still feel
blessed by the bora.
USEFUL FOR SOMETHING (November 13, 2012)
My Residua is a useful index of my progress. The more I write, the
slower my pace to enlightenment. Gosh, I always thought writing
must be useful for something.
THE THROB (November 14, 2012)
My house vibrates with the throb of African drums. The first
instrument ever, and most likely the last. Much is luxury in this
forlorn world, but not the throb.
THE AUSTERITY OF YOGA (November 15, 2012)
I am jacking up the temperature in my house, for my beloved will
arrive in a few hours. And I am sweating already. Yet another brush
with the austerity of yoga.
THE ENDLESS SEASON (November 16, 2012)
Two wasps are inspecting my livingroom through the window. Are
they looking for a certain place for their eggs? Or are they just
confused by the endless season?
THE BEST WAY TO BE (November 21, 2012)
This morning I woke up brain-dead. Instead of rejoicing, I was
bothered about it no end. When will I finally accept that being braindead is the best way to be?
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THE INTREPID SPARROW (November 24, 2012)
A darting sparrow pinching a peeled walnut from a pile at a busy open
market. Everyone laughs. Even the woman selling the walnuts grins
at the intrepid sparrow.
TOWARD ISLAM (November 29, 2012)
As Christmas nears, and as ardent throngs infest central Zagreb in
search of things to buy for their dearest, I cannot but feel ever more
inclined toward Islam.
MY OWN MIND (November 30, 2012)
Few people on this earth have ever been, or will ever be, as free as I
am in my dotage. And yet, I am far from free. To my shame, I am a
captive of my own mind.
THAT SIMPLE (December 3, 2012)
My beloved has a long day at work. We will be apart for ten full
hours. But how many pieces of writing does that entail? Shucks,
would that it were that simple!
WITH THE SLAVS (December 3, 2012)
I like the Turks. I like the Hungarians. I like the Germans. I even like
the Italians. Come to think of it, does this have anything at all to do
with the Slavs?
FAR ABOVE (December 4, 2012)
Startled by a bicyclist, a pigeon surges so close to my face that I can
feel its clenched feet. Red and bony, they will open up again only on a
ledge far above.
CANNOT TOUCH THEM (December 6, 2012)
As I walk through the pedestrian area in the center of Zagreb, I am
encircled by ghosts. The living dead. I can see them and hear them,
but I cannot touch them.
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AND IT DIED (December 6, 2012)
I see a dead pigeon in the gutter. To my surprise, for I like pigeons, I
am not moved a single bit. What the heck, I reckon. It was born, it
lived, and it died.
THE CHRISTMAS HORDES (December 7, 2012)
Zagreb is getting ever more crowded and hectic. One is forced to plan
every single move. Actually, one needs an entire strategy to survive
the Christmas hordes.
TIPTOEING ABOUT (December 9, 2012)
My beloved and I can often be found staring at our computer screens.
But rarely at the very same time. Now one, and now the other, can be
found tiptoeing about.
THE FRONT LINE (December 10, 2012)
As waiters and waitresses dash around me in one of my favorite
watering holes, I go through their names. Crucial, this. In my world,
they are at the front line.
UNDER DURESS (December 11, 2012)
“Hey,” I challenge myself, “write something worth reading!” I look
around. “To begin with,” I respond to the challenge, “I wouldn’t write
a thing under duress.”
EXTRA STUPID (December 13, 2012)
Pigeons and sparrows puff up their feathers in freezing weather. A
clever trick, no doubt. For all my appreciation, though, they also strike
me as extra stupid.
TO DEATH (December 14, 2012)
There is a monkey between your ears. It is forever curious, hungry and
thirsty, as well as sexually aroused. And here is the remedy: starve the
monkey to death.
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DEEPEST INSTINCTS (December 17, 2012)
I see a mother teaching her toddler how to feed pigeons. The child is
trying to hit them with chunks of bread. The mother is laboring
against deepest instincts.
DROP THE WORLD, AGAIN (December 18, 2012)
After much dithering, it is time to stop checking the news. It is time to
stop worrying about things I cannot marshal. Yes, it is time to drop the
world, again.
YOU NAME IT (December 21, 2012)
So, what will it be at long last? Shamanism? Yoga? Tantra?
Taoism? Zen Buddhism? Sufism? Or just mysticism plain and
simple? Go ahead, dear reader, you name it!
EVENING NEWS (December 22, 2012)
All the lights turned off, we are reclining around the fireplace. The
vivid colors, the crackling sounds, the smells of the forest. Our version
of evening news.
SINE LINEA (December 23, 2012)
I am looking forward to the day when I will write not a single line. An
ideal worth nursing along, for sure. To put it in good old Latin, totum
diem sine linea.
GETTING AHEAD (January 3, 2013)
I am watching two girls of about seven run around one of my favorite
watering holes. Far from annoyed, I catch myself smiling at them.
Gosh, I am getting ahead!
STILL INTERESTED (January 5, 2013)
I am observing humans from an ever-greater distance. Lately, it is
increasing by the day. The only thing that keeps surprising me is that I
am still interested.
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“SMOKING” (January 5, 2013)
While I am puffing at a cigar, she is puffing at my dick, of all things.
According to the common Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian (BCS) usage,
both of us are “smoking.”
MUCH NASTIER HISTORY (January 7, 2013)
If devils are feared animals, what are gods? They are kings and queens
desired in vain. Devils are from nasty prehistory and gods from the
much nastier history.
MY LOVE FOR MYSELF (January 8, 2013)
Once more, my love for my beloved is inconsistent with my feelings
toward the rest of humanity. Come to think of it, this must also hold
for my love for myself.
DAMN! (January 11, 2013)
Will this be a day without a line? Will there be a gap between dates in
the listing of my pieces? Will I manage to make it through the end of
the day? Oh, damn!
BIG BROTHER (January 13, 2013)
“I love you,” she says. “Why?” “Because I am drawn to selfdestruction,” she says. “I’ll have to write this down,” I say. “This is
like Big Brother,” she sighs.
THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN (January 14, 2013)
There is much snow, and it is quite sticky. Tin Ujević’s statue in the
center of Zagreb is amazing to behold. It seems dedicated to Yeti the
Abominable Snowman.
MY ACHIEVEMENT (January 15, 2013)
“It’s nice to see you smoke your cigar,” approaches me a man about
my age in the Bulldog Pub. I smile and raise my hands high. In fact, I
relish my achievement.
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USED TO BE (January 16, 2013)
I am returning to bread, olive oil, balsamic vinegar, and salt. My
favorite snack. Add a glass of hearty red wine, and I am as happy as
my ancestors used to be.
THIS GODFORSAKEN PLANET (January 18, 2013)
I am dreaming about leaving Croatia. I would be happy to leave
Europe, as well. Going back to my old dreams, if only I could also
leave this godforsaken planet.
ITS FRIGHTENING FUTURE (January 23, 2013)
A baby wakes up in its pram, looks at me, and smiles toothlessly. I
smile back with affection. But I avert my eyes as soon as I remember
its frightening future.
YOUR OWN SELF (January 23, 2013)
The only one forever blocking your way to enlightenment is yourself.
Beware of this solemn warning, though. For it is coming from no-one
else but your own self.
THIS WORLD OF OURS (January 24, 2013)
If I were a god, I would go for something akin to John von Neumann’s
self-reproducing automata. Much fun, but no harm. The exact
opposite of this world of ours.
WORTH REPORTING (January 26, 2013)
Today, there is nothing to report. Zilch. Except that there is nothing
whatsoever to report today. Supposing, of course, that this is
something worth reporting.
HELL ON EARTH (January 27, 2013)
The only escapes from the human condition that are worth pondering
are enlightenment and suicide. Why escapes, though? The human
condition is but hell on earth.
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CALL IT NO. 3 (January 27, 2013)
“Is it No. 1 or No. 2?” asked my beloved as we were racing home.
“I’d say it’s both,” I replied. “As far as I’m concerned,” I added in a
hurry, “call it No. 3.”
COPULATE IN PEACE (January 30, 2013)
Right in the middle of winter, pigeons are copulating anew. And I take
them to be whizzes on weather and many other oddities beside. Let
them copulate in peace.
THE BORING GAME (January 31, 2013)
I am watching soccer in the Bulldog Pub. The least interesting sport, I
reckon. But the monkeys in my brain are ever so enthralled by
following the boring game.
THE MINE (February 2, 2013)
In the street we meet our favorite waiter from our favorite restaurant.
We shake hands. “I’ve a chore to do,” he chuckles, “and then I’ll be
going to the mine.”
NIGH IRREFUTABLE (February 3, 2013)
There is one more proof of the spring in the Croatian capital:
motorcycles are back in traffic! Vrooom, vrooom. This time around,
the proof is nigh irrefutable.
AS OF LATE (February 6, 2013)
Some mornings I wake up elated, while others I wake up nigh desolate.
Why? For better or for worse, such inane questions do not even come
to my mind as of late.
IN TIME (February 6, 2013)
Today I have erased more than I have written. Well, I am exaggerating
a little, I confess. Even worse, I have written more than I have
managed to erase in time.
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LIKE SULEIMAN THE MAGNIFICENT (February 7, 2013)
“The greatest love of your life is me,” she giggles. “Deedle-doodledee.” And then she looks at me: “Why don’t you write a poem, like
Suleiman the Magnificent?”
VENETIAN TIME (February 8, 2013)
Anno 1240, boasts the Belgian dark beer in front of me, Leffe. First I
am annoyed, but then I reckon that this is smack in the middle of my
time. Venetian time.
WHEN YOU DIE (February 9, 2013)
For lunch today, my beloved dresses in black from head to toe. “You
look like a nun,” I quip. “Ah,” she giggles gleefully, “that’s what I’ll
wear when you die!”
AILING FRIEND (February 12, 2013)
Today’s snow has ended up so paltry, I feel kind of contrite about it.
“Poor winter,” I keep muttering all day long. It is as if it is an old but
ailing friend.
OLD FART (February 12, 2013)
As we are puffing at our last cigar for the day, I deliver two boisterous
farts. Caboom, caboom. Stunned at first, she delivers her verdict at
last: “Old fart.”
TIME TO REJOICE (February 20, 2013)
As the day marches forward, I panic from time to time because I have
not yet penned a word. And then I scold myself. For crying out loud,
it is time to rejoice!
IF THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE (February 21, 2013)
I am consumed by wrath, and I relish it. My eyes squinting, I flex my
muscles. My jaw clenched, I grind my teeth. Fuck you, motherland, if
that is what you are.
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THE LAST SNOW (February 23, 2013)
Zagreb is wrapped in white once again. The slush will speedily melt
underfoot, but the roofs will tell the season a while longer. Is this the
last snow, though?
ONLY SMILE (February 23, 2013)
How would the Buddha respond if he were questioned about the best
way forward with climate change? Knowing the questioner, chances
are that he would only smile.
NEVER CELEBRATE (February 24, 2013)
We are drinking champagne to celebrate a minor victory. There are no
major victories to boast about at present, but these we would never
celebrate, at any rate.
AMUSING MYSELF (February 25, 2013)
Humans are amusing me less and less. My daily round of cafés is
getting shorter and shorter. The way things look right now, I will have
to start amusing myself.
THE ANIMAL BRAIN (February 26, 2013)
Aum. Ah, the mystery of a single word. Nay, the word. But all it
actually entails is an uncanny, and apparently rather ancient, titillation
of the animal brain.
FUCKING MOTORCYCLES (March 1, 2013)
Signs of spring are multiplying at a clip. Many are most pleasing, to
be sure, but some are definitely not. Among the latter is the roar of
fucking motorcycles.
BETTER THAN DRUGS (March 2, 2013)
I am doing my best to help my beloved with one of her ongoing
chores. “What crap,” I moan in the end. “Mind you,” she smiles
shrewdly, “it’s better than drugs!”
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A NEW HAIKU (March 3, 2013)
It is so sunny and balmy this morning that I put on one of my T-shirts.
A red one, too. “Oh,” exclaims my beloved as soon as she sees me,
“we have a new haiku!”
ANOTHER DAY WASTED (March 3, 2013)
It is only evening, but I am still eager to make an assessment of the
day. And no horsing around. If assessments can be trusted, this is yet
another day wasted.
SOMEONE LIKE ME (March 6, 2013)
Whenever I see a pregnant woman, I am consumed by pity. Giving
birth is the easiest bit. But I shudder at the untold years of labor to
bring up someone like me.
A FOOL SQUARED (March 6, 2013)
So, how do I find myself now that I am revisiting my writings that
span nearly four decades? An intelligent fool is the answer. Which is
to say, a fool squared.
REEKS OF SOCIALISM (March 8, 2013)
The Women’s Day is a fading holiday in Croatia. To the many, it
reeks of socialism. Although it is still celebrated across Europe, this
also reeks of socialism.
TRANCE (March 8, 2013)
“France,” I read on the back of a fellow’s jacket. I am disappointed at
once. When I first read it a short while ago, I was convinced the sign
spelled “trance.”
RESERVED FOR ELECTRICITY (March 9, 2013)
I hate information technology with a passion. Electronics in all its
forms drives me hopping mad. But my most enthusiastic loathing is
reserved for electricity.
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FORGET ENGLAND (March 10, 2013)
It has been murky and drizzly for three or four days in a row. Ever so
slowly, desperation is creeping into my bones. Would that I could
finally forget England.
REPLACED BY MUGGERS (March 11, 2013)
Beggars are a growing nuisance in central Zagreb. It is not the best
time to complain, though. The way things are shaping, they may soon
be replaced by muggers.
MY MONKEYS (March 13, 2013)
Whenever I start theorizing out of the blue, my beloved shakes her
head in utter disbelief: “Your monkeys!” I chortle and stop theorizing
at once: “My monkeys!”
MY DOE (March 14, 2013)
My beloved is disgusted by the hair on her legs, but I begged her to let
it grow during the winter. It is thick already. Over the moon, I now
call her “my doe.”
MALE TURKEYS (March 18, 2013)
When gathered, women talking and laughing sound like turkeys:
gobble, gobble, gobble. Female turkeys cluck and yelp, though.
Women thus sound like male turkeys.
THE SPECTACLE (March 19, 2013)
The sunlight out there is so splendid, I cannot hang around indoors. It
feels as though it will break through the walls. If only I could wait for
the spectacle.
TO BE ALONE (March 20, 2013)
One of the greatest benefits of civilization, if not the very greatest
among them, is that an ever-larger number of humans is both willing
and able to be alone.
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A SHRINKING VIOLET (March 21, 2013)
Distraught by my unsightliness, I am loath of venturing out today. On
top of that, I am doing my best not to see myself in a mirror. Behold, a
shrinking violet.
MUCH DEEPER (March 22, 2013)
She carefully inspects my swollen face as soon as we wake up.
“Monster,” I pucker my lips sheepishly. “Nah,” she caresses my face,
“the monster is much deeper.”
THE CROATIAN CHESSBOARD (March 22, 2013)
I feel awkward in the Bulldog Pub after a long pause. Besides, I stand
out in the crowd. I am among the very few guys not wearing the
Croatian chessboard today.
MISSING MYSELF (March 23, 2013)
While my beloved is away for a couple of days, I find myself listening
to Indian music only. And I keep wondering why. Am I missing her,
or am I missing myself?
A PERFECT LESSON (March 24, 2013)
The pigeons on the main Zagreb square are huddled together in the
light snow. Their feathers puffed up, they stand still on the pavement.
A perfect lesson, too.
OLIVE TREES MAIMED (March 24, 2013)
Thousands of people are carrying olive branches around the Croatian
capital today. Easter. But I shudder when I see in my mind’s eye so
many olive trees maimed.
SINGULARITY (March 25, 2013)
I sometimes wonder about the singularity of my Residua. How can
others manage without such an account of their own lives? What
escapes me is my own singularity.
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ON WINTER’S TOES (March 27, 2013)
The sun is out and it is getting balmier fast. The snow is melting and
slipping down the sheer roofs of central Zagreb. The spring is treading
on winter’s toes.
SYNTHESIS (March 28, 2013)
I abhor Croatia. I cannot escape it because of my beloved, who is
bound to it by family ties. Thus, I must accept internal exile. Thesis,
antithesis, synthesis.
OR SO (March 31, 2013)
My beloved is still in Motovun, and it is hours before her departure for
Zagreb, but I am already eagerly awaiting our forthcoming reunion in
three weeks or so.
RIGHT NOW (April 1, 2013)
“I’m back home,” I sent a message to my beloved via the mobile
phone, “and it’s time for Indian music.” “Enjoy,” she responded. “I’m
listening to it right now.”
KARMA YOGA (April 2, 2013)
I have been so busy with the trivialities of life the last few days that my
writing has come to a lull. And so has my thought. Yet another boost
for karma yoga.
LIVING IN EUROPE (April 3, 2013)
Among the tourists who now flock to Motovun, I am a youngster.
This is an added benefit for living in Istria. Well, this is an added
benefit for living in Europe.
THE BEST APHRODISIAC (April 3, 2013)
The best way to lose weight is to eat less. Only try spreading the
message, though. For even more disheartening results, try this: love is
the best aphrodisiac.
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TRY HARDER (April 5, 2013)
The weather is so disgusting that I have closed all the shutters by noon.
This is what I do but once or twice a year. “God,” I feel like shouting,
“try harder!”
I BET ANEW (April 6, 2013)
It is November in April, at least in Motovun. Last month it was
December in March. But when will it be April in July or June in
January? Quite soon, I bet anew.
THE BEAUTY OF YOGA (April 6, 2013)
Yoga works here, there, anywhere. It has worked for millennia in the
past, and it will work for millennia in the future. Simply put, this is the
beauty of yoga.
FOOLISH QUESTIONS (April 6, 2013)
I am overwhelmed with clarities and certainties. But is this due to my
shrewdness and sagacity or to my simplicity and senility? Look out
for foolish questions!
LIVE! (April 7, 2013)
Several motorcyclists are roaring through the Mirna valley. “Die!” I
mutter under my breath. But then I pull back and go for a far more
appalling curse: “Live!”
WHEN IT COMES TO CRITICISM (April 9, 2013)
I am quite dubious when it comes to praise. It is either for the wrong
reason or from the wrong person. But I am much more credulous
when it comes to criticism.
DAMNED PROGRESS (April 10, 2013)
When you searched a library once upon a time, you found a few things
only. When you search the World Wide Web today, you find a million
things. Damned progress.
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HARMONY IN BLACK, WHITE, AND RED (April 11, 2013)
Flooded with sunshine bouncing off the terrace floor, my livingroom is
a sheer joy. The paintings on its walls sing in unison. Harmony in
black, white, and red.
LONG LASTING (April 12, 2013)
Billowing cumulus clouds lit from below by the setting sun. There can
be no architecture as breathtaking anywhere around this planet. Let
alone as long lasting.
GO HUNGRY (April 13, 2013)
When it comes to food, Jozo Brandić has much to say. There is one
thing that everyone can do to make the next meal as savory as possible.
Simply put, go hungry.
THE SPRING (April 14, 2013)
The chestnuts on the hotel terrace are bursting with leaves at last. And
I am enthralled by the spectacle again. It seems I can never have
enough of the spring.
MY WINTER SHOES (April 14, 2013)
I finally dared slip into my sandals this afternoon. But this evening
will be different, to be sure. I will be back in my shoes. To be precise,
my winter shoes.
AS BLIND (April 16, 2013)
People are stunned when they learn that I will turn sixty-seven
tomorrow. Regardless of age, they see me as much younger.
Although pleased, I see them as blind.
GAME OVER (April 16, 2013)
The bombing of the Boston marathon was an act of terrorism, no
doubt. Barack Obama declares that Americans refuse to be terrorized,
though. In short, game over.
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MY FUCKING BIRTHDAY (April 17, 2013)
Today I noticed that my house was a bit quieter than usual. Then I
noticed that I felt a bit lonelier than usual. At last I realized it was my
fucking birthday.
A DAY TO MY LIKING (April 17, 2013)
I sit and stare in front of myself all day long, but not a single thought
crosses my mind. It is as though my brain is dead. So far, this is a day
to my liking.
MY TABLE (April 19, 2013)
A bunch of wise old men are gabbing at a neighboring table at
Charlie’s. They grab my ear from time to time. But I soon turn to a
fly strutting around my table.
MORE EXECRABLE THAN USUAL (April 20, 2013)
There are days when my vision is sharper than usual. More often than
not, this is hardly a blessing. This is when humans strike me as more
execrable than usual.
THE GENTLEST OF LOVERS (April 20, 2013)

After a meal and a loving little tumble, we fall asleep under an open
window. The late afternoon sun awakes us. It caresses us both like the
gentlest of lovers.
OUR FAILING CIVILIZATION (April 21, 2013)
We escaped from our favorite restaurant today because of screeching
children. That is, their incompetent parents. Yet another index of our
failing civilization.
WHAT EGO? (April 22, 2013)
Do I still suffer from ego problems, such as arrogance, selfishness,
greed, and a sense of entitlement to whatever I covet? Wait a minute,
though. Ego, what ego?
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A COVETED DESTINATION (April 24, 2013)
As many have argued over the ages, our minds are blank at origin.
This is dead wrong, it goes without saying. Tabula rasa remains a
coveted destination, though.
EVERY SINGLE WAKING HOUR (April 24, 2013)
When it comes to dreams, what are my wishes? Another brush with
enlightenment is my only wish. As though I am not daydreaming
about it every single waking hour.
WITH HER IN MIND (April 26, 2013)
Most of my haiku go straight to my beloved. And by mobile phone, as
ever. After all, the poetry in one-hundred and sixty characters came
about with her in mind.
HOUSECLEANING (April 27, 2013)
One straightforward remedy that can be wholeheartedly recommended
to all those suffering from a philosophical bent of mind is regular but
careful housecleaning.
THE POLICE (April 27, 2013)
Saturday noon. The center of the Croatian capital is teeming with
merry thieves and whores.
How in the world do I know?
Conspicuously missing is but the police.
OURSELVES, TOO (April 28, 2013)
We are lounging on the terrace of the Bulldog Pub and laughing at
everyone walking by. If we were among them, chances are that we
would laugh at ourselves, too.
WALKING MY SANDALS (April 29, 2013)
The weather is so pleasing that I find myself walking all around
Zagreb. What am I doing, though? To the best of my understanding, I
am only walking my sandals.
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IN DISBELIEF (April 30, 2013)
I spot Ivo Vrtarić in the center of Zagreb about once a week. Each
time I remind myself that my friend is no more. And I end up by
shaking my head in disbelief.
MISGUIDED ASPIRATIONS (May 2, 2013)
I am fond of poets. Well, quite a few of them. The trouble is that I can
never tell exactly why. Chances are this has a lot to do with my
misguided aspirations.
ALMOST THERE (May 3, 2013)
My old writings give me comfort. Which is why I dip into my Residua
often enough. But they also give me discomfort. For years upon
years, I remain almost there.
CLOGGED UP SINUSES (May 4, 2013)
After diligent practice, I can well imagine myself engaged in writing a
welcome extension to Kama Sutra on postures for those suffering from
clogged up sinuses.
A GRANDFATHER CLOCK (May 5, 2013)
A wee old lady waddling down the street with her hands behind her
back and a big bag she holds with both hands swinging with each step
like a grandfather clock.
CLAPPING HER HANDS (May 7, 2013)
A most proud mother encouraging her boy of about four to run around
the tables of a crowded restaurant in ever wider circles by boisterously
clapping her hands.
OFF-THE-CUFF PROPHECY (May 8, 2013)
Pray, what else could a sufficiently wealthy, protected, loved, and
perfectly healthy man in his dotage possibly dedicate himself to than
off-the-cuff prophecy?
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FAR FROM SUBVERSIVE (May 9, 2013)
Zagreb is now proudly hosting the sixth Subversive Film Festival.
Once again, my beloved and I will dodge it. To our taste, the festival
is far from subversive.
NO MIRTH (May 9, 2013)
It is discovered that the only way to save life on earth is to cut down
the human population to a twentieth of its present size. Consequences.
No mirth, though!
REMARKS ABOUT WEATHER (May 11, 2013)
It is drizzly and chilly. The sky is low and heavy. To put it straight, it
is November in May. But I am getting ever more annoyed with my
remarks about weather.
NOT EVEN ME (May 13, 2013)
How subversive would something have to be for me to pay it any
attention? It would have to be so subversive that no-one would have a
clue about it. Not even me.
FUCK DESCARTES (May 15, 2013)
I think for I have no choice. I am cursed with the tangle between my
ears, in short. Thinking against thought is my only if pathetic
recompense. Fuck Descartes.
HOME IS FOR THE BIRDS (May 16, 2013)
As years go by, I am thinking of my abode in Motovun as “house”
rather than “home” ever more often. And I am happy about it. Home
is for the birds, at any rate.
ALWAYS INWARD (May 20, 2013)
I am buffeted from all sides: politics, science, ethics... Where am I,
though? And where should I be going? The answer is loud and clear:
inward, always inward.
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RECORDS GALORE (May 21, 2013)
For the first time in a decade, I am heating my house in Motovun in
late May. Thus far, this is a record of note. But I am sure the future
holds records galore.
THE WINDBREAKER, TOO (May 23, 2013)
Now I am wearing the same clothing I wear in the middle of winter.
Minus the windbreaker I wear only when it snows. Will I soon be
wearing the windbreaker, too?
MY BRASH WAYS (May 24, 2013)
Night after night, I am warming my bedroom before going to sleep.
An old electric fan heater is all I need. And I feel no less than gleeful
about my brash ways.
A DAY PAST COMPARE (May 27, 2013)
I conquered nothing on this day. I did not discover anything, either.
On this day, nothing worth mentioning happened in my life. Gosh, it
is a day past compare.
A CONCERNED GRANDFATHER (May 29, 2013)
The wind is howling out there. I peek through a window every now
and then to check on the poor plants on my terrace. I am behaving like
a concerned grandfather.
FORGET ABOUT THE WEATHER (May 30, 2013)
Are you irked by the weather? Are you dreaming of moving
someplace where the weather is more to your liking? Alas, your best
bet is to forget about the weather!
WORTH BRAGGING ABOUT (May 31, 2013)
Slavs are not good at anything worth talking about. The only
exception is a gift for survival. Looking ahead, though, this is an
exception worth bragging about.
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RAIN FOREVER (May 31, 2013)
It rained from Motovun to Zagreb. From door to door. Seven hours
straight, and it is raining still. But how much longer? I am ready to
bet it will rain forever.
HER SANITARY NAPKIN (June 1, 2013)
Prince Charles waxed lyrically that he would wish to be Camilla’s
tampon. My beloved does not use them, though. Instead, I would
wish to be her sanitary napkin.
WHAT RAIN? (June 3, 2013)
It starts raining. Some people open their umbrellas in a jiffy, while
others start running for shelter. Only the pigeons strut about unruffled.
Rain, what rain?
SOLITARY TERRORISM (June 4, 2013)
The more I think about this increasingly atomized world of ours, the
more convinced I am that the only way forward for those who abhor it
is solitary terrorism.
PARADOX OF EVOLUTION (June 5, 2013)
Looking forward, which life forms will turn out to be the fittest for
survival on this forsaken planet? Microorganisms, of course. The key
paradox of evolution.
YOUR COMMAND (June 8, 2013)
My beloved and I are having an altercation when she comes up with
The Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night, my assured favorite:
“My wish is your command!”
PRETTY LONG GOODBYE (June 11, 2013)
Having read so much about the demise of Rome, I am looking around
without any anxiety. Another demise is surely in the air. And yet
another pretty long goodbye.
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BAD LUCK (June 12, 2013)
In the Kolding Caffe, I am sitting next to six loud women in their
sixties and seventies chatting about mobile phones and computers.
The definition of bad luck.
LIKE THE BRITISH (June 14, 2013)
After three days without rain, everyone is getting perplexed. What
next? One thing is sure, though. We will soon be talking about
weather just like the British.
THE MOTOVUN BLUES (June 14, 2013)
There is no place on earth that brings as much sadness to my heart as
my “hometown” in Istria. And all this on account of a few nasty
people. The Motovun blues.
THE VAUNTED DAY (June 15, 2013)
A few days before the summer solstice, it is summer in Zagreb at last.
Everyone is celebrating it in advance. Who knows how it will turn out
on the vaunted day?
THE FOURTEENTH GAY PARADE (June 15, 2013)
How can I tell that my beloved’s apartment is right in the center of the
Croatian capital? Why, we have just watched from her windows the
fourteenth gay parade.
OLD HEAT YOGA (June 16, 2013)
Temperature has been rising at a clip. Now it reaches above thirty
degrees Celsius in the afternoon. It is high time to return to the
practice of old heat yoga.
A DEADLY PURSUIT (June 22, 2013)
Close friends once upon a time, Vesna Pusić and I do not even greet
each other in the street any longer. Zilch. Another proof that politics
is a deadly pursuit.
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STUCK IN SEARCH OF PATTERNS (June 24, 2013)
After an amazing heat wave, which lasted a fortnight, I am back in my
fleece and shoes. It is, say, October in June. But I am still stuck in
search of patterns.
MY OWN SOVEREIGNTY (June 25, 2013)
Croatia’s sovereignty was declared twenty-two years ago on this day.
And I must admit that I feel a dash envious. When am I going to
declare my own sovereignty?
AHEAD OF MY TIME (June 27, 2013)
Only a few days before Croatia’s accession to the European Union, I
find myself feverishly writing letters to be sent on the fateful day. I am
ahead of my time.
THEY ALL KNOW WHY (June 27, 2013)
I look at the people walking past me in the center of Zagreb with
utmost disgust, which must be obvious on my face. But I have a
feeling that they all know why.
LOUDEST FARTS EVER (June 29, 2013)
The atmosphere in Zagreb is kind of festive. People are full of pep.
And so are motorcyclists, who do their utmost to mark the occasion
with loudest farts ever.
ACCESSION EVE (June 30, 2013)
The Croatian capital is hopping this evening. There is music, fast
food, speeches, limelight, fireworks, and lots more. For there is one
and only accession eve.
JUST FOR FUN (July 1, 2013)
Why do I write to sundry commissioners of the European Union? Do I
expect any tangible help from them? Or, perish the cheeky thought,
am I writing just for fun?
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ABOUT ZAGREB (July 1, 2013)
“Do you have any books in Latin?” I asked in many bookshops today.
“Cicero or Julius Caesar?” I found nothing at all. Now, what does this
tell you about Zagreb?
MONKEYS STILL (July 5, 2013)
There was much hoopla when it was discovered that humans come
from monkeys. Only imagine the hoopla when it is in time discovered
that humans are monkeys still.
BREATH (July 7, 2013)
I glance at the people teeming around me on the hotel terrace, and I
sprout a smile. I glance at the chestnut trees towering above me, and I
take a deep breath.
STILL CONFUSED ABOUT IT (July 8, 2013)
The weather is utterly weird. People cannot stop talking about it,
either. Concerning climate change, it seems that only scientists are
still confused about it.
MOCKING THE FUTURE (July 11, 2013)
People in Motovun are uncomfortable when I mock the tourists for
obesity, among other flaws. God’s creatures all. They do not know
that I am mocking the future.
NOTHING BUT HAIKU (July 11, 2013)
I look forward to the day when I will stop writing. For good. In the
meanwhile, I look forward to the day when I will start writing haiku
and nothing but haiku.
I KNOW MYSELF (July 12, 2013)
I am a human beyond any doubt, and yet I dislike humans from the
bottom of my heart. How could this ever come to pass, though?
Goodness gracious, I know myself!
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THE CHUCKLES (July 16, 2013)
I am returning home late at night. Every step begets a fart, as well as a
chuckle. The tighter I hold my asshole, the louder the farts. As well as
the chuckles.
CLOTHING TO SHED (July 17, 2013)
Having worn shorts and T-shirts for weeks, this morning I started
wearing swimming trunks. But it is getting ever hotter. And there is
no more clothing to shed.
THE ENTIRE PLANET (July 18, 2013)
The tourist season is in full swing in Motovun. Wherever I hazard, I
feel crowded out. In this respect at least, the hilltown stands well for
the entire planet.
INNOCENT OF GODS (July 19, 2013)
I just saved a fly from my wine. It was quite a job, too. But it did not
appreciate my help in any way. Which only goes to show that flies are
innocent of gods.
NO CANNON (July 21, 2013)
When noon is nigh, I occasionally catch myself waiting for the bang of
cannon. “That’s in Zagreb,” I keep reminding myself. “In Motovun,
there ain’t no cannon.”
TOO MANY (July 21, 2013)
Tourism used to be for the few and far between. Nowadays it is for the
many. Which explains my repugnance in just a few words. For the
many are always too many.
WALKING MY LEGS (July 21, 2013)
At least once a day, I walk around Motovun. The full circle. When
people ask me what I am doing, I offer the most obvious of answers: I
am only walking my legs.
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BUT CULTURE (July 23, 2013)
The roar of tractors has started in Motovun. Things are carted up the
hill for the impending film festival. The roar spells out culture and
nothing but culture.
THE MOST GRATING OF INSECTS (July 23, 2013)
From afar, humans sound very like insects. This I have long noticed.
But I have noticed only this evening that they also sound like the most
grating of insects.
GUTTURAL LAUGHTER (July 24, 2013)
The film festival is coming back to life in Motovun. Workmen crews
are dashing about on many a chore. And young women are bursting
again into guttural laughter.
PREOCCUPIED ONLY WITH MYSELF (July 25, 2013)
“You are autistic and preoccupied only with yourself,” declared my
beloved half in jest after a wonderful meal, “instead of being
preoccupied only with myself!”
VERY LIKE KABUL (July 26, 2013)
Motovun is finally ready for the film festival. Beer and kebab stands
are all around. So, how does the Venetian hilltown look at present?
Well, very like Kabul.
PULLING OUT OF HER (July 27, 2013)
No matter how often we make love, and we make love so often that
saying more about it would be suspect of bragging, the most painful
part is pulling out of her.
LEAVE MOTOVUN (July 28, 2013)
First impressions about this year’s film festival? The new mayor is
making a marked difference. Which is why there is hope that the
festival will leave Motovun.
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BEING REPRESSED (July 29, 2013)
After two long days at the film festival in Motovun, which feel like
centuries, I am dying to screech at the top of my voice: “Help, help,
I’m being repressed!”
TROUBLED TO BE HUMAN (July 30, 2013)
As for the films I have seen the last few days, I find them not only
appalling, which is exactly as I have expected, but they also make me
troubled to be human.
MY FIRST WOMAN (July 31, 2013)
After a lot of tenderness punctuated by some eager lovemaking, I am
whispering into my beloved’s ear without any fear of contradiction:
“You’re my first woman.”
FUCK THE FILM FESTIVAL (August 1, 2013)
The Motovun film festival is over at long last. Alleluia! My beloved
and I made through it by lovemaking. And no kidding. Put literally,
fuck the film festival.
COMING OR GOING (August 2, 2013)
My beloved is on her way to Zagreb by the bus I take when I go to see
her. Having walked with her to Livade, though, I am not sure whether
I am coming or going.
IMPLEMENTATION (August 2, 2013)
Here is a simple rule worth following till the last breath: minimize
contact with humans. Smart, no doubt. The only remaining problem is
that of implementation.
MY NEXT COMPLAINT (August 3, 2013)
It was too cold and wet for me not so long ago, but it is too hot and dry
for me right now. So far, so good. I cannot but wonder what will be
my next complaint.
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THE IMPRUDENCE OF AIR CONDITIONING (August 4, 2013)
As my beloved claims, I turn beatific at high temperatures. Indeed,
there is no faster path to the stilling of the mind. Ah, the imprudence
of air conditioning!
INVOLUNTARY RESPONSE (August 5, 2013)
Each time I look up the flickering crowns of chestnut trees on the hotel
terrace, I draw a deep breath. And each time I am startled by the
involuntary response.
MY TENDER AGE (August 6, 2013)
White wine, sparkling water, and plenty of ice. Over and over again,
from dawn till dusk. As everyone knows by now, dehydration can be
ruinous at my tender age.
SHRIVEL UP AND DIE (August 6, 2013)
The maple trees on the hotel terrace are hurting in the heat. They have
no way to shelter from it. It hurts to watch the most exposed leaves
shrivel up and die.
OUR FOLLY (August 7, 2013)
Many people I talk to are rooting for Mother Nature. And against their
own species. “Enough’s enough,” they pucker their lips. “It’s time to
pay for our folly.”
MRTASANA TIME (August 7, 2013)
It has become so hot and dry that there is little I can do. I spend much
of my time lying on my back in the dark, my legs and arms apart. This
is mrtasana time.
THEIR RUSTLE (August 7, 2013)
As if the fall has arrived already, dry leaves now litter the hotel terrace.
When the afternoon breeze picks up a bit, the silence is disrupted by
their rustle.
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I FIGURE (August 8, 2013)
No matter how long and rugged the road to salvation, it is the very last
step, brisk as it is bound to be, that is the most hazardous and
bewildering, I figure.
STORM HAPPY (August 8, 2013)
On top of yet another heat wave, everyone I know is praying for a huge
storm in Motovun. Let it rip. After so many heat waves, we are
getting to be storm happy.
THE SHELTER OF HOME (August 9, 2013)
Bereft of beaches on a cloudy and drizzly day, tourists are flocking to
places like Motovun. It is the peak of the tourist season, too. Ah, the
shelter of home.
GENETIC BOTOX (August 12, 2013)
People tease me every once in a while that my face is too smooth for
my age. “No wrinkles,” they complain peevishly. I just shrug my
shoulders: “Genetic Botox!”
ACCORDING TO HIS NEED (August 14, 2013)
I have labored all day long, and courageously, but I have learned
nearly nothing. The lesson? From each according to his ability, to
each according to his need.
ME INCLUDED (August 15, 2013)
“Satana sum,” brags Dostoevsky’s Satan, “et nihil humanum a me
alineum puto.” God excluded, no-one else is privy to knowledge
worth bragging about. Me included.
ORIGINAL, NO DOUBT (August 16, 2013)
If I would ever write a novel, it would be an autobiography of sorts. A
well-traveled genre, this. The title would be very plain: The Idiot.
Original, no doubt.
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PRETTY SOBERING (August 18, 2013)
Driven to ecstasy by a potent mixture of love and passion, I started
dreaming about a new road to enlightenment. Snapping out of it thus
turned pretty sobering.
POLICE STATE (August 19, 2013)
Having spent the entire morning in Pazin, where I had to go to extend
my Croatian identity card, I am consumed by dread and loathing of the
damned police state.
KIND OF COMPLICIT (August 20, 2013)
My beloved and I sat at my terrace until wee hours last night and
watched the weather change. Clouds, wind, lightning… This morning
we feel kind of complicit.
THE BETTER FOR IT (August 21, 2013)
While my beloved is with me in Motovun, and we are together all day
long, I do not read the online newspapers. Not a line. And I feel so
much the better for it.
MY FORMER BELOVED (August 22, 2013)
From this fateful day, my last woman, whom I had not only loved
much longer than any other woman, but also fervently adored, will be
known as my former beloved.
A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS STILL (August 23, 2013)
I am so much in love with myself that my many arguments against the
human species are thereby rendered meaningless. Behold, I am a
contradiction in terms still.
TO THEIR COLLECTIVE ADVANTAGE (August 24, 2013)
Men and women should not compare and contrast their strengths and
weaknesses. Reckless. Rather, they should match the lot of them to
their collective advantage.
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AND WELL, TOO (August 25, 2013)
“How are you?” people ask me on my daily round. “Alive,” I reply
with a big smile. “But are you also well?” they smile back. I am
always ready: “And well, too.”
TO FINGER THEM (August 25, 2013)
Whenever I see towering clouds, I wish to be closer to them. I do not
wish to fly through or around them, but to hover by them. Actually, I
wish to finger them.
MY MANY PENSIONS (August 26, 2013)
I find humans ugly. I also find them pretty stupid. Let us be positive
about them, though. At their very best, they diligently provide me with
my many pensions.
HOPE IN HELL (August 27, 2013)
America and its allies are ever closer to armed intervention in Syria,
but Russia and China are cautioning against it. By and by, there is
growing hope in hell.
CLOSER TO INSECTS (August 27, 2013)
The last human with whom I have had close ties is rapidly receding
into insignificance. What rests ahead? God only knows, but I expect
to get closer to insects.
INTO A SMIRK (August 31, 2013)
As I am sitting on the hotel terrace, I am suddenly embroiled in a
wedding. Oops. I am doing my best to hold a smile, but it may easily
degenerate into a smirk.
THE FEELING OF FREEDOM (September 2, 2013)
The weather is superb, and it is early evening, but the hotel terrace
suddenly empties. I find myself wholly alone. And I am overcome by
the feeling of freedom.
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DUBITANDUM EST (September 3, 2013)
A sparrow jumps out of the way of a fallen leaf flung by wind. The
two are the same size. And you can almost hear the sparrow: “De folia
semper dubitandum est.”
IN THE TOMB (September 4, 2013)
The clamor of children occasionally annoys me so much that I have to
boost my good humor by reminding myself of the eternal peace I will
soon enjoy in the tomb.
HIS BLUSTER (September 4, 2013)
I bet I know hell pretty well. Try as he might, the Satan cannot come
up with horrors entirely surprising. Chances are we will all be
sniggering at his bluster.
THEM BOTH (September 5, 2013)
The terrorists—sorry, tourists—who now press around Motovun come
in two clear groups: the elderly and the infants. They abhor each other.
And I abhor them both.
WHO ARE YOU KIDDING? (September 8, 2013)
Lately, I have developed a certain antipathy to couples. And especially
to those who behave as though they are very much in love. Darlings,
who are you kidding?
ANOTHER HERO (September 10, 2013)
Ljubica Handjal is in hospital. I just rubbed Rudi’s shoulders. A
tough guy, her youngest son could hardly contain his tears. But neither
could I, another hero.
WHO IS SHE KIDDING? (September 13, 2013)
I am watching an obese American woman eat only a tomato salad in a
Motovun restaurant. Like a whale, she eats little that meets the eye.
But who is she kidding?
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HEAVEN ITSELF (September 13, 2013)
The Mirna valley looked spectacular this late afternoon. “If you did
not know quite where you were,” I chuckled to myself, “you would bet
it was heaven itself.”
HOLDING TIME (September 14, 2013)
I am holding my breath in the hurtling bus. Although I am cheery to
have departed from Motovun, I am leery of arriving in Zagreb. Yes, I
feel like holding time.
GUN IN YOUR POCKET (September 15 2013)
After a long and hard hug, I mumbled at last: “My prick is happy to
see you.” “So,” she chuckled and reached for my crotch, “this is not a
gun in your pocket.”
WHAT BREAKUP? (September 16, 2013)
We have made love over and over again ever since my arrival in
Zagreb, and how, but we have not talked even once about our hasty
breakup. Breakup, what breakup?
PROLONG THE SUMMER (September 17, 2013)
It has been raining like crazy. The fall is surely in the air. The best I
can do is hope that climate change will surprise me once again and
prolong the summer.
KEEPS ELUDING ME (September 18, 2013)
Today is one of those days when I am overcome by an ever-stronger
premonition that I am about to write something wonderful, but that
something keeps eluding me.
MESMERIZING (September 19, 2013)
As I sit in one of my favorite watering holes in Zagreb, sip my drink,
and stare at people walking past, I find the unending flow nothing less
than mesmerizing.
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RUSHING TIME (September 23, 2013)
I am holding my breath in the hurtling bus. I am leery of leaving
Zagreb, but I am not cheery of going to Motovun. Missing her breath,
I feel like rushing time.
ONLY YOU (September 30, 2013)
One fine day, you will stumble upon my crumbling remains. And you
will be sorry that you have never met me, not even in your wildest
dreams. For I was only you.
ADVICE ON LITERATURE (October 16, 2013)
Tell a story worth repeating, and it will keep going till the end of time.
Forget about style. Forget about language. And forget all other advice
on literature.
PREEMPTIVE WALKING (October 19, 2013)
The day is gorgeous. One feels like walking the whole day, for no-one
can tell what sort of weather hides behind the corner. To coin a term,
preemptive walking.
ITS TREE (October 29, 2013)
From some distance, it is hard to tell a dry leaf apart from a darting
sparrow on a breezy day. The surprise comes when the leaf starts
flying back to its tree.
THEIR LAST PLAYGROUND (November 7, 2013)
No matter what I do, I will never be able to ban the monkeys in my
brain from my Residua. Damnation. Slowly but surely, they will
make it their last playground.
THE REAL FALL (November 10, 2013)
It has been raining for several days. The real fall has finally arrived, or
so it seems. Assuming, of course, that there still is such a thing as the
real fall.
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ONE WITH HUMANS (November 27, 2013)
It is easy to be one with clouds and hills. It is easy to be one with
rivers. It is easy to be one with insects and birds. But it is hard to be
one with humans.
NOT EVEN ONCE (December 1, 2013)
It is worth reminding yoga practitioners that the notion of love has no
place in Patanjali’s masterpiece. Even more, the word ”love” occurs in
it not even once.
FUCK HUMANS (December 5, 2013)
Looking for a phrase, I search my Residua on the World Wide Web. I
find not a single instance of it even though it strikes me as a motto of
mine: “Fuck humans.”
EVER SO GENTLY (December 16, 2013)
The rolling, thickly wooded hills of Gorski Kotar often make me
daydream of being a giant. With my bare hands, I would stroke the
hills. Gently, ever so gently.
TAKE YOUR PICK (December 17, 2013)
The existence of the human species is a sufficient proof that god does
not exist. Alternatively, it is a sufficient proof that god is a halfwit.
Take your pick.
SO MUCH SWEETER (December 21, 2013)
Ah, stop complaining about the piling debilities of old age!
Bothersome as they may happen to be, they only make death, sweet as
it already is, so much sweeter.
“MY NERO!” (December 26, 2013)
The fireplace is my domain. My beloved’s only duty is to enjoy it. As
she is resting by the fireplace on many a pillow, she opens her eyes and
purrs: “My Nero!”
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LIKE A TENDER BREEZE (December 30, 2013)
Logs ablaze sound like a blustering wind. When a log burns to its
core, it howls like a tempest. But when logs burn to a cinder, they purr
like a tender breeze.
MICHAEL SCHUMACHER (December 31, 2013)
Wherever I turn, the same face crops up: a retired German racing
champion who got badly hurt while skiing. Western civilization
personified: Michael Schumacher.
TIME’S PASSAGE (January 1, 2014)
First day, last day. New year, old year. Ever so eager to grab hold of
the fabulous if fickle future, humans are grand champions at
exaggerating time’s passage.
BE INFORMED (January 7, 2014)
Gosh, how I struggle not to be informed! Which only makes me
envious of pigeons and sparrows that fly all around me. Blessed
creatures, they cannot be informed.
WHICH WILL BE WHICH (January 9, 2014)
People you know die all the while. Some deaths hit you pretty hard
whereas others kind of miss you. If only you could guess well in
advance which will be which.
THE ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION (January 9, 2014)
If we all contribute to global warming, does our complete and total
mystification about global warming not contribute to it on top of the
original contribution?
JUST LIKE SPRING (January 16, 2014)
The weather in the Croatian capital is simply stunning. It is sunny and
balmy. And weather forecasts are splendid: next week is supposed to
be just like spring.
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A STRING OF REAL WINTERS (January 19, 2014)
Meteorologists are promising a real winter again. It is supposed to
arrive in a week. But chances are that this year, too, we will get a
string of real winters.
THINKING OF CROATIA (January 22, 2014)
“How much do you love me?” asks my beloved playfully. “Too
much,” I reply in all seriousness. Whenever the question comes up, I
cannot stop thinking of Croatia.
“STOOL” (January 23, 2014)
Concerned about my diet, I started a record of what and when I eat and
drink. As well as when I shit. Due to my posh upbringing, though, I
record it as “stool.”
FAR FROM BORING (January 25, 2014)
Yesterday, snow. Today, thaw. Tonight, frost. Tomorrow, it is
anyone’s guess. Not to mention the day after tomorrow. To be sure,
the weather is far from boring.
BUT A FLEECE (January 26, 2014)
It is pretty cold, all right, but so much fuss has been made about the
cold spell that it is quite a joy to take a long walk around Zagreb
wearing but a fleece.
THE BLACK HOLES (January 27, 2014)
I just read that one of the top astrophysicists asserts that black holes do
not exist. And I feel relieved. If anything ever worried me, it was the
black holes.
THE WAY I FEEL (January 28, 2014)
Behold, just starting a complete record of what and when I eat and
drink, as well as when I shit, is enough to usher a noticeable
improvement in the way I feel.
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GOD, NO DOUBT (January 30, 2014)
In accordance with my definition of stupidity, or the failure to fathom
the consequences of one’s doings, who would be the stupidest of them
all? God, no doubt.
MY QUESTION (February 6, 2014)
Two humans who know each other well meet in heaven. “What the
hell are you doing here?” laughs one of them. “Hey,” the other joins
him, “you stole my question!”
THE BASTARD (February 10, 2014)
If one could be sure that heaven existed, and that it was the abode of
the one on high, one could turn very good, get there in the end, and
assault the bastard.
LIKE A TRAITOR (February 15, 2014)
Against my better judgment, I am surrounded by new books.
Whenever I happen to cast an eye at Marcel Proust’s masterpiece, I
shudder. For I feel like a traitor.
LAUGHING TOGETHER (February 18, 2014)
Two humans sit next to each other in the movies. As it turns out, both
are accomplished pickpockets. After many a twist and turn, they end
up laughing together.
SCREW IT ALL (February 21, 2014)
Having first shat and then snacked, I go out for a drink. On my way
through familiar streets and squares, I smile joyfully at everything in
sight. Screw it all.
DRY CUNT (February 23, 2014)
You had better think twice, and perhaps even a few more times, when
your beloved regales you no less than twice in a row with a completely
and totally dry cunt.
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AT ITS PINNACLE (February 24, 2014)
As I age, I am learning more and more about my body. By and by, my
knowledge will cover everything there is to know. And it will become
useless at its pinnacle.
FORTY-THOUSAND WORDS (February 25, 2014)
It is upsetting to be aware of the ignoble fact that a haiku of about
thirty words is all that is needed to cross this year’s threshold of fortythousand words.
CHURCH OR STATE (February 27, 2014)
Alas, our tenth marriage anniversary skipped my mind last night, but I
am still proud of our certificate, signed without any meddling by either
church or state!
DRIZZLING DRIZZLE (March 3, 2014)
Another drizzling day, and many more foretold. One more time, I
cannot but remember drizzly England. The weather in Croatia is now
turning to drizzling drizzle.
FUCKING LIKE CRAZY (March 6, 2014)
When it comes to weather forecasts, I trust animals more than I trust
humans. The lowlier, the better. As for the coming spring, pigeons are
fucking like crazy.
WEIGHING THE LOSS (March 12, 2014)
Even I am puzzled by my insatiable love of throngs. What is it that
draws me to them? One answer that comes to my mind right now is
that I am weighing the loss.
MAY IN MARCH (March 17, 2014)
The sun is strong and it is pretty warm. Many people in the center of
Zagreb are in their T-shirts and shorts, but sandals are still rare. In
sum, May in March.
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FEW FUNNY FROWNS (March 21, 2014)
After three months, Motovun is quite welcoming. There are hugs
galore, many smiles, and plenty of handshakes. For better or worse,
there are a few funny frowns.
FUCKERS FANCY FLYING (March 21, 2014)
The sky above Motovun is crisscrossed by jet trails. I do not
remember ever seeing so many of them. At first sight, it is obvious
that the fuckers fancy flying.
TORRENTIAL RAIN (March 23, 2014)
As my beloved’s departure neared, I was ever closer to tears. God beat
me to it just as we were about to kiss goodbye, though. We got soaked
by torrential rain.
CLOSE RELATIVES (April 8, 2014)
I am watching the bumblebees swarming around the wisteria on my
terrace. What do we have in common? But a few zillion generations
apart, we are close relatives.
LIKE A PERVERT (April 11, 2014)
On my way to Zagreb, I am packing my knapsack. If I get hungry on
the trip, I am taking a banana and two boiled eggs. Looking at the lot,
I feel like a pervert.
MY ENTHUSIASM (April 17, 2014)
The only fun about turning sixty-eight is the year I consider central to
my life. I was twenty-four. Sadly, the following years cannot but
dampen my enthusiasm.
COLLECTIVE YOGA (April 17, 2014)
Would that monkeys were fooling around with my brain only. But
they are fooling around with everyone’s brain. There is no such thing
as collective yoga, though.
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SAFE AT HOME (April 21, 2014)
As my beloved is driving to Zagreb, I feel lost in Motovun. The tears
of separation are dry already. All I am waiting for are the news that
she is safe at home.
JUST THE SAME (April 21, 2014)
My beloved is safe at home, but I am listening to Indian music and
weeping, bawling. Her toes, her thighs, her eyes. My tears and her
tears taste just the same.
BORED OF BITCHING (June 4, 2014)
If I am not bitching about anything at this moment, this is not because
there is nothing to bitch about. There is plenty of it, too. I am but
bored of bitching.
THE TASTE (July 24, 2014)
An almost honeyed richness with a splash of tartness suggesting
pending ovulation, a waggish touch of sweat and pee, and a smidgeon
of my own saliva: the taste.
HAIKU, SCHMAIKU (September 13, 2014)
I have neglected my haiku as of late. And the reason is no less than
pathetic: I am dashing for the milestone of three-million words next
year. Haiku, schmaiku.
THE FALL EQUINOX (September 19, 2014)
All Laura Tudor, a cousin of mine, wishes for her birthday today is a
haiku from each of her many friends. Shucks, it falls four days short
of the fall equinox.
A WANDERER (September 25, 2014)
In the bus again, I feel quite at home. And then I remember the four
stages in a man’s life in traditional India. At my ripe age, I should
have been a wanderer.
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THINKING OF JESUS (October 2, 2014)
I just gave a book of mine to a man I scarcely know. In fact, I do not
even know his name. Whenever I give a book of mine to a stranger, I
am thinking of Jesus.
REAL GEOPOLITICS (October 8, 2014)
To amuse the monkeys in my brain, I feed them geopolitics. The
larger the scale, the better. Come to think of it, could this be the
essence of real geopolitics?
A BABY CARRIAGE (October 16, 2014)
Ebola is in the news. The worst epidemic yet. But it is time to start
thinking about epidemics much more dangerous than Ebola. Look
over there, a baby carriage!
AMONG THE LIVING (October 20, 2014)
Everywhere I look, I see corpses surrounded by ruins. The living look
like a joke to me, and especially when busy. To my comfort, neither
am I among the living.
SO LUCKY (October 21, 2014)
In spite of my creaking bones and sleep disrupted by visits to the toilet,
I am quite healthy for my age. Lucky bastard. But how much longer
will I be so lucky?
POWER OF PREDICTION (October 22, 2014)
Heavy rain has only started, but it already feels too heavy. Even
worse, it feels like unending. As always, one is overwhelmed by one’s
own power of prediction.
MY SILLY ANCESTORS (October 23, 2014)
As I like to complain, bouncing breasts attract my attention without
fail. I could not care less about breasts, though. I am but a victim of
my silly ancestors.
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WAY BEYOND THEM (October 24, 2014)
Children often annoy me, and especially when in large groups, but they
make me smile and even laugh aloud ever more often. Luckily, the
joke is way beyond them.
RUSHING SEASONS (October 27, 2014)
The day is so gorgeous that I find myself daydreaming about my
sandals. Still, my feet would have frozen in them. In the meanwhile, I
must stop rushing seasons.
HEADING FOR BELGRADE (October 28, 2014)
I am leaving Zagreb one more time, but the bus driver seems to have
lost his way. All is well, though. Instead for Motovun, this time I am
heading for Belgrade.
SEVENTY YEARS AGO (October 28, 2014)
Looking at Kozara from the bus, I shed a few tears. My parents looked
at the mountain while in a concentration camp during World War II.
Only seventy years ago.
HOW WEIGHTY THEY ARE (October 31, 2014)
Bound for Zagreb, I am in the bus again. Next to me is a bag with fifty
copies of my book on what is to be done about climate change. Hey,
how weighty they are!
HOC MAXIME VERUM EST (November 1, 2014)
Homo homini lupus non est. Plautus stultus erat. Lupus est animal
insons. In veritate, homo homini homo est. Et nihil est peior quam
homo. Hoc maxime verum est.
CULPA NOSTRA (November 3, 2014)
Deus exemplum bonum stultitiae hominis. Etiam hominis puerilitas
exemplum bonum est. Semper excusationes quaerare. Succurrite,
succurrite, non est culpa nostra!
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TERMINATOR (November 4, 2014)
I tend to execute my plans at a clip. Why wait, anyway? If I decide to
do something, I do it as soon as possible. Which is why my beloved
calls me “terminator.”
NAH! (November 4, 2014)
So far, I have written exactly one-thousand, one-hundred, and ten
words today. I would like to add a few more words, but I am afraid to
spoil the symmetry. Nah!
YET ANOTHER CLOWN (November 6, 2014)
I am pleased to see a bunch of flowers left on the plinth of Tin Ujević’s
statue in the center of Zagreb. An old lover? A lover of poetry? Or
yet another clown?
SOME TEASE (November 7, 2014)
As if to tease me for my mixed feelings about Motovun, Gorski Kotar
and Kvarner are dismal today. For rain and fog, even the road is
barely visible. Some tease.
A COZY TOMB (November 8, 2014)
Bereft of tourists late in the season, Motovun looks like a ghost town
already. Much rain and thick fog do not help at all. And my house
feels like a cozy tomb.
SEPTEMBER IN NOVEMBER (November 16, 2014)
We had a great day in Motovun. A bunch of us sitting on the lower
square agreed after some haggling that it felt like September.
September in November, that is.
SEVEN-BILLION OF THEM (November 21, 2014)
My tribe behind me, I feel appalled by all humans I come across.
Everything about them strikes me as odd, ugly, disgusting. And there
are seven-billion of them.
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THE ULTIMATE PUNCH BAG (November 25, 2014)
God would have to be invented if he did not exist, in Voltaire’s apt
words. He would have to be wished into existence, at least. Behold,
the ultimate punch bag.
BY FUCKING (November 25, 2014)
How to close the racial divide in the States or anywhere else? By law?
Only kidding, of course. Sorry to be uncouth, but the only way to
close it is by fucking.
MY HOUSE AND HOME (November 28, 2014)
In a few hours, I will be on the bus once again. After much trundling, I
will walk up the Motovun hill. But I can already feel the welcome of
my house and home.
BLACKNESS (November 28, 2014)
The day has been so unsightly that the failing light at its end feels like
a godsend. The early night is most attractive. No beauty can match
that of blackness.
AS GOOD AS FICTION (December 2, 2014)
Whenever I browse through some of my older writings, I am surprised
by people’s names. Are these real? By and by, much of my past
strikes me as good as fiction.
ALL BY YOURSELF (December 5, 2014)
It has been raining cats and dogs for days. Thus I refused to open the
shutters on my house this morning. God, you can enjoy this yucky
weather all by yourself.
REPEATING IN VAIN (December 7, 2014)
The meaning of life crosses my mind out of the blue, as it frequently
does. It is nothing but the meaning you give it yourself. And so I keep
repeating in vain.
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MY KIND OF WIND (December 8, 2014)
After a seemingly endless stretch of drizzly days, the sky has opened
up, and the sun has blessed the earth. It is the bora. Bitter but bright,
my kind of wind.
IN SEARCH OF CLOUDS (December 10, 2014)
There is not a cloud in the sky this morning. Incredulous, I check the
sky every now and then. In the end, I amble around the Motovun walls
in search of clouds.
CHASING MY TAIL (December 10, 2014)
Day by day, I keep reading my writings and adding to them. The more
I read, the more I write. And the more I write, the more I read. It is
like chasing my tail.
PINNING IT DOWN (December 11, 2014)
This evening the sun fell right next to the spot where it will fall on the
solstice eleven days from now. No wonder our ancestors had hard
time pinning it down.
DEAD SERIOUS (December 14, 2014)
I have left home, but I am still shuffling around it. I am on a trip, but I
have yet to cross my threshold. I feel like kidding about it, but I am
dead serious.
REJOINING THE ANIMAL WORLD (December 26, 2014)
The stilling of the mind goes all the way back to shamanism at the
roots of yoga. And the mind is the leading obstacle on the way to
rejoining the animal world.
PRINCEPS MATHEMATICORUM (December 27, 2014)
A few people I love, many who are neither here nor there, and a few
people I despise: Motovun through the eyes of Carl Friedrich Gauss,
Princeps mathematicorum.
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THE EYES OF A WOLF (December 28, 2014)
Looking into the eyes of a deer in my garden, I feel blessed. Big,
round, sparkling, honest. But would I feel blessed if I were looking
into the eyes of a wolf?
NOT TO HAVE ONE (December 30, 2014)
So, are animals enlightened? No, they are not. Having never been
saddled with a mind like ours, they cannot even have a clue what a
bliss it is not to have one.
NO MORE RESOLUTIONS (December 31, 2014)
Concerning New Year’s resolutions, which are on my mind once
again, I have just come up with one that fills my heart with utmost joy:
no more resolutions, ever.
HUMAN COMPASSION (January 2, 2015)
Although Christmas and New Year’s mean nothing to me, and
although I have not taken part in either of them, I feel kind of tired of
the twain. Human compassion?
DIRE ENGAGEMENT (January 7, 2015)
Seclusion, dispassion, cessation, and release are uppermost on my
mind as of late. And? I am entangled by publicity, passion,
commencement, and dire engagement.
THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT (January 8, 2015)
Nincompoops poking fun at nincompoops who respond by snuffing
nincompoops who keep poking fun at nincompoops. And so on, ad
infinitum. The long and short of it.
CHEERFUL TIMES TO COME (January 10, 2015)
Garbled dreams. Laidback nightmares. Gays, drugs, and failing
power supply. Internet intermittent. Random pinches of famine.
Glimpses of cheerful times to come.
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STRIPPED OF FOLIAGE (January 12, 2015)
It is so bright and balmy that one feels like pinching oneself. Spring
already? The best remedy against the mirage is a walk through a park
stripped of foliage.
SQUARELY WITH PIGEONS (January 14, 2015)
After many a splendid day, pigeons are starting to mate. Out of
season? The way climate is changing, that is anyone’s guess. I am
squarely with pigeons, though.
CLIMATE CHANGE? (January 16, 2015)
Last year is now officially the hottest on record. Moreover, thirteen of
the fifteen hottest years have occurred since 2000. Anything to do
with climate change?
HUMANS I KNOW (January 20, 2015)
The good psychologists must have a label for this bias of mine: I could
not care less about the human species, but I care a great deal about
most humans I know.
HOOKS BE DAMNED (January 21, 2015)
To write? Fun enough, but what for? Whom for, to be a bit more
precise? My own self? Fun, but is it fun enough? Or, well, not to
write? Hooks be damned, anyway.
COOING OF PIGEONS (January 22, 2015)
Of all the sounds that come from the back of my beloved’s apartment
building in the center of Zagreb, the one I like the best is the unending
cooing of pigeons.
ALL NIGHT LONG (January 23, 2015)
Tell me. Mmm. Tell me more. Mmm, mmm. Hey, what does this
mean? Mmm! All right, all right, I get the message. And these words
kept bedeviling me all night long.
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YET (January 24, 2015)
Two humans meet on the top of a mountain. They keep mum. Even
though they often walk past each other in the center of Zagreb, they
have not been introduced yet.
CALLING ME A BRITON (January 28, 2015)
It is nippy, but the sky is clear. Ever since I got up this morning, I
keep raving about the sunshine. Not surprisingly, my beloved started
calling me a Briton.
KEEP DOING NOTHING (January 29, 2015)
To the added glory of so-called primitive communism that awaits us in
posthistory, all it demands from us from now until eternity is that we
keep doing nothing.
LIKE A HORSE (January 30, 2015)
For days now, I have been eating oats with yogurt for lunch, or what
passes for it. Were it not for the yogurt, I would have long started
neighing like a horse.
GO FOR THE KILL (January 31, 2015)
How would the likes of Michelangelo, Dante, or Erasmus react to the
pillage of their life work? Would they chastely laugh it off? Or would
they go for the kill?
BY MY SIDE (February 2, 2015)
Troubled by the endless shenanigans of my fellow humans, I am
calming myself down by walking. And walking. To my greatest
delight, the sun is always by my side.
MY OPENING (February 3, 2015)
I just went through the three longest days in my life, or so it seems to
me at this particular moment. Saturday, Sunday, Monday. Waiting
forever for my opening.
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JUST A WEEK (February 6, 2015)
The last bout of winter struck Croatia between Christmas and New
Year’s. The present one started yesterday. One more time, I bet it will
be over in just a week.
AS PLAIN AS ANIMALS (February 9, 2015)
My fellow humans are becoming perfectly plain to me. Not that I
condone them, I hasten to add. Even when I denounce their ways, I
find them as plain as animals.
THE RAGE (February 10, 2015)
As years go by, I enjoy my retirement ever more. It is not an
exaggeration to say that I actually wallow in it. But I wonder why
retirement is not yet the rage.
SORRY FOR THE WINTER (February 13, 2015)
If the weather forecasts can be trusted, what follows is a sunny and
warm period. Unseasonably sunny and warm, that is. And I feel kind
of sorry for the winter.
INAUGURAL CEREMONY (February 15, 2015)
The weather in the Croatian capital is splendid. To my chagrin, it only
bolsters the nationalist fervor of the new Croatian president’s posh
inaugural ceremony.
COURSES OF THOUGHT (February 19, 2015)
As I am gritting my teeth and pressing my tongue against the roof of
my mouth, I go on wondering when will I become a master of the ways
and courses of thought.
PROPER LEARNING (February 22, 2015)
I do miss my parents. Old as I am, I feel that there is much more I
ought to have learned from them. My solace is that eons would be
needed for proper learning.
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RELISH THE RAIN (February 24, 2015)
It has been raining a lot lately. I am fond of neither wetness nor
darkness. The only way to lift my spirits is to remember all the plants
that relish the rain.
IN TURN (February 27, 2015)
Eleven years into a marriage all our own, we still feel chipper about
our achievement. We left the world out. To our delight, the world has
left us out in turn.
SKIP IDEOLOGY (February 28, 2015)
When will biologists start writing history? That is the only perspective
the human species truly deserves. At long last, biologists could not but
skip ideology.
AND LAUGHING (March 2, 2015)
As we are hugging, I threaten her with a fart. “Gosh,” she says,
“you’ll be horrible when you grow old.” And then she starts laughing
and laughing and laughing.
STOP SEARCHING (March 4, 2015)
Search and you will find. And so you find yourself forever searching
and never finding. It is time to turn the proverb around: find and you
will stop searching.
IN PRAISE OF ONANISM (March 6, 2015)
If you must think, be sure that your thoughts do not take root, let alone
bear fruit. Heaven forbid. Behold, yet another foolhardy thought in
praise of onanism.
SHIT AND RUN (March 9, 2015)
I was awoken this morning by a rush of diarrhea. The atavism made
me laugh. I am following the advice of so many animal ancestors:
when in danger, shit and run.
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WRONG DATE (March 10, 2015)
The day is gorgeous. Pigeons are cooing, sparrows are chirping, and
crows are cawing. One cannot but be quite bewildered by what one
sees and hears. Wrong date?
MY INDUBITABLE PROGRESS (March 10, 2015)
As I am browsing through the latest news on the World Wide Web, I
find myself completely unconcerned. Nay, oblivious. Thus I rejoice
in my indubitable progress.
IN DEFIANCE (March 12, 2015)
Having made chamomile tea for myself, I am relishing the evening
quiet. Old age crosses my mind without warning. After a brief panic
attack, I grin in defiance.
FAKE BEAUTY (March 14, 2015)
It is Saturday, and the best of Zagreb is on parade. I am not sure what
appalls me more: genuine ugliness or fake beauty. In the end, the
winner is fake beauty.
EIGHT CHICKEN HEARTS (March 15, 2015)
On open market in Zagreb, chicken liver comes with hearts attached.
My beloved bought some for us. I cringed in the kitchen when I
counted eight chicken hearts.
I HAPPEN NOT TO BE GOD (March 18, 2015)
I am consumed by wrath. Gnashing my teeth, I am doing my utmost to
check it. The best I can come up with is that the human race is lucky I
happen not to be god.
A DOG BREED (March 19, 2015)
Watching a dog on a leash that sniffs at every corner oozing with dog
pee, I am consumed by envy. At best, the word “Strasbourg” would
strike it as a dog breed.
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CHEWING MY FOOD (March 20, 2015)
In a few hours, my dentist will pull out one more tooth of mine. He is
already betting on another one soon. Before long, it will be quite a job
chewing my food.
THE UNOFFICIAL HOLIDAY (March 21, 2015)
Yesterday was officially the first day of spring this year, but today is
Saturday. And it is gorgeous. Everyone in Zagreb is celebrating the
unofficial holiday.
AMAZING FEAT (March 24, 2015)
Whenever I reach a quick rapport with a dog, the burst of enthusiasm
evaporates as soon as I remember that nearly every human can achieve
the same amazing feat.
YET TO COME (March 25, 2015)
Yesterday’s plane crash in the Alps is on everyone’s lips. Tears flow
freely. For my sins, I would rather shed a few tears for untold plane
crashes yet to come.
AN ATOPOS FOR TRUE (March 26, 2015)
On my way from Zagreb to Motovun, I am rather indifferent about my
origin and destination. Both are right between my ears, at any rate. I
am an atopos for true.
THREE MONTHS AGO (March 28, 2015)
It is sunbathing time at long last. My terrace is the right place. But
when my beloved sees my bare feet, she starts laughing: “Like you
died three months ago!”
TWICE LOST (March 29, 2015)
As I am surfing the World Wide Web, I realize that humans are not
only lost, but that they have no idea that they are lost, either. Indeed,
they are twice lost.
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ALONE IN THIS WORLD (April 1, 2015)
It is the fifteenth anniversary of my mother’s death. No prize for
guessing my thoughts. The fifteenth anniversary of being completely
alone in this world, too.
MISSING THE INSECTS (April 9, 2015)
The spring is marching forth, and many plants around me are already
in bud. I can hardly wait to see them in full bloom, though. Alas, I am
missing the insects!
ANY DREAM WOULD DO (April 10, 2015)
As I am preparing to go to bed, I find myself hoping that I will
remember a dream of mine by the morning. Given my measly record
as of late, any dream would do.
COLLECTIVE SHAME (April 12, 2015)
By and by, the World Wide Web has become a mirror of the human
species. Everything is there for everyone to see. Behold, a perfect
vehicle for collective shame.
SINCERE SINGING (April 13, 2015)
On my walk around Motovun, I hear a blackbird singing. Then I spot
it on the roof of a house nearby. And I stop in my tracks in
appreciation of sincere singing.
SHAKING MY HEAD (April 14, 2015)
The wisteria on the north wall of my terrace is starting to blossom. Its
purple flowers are amazing to behold. My eyes wide open in awe, I
keep shaking my head.
IN A RUSH (April 16, 2015)
This year, spring came late to Istria. The chestnut trees on the hotel
terrace came into leaf a fortnight ago, but they are in blossom by now.
Nature in a rush.
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NIGH RESPECTABLE (April 17, 2015)
At sixty-nine, my age has turned vaguely pornographic, at least in socalled Arabic numerals. At ninety-six, though, the two numbers will
look nigh respectable.
THE FABULOUS ENCOUNTER (April 19, 2015)
A bit more than a year since I first saw a couple of deer in my garden, I
saw one of them this morning. The rest of the day is marked by the
fabulous encounter.
JUST WIND (April 20, 2015)
There is too much wind this spring. Thus there are few bees around.
Everything is in bloom already, but there will be little fruit in the fall.
Alas, just wind!
YEARNING FOR THE SUMMER (April 22, 2015)
Unexpectedly, I have spent most of the day sunbathing. This is hardly
my habit, but I am eager to feel the sun on my skin. I seem to be
yearning for the summer.
ILL AT EASE (April 22, 2015)
I feel ill at ease. Is there anything I want that would make me not feel
ill at ease? No, there is nothing I want. As if by magic, I no longer
feel ill at ease.
TIME-SPACE DISTORTION (April 23, 2015)
After a spell abroad, my beloved is coming to spend a while with me.
I have not seen her for seventeen days only, but it feels like eons.
Time-space distortion?
LOVE AND LUCK (April 24, 2015)
For fabulous lovemaking, all you need is love. And good looks,
imagination, and talent. As well as strength and health. In short, all
you need is love and luck.
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A COMPLETE AND TOTAL BUMMER (April 24, 2015)
We are relishing the fireplace close to the end of April. This is the
latest fire on our Motovun record. Who says climate change is a
complete and total bummer?
THE NEW GENGHIS KHAN (April 25, 2015)
The New Silk Road is in the news. The Chinese are apparently behind
it hook, line, and sinker. And so am I, but especially when it comes to
the new Genghis Khan.
THE NETTLE’S STING (April 26, 2015)
Each time I go to the garden, it gives me a hint that I am not really
welcome. The last time, it was the dog rose’s thorns. This time, it is
the nettle’s sting.
IN UTTER SHOCK (April 27, 2015)
I am standing by a window and looking at the clouds. It is drizzling.
A goldfinch flies up to the window, spots me, screeches, and flutters
away in utter shock.
QUITE GENUINE (April 28, 2015)
Eating a Golden Delicious apple, I am aware that it is as genuine as
Gucci shoes. And then I bite into its rotten core. To my delight, the
rot is quite genuine.
THE DEEPEST OF ROOTS (April 29, 2015)
Of all the insects that swarm the blooming wisteria on my terrace,
bumblebees I like the most. And wasps I like the least. Bigotry
betrays the deepest of roots.
GIGGLING AND GIGGLING (April 30, 2015)
As soon as my beloved departed from Motovun, it started drizzling.
“Even the sky’s crying,” I keep telling everyone I know. And they
keep giggling and giggling.
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GOOD OLD HOLIDAYS (May 1, 2015)
My paternal grandmother, Maria Bon née Širola, was born on May 1,
1886. And my father, Branko Bon, was born on May 2, 1912. Enough
said about good old holidays.
DO NOT THINK (May 4, 2015)
Look, listen, smell, taste, or feel all you wish. Walk, stand, sit, crouch,
or lie down at your will. But whenever you get or make an
opportunity, do not think.
SCREW ENLIGHTENMENT (May 5, 2015)
Obsession with enlightenment is one of the greatest obstacles to
achieving it. The closer the goal, the greater the obstacle. Put
squarely, screw enlightenment.
CONTENTMENT! (May 6, 2015)
Surrounded on the hotel terrace by several busloads of tourists,
including a few of children, I am practicing the second limb of yoga.
Contentment! Contentment!
A GREAT FERTILIZER (May 7, 2015)
I am amazed each and every time I go to my garden. The weeds are
prospering. Nature will do well come what may. And humans will
end up being a great fertilizer.
THE WORST EXHIBITS (May 7, 2015)
Having just scrutinized a large number of photographs of supposedly
the best exhibits at Venice Biennale 2015, I cannot but be curious
about the worst exhibits.
MOTORCYCLE BANDS (May 8, 2015)
The tourist season in Istria has started in earnest. How do I know? It
is enough to get out onto my terrace and listen to the abysmal whine of
motorcycle bands.
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WITH YOUR DRINK (May 10, 2015)
The wilted flowers are falling off the chestnut trees on the hotel terrace
in such profusion that you have to be watchful not to gulp them down
with your drink.
L’ORIGINE DU MONDE (May 10, 2015)
The images that go with the Mother’s Day rile me no end. The
kitschiest kitschy kitsch. For mothers with guts, how about Gustave
Courbet’s “L’origine du monde”?
BECOMING IRRELEVANT (May 11, 2015)
The older I get, the greater the number of people around me who show
real affection for me. But I am not surprised any longer. To wit, I am
becoming irrelevant.
THE CRAFTY COCKROACH (May 13, 2015)
Having sent my comments on the draft of my Strasbourg case to my
lawyer, I am staring at my totem on the wall. Any retort? Not a peep
from the crafty cockroach.
MY OWN SELF (May 15, 2015)
There are a few whose work I appreciate, but there are none I find
worth rivaling, let alone imitating. Yuck. If there is anyone of this ilk,
it is my own self.
THE HEADSHAKING SYNDROME (May 17, 2015)
Whichever online newspapers I go to, I end up by shaking my head in
disbelief. Humans never cease to amaze me. Goodness, could this be
the headshaking syndrome?
VAINWRITING (May 18, 2015)
I have nothing to write about, but I am still dying to put it into writing.
Over and over again, without respite. If only there were a word such as
vainwriting.
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COOKING AS SUCH (May 19, 2015)
Three apples, ten prunes, and a spoonful of honey. Good for digestion,
the compote takes but a few minutes to make. But what a joy one
finds in cooking as such!
JOKING ABOUT CHRISTMAS (May 22, 2015)
It has been windy and wet for days, and the temperature has finally
dropped. Today it feels quite like fall. Out of the blue, people are
joking about Christmas.
THE SPECIES’ HABITAT (May 22, 2015)
The fundamental question for the human species is whether it will ever
evolve to the point where every human will behave so as to preserve
the species’ habitat.
THE JOY OF CREMATION (May 25, 2015)
As I was bathing this morning, I had a gleeful thought. All of my skin
ailments—such as psoriasis, herpes, and tinea pedis—are doomed. Ah,
the joy of cremation!
CONTRA MUNDUM (May 26, 2015)
Quite by chance, I just came across an expression that sums up my
innermost feelings about this wretched world in the language I take for
my own: contra mundum.
NOTHING BUT SCIENCE FICTION (May 28, 2015)
My little stories about chieftain Buroogu and his world are likely to be
misplaced in time and maybe even space. In truth, they are nothing but
science fiction.
MY HONK (May 30, 2015)
As I am walking down the Motovun hill, there is many a honk from the
passing cars. I recognize only a few cars, but I raise my hand every
time. This is my honk.
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BAD SPECIES (May 31, 2015)
A girl of eight or nine is trying to kick a pigeon in one of Zagreb’s
squares. Her parents are with her, but they are quiet. Bad girl? Bad
parents? Bad species?
LESS STUPID (June 1, 2015)
I am staring at one of my paintings on the wall of my beloved’s
apartment. The painting is staring back at me. Now I wonder who of
the two of us is less stupid.
HOLIDAY OF CANNIBALISM (June 4, 2015)
Eat my flesh. Drink my blood. Divine instructions are still with us
after a couple of millennia. What is more, now we are blessed with a
holiday of cannibalism.
THE RIGHT COUNT (June 11, 2015)
Our seventeenth anniversary is bemusing us both. Years seem to
shrink as they grow in number. On top of that, it is ever harder to
come up with the right count.
MISSED IT (June 12, 2015)
I see a small gnat on the wall of my beloved’s apartment. I try to catch
it, but it deftly escapes my grip and lands higher up the wall. I am
happy I missed it.
ONLY TRY GUESSING (June 16, 2015)
After a surprising heatwave that smacked of the dead of summer, it is
rather windy and rainy. It is appreciably cooler, too. As for tomorrow,
only try guessing.
NIGH FORGOTTEN (June 18, 2015)
The pope’s encyclical on climate change was to be released today. As
luck would have it, it got leaked four days ago. By this special day, it
is nigh forgotten.
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HERETOFORE (June 20, 2015)
What would the Buddha have told the monks had they confronted
climate change? “Never mind,” he would begin. “Just keep doing
what you’ve been doing heretofore.”
MORE THAN WELCOME (June 22, 2015)
In the good old bus again, I am neither here nor there. Bouncing
along, I feel perfectly at home. No-man’s land is the one place where
I am more than welcome.
NOT STREAM (June 23, 2015)
It is raining so hard, Borgo sounds like a stream. Mesmerized by the
gurgle, I open the front door every once in a while. “Street,” I
admonish it, “not stream!”
LIKE A FLOWER (June 26, 2015)
I was sunbathing on my terrace when a bumblebee landed on my head.
Annoyed, I brushed it away. When it took off, I grumbled after it: “Do
I look like a flower?”
FEWER HUMANS (June 28, 2015)
The highest court in America has ruled in favor of same-sex marriage.
There is much merriment. I am among the merry ones, for this ruling
promises fewer humans.
COGNOSCITIS VOS IPSOS (June 29, 2015)
In the long run, a precondition for a worthwhile evolution of the
human species is its knowledge of itself. No lies, no fantasies.
Homines, cognoscitis vos ipsos.
TO PUT IT IN WRITING (June 30, 2015)
Again and again, I am overwhelmed by the need to write. I have
nothing to say, though. For some reason that is beyond me, I am still
dying to put it in writing.
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MY KIN (July 3, 2015)
Reclining on the crowded hotel terrace, I find myself glimpsing
longingly up the crowns of chestnut trees. They wave at me in the
breeze. The closest of my kin.
WHAT THEY DO NOT WANT (July 6, 2015)
Democracy is when people tell their leaders what they want. But
things have been changing fast. As of late, democracy is when people
tell what they do not want.
INDOMITABLE OPTIMISM (July 7, 2015)
Both James Lovelock and I are optimists by birth. We were born a
year after a world war—he the first, and I the second. Both were years
of indomitable optimism.
SURPRISED NO MORE (July 10, 2015)
I am surprised ever more often by the misdeeds of humans I know in
person. And I know ever fewer humans. Will I ever reach the point of
being surprised no more?
THE SKY FUCK (July 11, 2015)
The trails behind airplanes are so short today that they look like
sperms. They are heading for many an ovary beloved to the tourists.
So much for the sky fuck.
THE KING OF ASIA (July 12, 2015)
The endless Greek financial crisis smacks of the Gordian knot legend.
Who will have the oomph to untie it? Remember, the lucky one will
become the king of Asia.
THE BRIGHTEST OBJECT IN THE SKY (July 13, 2015)
I recline on my terrace and stare at the night sky. Venus attracts most
of my attention. There is no moon tonight, and so it is the brightest
object in the sky.
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DIFFERENT PLANETS (July 15, 2015)
It is past midnight in Athens, but Greeks have not yet decided on the
bailout, as required by Germans. How come? Greeks and Germans
hail from different planets.
WITH EUPHORIA (July 20, 2015)
The temperature in my house has broken the record of twenty-nine
degrees Celsius, but only by half a degree. Now I look forward to
thirty degrees with euphoria.
MY LOFTY PRINCIPLES (July 22, 2015)
“It feels like porridge in my head,” I grumble about the heat to my
beloved. “Great,” she smiles. “Free of thought at long last!” She
knows my lofty principles.
DOUBLY LUCKY (July 23, 2015)
Judging by the weather forecasts, it will rain the next several days.
The heatwave break would overlap the film festival. Many in
Motovun now feel doubly lucky.
IN NAME ONLY (July 24, 2015)
It rained today, just as the meteorologists predicted. It drizzled for half
an hour, but even the drizzle was not up to scratch. Alas, it was rain in
name only.
BITTER DISAPPOINTMENT (July 25, 2015)
Living in hope of rain is daft enough, but living in hope of lower
temperatures is outright absurd. In the long run, it cannot but end in
bitter disappointment.
MAIORDOMUS (July 28, 2015)
As every morning since her arrival in Motovun this summer, I am up
well before my beloved. One more time, I am cooling down the house.
Yes, I am the maiordomus.
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MY ADVICE ON WRITING (August 2, 2015)
If you are not writing yet, do not start. If you are writing already, stop
now. But if you cannot stop, write as little as you can. Behold my
advice on writing.
ADDITIONAL PARALLELS (August 3, 2015)
Kalypso, Cyclops, Kirke, Skylla and Charybdis… Two women are
conspicuous among hurdles to Odysseus’ return to Ithaka. As if I
needed any additional parallels.
WELL-DESERVED JUBILATION (August 5, 2015)
No thoughts are taking shape in my mind. For a while, I have not
penned a single sentence. But the only wee surprise is the absence of
well-deserved jubilation.
EVERYTHING IN VIEW (August 7, 2015)
It is hot and damp day after day. Tired and sticky, one lives in hope of
another storm. But all it would do is thicken the mist that shrouds
everything in view.
VITIOSISSIMUS CIRCULUS (August 8, 2015)
Multa de genere humano nescimus, id enim scimus quod scire
volumus. Tam placet nobis parvum de natura humana noscere!
Succurrite! Vitiosissimus hic circulus est.
THE CURSE OF THE HUMAN MIND (August 9, 2015)
When my mind is hopping, I do my best to make it still. But when my
mind is still, I do my best to make it hopping. Put succinctly, the curse
of the human mind.
UNDER WATER (August 10, 2015)
In my mind’s eye, I sketch the coastline along the Mirna valley when
the sea rises ten meters or so. To my joy, both the road and the canal
will be under water.
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MY TENDER LOVING CARE (August 12, 2015)
Whenever I water the common houseleek or sempervivum tectorum on
my terrace, like I did this morning, I worry that I will smother it with
my tender loving care.
COMMUNAL RAIN DANCE (August 15, 2015)
Rain has been circling Motovun for such a long time that all the
inhabitants are about ready to gather together within the town walls for
a communal rain dance.
THE COMING COLD (August 17, 2015)
The rain has finally come in abundance, and the heat is gone. There is
no time for celebration, though. It is high time to start worrying about
the coming cold.
TO DUCK ONESELF (August 18, 2015)
Pray, what is tourism? Tourism is the human propensity to seek
oneself elsewhere. And as far away as reachable. Tourism is the
human propensity to duck oneself.
YOUR OWN FUCKING SELF (August 19, 2015)
The greatest cheat, thief, and murderer you are likely to ever meet face
to face, as well as to get to know pretty well from up close, is your
own fucking self.
HARDLY COMPANY (August 22, 2015)
As I was taking my morning shower, the one on high crossed my
mind. Bereft of equals, the poor thing must be alone all the time.
Mere humans are hardly company.
THE AGE OF BROKEN RECORDS (August 23, 2015)
As it turns out, last month was the warmest on record. The record is
sure to be broken in a tick, though. We, the lucky ones, live in the age
of broken records.
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SOMETHING QUITE AMUSING (August 25, 2015)
Racing car drivers are dying left and right. “Gosh,” I told my beloved
upon bumping into yet another story of this sort, “I am missing
something quite amusing!”
THE BUS MAN (August 27, 2015)
Hours before boarding the bus heading for Motovun, I can feel it
already. The sights, the sounds, the smells, the vibrations. Still in
Zagreb, I am the bus man.
SILLY OLD MONKEYS (August 29, 2015)
Today? Nah, for the monkeys in my brain are far from idle. Anytime
soon? May well be, but still hard to imagine. Before I turn seventy?
Shoo, silly old monkeys!
THE WORLD IS I (August 31, 2015)
Whenever I start fretting about the purportedly excessive interest I
have in myself, I come up with the simplest of defenses I can muster:
alas, the world is I.
BENUMBED (September 2, 2015)
The day began with a heavy rain, but then the sun burst out again.
Now it is so hot and humid that my body feels numb. Fortunately, my
mind also feels benumbed.
THE DEVIOUS WRITER (September 4, 2015)
During my afternoon nap, I dreamt of a wasp crawling over the
keyboard of my laptop. Meaning? Was this a warning for the
innocuous reader or the devious writer?
MY NEW GARDEN (September 6, 2015)
In the late afternoon, the Mirna valley is closer and greener than usual.
The bora has scrubbed and dried the air. From my terrace, it looks like
my new garden.
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INWARD HO! (September 10, 2015)
Right between my ears, the past and the future. The universe entire in
one primordial primate organ.
Right between my ears, the
interminable present. Inward ho!
FROM DOWN UNDER (September 10, 2015)
I always sit in the back of the bus, just above the engine. What if I
enjoy traveling by bus because of the unrelenting vibrations? The old
Aum from down under.
AGREE TO DISAGREE (September 13, 2015)
Two humans meet in a public forum. As it turns out, both of them are
intellectuals, and both of them are rather proud of it. They
immediately agree to disagree.
MY MIND TO THE RESCUE (September 15, 2015)
My mind was moribund much of the day, which pleased me. At last I
realized it had to do with my inflamed jaw, and so I called my dentist.
My mind to the rescue.
WILD AND CHIC (September 16, 2015)
Behold the gold-and-silver sign on the chest of a black T-shirt worn by
a squat, fat, and bowlegged blonde with enormous tits in her midsixties: wild and chic.
AND THEN YOU DIE (September 17, 2015)
“Life’s a bitch,” as the vulgar expression goes. No matter how hard
you try, how can you ever make sense of it? Returning to the
expression, “and then you die.”
WRONG DIRECTION (September 17, 2015)
In the back of the bus one more time, I am trying to feel the engine’s
vibrations. But the old Aum is rather feeble today. Or am I going in
the wrong direction?
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GO IN PEACE (September 21, 2015)
What am I going to learn about myself today? What is it that I still
keep a secret from myself? And what inner barriers keep me from
letting myself go in peace?
THE FALL IS HERE (September 24, 2015)
The fall equinox was yesterday. The fall arrived on the very same day,
and not only officially. Everywhere I go around Motovun, people
sigh: “The fall is here!”
THE CALAMITY (October 3, 2015)
It is enough to go to a single gathering on climate change to gather that
humans are not capable of organizing themselves to save their butts
from the calamity.
DISCOURAGING (October 6, 2015)
Animals other than humans can be puzzling, distracting, annoying,
disquieting, frightening, and on occasion even disgusting, but they can
never be discouraging.
THE PRIMORDIAL BLISS (October 7, 2015)
Pray, who is yoga? It is the animal in us. Ageless, or as old as life on
earth. Nameless, and bereft of the ego. And forever in pursuit of the
primordial bliss.
THE SWAYING OF PLANTS (October 10, 2015)
There is a kind of motion on the earth’s land surface that every
creature endowed with sight would readily recognize as emblematic of
it: the swaying of plants.
EVEN RAMBLING (October 12, 2015)
There are times when my haiku of one-hundred and sixty characters,
including spaces, strikes me as way too long. Actually, drawn out.
And perhaps even rambling.
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TO MY TASTE (October 12, 2015)
I am ever more uneasy with Zagreb’s bustle. And I am looking
forward to Motovun’s serenity. Now that the tourist season is near its
end, it will be to my taste.
JUST RAIN (October 14, 2015)
Yet another rainy day. It could be dismissed as perfectly in tune with
the season, but flooding now threatens many in Croatia. Lately, rain is
hardly just rain.
HEADING FOR MOTOVUN (October 15, 2015)
Glad as I am to be departing from Zagreb together with my beloved, I
am having tough time persuading myself to be at least as glad about us
heading for Motovun.
STAY PUT (October 18, 2015)
After many a wet and nippy day, the meteorologists forecast a sunny
spell. Should I laugh, or should I cry? Given all the givens, the best I
can do is stay put.
TO DRIVE THOUGHTS AWAY (October 18, 2015)
As my beloved is driving to Zagreb, the assortment of Jew’s harps on
my dining table comes to my rescue. One after another. So many
ways to drive thoughts away.
STARTING A NEW LIFE (October 19, 2015)
As of late, I find myself eager to bring my projects to a close. As well
as to tidy them up. Deep in my gut, I have a premonition that I am
starting a new life.
THE TOURIST THRONGS (October 20, 2015)
The weather has turned splendid after a rainy spell. The Mirna valley
is amazing to behold in its autumnal garb. If only Motovun was spared
the tourist throngs.
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TO JUST BE (October 20, 2015)
When will I learn to rejoice when my mind is free from anything to
record for posterity? When will I learn to idle in peace? More, when
will I learn to just be?
WALKING ALONE (October 21, 2015)
Carefully watching my every step, I am walking alone. Step by steady
step, I am heading nowhere. To be alone is my only joy, and it is
crowned by walking alone.
IN TWENTY-SEVEN WORDS (October 30, 2015)
The hotel terrace is covered with wilted leaves cast by chestnut trees.
A light wind carries them hither and thither. The meaning of life in
twenty-seven words.
THE KEY TO HEAVEN (October 31, 2015)
Whenever I lift my eyes toward the crowns of chestnut trees on the
hotel terrace, I take a deep breath. Subconscious as it is, that breath is
the key to heaven.
OVERRATED (November 3, 2015)
On a wonderful day, the Mirna valley strikes me like heaven over and
over again. But it is far from heaven, I know. Who knows, maybe
heaven itself is overrated?
A WAY OF LIFE (November 4, 2015)
Yoga is not only about practicing in the morning and evening. Neither
is it just about its eight limbs, magnificent as they happen to be. Yoga
is a way of life.
MY UNPRECEDENTED ACHIEVEMENT (November 6, 2015)
Having scrubbed my house well ahead of my beloved’s arrival, I do
not dare make a single move from the dining table lest I despoil my
unprecedented achievement.
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ABOUT AIRPLANES (November 6, 2015)
The day is superb, but there are light clouds across the sky. On closer
look, they come from airplane exhaust. No prize for guessing how I
feel about airplanes.
TOO PAINFUL BY HALF (November 7, 2015)
One of the main reasons, if not the only one, why all living creatures
do their best to duck death is that it is usually, if not regularly, too
painful by half.
AS A WHOLE (November 7, 2015)
Chi ride da zovene, pianse da vecio. The Venetian proverb of old is
prophetic. It is not about individual humans, as it seems, but the
human species as a whole.
SO MUCH FEAR (November 8, 2015)
I dreamt that I kept repeating one of my favorite Venetian proverbs:
“La paura fa coragio.” I do not remember the context, though. What
had caused so much fear?
BY ELECTIONS (November 8, 2015)
Croatia had parliamentary elections today. It is evening by now, but it
does not cross my mind to check the results. This country cannot be
helped by elections.
FOREVER FLOATING (November 9, 2015)
Wherever I go in Zagreb, I feel like a ghost. Unattached, I am floating
in the air. Wherever I would go on this planet, I would feel the same.
Forever floating.
TOP SECRET (November 12, 2015)
Less than ten minutes on foot from the center of Zagreb, the Tuškanac
park is the place to be. Not a human in sight! But keep it a secret.
Actually, top secret.
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BEING HUMAN (November 13, 2015)
I am a human being, and I am ashamed of it. I just searched the World
Wide Web with this sentence, and found nothing. Now I am even
more ashamed of being human.
DEADLY STATISTICS (November 14, 2015)
On a day like this, I cannot but think of Steven Pinker. And the better
angels of our nature. My heart goes to him as he is fiddling with his
deadly statistics.
REARING (November 14, 2015)
It is warm out of season, and the center of Zagreb is still jammed with
motorcycles. There is no end to the roaring. On occasion, one can
also see them rearing.
SINCERITY AS SUCH (November 15, 2015)
As soon as my beloved and I entered a café in the center of Zagreb, we
fell in love with a Hungarian Vizsla by the entrance. Its greeting was
sincerity as such.
THE FUTURE OF THE DODO (November 16, 2015)
I just chanced upon an article about the future of cities on the World
Wide Web. The word “future” made me chuckle. It is like pondering
the future of the dodo.
WRITER’S BLOCK (November 19, 2015)
Not a thought in my mind, and yet the need to express it. The
thoughtlessness. The supreme bliss of human condition in the guise of
the childish writer’s block.
TO REMEMBER (November 26, 2015)
Elegant toes and fingers, lean calves and thighs, tight little bum and
smooth back, firm tits, and a gaping, juicy cunt give me a bursting
erection to remember.
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NOTHING IS SACRED (November 26, 2015)
“No,” I stutter to myself with conviction as I am browsing through my
book about yoga, most likely the very last selection from my Residua,
“nothing is sacred.”
ONLY JUST (November 28, 2015)
Central Zagreb is crawling with merry consumers. Shopping is their
one and only concern. They have all heard of the upcoming Paris
climate talks, but only just.
YET ANOTHER ADDENDUM (November 28, 2015)
Having just penned my three-thousandth addendum, I feel like
celebrating. But how should I celebrate my great feat? Hey, how
about penning yet another addendum?
YET ANOTHER HAIKU (December 1, 2015)
If I can go thoughtless whenever it strikes my fancy, why in the world
would I go thoughtful ever again? For the hell of it? Or just to write
yet another haiku?
APRIL IN DECEMBER (December 2, 2015)
The weather is simply stunning. It is sunny and balmy. Although
taken aback by the weather, people relish it still. Not to mince words,
it is April in December.
LIFE BEFORE DEATH (December 3, 2015)
Fifteen years after her death, my mother is as alive in my mind as she
has ever been. Life after death? I am talking about myself, as well as
life before death.
DISTRUST OF HUMANS (December 6, 2015)
Zagreb is teeming with clever crows. It is always a joy to spot them
flying and hear them cawing. And it is a special treat to witness their
distrust of humans.
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A BOGUS WINTER (December 6, 2015)
Central Zagreb is in its Christmas garb. Many a fir-tree is covered
with fake snow. As good old seasons are gone already, the city has
opted for a bogus winter.
TO FIND A FEW (December 7, 2015)
If my book about yoga is for just a few followers, why a book at all?
Because thousands of books are needed to find but one of them. And
millions to find a few.
LIKE AN OLD MISER (December 19, 2015)
Close to the end of the year, I often find myself counting the pieces
and addenda extending them. My Residua is my treasure. And I
cherish it like an old miser.
VERY LIKE SOUP (December 21, 2015)
Once again, I closed all the shutters on my house well before noon. It
is rotten out there. The imported smog that passes for domestic fog
looks very like soup.
MY STINT IN AMERICA (December 24, 2015)
On this wonderful day, I can only dream about my morning coffee.
Motovun is closed for fucking Christmas. I despise this holiday ever
since my stint in America.
IT SIMPLY MUST (December 29, 2015)
This year is ending on a sour note. My beloved is coughing and I am
sniffling. But next year will be starting on an entirely different note,
for it simply must.
AS HEAVEN (December 30, 2015)
The Mirna valley is amazing to behold this morning. “You can’t
possibly screw up a photograph of it,” my beloved remarks. Indeed, it
is as photogenic as heaven.
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ROMAN NUMERALS (December 31, 2015)
The end of Book XL is nigh. For some reason, it strikes me as more
heartbreaking than usual. To my chagrin, I have become a veritable
fanatic of Roman numerals.
BAGHDAD TIME (December 31, 2015)
My beloved bought a bottle of fine champagne for New Year’s. We
could not wait past ten o’clock, though. And so we uncorked it exactly
at midnight Baghdad time.
FUCKING SEVENTY (January 1, 2016)
The first thing that crosses my mind on the first day of the year is my
age. It appears to be gathering speed. In a few short months, I will be
fucking seventy.
NEEDS EXPLAINING (January 3, 2016)
Disdaining all news, I sit and stare in front of myself. The world can
go fuck itself, I keep repeating to myself. As if my excellent behavior
needs explaining.
ALMOST HOME (January 5, 2016)
Every book of selections from my Residua takes its toll. Nearly
finished with my book about the city of my birth, I feel ill at ease.
Alas, another almost home.
A HERMIT IN A CROWD (January 12, 2016)
So, what am I? How can I be described? The best I can come up with
after brief rumination, albeit with a dollop of hesitation, is that I am a
hermit in a crowd.
A SAFE DISTANCE (January 12, 2016)
Of all the sounds of nature I hear repeatedly, the cawing of crows
makes me smile most often. Why? Living quite close to humans, they
have kept a safe distance.
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HUMAN STUPIDITY (January 15, 2016)
Humans are slaves of mysteries, and especially “supernatural” ones.
That is the only mystery on offer, though. As well as the proof
positive of human stupidity.
THE FIGHT OF YOUR LIFE (January 16, 2016)
How to stop thinking? Try every trick in the book. Fight with all your
might. But do not falter for the briefest of moments. For this is the
fight of your life.
WRITE NOTHING (January 18, 2016)
It is a new day, and I feel the urge to write something. But nothing
comes to my mind. And so I strive to persuade myself that it is all
right to write nothing.
BASK IN SUNSHINE (January 19, 2016)
It is freezing but the sky is spotless. Wooded areas in Zagreb are most
inviting at this time. Whenever I come across a bright spot, I stop to
bask in sunshine.
MY GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT (January 19, 2016)
As I was peeing a short while ago, I was stunned by a gurgling,
bubbling, and boisterous fart. I smiled with joy. So far today, this is
my greatest achievement.
THE NEXT FUCK (January 20, 2016)
A couple in their twenties is sitting next to my table in a Zagreb café.
Each of them is goggling into their own mobile phone and grinning.
Look, the next fuck.
WALK AND WALK (January 22, 2016)
Yet another bright but bitter day. Enchanted, I do my best to be as
close to nature as a reasonably large city will allow me. Blithely
dressed, I walk and walk.
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FORGOTTEN DREAMS (January 24, 2016)
I dreamt that… Well, I am not sure what it was that I truly dreamt.
Ever more often, I am waking up dreadfully disappointed on account
of my forgotten dreams.
GOOD TASTE (January 24, 2016)
My beloved and I had a fabulous walk in the woods only a few
minutes from the center of Zagreb. And we were almost alone. These
are rare benefits of good taste.
HAPPY TO HELP (January 26, 2016)
Helping others is fine and maybe even splendid, but only if they ask
for it. Otherwise, it is meddling or worse. And especially if you are
really happy to help.
A SINGLE THOUGHT (January 26, 2016)
On your daily round, do everything without thinking. Pay full
attention to what you are doing. You will be stunned how much you
can do without a single thought.
RETIREMENT (January 27, 2016)
If I were ever to come up with yet another piece in the old tenprinciples format, what could it be about? Hmm. Withdrawal?
Survival? Hey, how about retirement?
FALLOW DAY (January 27, 2016)
It has been years, and maybe even decades, since I let a day pass
without a single piece of writing. I am looking forward to another
such. The happy fallow day.
JUST ANOTHER TYRANNY (January 29, 2016)
It was almost painful, but I made it through an entire day without a
line. Which makes January 28, 2016, a truly memorable day. Writing
is just another tyranny.
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WHAT ADDICTION? (January 29, 2016)
I abandoned smoking in 2014. I cut my drinking to a minimum in
2015. I abandoned reading and started cutting down my writing in
2016. Addiction, what addiction?
FALLOW DAYS GALORE (January 30, 2016)
Another fallow day? Wonderful as it would be, its time will come
soon. And soon is the word. The way my mind has been shaping,
there will be fallow days galore.
WHO IS LOVE? (February 1, 2016)
When I look into my beloved’s eyes and tell her that I love her, tears
come to my eyes. Erection swiftly follows, as well as lots of laughter.
Hey, who is love?
THOUGHT IS IN VAIN (February 2, 2016)
A funny thought just crossed my mind: “What if I die before I finish
my book about yoga?” I chuckled, of course. A perfect illustration
that thought is in vain.
THE CLEVER PIGEONS (February 2, 2016)
Meteorologists keep warning about the next bout of winter, but
pigeons keep mating as though the winter is over by now. For my sins,
I trust the clever pigeons.
ALSO MISCHIEVOUS (February 6, 2016)
I am excited about the Chinese New Year’s Eve tomorrow. The Year
of the Monkey, no less. Bright, full of pep, bursting with ideas,
nimble, but also mischievous.
ADMIRAL ONISHI (February 7, 2016)
The moon is nowhere to be seen tonight, and the weather has been
splendid for quite a while, but my thoughts still drift toward the last
poem by admiral Onishi.
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AHEAD OF TIME (February 13, 2016)
Searching for Nietzsche’s quotes in my writings ever anew, and
reading them with relish ever again, I feel sad that he failed to come
across yoga ahead of time.
THE LOVED ONES (February 18, 2016)
Minimize contact with humans. As far as rules worth following are
concerned, it is easy enough. Implementation is the catch, and
especially with the loved ones.
“MONKS” (February 19, 2016)
Whenever the Buddha speaks, he addresses the monks. “Monks,” he
starts. “Yes, sir,” they retort. Should I, too, start all my pieces with
the same word: “Monks”?
FLEEING EUROPE AGAIN (February 21, 2016)
Smart people started fleeing Europe in the Thirties, well ahead of
World War II. How about this grim century? When will smart people
start fleeing Europe again?
WORDLESS FOR TRUE (February 26, 2016)
Hey, I went through two days in a row without jotting down a single
word! Goodness gracious! The way I am going as of late, I may well
end up wordless for true.
TOGETHER STILL (February 27, 2016)
Six years after we met, we composed and signed a marriage certificate
our very own. That was twelve years ago on this day. Lo and behold,
we are together still.
THE FUCKING SEASON (March 3, 2016)
The weather is all over the place. One day is balmy, the other wintry.
The only thing that does not change is that one cannot possibly guess
the fucking season.
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BORN LUCKY (March 4, 2016)
Soon after my death there will be chaos. But no causal link is
suggested here, it goes without saying. All I am actually trying to say
is that I was born lucky.
WITHOUT MERCY (March 4, 2016)
Homo sapiens is insatiable, and so is its curiosity. The only limits are
its body and its environment. The two are thus pitted against each
other without mercy.
TRAINING FOR HEAVEN (March 12, 2016)
I am sitting in a café crawling with infants and toddlers. Now it is chic
in Zagreb to take children out on weekends. For all my sins, I am
training for heaven.
ARRIVED ALREADY (March 14, 2016)
The day is superb. There is a hint in the air that something amazing is
about to happen. “Calm down, old chap,” I keep waving my hand.
“You’ve arrived already.”
IN SO MANY WORDS (March 21, 2016)
How proud of me was my mother? Whenever she got a chance, she
talked a blue streak about me. But she was so proud of me that she
never put it in so many words.
IN THE BARGAIN (March 22, 2016)
There is no way to end terrorism in this civilization. It is the sole
option for many. The only way to end terrorism is to end this
civilization in the bargain.
LOOKING FOR ME (March 24, 2016)
Shortly before leaving for Motovun, I saw a seagull flying over the
center of Zagreb. This is a rare sight. And my first thought was that it
was looking for me.
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THIS SPRING’S LIBERATION (March 26, 2016)
There is only one reason why this winter in Zagreb felt longer than
usual, and why my return to Motovun felt more baffling than usual:
this spring’s liberation.
BLOSSOMS IN SPRING (March 26, 2016)
When I grumble about the surge of unsolicited electronic-mail
messages the last week or so, my beloved chuckles: “Spring!” Indeed,
even spam blossoms in spring.
A PERFECT FALLOW DAY (March 31, 2016)
My mother passed away on April Fools’ Day fifteen years ago. And it
still leaves me speechless. Come to think of it, the day strikes me as a
perfect fallow day.
WHAT DOG ROSE? (April 2, 2016)
Having eradicated the laurel trees in my garden, now I am going for
the dog rose. Wielding a huge hoe, I am pulling out its roots, too. Dog
rose, what dog rose?
PSYCHOLOGY (April 7, 2016)
There are no souls, spirits, ghosts, gods, miracles, or afterlives. There
are only physics, chemistry, and biology. As well as the utter mess
dubbed psychology.
NODDING AND NODDING (April 8, 2016)
Two humans meet in the woods. Both long in the tooth, they grin at
each other. Without a word, they sit down next to one another, and
start nodding and nodding.
FRIGHTENINGLY GREEN (April 10, 2016)
After several drizzly days, the sky has cleared. In the bright afternoon
light, the Mirna valley looks greener then ever. In fact, it looks
frighteningly green.
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NIRVANA GREEN (April 11, 2016)
On the hotel terrace again, I am looking up the crowns of chestnut
trees towering around me. From below, the sunlit leaves are the prize.
Behold, nirvana green.
WISER THAN WORDS (April 16, 2016)
A few wise words would be soothing on this day among days. In their
absence, the most soothing is silence. Chances are that silence is wiser
than words, anyhow.
NOTHING AS SUCH (April 18, 2016)
My birthday is behind me now. And so are my untold projects, most
of which have taken quite a few years. At long last, I can dedicate
myself to nothing as such.
FAR FROM EQUAL (April 19, 2016)
My beloved is quite annoyed when I refer to women as “cunts.” I
would not be annoyed at all if she would refer to men as “dicks.”
Behold, we are far from equal.
NOVEMBER IN APRIL (April 25, 2016)
On my way to the bus station in Livade, whence I will go to Zagreb,
my heart goes to the plants blooming on the Motovun hill. It is
freezing. November in April.
SNOW OUT OF SEASON (April 25, 2016)
Soon after my bus reached Gorski Kotar, it started snowing. And
everything in sight turned white, but the road was still clear. A brush
with snow out of season.
WINTER IN OUR BONES (April 28, 2016)
On our way to Motovun, we marveled at Gorski Kotar covered by
snow. For a while, it even snowed. Now in Istria, my beloved and I
still feel winter in our bones.
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OUR SURVIVAL INSTINCT (April 29, 2016)
For my beloved and I, the only real remedy against wintry weather is
the fireplace. It goes well beyond warmth or glory. It also bolsters our
survival instinct.
LOOKING DOWN AT THE HILLTOWN (April 30, 2016)
It was sunny, and so we went up the Subijent Hill in sight of Motovun.
A little higher, it offers a gorgeous view. And it is a joy looking down
at the hilltown.
OUR ANIMALS (May 1, 2016)
Our two animals are like one. Love and lovemaking entangled.
Although we still talk, all we crave to say is that talking is pointless.
We can trust our animals.
SHE IS ME (May 1, 2016)
While my beloved is driving back to Zagreb, I am wandering all over
Motovun. For crying out loud, she is not just my proverbial better
half. In fact, she is me.
SOONER OR LATER (May 7, 2016)
Another financial crisis is in the news. Everything is way overvalued
after years of quantitative easing. Capitalism in a nutshell. Crises
come sooner or later.
THE COOKED BRAIN (June 4, 2016)
The weather has been helter-skelter lately. My brain feels kind of
cooked. But I am not complaining. When it comes to good luck,
nothing beats the cooked brain.
OCTOBER OR NOVEMBER IN JUNE (June 5, 2016)
The weather has been atrocious for quite a while. It has been
unusually wet and cold. Right now, people are getting confused: is it
October or November in June?
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THE TENDERFOOT TRIUMPHANT (June 9, 2016)
Listening to tourists trundling their luggage on wheels along the
bumpy cobblestones of Borgo, I remember good old Nietzsche.
Behold, the tenderfoot triumphant.
BLESSED ADDENDA (June 11, 2016)
Nearly the only remaining incentive to write new pieces just now is
that they will in the fullness of time offer welcome opportunities to
write blessed addenda.
ABANDON THOUGHT ALTOGETHER (June 20, 2016)
If humans are so stupid, I cannot be far behind. For all my venomous
disdain, I am only human. Which only goes to show that I should
abandon thought altogether.
ZAGOVUN (June 21, 2016)
On our way from Zagreb to Motovun, we know the countryside by
heart. After so many years, it feels like home. For lack of a proper
name, we can call it Zagovun.
THE OFFICIAL CALENDAR (June 22, 2016)
After weeks upon weeks of rain, the sun has come out right on the first
day of summer two days ago, which may suggest that it still heeds the
official calendar.
A MILLION YEARS (July 3, 2016)
We are facing a big problem, the human problem. But the only
possible solution to it is biological. In rough numbers, it will shape up
in about a million years.
COMPLIMENTARY BRAINLESSNESS (July 8, 2016)
It is getting ever more hot and humid, and my brain is going ever more
limp and numb. “Rejoice,” I keep poking myself. “Rejoice in
complimentary brainlessness.”
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WITH DUE REVERENCE (July 9, 2016)
Whenever I come to my terrace, I spot swifts working the sky. From
sunrise to sunset, they are relentless. Which is why I always salute
them with due reverence.
MY BEST WISHES (July 16, 2016)
So, what do I have to say about the carnage in Nice? Or the failed
military coup in Turkey? Nothing at all. All I can offer my fellow
humans are my best wishes.
TO HIGH HEAVEN (July 18, 2016)
This morning I paid my income tax for this month among months.
Done. And I am so delighted that the chore is behind me that I feel
like shouting to high heaven.
LIBERATED AT LAST (July 24, 2016)
Lovemaking in the dark is mindlessness crowned. Touch, hold tight,
poke, stretch, thrust, sniff, stroke, moan, twist. Animals caged in us
are liberated at last.
FOREVER MONKEYS (July 25, 2016)
Humans copy one another in all sorts of things, including crime. The
more spectacular, the merrier. But it is good to remember that
monkeys are forever monkeys.
SHOO! (July 26, 2017)
The less I write, and the more fallow days I take on, the fewer visitors
come to my Residua website, and the shorter they linger. Silly visitors,
go away! Shoo!
A SPLASH OF PRIDE (July 28, 2016)
When I gather that Iron Maiden, a heavy metal band from London I
have never heard about, made a splash in Split last night, I am
surprised by a splash of pride.
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ITS OOMPH (July 29, 2016)
Day after day, I am managing to keep the temperature in my house at
cool twenty-six degrees Celsius. Am I getting a pro at it? Or has the
summer lost its oomph?
A KINDERGARTEN (July 30, 2016)
Pope Francis’ visit to Auschwitz is kind of touching. Never again! In
the fullness of time, though, the concentration camp will be
remembered as a kindergarten.
WASTE OF TIME (July 31, 2016)
The Nineteenth Motovun Film Festival is over. What can I say about
it the morning after? Not to beat around the bush, it was a complete
and total waste of time.
WANDERERS FOR TRUE (August 1, 2016)
My beloved behind the steering wheel, we are on our way to Zagreb.
Or is it a neighboring star? Proxima Centauri? One way or another,
we are wanderers for true.
SO HAPPY (August 7, 2016)
Leaving Zagreb a few days after my beloved, who went to see her
parents, I feel happy. And astonished. I had no idea that leaving
Zagreb could make me so happy.
OUR VERY SOUL (August 8, 2016)
As the Latin language amply demonstrates, anima or soul and animal
have a lot in common. Actually, they are one and the same. The
animal in us is our very soul.
TODAY’S DOWNPOUR (August 10, 2016)
After lavish rain, I am inspecting the vineyards around Motovun as I
walk along the town walls. So lush. In just a few months, I will taste
of today’s downpour.
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BEATS ALL ELSE (August 13, 2016)
What have I been doing as of late? The only thing I have been doing
lately is sitting on my terrace and twirling my hot sauce in the sun.
Surely beats all else.
EVERY SECOND DAY (August 15, 2016)
As I like to say when I get a chance, I am learning every day. So, what
have I learned today? Well, I have learned that I am actually learning
every second day.
CLEANING… (August 19, 2016)
My beloved is on her way to Motovun. She will be here in a few
hours. No prize for guessing what I am doing right now. Cleaning,
cleaning, cleaning…
PEEK-A-BOO! (August 27, 2016)
After four full days out of this world, I feel like opening the curtain
with both hands, raising my eyebrows, smiling, and whispering
endearingly: “Peek-a-boo!”
FOOD FROM HEAVEN (August 31, 2016)
Tourist throngs have peaked already. Street cats are getting ever more
jumpy. And swarms of scrawny kittens are dashing around in hope of
more food from heaven.
THE WINNING LIFE FORM (September 3, 2016)
Life on a planet starts and ends with bacteria. They thrive in the
meanwhile, as well. So, how come bacteria are not widely recognized
as the winning life form?
THE NEXT EARLY ELECTIONS (September 9, 2016)
In just a few days, Croatia will have next elections. Early elections, to
be more precise. The only question is how soon will there be the next
early elections.
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EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY (September 12, 2016)
God, justice, love, freedom, heaven, friendship, equality, and
democracy, are but examples of delusion, or belief held in spite of all
evidence to the contrary.
STARTED BLEEDING (October 7, 2016)
It is high time to stop slinging chestnuts into the woods under my
terrace. And why? One of the fingers with which I release my sling
has just started bleeding.
ATTRACTIONS OF NEW TUSCANY (October 7, 2016)
Electricity has conked out again. Judging by recent outages, this one
will take a few hours to be fixed. But this is one of the many
attractions of New Tuscany.
THE DIVINITY OF THEIR DREAMS (October 9, 2016)
Can the world be saved? Artificial intelligence is the only viable tack
at this time. With some luck, humans may be able to create the
divinity of their dreams.
BEFORE I DO (October 13, 2016)
Today is the third anniversary of Ljubica Handjal’s death. Any
thoughts? The only thought that comes to my mind is that Ljubica
cannot possibly die before I do.
NOBEL PRIZES FOR BLOGS (October 13, 2016)
Bob Dylan’s Nobel prize in literature gives me hope. The smart
people in Stockholm seem to have open minds. And what could be
wrong with Nobel prizes for blogs?
ELECTION CLOWNS (October 16, 2016)
Fear of so-called creepy or killer clowns is sweeping America and
Europe. Hilarious, this. Neither Americans nor Europeans seam to
fear election clowns, though.
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AVOID ROADS (October 21, 2016)
Whenever I pass through Gorski Kotar, I scan for animals in the woods
by the road. Ah, to spot a wolf or a bear! But no luck so far. Clever
animals avoid roads.
JUST A JOKE (October 23, 2016)
After a nippy but bright day, low clouds are gathering over the Mirna
valley. Another spell of rain is nigh. In retrospect, yesterday’s
weather was just a joke.
BLESSED RANDOMNESS (October 23, 2016)
The rain is getting stronger. The sound of every raindrop is echoing
through the chimney above the fireplace. As ever, I relish the
rhythm’s blessed randomness.
UPROAR OF MOTORCYCLES (October 30, 2016)
The day is splendid, and there are two ways to tell it. First, the sun
pierces into every nook and cranny. Second, there is the incessant
uproar of motorcycles.
LOVELY! (November 4, 2016)
“Bon,” I grinned at myself in the mirror before I started shaving this
morning, “by comparison with how you’ll look when you get to be
eighty, you look lovely!”
MOCKING HAIKU (November 5, 2016)
For the record, as it were, today I came up with as many as six
addenda extending pieces of writing spanning twenty-four years, as
well as a lone mocking haiku.
TURNING RAVENOUS (November 6, 2016)
Each tourist season, the number of street cats explodes. And kittens
are tourists’ favorites. A sure sign of the season’s end is that cats are
turning ravenous.
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THE SILENCE (November 12, 2016)
The words that break the silence must leave the world the better for
their birth. Do I have such words? At the moment, I do not. So, I
must respect the silence.
THE GOOD OLD U (November 19, 2016)
All sorts of graffiti can be spotted around central Zagreb, and many of
them tell plenty about the city of my birth, but uppermost among them
is the good old U.
FUCK ZAGREB (November 21, 2016)
As my bus hurtles toward Motovun, I miss my beloved’s eyes, nose,
elbows, and shoulders. I miss her belly, tits, and bum. How about
Zagreb, though? Fuck Zagreb.
MY LIFE’S KEYWORDS (November 28, 2016)
Nowhere. Never. Nobody. Nothing. Hey, these words seem to sum
up my experience with life pretty well. As a matter of fact, they strike
me as my life’s keywords.
LAUDING THE BORA AGAIN (November 29, 2016)
After a long misty stretch, the bora has swept the misery away at last.
It is cold but dazzling today. And I cannot restrain myself from
lauding the bora again.
HISTORY ALREADY (November 30, 2016)
A friend just called me to see whether I was still selling my house in
Motovun. I told him that I was not. And I explained that my enemies
were history already.
CATERING FOR HER (December 2, 2016)
As my beloved is driving to Motovun, I dash around the house in last
preparations. Check this, chuck that. Push here, polish there. The joy
of catering for her!
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PILLOW HEAVEN (December 4, 2016)
We recline around the fireplace on pillows strewn about the floor. So
far, we had six of them, but we just got ten more. Now we enjoy a
veritable pillow heaven.
ONLY APPROPRIATE (December 13, 2016)
On our way out, my beloved wrapped herself in a huge gray shawl.
“You look like a granny,” I chuckled. She chuckled back: “By your
side, it’s only appropriate!”
CELEBRATING ANYTHING (December 13, 2016)
My parents got married eighty years ago. And in Zagreb, of all places.
As it happens, I am here on the special day, but I do not feel like
celebrating anything.
A TIME WARP (December 14, 2016)
I am about to meet again with Jasna and Rade Kronja, with whom I
studied architecture in Belgrade in the Sixties. Astounding. Another
experience of a time warp.
IN MOTOVUN ALREADY (December 16, 2016)
Hours before my trip, I can already see through the bus window.
Huddled villages, twisting rivers, craggy hills, and woods galore. Hey,
I am in Motovun already!
TILL THEN (December 22, 2016)
My beloved will arrive in Motovun tomorrow. I will do my best to
make her stay as restful as possible. But no prize for guessing what I
will be doing till then.
FIRE WORSHIP (December 25, 2016)
Staring at the fire for several days, one begins to understand so many
old religions built around it. Plain and simple. Indeed, how can one
eschew fire worship?
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THE LIBERATION YEAR (December 31, 2016)
This year will remain close to my heart till my last breath. At long
last, I can abandon thought at will and for as long as I wish. Behold,
the liberation year.
YEAR ONE A.L. (January 1, 2017)
I am a bit confused by this year’s quaint number. My first impulse is
to call it the first year after liberation. Or, to make it a tad more terse,
Year One A.L.
LIKE A SPACECRAFT (January 2, 2017)
After ten days by the fireplace in the boondocks, we are on our way to
the hubbub of a city. Hard to believe. Surprisingly, the car now feels
like a spacecraft.
BOILED SHOES (January 12, 2017)
So, how has the reconstruction of my teeth been going? My dentist
seems pleased. In a few months, I will be able to bite through Charlie
Chaplin’s boiled shoes.
SPOILED BY PAIN (January 15, 2017)
While another friend of yours is dying, should you feel pity or envy?
Death is the supreme reward for our many follies. Ah, if only it were
not spoiled by pain!
WHAT WILL MELANIA WEAR (January 19, 2017)
According to the news from all around the planet, one of the greatest
conundrums of Donald Trump’s presidential inauguration tomorrow is
what will Melania wear.
THE DONALD (January 21, 2017)
The new American president believes climate change is a hoax.
Perfect. The blame for all the calamities to come will shift from the
human species to the Donald.
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AMERIKA ÜBER ALLES (January 22, 2017)
I just came up with a punchy and peppy motto for the new American
president, but then I came across it on the World Wide Web, of all
places: Amerika über alles.
WRONG PLANET (January 24, 2017)
At my dentist’s, I glimpsed through a magazine featuring fast cars and,
well, fast women. I could not believe my eyes. To be sure, I ended up
on a wrong planet.
CLOWNS OF THE WORLD, UNITE! (February 2, 2017)
Thus far, Trump is doing well at America’s helm. First Europe, and
then the rest of the world, will follow his lead sooner or later. Clowns
of the world, unite!
WILL IT EVER END? (February 6, 2017)
The Chinese Year of the Monkey ricochets through my mind again.
Bright, full of pep, bursting with ideas, nimble, but also mischievous…
Pray, will it ever end?
EXIT IX (March 11, 2017)
How to shatter all the chains that yoke you to this world? Easy-peasy.
Abandon thought at will and remain free from it for as long as you
wish. Behold, Exit IX.
LEAVE IT TO EVOLUTION (March 16, 2017)
No matter how much you think about the human race, as well as write
about it, it is but a waste of your time. It is beyond help. Instead,
leave it to evolution.
FOR ITS OWN GOOD (March 19, 2017)
At this stage of evolution, the human brain is like the proverbial
monkey. It is too curious by half. In straight words, it is way too
curious for its own good.
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ON THE FUTURE OF ROME (March 25, 2017)
Now that Treaties of Rome are marking their sixtieth anniversary, I
often catch myself ruminating about Jean-Claude Juncker’s white
paper on the future of Rome.
BACK IN OUR SPACECRAFT (March 31, 2017)
After eighty-nine days in the hubbub of a city, we are in the car on our
return to the boondocks. One more time, hard to believe. We are back
in our spacecraft.
THE HORRORS OF YESTERYEAR (April 2, 2017)
How does Motovun feel after three whole months? Yuck. The
municipal elections a bit less than two months from now are bringing
up all the horrors of yesteryear.
A STEP BEHIND (April 5, 2017)
A female homo sapiens is about the reproductive cycle, from the first
menstruation to menopause. But how about a male homo sapiens?
Alas, forever a step behind!
WRITING IT (April 7, 2017)
Will this haiku make the world better? Or will it perhaps make it
worse? These idle questions will remain unanswered, to be sure. So,
why even start writing it?
SLAVES TO HABIT (April 8, 2017)
I have already made such an inroad into my writing habits that writing
hardly ever crosses my mind any longer. Surprise, surprise. Alas, we
are slaves to habit!
THEY SPROUT AGAIN (April 13, 2017)
By and large, plants are even more striking than animals. In terms of
survival, they are sturdier. No matter what you do to them, soon
enough they sprout again.
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MUCH YOUNGER (April 17, 2017)
Would that we were innocent of dates and calendars. Given our rotten
memories, we would be innocent of our age. Chances are that I would
also feel much younger.
ON SCHEDULE (April 24, 2017)
The hum of the bees on the hotel terrace is mesmerizing. The chestnut
trees are flowering a bit late this year, but not to worry. The bees are
here on schedule.
A HASSLE (May 3, 2017)
Being born as a human is quite a chore. So much to try, so much to
pull off, and so much to botch up in the bargain. At best, being born as
a human is a hassle.
GODS GALORE (May 3, 2017)
The eye—actually, the brain—needs next to nothing to conjure a
human face. Add a sound, and a miracle is nigh. Sooner or later, we
are enchanted by gods galore.
A RAMBLING CEMETERY (May 8, 2017)
My beloved is troubled by my writings. “Screw the past,” I keep
telling her. “Focus on the present and future.” Indeed, my writings are
but a rambling cemetery.
ABOUT LOOKING (May 14, 2017)
Looking up the swaying chestnut trees on the hotel terrace, art crosses
my mind. Is this art? Why not? Art worthy of note is not about
making but about looking.
WRITTEN OFF ALREADY (May 17, 2017)
What if I win in Strasbourg one fine day? Nothing, of course. There is
no battlefront that matters any longer. The human race is as good as
written off already.
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NO HEAVEN ON EARTH? (May 17, 2017)
I am enchanted by my paintings. And I am over the moon with my
writings. Surrounded by the twain, I feel outright blessed. Who says
there is no heaven on earth?
LAUGHING AND LAUGHING (May 29, 2017)
Before going to sleep, I went to pee. As I was peeing, I looked at my
feet. “Homo sapiens,” I spouted out of the blue. And then I started
laughing and laughing.
IN THE SPECIES’ GENES (May 31, 2017)
By comparison with World War III, World War II will look like a joke.
Why? Homo sapiens will do its utmost to surpass itself. For that is in
the species’ genes.
THEY WILL GO FIRST (June 10, 2017)
I have a soft spot for all the invalids dragging themselves around the
Croatian capital. Blessed bastards. When the going gets really rough,
they will go first.
WORDS OF WISDOM (June 14, 2017)
The more liberated women become, the more they look like whores.
Surprise, surprise. And I bet that any old Roman would have come up
with these words of wisdom.
MANY NIFTY RETURNS (June 14, 2017)
The Donald is turning seventy-one today. Two months my junior, he
will have a smashing celebration, I am sure. Happy birthday, old chap!
And many nifty returns.
A FLYING FUCK (June 22, 2017)
I relish reading my writings. “Great stuff,” I exclaim every so often.
“What the rest of humanity makes of it,” I add on occasion, “I don’t
give a flying fuck.”
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TO RECKON WITH (June 24, 2017)
When my beloved is with me, I often recall Nasrudin and his wife.
The right match. Any wise fool would get in real trouble without a
counterpart to reckon with.
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT (June 29, 2017)
How come the human species has not yet annihilated both itself and its
cradle planet? For this it requires social, economic, and technological
development. See?
A WAKE (July 2, 2017)
I am sitting on the hotel terrace right next to the trunk of a chestnut tree
felled by a storm a few days ago. The trunk will soon be gone, too.
Behold, a wake.
A WORRIED LOOK (July 9, 2017)
Having noticed a girl of about six or seven walking barefoot around
Motovun, I smile from ear to ear. Hey! Having noticed my smile, she
gives me a worried look.
ANOTHER EXERCISE IN YOGA (July 20, 2017)
At long last, I am finished with the nitty-gritty of copyediting. What a
joy! For all its twists and turns, though, copyediting is but another
exercise in yoga.
OF THREE MINDS (July 22, 2017)
My beloved is coming tomorrow. And my No. 1 son is coming with
his girlfriend a week later. Preparing for so many darlings well in
advance, I am of three minds.
SKIPPED IN PERPETUITY (July 25, 2017)
Today is the first day of the so-called twentieth film festival in
Motovun. The thirteenth was skipped. If only the rest of them would
be skipped in perpetuity.
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SPARKLING NEW (July 26, 2017)
Watching clouds gather.
And swell.
Forever praying for a
thunderstorm to be remembered. One that would make the Motovun
hill as good as new. Sparkling new, too.
TO RELISH DEATH (August 3, 2017)
It is close to forty degrees Celsius in Istria right now. Soon it will be
thirty degrees in my house. It is mrtasana or savasana time. The time
to relish death.
A TRUE FRIEND (August 13, 2017)
Yesterday I met a wonderful dog. Small and slim, it enjoyed my
caresses no end. A day later, I am overwhelmed by the unexpected
desire to acquire a true friend.
SHOUTING WITH JOY (August 14, 2017)
I just went through my book about yoga once again. And I did not feel
like adding an iota to what I found in it. On that thought, I felt like
shouting with joy.
ORDER TO THINGS (August 16, 2017)
First the laundry. Bathroom and kitchen floors come next. Then the
bathtub and bathroom sinks. And toilets come the very last. Indeed,
there is order to things.
THREE CHEERS FOR CICERO! (August 18, 2017)
The greatest enemy of the human species? The human species, it goes
without saying! As for the cause of this quandary, it is stupidity.
Three cheers for Cicero!
TO BECOME HANDSOME AGAIN (August 22, 2017)
It has taken humans a few thousand years of progress to become as
ugly as they are now. And it will take them as many years of decline
to become handsome again.
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TRICKS OF THEIR TRADE (August 23, 2017)
The best place to see through humans is on the beach. This applies
especially to female humans. Almost naked, they are bereft of the
many tricks of their trade.
AN UNINSPIRING BUNCH (September 1, 2017)
Looking for inspiration, I have been watching doves, lizards, wasps,
street cats, swallows, flies, and hawks with due care. So far, zilch. An
uninspiring bunch.
THE BLESSED HUM (September 9, 2017)
Whenever I have an opportunity to watch humans unobserved, I break
into a hum. Come to think of it, could there be any better response?
Behold, the blessed hum.
WHATSOEVER (September 14, 2017)
Each time I conceive of a new selection from my writings, I feel
victorious. Nay, triumphant. As though a new book of mine could
make any difference whatsoever.
HOMO DEFECIT (September 14, 2017)
On my first walk around Zagreb in months, I spot Harari’s Homo Deus
in a bookshop window. The surge of pitiless anger surprises even me.
How about homo defecit?
MY MOBILE HOME (September 20, 2017)
Back in the jolly bus. Bus, bus, bus. Trundling along once again.
Bus, bus, bus. Trundling along for who knows what time. Bus, bus,
bus. Behold, my mobile home.
THE REAL HOMO SAPIENS (October 5, 2017)
Six-million years separate us from chimpanzees, our closest relatives
among the primates. As many millions of years separate us from the
real homo sapiens, too.
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WORDS KEEP FAILING ME (October 16, 2017)
The older I get, the more often I am overwhelmed by this urge to sum
it all up, to say everything in as few words as possible. And? Well,
words keep failing me.
CROATIA TRIUMPHANT (October 21, 2017)
My struggle with Croatian courts comes at a price. Whenever my
lawyer contacts me regarding Strasbourg, I can hardly sleep for days.
Behold, Croatia triumphant.
A BOMBSHELL FESTIVAL (October 22, 2017)
When I came home from the Teran and Truffles festival in Motovun, I
thought I would pee and pee. In fact, I farted and farted. Hey, it was a
bombshell festival.
GENTLE DEATH (October 31, 2017)
There is only one thing in this life that is not a travesty. Which is why
it deserves all the earnest jubilation we can muster. Hugs and kisses to
gentle death!
REJECTION OF LIFE (November 19, 2017)
Mircea Eliade has been with me for a couple of days. His words keep
popping up in front of my mind’s eye. Forthright, they give me
comfort: “rejection of life.”
FOR EACH OTHER’S BENEFIT (November 25, 2017)
What happens when reader and writer become one and the same? Do
they keep going for ever and ever? Or do they stop reading and
writing for each other’s benefit?
FOR UNTOLD EONS (December 10, 2017)
Past? Present? Future? Would a dog or a cat, not to mention a snake
or a bug, ever wonder about notions of this kind? And they have been
around for untold eons.
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A PROFESSIONAL DEFORMATION (December 23, 2017)
Every so often, I feel like adding one more word of advice to Tilopa’s
six. Do not plan, that is. Not to worry, though. This is only a
professional deformation.
TILOPA FOR BEGINNERS (December 31, 2017)
Take a long walk. Look around. Feel the cold and sniff the breeze.
Once you are back in your cozy burrow, stretch out. And rest in peace.
Tilopa for beginners.
INNOCENT OF SUMMING UP (January 9, 2018)
After another surge of the urge to sum it up in just a few words, I am
overcome with envy of my precursors from stone age, for they were
innocent of summing up.
COMPANIONS OF CHOICE (January 13, 2018)
A growing number of humans lives alone nowadays. And they have a
growing number of pets. Humans hanker company, and animals beat
humans as companions of choice.
CAUGHT COMPLAINING (January 25, 2018)
Those famous few and far between ahead of me are about as many as
those few and far between behind me. Splendid symmetry. Thus I
will not be caught complaining.
THE SPRING IS NIGH (February 14, 2018)
Pigeons in the center of Zagreb are my trusted meteorologists. After a
cold spell with a wee bit of snow, they are copulating again. To wit,
the spring is nigh.
FUCK PROGRESS! (February 19, 2018)
Having recently acquired a new Mac Book Air laptop, I keep being
forced to update my wordprocessing software. There is mayhem in my
files lately. Fuck progress!
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THEORY OF THE DAY (March 10, 2018)
I am chatting about strange weather with a waiter I know well. “Yup,”
he sighs, “climate has gone awry ever since Chernobyl.” To coin a
term, theory of the day.
THE RUMBLING BUS (March 16, 2018)
Later today, I will be on the bus to Motovun. My beloved is away this
week, and I am leaving Zagreb gladly. But all I am looking forward to
is the rumbling bus.
AH, COBBLESTONES! (March 18, 2018)
On my arrival in Motovun two days ago, cobblestones grabbed my
attention. I found them gorgeous, as though I have walked on them
never before. Ah, cobblestones!
SORRY FOR MY ENEMIES (March 23, 2018)
On my walk around the hilltwon, I met a score of locals. And I was
delighted to talk with all of them. By the time I returned home, I felt
sorry for my enemies.
MY MOTHER’S DEATH (April 1, 2018)
Here we go. Another day for practical jokes and hoaxes of all sorts.
Another day for clowning, horseplay, and monkey business, not to
mention my mother’s death.
THE FUCKING SOLAR SYSTEM (April 17, 2018)
Two robots meet on Saturn. “Hey,” yells one, “how did you make it
here?” “C’mon,” sighs another, “that was easy, but how do we escape
the fucking solar system?”
THE BUTT OF HISTORY (May 1, 2018)
Am I worried about the future? Well, I am thrilled by posthistory,
which will be ushered in about a millennium. But I shrink in horror
from the butt of history.
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PFFFT (May 8, 2018)
The more primitive a life form, the greater its chances at survival. In
the end, microorganisms are the winners. What does this tell you
about evolution? Pffft.
THE CRAZIEST GIT AROUND (May 12, 2018)
Almost everybody I talk to agrees that we are up shit creek. Which is
why I am ever more confused. I was convinced, wrongly, that I was
the craziest git around.
COSMIC PROPORTIONS (June 1, 2018)
It all started with life. Step by wee step, it has led to all the troubles
we face today. Sooner or later, life may well lead to troubles of
cosmic proportions.
LIKE A GHOST ON VACATION (June 4, 2018)
After nearly three months away from Zagreb, many waiters in my
favorite watering holes are surprised to see me again. Oops! Now I
feel like a ghost on vacation.
MY NEXT BUS RIDE (June 9, 2018)
Hours after my return to Motovun, I can still feel the rumbling bus
under my bum. Vroom, vroom, vroom. Way in advance, I am looking
forward to my next bus ride.
CHISELED IN MY MIND (June 11, 2018)
Today’s date is always with me. I quit smoking cigarettes three
decades ago. And I met my beloved a decade later. By this day, the
date is chiseled in my mind.
MY GLOOM (June 24, 2018)
What if I am wrong about everything? What if all the calamities I
foresee are but a figment of my imagination? Nothing! Humans are
sure to outdo me in my gloom.
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STULTUS SUM (June 28, 2018)
Vita error maximus est. Num quis tam stultus est, ut vitam veram esse
credat? Ego hoc esse verum credo. Immo vero, ego certus sum. At
forsan egomet stultus sum?
CATERING TO THE DUMB (June 30, 2018)
The clever are quick to figure out that catering to the clever is kind of
dumb. There is not much money in it. Which is why the clever are
catering to the dumb.
THE GREATEST INVENTION (July 3, 2018)
Observing insects, birds, and animals around me, I realize that
retirement is but a human invention. In my own book, this counts as
the greatest invention, too.
HOW MUCH LONGER? (July 7, 2018)
Overwhelmed by disgust at the human race, I wonder how much
longer will I be able to pen more than a few words on any subject
whatsoever. Pray, how much longer?
YOUR OWN LIFE (July 10, 2018)
“Pay no attention to your fellow humans and their countless
conundrums,” I counsel myself out of the blue. “Instead, focus on the
few wonders in your own life.”
YET ANOTHER TRIGGER OF WAR (July 16, 2018)
After a major sporting event, one cannot but recall Konrad Lorenz.
Three cheers for this vapid war substitute! Let us hope it is not yet
another trigger of war.
CONVINCING EVEN MYSELF (July 29, 2018)
When local affairs are debated in Motovun, I keep mum. “Hey,” I
explain my silence to all concerned, “I’m but a furešt!” By and by, I
am convincing even myself.
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HOW FARSIGHTED (August 3, 2018)
Quite a few among the insects that buzz around me appear not to be
aware of my species and its crafty ways. How shortsighted? On
second thought, how farsighted!
WORTHLESS (August 8, 2018)
I learn from a neighbor in Motovun that he can hear a mouse at work
in his house night after night. “Alas,” he chuckles, “the cats in our
street are worthless.”
PEAKING (August 14, 2018)
As the summer is peaking one catches oneself daydreaming about
winter as if one has never ever caught oneself daydreaming about
summer as the winter is peaking.
BECOMING HISTORY (August 29, 2018)
The chestnut trees on the hotel terrace are bereft of leaves by now. It
is as though it is fall already. By and by, their enthralling shade is
becoming history.
EVER MORE OFTEN (September 9, 2018)
As I like to admit, silence is my best bet with words. Leaving the
world the better is a majestic feat. Which is why I bridle myself with
haiku ever more often.
“MY GARDEN” (September 12, 2018)
I have not been to my garden for so long that I am startled by the very
notion. What, my garden? Come to think of it, can there be such a
notion as “my garden”?
TILL THE VERY END OF THE WORLD (September 15, 2018)
It is high time for the words that break the silence and leave the world
the better for their birth: there will be no such words till the very end of
the world.
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THE UGLIEST SPECIES ON EARTH (September 22, 2018)
It is enough to watch tourists meandering around Motovun for a single
season to conclude beyond any reasonable doubt that humans are the
ugliest species on earth.
SENILE DEMENTIA EXPLAINED (September 24, 2918)
One reason for memory loss in old age is that memory is limited. The
older one becomes, the closer one gets to that biological limit. Senile
dementia explained?
GREATER CHANCE AT SURVIVAL (October 5, 2018)
Does it make any sense to cater more to chestnuts than to humans?
Yes, it does. The way things have been unfolding, chestnuts have a
greater chance at survival.
KEEPING POSITIVE (October 14, 2018)
Pray, what is the greatest sin at this day and age, when the end of the
world as we know it is within sight? Hmm. How about the dated trick
of keeping positive?
INFINITE SPEED (October 20, 2018)
One starts dying at birth, albeit slowly. As one gets older, dying gets
faster and faster. By the time one sheds this mortal coil, dying reaches
infinite speed.
HERE ALREADY (October 25, 2018)
There are ever more signs of winter in Motovun. The clearest among
them are the clothes worn by Italian tourists. According to them, the
winter is here already.
WELCOME TO POSTHISTORY (November 12, 2018)
History is the study of times past recorded in written documents.
Imagine a world without either reading or writing, though. Prehistory?
Welcome to posthistory!
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LIFE WORSE THAN DEATH (November 17, 2018)
Fear of death is as old as life itself. But things have changed since the
appearance of homo sapiens on planet earth. Now we have fear of life
worse than death.
THE LAST INTELLECTUAL, MY ASS (November 21, 2018)
As I was wondering about my ways, I took some comfort from
cajoling myself as the last intellectual. And then I started laughing.
The last intellectual, my ass.
NOW WE ARE TALKING (December 2, 2018)
What does the cross stand for? Quadruvium. Carrefour. Dörtyol.
Crossroads. But it also stands for juncture, turning point, and crisis.
Well, now we are talking!
ELEVEN DAYS IN A ROW (December 8, 2018)
It is time to rejoice. Silence beckons once again, and I am over the
moon well in advance. Beginning tomorrow, I will write not a word
for eleven days in a row.
NOT A WORD FROM STRASBOURG (December 20, 2018)
I am not about Christmas gifts, but there is one I would not mind this
year. Even more, I would cherish it. So far, though, there is not a
word from Strasbourg.
“REAL WINTER” (December 22, 2018)
Willy-nilly, meteorologists cater to human needs. They are only
human. Thus they cherish forecasting the return of something fondly
remembered as “real winter.”
IT CAN (December 27, 2018)
An optimist and a pessimist are watching the entire world burning. “It
can’t get worse than this,” mumbles the pessimist. The optimist
laughs: “It can, it can!”
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INTO A GHOST TOWN (January 5, 2019)
Tomorrow is a huge day in Motovun. Epiphany, or a moment of
sudden and great revelation or realization. The tourist season over, it
will turn into a ghost town.
MY UNBRIDLED THANKFULNESS (January 17, 2019))
I feel blessed every time I see one or two deer in my garden. Judging
by the trails in the weeds, they come often. Which only adds to my
unbridled thankfulness.
THIS WASTED WORLD (January 24, 2019)
Since waste sorting was launched in Motovun, I have learned that
plastic dominates my waste. But there is no way around it. Plastic
dominates this wasted world.
THE WEATHER SLAVES (February 9, 2019)
Watching sparrows, pigeons, and crows fly around the center of
Zagreb no matter the weather, I rejoice. By comparison, humans look
pathetic. The weather slaves.
THE CITY OF CHORES (February 12, 2019)
Chore after chore, I am about finished with them in the Croatian
capital. And this visit of mine is nearing its end. Alas, Zagreb has
become the city of chores!
MOUNDS OF FIREWOOD (February 16, 2019)
My beloved drove us to Motovun. Tranquility is her top prize. But the
fireplace crowns her visit, for which purpose I have recently acquired
mounds of firewood.
A BLESSED GORILLA (February 24, 2019)
When it comes to the rare essentials, my knowledge is incontestable.
The other way around, I am ignorant of untold trivialities only.
Behold, a blessed gorilla!
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TO BE REPEATED (March 9, 2019)
So much has happened in the last five-thousand years that there is no
way to explain it to a homo sapiens. And? The historical lessons will
have to be repeated.
MY OWN SPRING (March 17, 2019)
The wisteria in my garden, which clambers to the north wall of my
terrace, is about to bloom. And I am getting impatient. It is as though
this is my own spring.
THE LEADING PRIMATES (March 21, 2019)
To understand the human species, pay attention to what the rich covet:
palaces, cars, yachts, jets, jewels, and art. Which is why they are the
leading primates.
AMONG SINISTER YOGIS (March 27, 2019)
Musing about the title of one of David Gordon White’s books, which I
am rereading now, I cannot but wonder whether he would place me,
too, among sinister yogis.
I AM NOT OF THIS WORLD (March 31, 2019)
I feel kind of jubilant, but I am not sure why. It takes me a while to
pin it down. To the best of my understanding, I am elated because I
am not of this world.
SCOTT WALKER (April 3, 2019)
A celebrated star of pop music has just passed away. The World Wide
Web is buzzing with his name. To my great joy and pride, I have
never heard of Scott Walker.
WITCHCRAFT (April 7, 2019)
So, when will shit hit the fan? Beware of anyone who offers an answer
to such questions. The more precise, the more perilous. Such answers
belong to witchcraft.
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THANKS, BILL! (April 14, 2019)
Tickled by Bill Gates, I do my best to come up with a plausible reason
for optimism. To my surprise, it pops up in my mind at once: blessed
death. Thanks, Bill!
FUCK EVOLUTION, AGAIN (April 29, 2019)
Orangutans spend most of their lives alone in the holy woods. This
holds especially for males, who are not encumbered by their offspring.
Fuck evolution, again.
YEN FOR GODS (May 4, 2019)
What can we learn about gods from the holy books on offer? Zilch.
All we can learn from these books is about humans. As well as their
unquenchable yen for gods.
FOR US ALL (May 17, 2019)
Imagine the moment when Donald Trump starts panicking about
climate change. The calling, the shouting, the swearing… Who says
there is no fun left for us all?
“THE END” (May 23, 2019)
The opening line has attracted much attention among the literati for
quite some time, and I am delighted to come up with a splendid one at
long last: “The End.”
MY OWN FLYING SAUCER (May 29, 2019)
I like bus travel, but I hate it when the bus is full. And that happens to
me ever more often. This is why I find myself daydreaming about my
own flying saucer.
ON A BUSINESS TRIP (June 4, 2019)
Tomorrow afternoon, I will be returning to Motovun. I am looking
forward to my departure already. Early this morning, my beloved left
Zagreb on a business trip.
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IN THE REALM OF FICTION (June 12, 2019)
If you could have, would you have begged your parents not to bring
you to life? A good question, you would say. Which is why it remains
in the realm of fiction.
SHORTER THAN MY LIFE (June 15, 2019)
Co se sta ben se more. This is one of my favorite Venetian proverbs,
but I cannot find it in my magnum opus. Alas, it is certain to remain
shorter than my life!
THE SEVEN REMAINING QUESTIONS (June 23, 2019)
War is nigh. Only its beginning is still a puzzle for everyone
concerned. Who, what, where, by what means, why, how, and when
are the seven remaining questions.
A CHUNK OF MEAT (June 25, 2019)
I am surprised to spot one street cat chasing another at top speed.
What? It does not take me long to figure out that the cat in front
clutches a chunk of meat.
FOLLOW THE ANIMAL IN YOU (July 2, 2019)
The oldest trick against extreme heat is a nap. The fiercer it gets, the
more naps it takes. Whenever the weather is challenging, just follow
the animal in you.
TINY BUT BRAINY (July 9, 2019)
The brontosaurus shape of my writings gives me shivers from time to
time. But its head, which is still being shaped, gratifies me most.
Behold, tiny but brainy.
THE HUMAN SPECIES ENTIRE (July 17, 2019)
I have no problem with any nation, religion, or race. They are all alike
for me. My one and only problem, but a momentous one, is with the
human species entire.
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POOR TILOPA (July 23, 2019)
My “Ten Principles of Retirement” (January 10, 2018) appeal to few
on the World Wide Web. I pity the great sage to whom they are
dedicated, though. Poor Tilopa.
AS WE KNOW IT (August 1, 2019)
And here is the truth and nothing but the truth in twenty-one word: the
truth has never been known and it never will be till the end of the
world as we know it.
NOT DEAD YET (August 16, 2019)
As a large fly is buzzing around my head early in the morning, while I
am still trying to sleep, I croon under my breath after Monty Python:
“I’m not dead yet!”
JEFFREY EDWARD EPSTEIN (August 30, 2019)
And here is the leading expert on the human species at this stage of
evolution, and especially the richest and most powerful among them:
Jeffrey Edward Epstein.
CLOSE TO TEARS (September 9, 2019)
Babies and toddlers are close to my heart. Again and again, I wave
and smile at them, and they respond with affection. Unbeknownst to
them, I am close to tears.
CLOWN PRINCE BORIS (September 21, 2019)
The only relief from unending Brexit fumbling and scuffling is the new
but sturdy title of the fellow at the helm of the British government:
Clown Prince Boris.
SHOO! SHOO! (September 27, 2019)
Shoo! Shoo! But how do I know I am shooing away the nincompoops
only? Easy-peasy. Ninety-nine percent of visitors to my website are
but nincompoops. Shoo! Shoo!
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SCHMUCK (October 8, 2019)
I spot a busload of tourists with open umbrellas wandering around
Motovun on a bright day. “Koreans,” I hear an inner voice. And then
I scold myself: “Schmuck!”
START REARING (October 14, 2019)
The European Union is like a circus horse trotting in circles. Circles
are shrinking. The only question is when will the horse come to a halt
and start rearing.
OVERCOME BY NAUSEA (October 18, 2019)
French existentialists cross my mind more and more often. Whenever
I am surrounded by humans, I remember their wholesome verdict. I,
too, am overcome by nausea.
CREATIVITY AT SURVIVAL (October 24, 2019)
I am annoyed at every mention of creativity, but if I would go for it in
any of its guises, it would be the only remaining one nowadays:
creativity at survival.
THEIR BIRTHRIGHT (October 28, 2019)
Watching schoolchildren on excursion to Motovun, I see tomorrow’s
slayers. The younger, the more terrible. In their minds, the slaying
will be their birthright.
GROWING GENDER EQUALITY (November 23, 2019)
I see an ever-larger number of couples in which the female is taller
than the male. This was unimaginable in my youth. Another proof of
growing gender equality.
GENETIC, TOO (November 28, 2019)
Lately, women love to think that their bunions are genetic. Their love
of tight shoes and high heels does not even cross their minds. This
must be genetic, too.
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A THOUSAND YEARS OLD (December 3, 2019)
Another birthday is upon me. It is my mother’s once again. I refuse to
count the years, but the date weighs a ton. It feels as though I am a
thousand years old.
IN BACTERIA I TRUST (December 8, 2019)
Wherever I cast my glance on the World Wide Web, I come across
bacteria. They are doing exceedingly well around the globe. Quite
impressed, in bacteria I trust.
WHEN ONE NEEDS THEM (December 17, 2019)
The world is primed for a miracle, and a major one. So far, though,
there has been no sign of them anywhere around. Hey, where are
miracles when one needs them?
THE SPECIES’ SURVIVAL (December 20, 2019)
I am not a fan of my own species. And there is not a shade of shame
for it in my mind. I am certain this mindset is the first step toward the
species’ survival.
PRETTY HARD TO BEAT (December 29, 2019)
Fire control is one of the paramount inventions of early humans. And I
keep practicing it to this day. As far as inventions go, this one is pretty
hard to beat.
INTERESTING TIMES (January 3, 2020)
Where is the world heading? Nobody could possibly know, but the
question is on everybody’s mind nonetheless. Clearly, what lies ahead
will be interesting times.
ALSO MISSING (January 11, 2020)
After Epiphany, Motovun has turned into a ghost town once again.
Cimitero di Montona, as I relish calling it half in jest. If only ghosts
were not also missing.
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MY INTIMACY (January 23, 2020)
While the sun is setting, I talk to it as though it is a departing friend.
And I wish it a happy return. By the time it sets, I feel embarrassed by
my intimacy.
MY LONGEST HOMELAND EVER (January 29, 2020)
Riding a bus to Zagreb, I am in the right place, as it were. Threehundred kilometers in length, Motogreb is its name. Behold, this is my
longest homeland ever.
HIS FRENCH IS SUBLIME (February 1, 2020)
Now that I am unlikely to ever return to Proust’s masterpiece, I am
sometimes annoyed with my proclivities. But why? For crying out
loud, his French is sublime!
DUSTBIN OF HISTORY (February 24, 2020)
Thomas Piketty has come up with yet another bestseller on capitalism
and inequality. And? Just like all books to date, it will end up in the
dustbin of history.
GOOD OLD PANIC (March 17, 2020)
Till this day, little is known about the novel strain of coronavirus.
Still, it has ushered worldwide panic. Luckily, quite a lot is known
about good old panic.
WHAT ELSE COULD I ASK FOR? (March 23, 2020)
The city of my birth was rocked by a quake yesterday morning, and
many buildings were damaged. But my beloved is safe and sound.
Hey, what else could I ask for?
FOR TEACHERS (April 7, 2020)
How to teach humans that the greatest threat they will ever face are
themselves? As far as challenges go, this one excels them all. And
especially for teachers.
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A LONE WOLF (April 15, 2020)
Since childhood, I have never wished to be led by anyone. Even more
important, I have never wished to lead anyone, either. All my life, I
have been a lone wolf.
READ AND WRITE (April 28, 2020)
Much of what is written is mere gibberish. Which is why reading can
be such an annoyance. A major problem of this epoch is that way too
many can read and write.
THAT SPLENDID AGE (May 2, 2020)
My father would have been one-hundred and eight years old today. A
number to celebrate, this. Come to think of it, one half of me is
actually that splendid age.
FLYING PAST (May 25, 2020)
As I am reclining on my terrace, I hear a loud buzz. Expecting to see
another drone, I look toward the sky. But I am taken aback by a
swarm of bees flying past.
FUCK HUMAN RIGHTS (May 30, 2020)
Having waited to hear from the Strasbourg Court for too many years, I
have a fast advice for all those who are thinking about applying to it:
fuck human rights.
HAPPY ENDS (June 7, 2020)
Whenever I come across stories about ecological disasters, I am
stunned by their endings. As a rule, they brim with optimism.
Humans are crazy about happy ends.
FAR AHEAD (June 11, 2020)
Thick walls, robust doors, and tiny windows spell self-defense in
medieval architecture. Just right for the upcoming years. Our cunning
ancestors saw far ahead.
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CHALLENGES GALORE (June 27, 2020)
Watch the world fall apart without a blink. The challenge. Add a cute
smile. And then start laughing out loud. Add a boisterous fart.
Behold, challenges galore.
THE SEX DOLL (July 10, 2020)
As years march on, images of women on the World Wide Web point at
the ideal sought by everyone around the entire world, and with
mounting passion: the sex doll.
GALES OF LAUGHTER (July 27, 2020)
There is much hope that world leaders will concur on how to avert
climate change catastrophe in Glasgow in November next year. But
will they? Gales of laughter.
NESCIUNT HOMINES FINEM EORUM (August 4, 2020)
As far as individual humans are concerned, the bible is clear: “Nescit
homo finem suum.” But it is mum about the species entire: “Nesciunt
homines finem eorum.”
UNBLEMISHED MISANTHROPY (August 24, 2020)
It is enough for me to spot a bunch of humans to be overcome by
nausea. And I feel the same about all races and colors of skin. Mine is
unblemished misanthropy.
THE COST OF FAME (September 1, 2020)
The only benefit of fame is the greater chance that one’s work would
survive one’s death. But this benefit shrinks to zilch by comparison
with the cost of fame.
THE IDIOCY OF PIGEONS (September 9, 2020)
During the summer, pigeons often congregate on top of the Motovun
tower. The view, the liberty, and the security are awesome. So much
for the idiocy of pigeons.
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THE SHOW OF FOOLS (September 21, 2020)
The tourist season seems to be over in Motovun. I feel sorry for my
many friends whose lives depend on them. But I am delighted by the
end of the show of fools.
THE FUTURE IS THE PAST (September 30, 2020)
Pray, what is the future? More to the point, how to spell it out in just a
few heartfelt words? Easy-peasy. Not to beat around the bush, the
future is the past.
TIME TO CELEBRATE! (October 15, 2020)
And now for some good news: for all the progress so far, humans are
not yet capable of destroying life on earth, let alone the planet itself.
Time to celebrate!
SCIO NESCIRE (October 25, 2020)
Following so many masters of wisdom in my wake, I am happy to
proclaim without any doubt, as well as with gusto bordering on
unrestrained passion: scio nescire.
IN NO WORDS (October 31, 2020)
And now for the gist of things in around thirty words. Actually, no
more than at most twenty words. Goodness gracious, how about the
gist of things in no words?
THE MIGHTY FOUR (November 4, 2020)
How will the world look like without mighty Trump? Boring, boring,
boring. But we must rejoice that we still have Xi, Modi, Putin, and
Erdoğan. The mighty four.
THE HAPPIEST (November 18, 2020)
I may have had a wicked cold the last fortnight, but I also may have
survived a coronavirus attack. I will never know. And that knowledge
makes me the happiest.
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NO MATTER HOW TEDIOUS (December 2, 2020)
My mother’s birthday is coming up tomorrow. How best to celebrate
it, though? The best idea I have at present is to giggle at everything,
no matter how tedious.
THE FLOOR OF A FIREPLACE (December 29, 2020)
A hearth, the place where the fire burns, was so essential to a house or
home that it has become a synonym for it. And yet, it is only the floor
of a fireplace.
FUCKING FEET (January 10, 2021)
The only part of my body that I still find good looking in spite of my
age are my feet. Golly! In my youth, this would have never crossed
my mind. Fucking feet.
THE MOTHER OF ALL HAIKU (January 27, 2021)
My life has been so blissful as of late that my only, albeit far from
negligible, if not also worrisome, problem is how to come up with the
mother of all haiku.
THE HIGHEST PRAISE I CAN MUSTER (February 14, 2021)
Having gone through my Residua entire, I can say with an annoying
touch of pride that it is a no-bullshit book. Period. This is the highest
praise I can muster.
THE REAL NEW YEAR (March 1, 2021)
Spring is in the air. Gazing at the Mirna valley, which is quite green
by now, I cannot but recall my Roman ancestors. Lo and behold, this
is the real new year!
DREAMLESSNESS (March 12, 2021)
The last dream I recalled well enough to record it in the morning was
in October last year. Five months! One of the worthy gifts of
liberation is dreamlessness.
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PALTRY ILLUSIONS (March 24, 2021)
Thanks to corrupt Croatian politicians and their courts, I will engage
with my fellow humans never again. Ever. At long last, I am free of
all paltry illusions.
KEEP SMILING WITHOUT A WORD (April 24, 2021)
Some of my friends get cross when I start railing against humans.
“You’re a human, too,” they declare. Soon enough, I will learn to keep
smiling without a word.
ALMIGHTY PFIZER (May 12, 2021)
Today I got the second shot of vaccine against coronavirus. The first
one I got precisely six weeks ago. And now I am as good as new,
thanks to almighty Pfizer.
OUR BEST TEACHER (May 25, 2021)
The greater the pain we experience, the more we learn from it. The
closer we come to death, the more resilient the lesson. The animal in
us is our best teacher.
TWENTY-THREE YEARS MY JUNIOR (June 11, 2021)
I was fifty-two when I ran into my beloved twenty-three years ago.
And she will be fifty-two in a couple of months. Behold, she is
twenty-three years my junior.
THE PARADOX OF LIFE (June 29, 2021)
Night after night, I am delighted when I go to sleep. Once again, I will
be out of this fucking world while remaining alive. Lo and behold, the
paradox of life.
HOW TO MANIPULATE WOMEN (July 17, 2021)
The main problem that women face today is that ever more of them are
in power already. And they are adept at manipulating men only. But
how to manipulate women?
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HARDLY OVER (August 10, 2021)
The mystifying coronavirus pandemic is history by now. Or so the
ignorant masses like to believe all around the globe. Which is why the
pandemic is hardly over.
AMONG FOOLS (August 31, 2021)
All mysticism is bullshit. At its best, it spells out the unending human
quest for meaning of life. And that is the quest reserved for the
greatest among fools.
MY OWN ORIGINS (September 23, 2021)
Humans never cease to amaze me. Conceit, bigotry, lust, inanity,
duplicity… Ever more often, I cannot but pinch myself when I start
suspecting my own origins.
FINIS CORONAT OPUS (October 16, 2021)
As witnessed by the curt Latin phrase that ricochets through my mind
as of late, the end of my writing project is drawing nearer by the day:
finis coronat opus.
CUM GRANO SALIS (November 3, 2021)
I gauge every thought with due caution. Alas, words can be no less
than treacherous! Everything that strikes me as true at first, I always
take cum grano salis.
UNKNOWN TO MOST HUMANS (November 26, 2021)
The best advice to humans goes back to Tilopa. An entire millennium
ago, he put it in no more than thirteen words. Amazingly, he remains
unknown to most humans.
SOLSTITIUM (December 21, 2021)
The word “solstice” is derived from the Latin sol for “sun” and stitium
for “stoppage,” from sistere for “to stand still,” whence its original
name: solstitium.
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NOT CRAZY ENOUGH (December 29, 2021)
I often feel like sending a few more words of wisdom to the most
powerful humans on the planet. What about Joe Biden, though? He
strikes me as not crazy enough!
THE LESS YOU THINK (January 9, 2022)
And here is yet another, as well as customarily neglected, driving force
behind alcoholism in all of its manifestations: the more you drink, the
less you think.
LEARNING NOT TO LEARN (February 3, 2022)
Learning to learn is MIT’s motto of global fame. And I relished it
most of my life. No longer, though. Now I go for the motto in
reverse: learning not to learn.
THE SHORT RUN (March 2, 2022)
The only thing that saves most humans from panic about the
impending apocalypse is their stupidity. Hey, even faults can be
valuable! But only in the short run.
THE QUIRK (April 6, 2022)
Ellipsis counts as three characters rather than one in my haiku (“The
Ellipsis,” May 15, 2015). A quirk long explained. Alas, I am still
perturbed by the quirk!
KEEP MUM (April 25, 2022)
Some of my friends get cross when I start lauding dictators, albeit
mockingly. I am loath of humans, but that is beyond them. Ah, when
will I learn to keep mum?
DEAD MEAT ALREADY (May 8, 2022)
I observe my fellow humans lurch past my table at Marko’s. Ugly,
stupid, useless, they are ridiculous at their best. I cannot but see them
as dead meat already.
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A TINY BUNCH (June 13, 2022)
Just to give witness to my indomitable optimism, I am sure that a
bunch of humans will survive every calamity awaiting the species. But
it will be a tiny bunch.
A BETTER ANSWER (July 6, 2022)
When it comes to world’s problems, of which there are many, I have a
ready answer: mmmmm. Perfect! Three cheers for anyone who can
come up with a better answer.
IN YOUR HEAD (July 29, 2022)
Wherever you go, you find yourself. So why wander around the world
in search of miracles as yet undiscovered or unappreciated? The world
entire is in your head.
RETURN TO EARTH (August 29, 2022)
Imagine a spacecraft that would take you anyplace you wished. As
well as guard, feed, divert, and heal you at your will. Would you ever
wish to return to earth?
ART IS SHIT SUPREME (September 27, 2022)
As I have long declared, art is shit. So many years later, I am kind of
uncertain about this verdict of old. Judging by the accrued wisdom, art
is shit supreme.
THE NOTION OF SEASONS (October 16, 2022)
Another dark, cold, and wet season is on the horizon. Or the fall,
winter, and spring combined in unusual ways. Gosh, when will I give
up the notion of seasons?
QUITE ALIKE (November 26, 2022)
Why does Latin give me so much thrill? Is this, as I like to say,
because Romans are my ancestors? Or is it because my ancestors and
successors are quite alike?
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ASINUS ASINUM FRICAT (December 19, 2022)
Ab homine homini cotidianum periculum, Seneca dixit. Doctrina est
fructius dulcis radicis amaræ. Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere
causas, asinus asinum fricat.
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